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The North East Frontier Agency, popularly known as NEFA and nowrenamed 
as the Arunachal Pradesh, it a thinly populated hilly tract lying Ifoughly between 
the latitudes 26° 28' Nand 29° 30'N and the longitudes 91 ° 30' E and 97° 30' E 
on the north east extremity of India, comprising roughly of 83,578 kilometre 
squares of area, and bordering the; international boundaries of Bhutan, Tibet, 
China and Burma. The Agency is known to be rich in flora. fauna. power and 
mineral potential, 

Constitutionally, NEF A was a part of the State of Assam at the time when 
1971 Census was taken. Then the Agency was directly administered by the 
President of India through the Governor of Assam as his agent, who was assisted 
by and adviser. The office of the Adviser to the Governor of Assam was situated 
at Shillong, Ithe capital of the Assam State. 

On the 21st January. 1972, NEFA has 
Union Territory and placed under the chatrge of 
with his headquarters at Shillong, now the capital of 
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been made intO' a 
a Chief Commissioner 
the State of Meghalaya. 









FORE\VORD 

Census Operations in an area such as the North-East Frontier Agency are 
none too easy. Taking into account the various difficulties, at the 1961 Census 
the All-India Census Schedules were canvassed only in a very small number 0f 
the more easily accessible villages of NEF A, and in the bulk of the area a simplified 
schedule was canvassed giving certain basic household particulars. With the 
development of communications cmd the greater availability of educated persons 
in the field, a t the 1971 Census, efforts were made to see that entire NEF A was 
covered on a uniform basis by the same census schedules as were canvassed in 
the rest of the country. It is very gratifying to record that the efforts were entirely 
successful. For the first time ever, fairly comprehensive <:lata on housing are 
available through the Houselist that was canvassed in NEFA as part of the I97I 
Census operations. The privilege of presenting the first Housing Report of NEF A 
goes to Shri J. K. Barthakur, the Director of Census Operations, NEFA. In his 
report, he has analysed the -Housing Tables and given his observations. I tnlst 
that this will be a starting point for further analytical studies on the housing 
conditions of NEF A. This region is undoubtedly at the threshold of far-reaching 
socio··economic progress. It may not be difficult to foresee that the housing condi
tions, to(),. may undergo several changes in the years to come. Surveying the present 
picture of housing in NEF A, Shri Barthakur has observed : "Whichever way we 
:may construct the statistical information, the fact remains that the tribes, live in 
houses which are entirely satisfactory from their point of view and since the concept 
of housing adequacy or otherwise is more subjective than anything else, it may 
be said that the extent of housing of the tribes is more or less satisfactory." The 
few urban centres that have come into being largely as administrative headquarters 
seems to inevitably influence the neighbourhood. The future alone can say if and 
what changes will come about in the rural areas. I am glad that the present report 
has been greatly enriched with adequate illustrations of the typical housing of 
the area. I have no doubt that through this publication Shri Barthakur has thrown 
a flood of light over a field about which very little or no information was available 
in the past. 

New Delhi 
December 7, I97"[ 

A. CHANDRA SEKHAR, 

Registrar General 0- Census Commissioner, 
India 
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PREFACE 

This report gives part of the informatlOn 
collected while carrying out the housenumbering 
and houselisting operations as a preliminary to 
the operation of census enumeration. The other 
part of the information will be published in a 
volume titled "Establishments Report and 
Tables" (Part III A & B). 

The vaule of this report remains mainly in 
the fact that the information contained herein 
had never been available before. The adminis
tration and other users will use these informa
tion for the first time. An attempt has been 
lnade to cover the limitations of presentation 
and interpretation, by producing a number of 
illustrations, and some suporting information 
in the appendices. 

Acknowledgement and thanks are due to 
many for this publication. The North East 
Frontier Agency Administration and her Adviser 
to the Governor of Assam, Shri K. A. A. Raja 
had provided all the administrative backing, 
whole hearted support and the agency to take 
census in NEF A. Special appreciations are due 
to the Dire.ctorate of Health and Medical 
Services, NEF A, who had done the pioneering 
job of numbering the houses of NEF A as eady 
as in 1958 under the National Malaria Eradica
tion Programme; to the Central Public Works 
Department of NEF A, who had not only provid~ 
ed the housenumbering materials while taking 
the census but also had willingly undertaken the 
job of permanently numbering the houses in the 
district and sub-divisional headquarters of 
NEF A; to the Directorate of Information and 
Public Relations, NEF A, who had not only 
taken the brunt of carrying out the census 
pUblicity work in close collaboration with the 
Regional Publicity Officer, NEFA and the 
Station Directors of the All I1)dia Radio at 
Gauhati, Dibrugarh, Pasighat and Tezu, but also 
:'ad actively helped in taking out this publication 
by making all the photographs available for the 
publication and permitting us to reprint extracts 
from many books published by them on behalf 
of the NEF A Administration, to Shri R. N. 
Bagchi, Art Expert, who not only did two illus
trations for this publication but also guided our 
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Artist in various ways; to the Statistics Depart
ment of NEF A who had extended all possible 
help in the field as well as in the headquarters 
and without the help from this department it 
would not have been possible to bring the census 
operations to a successful close; and to all 
departments of NEF A Administration who 
spared their field personnel to act as census. 
enumerators and supervisors inspite of their 
other pressing pre-occupations. Thanks are due 
to the Assam Rifles, the Central Reserve Police 
and other organisations who had helped smooth 
conduct of the census by permitting their over
worked wireless nets to transmit essential 
messages relating to taking of census. No words 
in acknowledgement can express our gratitude 
to _the district authorities of NEF A who had 
spared no pains to made the 1971 Census in 
NEF A a success. Thanks are due to my 
colleague Shri Padi Tana, Assistant Compiler 
who contributed valuable information about the 
Iay-out of an Apatani house and also contributed 
a note on the same subject. 

Amongst my other colleagues, the two able 
Assistant Directors Shri M. B. Rai and Shri 
A. M. Chanda had spared me of the troubles of 
routine administrative and technical matters of 
the office to let me complete drafting of this 
report in one stretch. They also actively helped 
me by preparing notes on various subjects. 
Shri A. K. Paul, Tabulation Officer, had done 
all that was necessary to make the report see the 
light. Shri A. Medhi, Tabulation Officer, and 
Shri B. K. Goswami, Economic Investigator, 
completed the preliminary tabulation work with 
the help of the Lower Division Assistants with
drawn from the districts in the month of April 
prior to their retrenchment in the month of 
June, 1971. Shri I. N. Gohain, Tabulation 
Officer, had coordinated the next phase of 
tabulation with Shri A. Roy Choudhury, Tabula
tion Officer, the latter taking the main brunt of 

. processing the data along with his assistant 
Shri B. C. Das, Assistant Compiler. Shri J. Das, 
Cartographer had taken the trouble of drawing 
the maps and charts along with his assistants 
Shri D. Choudhury, Artist, Shri K. J. Pandit. 
Shri S. Das and Kumari R. Malakar, the three 



Draftsmen. Shri ·D. Bhattacharjee and Shri A. 
C. Paul, Stenographers, Shri D. B. Rai, Com
putor and Kumari G. R. Saha, Lower Division 
Assistant, bore the brunt of typing and retyping 
the report with smiling faces. My thanks are 
due to all of the above and my all other collea
gues whom I have not named specifically. 

Above all, I express my sincere thanks and 
acknowledgement for the umailing guidance 

and help given to us by Shri A. Chandra Sekhar, 
R.e,gi.strar General, India and his colleagues, in 
every phase of our work. 

J. K. Barthakur, 
Director of Census Operations, 

N.E.F. Agency, Shillong. 
Dated Shillong, 
The 29th November, 1971. 

Post script: After this publication was sent to press, NEF A was made into a 
Union Territory with the new name of Arunachal Pradesh. The 
inauguration of the new Union Territory was done by 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India, on 21.1.1972. 
Therefore, wherever the word NEFA appears in this volume, it may 
be read as Arunachal Pradesh. 
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Figures at a glance 

ARUNACHAL PRADESH-

1. Area (provisional) 

2. PopUlation'. 

3. Density of population per Km! 

4. Number of districts 

5. Average popUlation per district 

6. Number of circles. 

7. Average popUlation per circle 

8. Number of towns . 

9. Number of inhabited villages . 

10. Number of uninhabited villages 

11. Number of occupied residential houses 

12. Number of households . 
(i) Number of residential households 

(ii) Number of Institutional households • 
(iii) Number of Houseless households 

13. Household size: 

Total 
Category Rural r-

Urban Persons 

2 3 

( T 467,511 
I 

'l 
R 450,223 

U 17,288 

Tota' • 

r T 452,737 

'1 R 439,249 

U 13,488 

Roaidenlia' • 

r T 13,640 
t . i R 9,840 

L U 3,800 

Jnatilutiona' 

r T 1,134 

HOUle' ... 
I 

, ~ R 1,134 

l U 

XXI 

POPULATION 

Males 

4 

251,231 

39,369 

11,862 

237,751 

229,221 

8,530 

12,463 

9,131 

3,332 

1,017 

1,017 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

-. 
Females 

5 

2,16,280 

210,854 

5,426 

214,986 

210,028 

4,958 

1,177 

709 

468 

117· . 

117 

83,'578 KJll2. 

467,511 
450,223 

17,288 
6 

5. 

93,502 

77 

6,072 

4 

2,973 

Nil 

73,180 

94,646 
92,898 

1,309 
439 

Households Household size 

6 7 

_.-----
94,646 4·9 

90,457 5'0 

4,189 4·1 

92,~8 4·9 

89,091 4·9 

3,801 3'5 

1,309 10'4 

927 1·0 

382 9·9 

4~9 2'6 

439 2'6 



14. Uses of' Census houses 

Total 

Rural 

Uban 

Total 
~ural 
Urban 

Total 
No. of Census 

houses 

2 

81,296 

77,183 

4,113 

Census 
houses 

vacant at the 
time of 
house 
listing 

3 

4,104 

3,802 

302 

Residence 

4 

72,214 

68,983 

3,231 

Shop-cum
residence 

5 

764 

(107 

15'7 

,Works.hop
cum~resldence 

6 

202 

163 

39 

Other than 
residential 
houses 

7 

4,012 

3,628 

384 

15. Distribution of residential census houses by material of wall and roof: 

Predominant material of roof 
("""" ______________ ..A..--------------"'\ 

Predominant materials of wall Grass, Burnt bricks, All other Total 
leaves, reeds, G.T. Sheets, materials and 
bamboo mud, oruther material not 

unburnt metal sheets, stated 
bricks and stone 

wood cement 

2 4 

.---~~---~----------

1. Gras!., leaves. reeds, or bamboo, mud! unburnt bricks and wood 61,904 3,984 Nil 65,88& 

... Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets, or othet metal sheets, ~tone, Cement 2,S53 4,739 Nil 7,292 

3. All other materials and materials not stated Nil NJI Nil Nil 

TOTAL 64,457 8,723 Nil n,181) 

16. Residential census households, members of residential census households and rooms occupied by 
residential census households: 

Total 
Rural 

Urban 

Total 

Rural 

Urban 

All households Households with 
one room 

,-~-----. r---__Jo...----, 
Number Members N·umber Members 

of Census of Census of Census of Census 
house- hocse· no use- house 
holds holds holds holds 

2 4 5 

92,898 4,52,737 64,627 2,96,402 

89,091 4,39,249 62,871 2,92,222 

3,807 13,488 1,756 4,180 

Hous hoids with 
two rooms 

Households with 
three roomS 

Households with Households with 
four rooms five or more room, 

r---' .A.-----, ,---..A...--, ~______"_--..... r---,A,----, 
Number MemberS Number Members Number Members Number Members 
ofCen,us ofC-ensus of Census of Census of Census of Ce'1SUS of Census of Census 

house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds holds holds holds holds holds holds holds 

6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 

18,053 88,354 6,964 39,842 2,198 16,501 1,056 11,638 

16,725 83,321 6,536 37,839 2,082 15,582 877 10,285 

1,328 5,033 428 2,003 116 919 179 1,353 
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17. No. of persons per residential census household and number of persons per room: 

Total No. of persons per Number of persons 
Rural census household per room 
Urban 

2 3 

Total 4.87 3.31 

Rural. 4.93 3.37 

Urban 3.54 2.11 

18. Distribution of residential censuS households by size and tenure status: 

Tenure Status 
,.- '""-.--------, 

Size of households Number of residential households living in 
-"---------, 

Owned Rented All houses 
houses houses 

2 3 4 

One person • 5,782 2,277 8,059 

Two persons 8,666 2,001 10,667 

Three persons 11,010 2,015 13,025 

Four persons 12,666 1,554 14,220 

Five persons 11,435 1,932 13,367 

Si" or more persons 29,771 3,789 33,560 

TOTAL 79,330 13,568 92,898 

19. Percentage distribution of residential census households by tenure status and si7e of households: 

Size of Census Households 
,- -"----------------------

One Two Three Four Five Six or more -, 
Tenure Statu. person persons persons persons persons. persons Total 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Total 8.7 11.5 14.0 15.3 14.4 36.1 100.00 

Owned 6.2 9.3 11.8 13.6 12.3 32.0 85.2 

Rented 2.5 2.2 2.2 1.7 2.1 4.1 14.8 

XXlll 



20. Population 

Total 1911 1961 
Total/ Rural -,-- .A--- -------'- ...., 

Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes Urban Persons Males Females Persons Milies Females 

2 3 4 6 7' 8 

r" 467,511 251,231 216,280 336,558 177,680 158,878 

Total . Rural 450,223 239,369 210,854 336,558 177,680 158,878 

Urban 17,288 11,862 5,426 

[Total 339 178 161 

Scheduled Castes . ~ RUThI 335 115 160 

/l Urban 4 3 

r' 369,408 184,076 185,332 298,439 148,215 150.19" 

Scheduled Tribes . Rural 365,939 182,111 183,828 289,439 148,245 150,194 

Urban 3,469 1,965 1,504 

21. (i) Decadal variation of population 1961-71 (percentage) : 38,91 
(ii) Decadal variation of Scheduled Tribes population (percentage) : 23.78 

22. Sex ratio (females per 1000 males) : 

Total/Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribe$ 

Total 

Scheduled Castes 

Scheduled Tribes 

23. Literates and educated persons (including 0-4 years) 

Total 1971 
Total/ Rural r- .A. 

Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes Urban Persons Males 

--------------_ 
2 4 

fTotal 52,791 44,776 

Total i Rural 44,067 37,744 

LUrban 8,724 7,032 

{Tota' 123 94 

Scheduled Castes -< Rural 119 91 
I 
LUrbar, 4 

(Total ]9,202 16,046 

Scheduled Tribes 
I l Rural 17,993 15,126 

Urban 1,209 920 

xxiv 

Females 

5 

8,015 

6,323 

1,692 

29 

28 

3,156 

2,867 

289 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

2 

fTotal 

. ~ Rural 

lurban 

{Total . t Rural 

Urban 

fTota' 

. i Rural 

lUrban 

1961 

3 

861 

881 

457 

904 

914 

333 

],()()7 

1,009 

765 

1961 

1971 

894 

894 

l,on 
- 1,013 

r-
______ . .A. _______ -, 

Persons Males Females 

6 7 8 

24,012 21,756 2,256 

24,012 21,756 2,2S6 

7,476 6.853 623 

7,476 6,853 623 



24. Literacy rates in percentage (including 0-4 years) 

Total 1971 1961 
. Total/ Rural r-----------A---------, ,-~~~ _____ ...A.. _____ ----_. 

Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes Urban Persons Males Females Persolls Males Females 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

--------
rTotal 11·29 17·82 3'71 7'13 12·24 1·42 

Total · i Rural 9'79 15·77 3·00 7'13 12·24 1'42 

;,_UTban 50,46 59·28 31·18 

rTotal 0'05 0'03 0'06 

Scheduled Castes · ~ Rural 0·05 0·03 0·06 
I 
LUrban 

fTotal 5'20 8·72 1·70 2'51 4'(J2 0.41 

Scheduled Tribes · -{ Rural 4·92 8·31 1'56 2'51 4·62 0.41 
I 
LUrban 34·85 .46·82 19'22 

25. Workers 

Total 
Total/ Rural Persons Males Females 

Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes Urban 

2 3 4 5 

,Totar 269,542 158,623 ltO,9I9 
I 

Total · i Rural 260,626 150,281 110,345 

tUrban 8,916 8,342 574 

fTota, 100 98 Z 

Scheduled Castes · i Rural .97 95 2 

tUrban 

fTotal 2IO,61l 107,022 103,589 

Sheduled Tribes -{ Rurlll 209,517 106,270 103,247 
I 

1,094 tUrban 752 342 

26. Non-workers t .. 

Total 
.. Total! Rural Persons Males Females 

Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes Urban 

2 3 4 

jTotal 197,969 92,608 105,361 

Totll. · i Rural 189,597 89,0~8 100,509" 

l Urban 8,372 3,520 4,852 

fTotal 239 80 J59 

Scheduled Castes • ~ Rural 238 80 158 
r 
lUrban 

fTotal 158,797 77.054 81.741 

Scheduled 'tribes • · {RUTal 156,422 75,841 80,581 
I 
lUrban 2,375 1,213 1,162 
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27. Category of workers 

Total Scheduled Castes SCheduled Tribes 
Persons -'- ~ r- ~ r-------'----___,...., 

Category of workers Males 
_ I-IX Females Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban 

2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 

(Persons 211,160 210,670 490 17 17 199,628 199,279 349 

Cultivators . I 
105,903 1?5,662 · ~ Males 241 17 17 98,557 98,421 136 

lFemales 105,257 105,008 249 101,071 100,858 213 

II 
(Persons 5,292 5,070 222 30 30 3,142 3,107 35 

Agricultu ral labourers I 
2,952 207 28 1,320 · ~ Males 2,745 28 1,349 29 

lFemales 2,340 2,325 15 2 2 J,793 1,787 6 

III 
(Persons 366 364 2 320 318 2 

Livestock, Forestry, Fishing, Hunt-i Males 244 242 2 202 2eO 2 
tin!!:, Plantations, Orchards and 
allied activities lFemales 122 122 118 118 

IV 
(Persons S 2 2 

Mining and Quarrying I 
· ~ Males 4 4 1 

lFemales 1 

V 

Manufacturing, Processing, servi-
cing and repairs-

(Persons 830 683 147 US 205 10 

(a) Household industry • I 
134 • ~ Males 719 585 147 142 5 

l Females III 98 13 68 63 5 

(Persons 103 53 50 58 33 25 

(b) Other than household ~ Males 71 40 31 14 16 8 
industry l Females 32 13 19 34 17 17 

VI 
(Persons 263 212 51 92 85 7 

Construction • I Males 247 197 50 82 76 6 1 Females 16 IS 10 9 

VII 
(Persons 1,551 860 691 5J7 523 34 

Trade and Commerce · i Males 1,466 791 675 484 464 20 

lFemales 85 69 )6 73 59 14 

VIU 
(Persons 11 10 

Transport, Storage and Communi- ~ Males II 10 
cations 

[Females 

IX 
(Persons 49,961 42,699 7,262 53 S3 6,597 5,965 632 

Other Services • ~ Males 47,006 4O,eoS 7,001 50 SO 6,176 5,630 546 

(Females 2,955 2,694 261 J 3 -Ill 335 86 
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Ever since the people are living in houses 
built like the carcass of a methon (Bos frontalis) 
or of designs that differ from the shape of the, 

Why hOlllelisting ? 
carcass of a methon. But 
for a handful of houseless 
people, the existence of tho 

human race is now linked with the existence of 
houses. Because of this, for such fundamental 
administrative process like taking of census, 
numbering and listing of houses constitute an, 
unavoidable preliminary. The physical number·· 
ing of houses and listing of inmates found in 
each house, are primarily dode 'iQ. census with 
two objects in view. Firstly, the houses are 
located and identified. Secondly, a reliable 
preliminary estimate of population is obtained 
upon which the details like determining the 
quantum of printing of forms, supply of 
stationary etc. are worked out. In addi
tion to these, some important matters of 
demographic and sociological interest, such 
as searching fa," indication of maladjustment in 
the growth between popUlation and housing, 
the quantitative response of the society to the 
ever present problem of search for a roof over
head, and the likely indication of the overall 
economic condition of the community with the 
standard 0{ housing J for it is common to assess 
a man at the first encounter by where and how 
he lives), pattern of conventional formation of 
capital with relation to economic exploitation of 
forests, and industrial conversion of mineral and 
quarry products into building materials, conges
tion and related problems in towns and large 
villages, income generated in the housing sec
tors, hre usually attempted at and derived from 
the large scale field operation of houselisting 
done as preliminary to census taking and sub
sequent detailed studies. The practice of 
housenumbering itself is of considerable import
ance because the same conducted on a uniform 
basis throughout the country, provides basic 
material for delimitation of wards of cities, 
towns and large villages; and enables a complete 
stranger to find out a particular location with 
the least confusion. 

However, the usual practice of house
numbering and houselisting remained more or 
less a local effort till 1951 Census. Each State 

was required to design its 
own houselist forms till then. 

Housenumberillg and 
Houselivting liP to 
1961 Census. 

Though such a practice 
derived the advantage of 
havhg the definitions of. 
census. house, census house-
hold and other concepts 

related with housenumbering and hOllselisting, 
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well adapted with the local conditions, the more 
serious disadvantages of finally having sets of 
housing data not comparable between the States 
and the consequent uselessness of the aggregates 
built up at the national level, eventually led to 

'the realisation that an acute problem of lack 
of data on housing existed at all levels. In 
consideration of this, during 1961 Census the 
Registrar General, India, devised a standard 
schedule with- more or less uniform coverage, 
definition and comparability, for the purpose of 
carrying out the houselisting operation through
out the country. The result of the attempt 
proved a success and the houselist yielded some 
valuab4! basic data on housing which Were not 
available hitherto. For this reason, the house
listing operation of 1961 Census was regarded 
as a sort of a simple housing census. 

The 1971 Houselist has an added advantage 
over the 1961 Houselist. The former main
tained comparability with the latter in every 

respect, but it covered 
HOlJse/i~t of }971 the establishments with a 

Census. 
separate schedule called the 

Establishment Schedule collecting more details 
about them. The Houselist of 1971 contained 
details of the location of a building and the 
census houses contained therein; materials of 
wall and roof; use to which the census houses 
were put (e.g., whether residence, shop, shop
cum-residence, business, factory, workshop, work
shop-cum-residence, school, bank, commercial 
house, office, hospital and hotel etc. or vacant) ~ 
whether wholly or partly used as residence; the 
details regarding the households such as 
whether the households belonged to Scheduled
Caste or Scheduled Tribes, the names of castes 
or tribes ; number of living rooms in the occupa
tion of the census households, whether the house
holds lived in owned or rented house, the male 
and female breakups of the persons normally 
residing in the census households, and whether 
or not households cultivated land. The House
list and the instructions given to the enumerators. 
are reproduced at Appendix I and Appendix II 
respectively. 

The results of canvassing the Establishment 
Schedules with respect to the census houses ~sed 
as establishments will be reported in separate 
publications, (Part-III (A) and (B) : Establish
ment Report and Tables). The Establishment 
Schedule and the instructions are reproduced 
as Appendix III and Appendix IV in this 
report. 

The 1971 Census originally contemplated 
collection of a few more particulars on housing 
such as age of the house, area, availability of' 



tie bask amenities like electricity, water supply, 
privy and fuel used -M! cooking. Some of the 
items were proposed to be collected on an area 
sample basis. The pretesting of the draft 
schedules showed that the response to some 
'1uestions such as age of the house was not 
'Satisfactory and calculating the area of a house 
-.vas time consuming. The Planning Commission 
was also of the opinion that collection of data 
from the rural areas un amenities likr dectrifica
tion, protected water supply connections and 
privy, might not be meaningful in the present 
.'Stage of housing in the countryside and that in 
the urban areas the civic authorities should be 
able to maintain and provide detailed particulars 
on housing to the National Buildings Organisa
tion and therefore, in a quick operation such as 
of the census, the collection of detail data on 
bousing was not required to be attempted. It 
was, therefore, decided to canvass almost the 
same houselist schedule as in 1961 Census so 
that the 1971 Census might show the trends in 
the matter of usage of houses, material of wall 
and roof, and the congestion of accommodation 
with reference to the number of rooms pe:' 
11Ousehold. 

Even prior to the launching of the house
numbering and houselisting operations for 1971 
Census, a scheme of permanent housenumbering 

was sought to be introduced 
~~rma.nent housenum- during the intercensal period 
.' bermg. , 

not merely to serve the 
purpose of the population census but also to meet 
the needs of various branches of the Government, 
local administration and public utility services. 
The circular on a scheme of permanent house
numbering issued by the Registrar General, India, 
is reproduced as Appendix V(A), along with the 
manual of instruction drafted for the scheme at 
Appendix VI. Permanent housenumbering 
is being done in the district and subdivisional 
headquarters of the North East Frontier Agency 
by the district authorities with the assistance of 
the Central Public Works Department, inspite 
of the fact that the question of physically 
numbering the houses of the North East Frontier 
Agency itself fell into heavy weather during 
1961 as well as 1971 Censuses. 

-Although the rest of the country stood poised 
for the operations of housenumbering and 
houselisting with the coming of each decennial 

census, the North East 
Frontier Agency, popularly 

H~s;;~,:,bering ill known as NEFA, was de-
bating till the late sixties 
whether or not the houses in 

NEF A should be physically numbered. NEF A 
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is predominantly inhabited by Scheduled Tribes. 
The preliminary question that the NEF A 
administration was worrying about was whether 
physicaI nu.mbering of every house with paint 
nnd brush, immediately foHowed by the listing 
of inmatef. found in each house so numbered, 
would be understood in their correct perspective 
by the tribes of NEFA who remained isolated 
from the rest of India till the independence of 
the country was attained. In connection with 
physical numbering of houses during 1961 
Census, Dr. Vefrier Elwin, the then Adviser on 
Tribal Affairs of NEFA, an eminent anthropolo
gist actively associated with the day to day 
administration of NEF A, was of the firm view 
that the same should not be attempted as it 
might create avoidable and unnecessary appren
hensions in the minds of the people. As a result 
of this, housenumbering was not done in the 
villages of NEFA during 1961 Census and a 
simplified household schedule was canvassed in 
place of the individual slips used in the other 
parts of the country. Even in the 69 adminis
trative centres where the all India census forms 
were used, housenumbering was carried out only 
in 11 places. 

However. a review of the field work of the 
National Malaria Eradication Programme in 
NEFA revealed that the houses in NEFA had 
been numbered under the programme in the 
most interior places since 1958. It appeared 
that the occupants of, the houses located even in 
the deep interior of NEF A, did not resist their 
houses being numbered by the malaria staff; on 
the other hand, they welcomed the sprayin_g 
teams because they became aware of the 
beneficial results of . spraying. This induced 
taking of a decision that housenumbering could 
be attempted during the 1971 Census.· The 
attempt was a complete success. An abstract 
from the talking points given for the publicity 
work in connection witJ:l housenumbering, may 
be seen at Appendix VII. 

As has already been stated, housenumbering 
and houselisting are primarily required to be 
done for the purpose of locating a house and 

HOlluJisting and house
numbering was done 
together with Census 
enumeration in 
NEFA. 

obtaining estimate of the 
popUlation to be covered 
during actual taking of 
census. Evidently, these two 
operations are required to 
be carried out long before 
the actual census enumera-
tion takes place. That is why 

the operation of housenumbering and houselist
ing was carried out in the rest of the country 6 
to 10 months prior to actual taking of census 
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But as the decision for housenumbering and 
houselisting was taken in NEF A rather late these 
two operations had to be carried out by the 
enumerators when they visited. the villages for 
census enumeration. That is, the operations of 
housenumbering, houselisting and census enu-

. meration took place in NEFA during a single visit 
of the enumerator to the village. On arriving at a 
village for taking of census, the enumerator first 
physicaHy numbered the houses, filled in the 
Houselist and the Establishment Schedule and 
then carried out the actual census enumeration. 
All these operations went on smoothly and it is 
expected that there will be no difficulty in carry
ing out the operations of housenumbering aDd 
hcmselisting in NEF A in the subsequent censuses 
with the all India time schedule and methodolol!V. 

A product of the houserlUmbering and 
houselisting operations of 1971 Census had been 
the preparation of notional maps of villages and 

towns showing the location 
of every house. For this 

NotiONal maps (~r 
vil!:lges and towns. purpose also, some devia-

tion had to be made in 
NEF A from the all India 

methodology. At first, the NEFA Administra
tion was rey, uested to prepare the notional n' ~ps 
of .he villages incorporating some very basic in
formation thereon. This was done with con
siderable pains taken by the district authority 
who mostly utilised the services of the Village 
Level Workers belonging to the Community 
Development and the Agriculture Departments 
of the NEF A Administration. The main defect 
found in these sketch maps was the use of 
divergent and unconventional symbols depicting 
the different features of the villages and 
the towns. These sketch maps were redrawn 
in the office of the Director of Census 
Operations, NEF A, at Shillong, when the 
features marked on the maps were made as 
uniform and as conventional as possible so that 
they could be used by the general run of the 
enumerators and supervisors who had to carry 
out the jobs of actual housenumbering, house
listing and census enumeraton. Thereafter, four 
ferro-printed copies. of these maps were taken 
out by the courtesy of the Statistics Department 
of the NEF A Administration who let the census 
department use their ferro-printing facilities. 
As a result of these efforts, when the enumera
tors visited the . villages for the purpose of 
housenumbering, houselisting and census enu
meration, they had with them a ferro-printed 
copy of the notional map of the village. This 
map was corrected again by the enumerator by 
srot verification. The instructions given to the 
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enumerator on this account may be seen at 
Appendix VIII. 

The sketches corrected by the enumerators 
formed the basis upon which the notional maps 
of the villages and towns are being redrawn. 
The atlas of the notional maps for each circle 
will be available in due course to be utilised in 
multifarious ways such as carrying out surveys, 
conducting housenumbering itself in future and 
for purely administrative purposes like provid
ing preliminary data for village area survey, 
bench-mark for housing and other economic 
oriteria. (More than anything elst, the materials 
collected in Houselists and Establishment 
Schedules will be of unique signifidanee for 
NEF A primarily because they are the firsts of 
their kind.) For the urban areas, the Central 
Public Works Department provided the basic 
material for drawing the sketch maps. At 
Appendices XIII A and XIII B specimens of 
the notional maps drawn fOf the rural and urban 
areas respectively, are reproduced. 

The actual process of housenumbering and 
houselisting amounted to, firstly, physical loca
tion of the houses of the village or the town block 

Mtthodology of houst
listing and house
numbering in NEF A 

already shown on the ferro
printed notional map suppli
ed to the enumerator, en
circling on the map the 
houses that have since been 
dismantled and superimpos-
ing on the map the location 

of the houses constructed after the map was 
dra\; n. Secondly, after the enumerator had 
satisfied himself that all the houses have been 
correctly located on the map, the enumerator 
started physically numbering the houses in a 
systematic manner and simultaneously writing 
down the housenumbers against the houses 
appearing on the village notional map. Thirdly, 
the enumerator called on the houses and collect
ed the required particulars about the houses and 
the residents, in the Houselist form and wherever 
necessary in the Establishment Schedule. . After 
completing the operation of listing the houses 
thus. the enumerators went round the houses 
once more, this time carrying out the actual 
census enumeration. 

The enumerators and the supervisors were 
given intensive training by the District and the 
Subdivisional Census Officers. All the enumera-

The aKency for house· 
Ii.,ring and house· 
numbering in NEFA.. 

tors and the supervisors 
were government servants. 
The following table shows 
the departments from where 
the enumerators and the 

supervisors were drawn. 



TABLE 1·1 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

STATEMENT SHOWING THE GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENfS FROM WHERE THE CENSUS 

ENUMERATORS AND THE SUPERVISORS 
WERE DRAWN 

Department Enume- Super- Total rators visors 

Agri .. 1Jlture 197 93 290 

Education 292 27 319 

Medicai 92 43 135 

Adminstrative & other depart-
118 47 165 ments 

Engineering • 15 27 42 

Others 61 6 6'7 

Total • 775 243 1,018 

We give briefly now the main concepts adopt
ed for houselisting. 

The 'census house' defies a fool proof 
definition. For the purpose of 1971 Census the 
census house was defined as the building or 

part of the building having 
Census House~. a separate main entrance 

from the road or any 
courtyard or staircase etc. used or recognised 
as a separate unit. It may be inhabited or 
vacant. It may be used for residential or non
residential purpose or both. 

If a building had a number of flats or blo~ks 
which were independent of one another havmg 
separate entrances of their own from the road 
or a common staircase or a common courtyard 
leading to a main gate, they were considered 
,separate census houses. If within a large 
enclosed area there were separate buildings then 
each such building was treated as a separate 
census house. If all the structures within an 
!enclosed compound were together treated as one 
building, then each structure with a separate 
entrance was treated as a separate census house. 

As for example, a 'Gompa' might be a single 
building having many census houses used for 
different purposes such as shrine, dormitory, 
guest house, school etc. The parts of the 
Gompa used for such different purposes was 
treated as separate census houses. On the other 
hand, a hostel building where the door of each 
room in which an inmate lives opened to a 
common verandah or staircase, was treated as 
one census house only. In some parts, the 
pattern of habitation was such that single house
hold occupied a &roup of huts within an enclosed 
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fence which had one main entrance. EaC? of 
the apparently separated structures was an mt~
gral, part. of the housing ~n~t. In such cases, It 
was conSIdered more realIstIc to treat the group 
as one census house. Care was taken to ascer
tain if only one household occupied such a umt 

• or was shared by more than one household. 
Thus the definition of a census house was to be 
applied having due regard to the actual situat~on 
when an exceptional case was c?nt:onted wI~h. 
A stock taking was done by the dIStrIct authonty 
about the probable peculiar situations that might 
have to be confronted with by the enumerator, 
and the enmerators were cautioned and given 
special instructions to cope with such 
situations. 

A 'household' was defined as a group of per
sons who commonly lived together and would 

take their meals from a 
common kitchen unless the 

Census household. 
exigencies of work prevented 
any of them from doing so. 
It might be made up of 
related or unrelated per

sons. A cook or a servant living in the house of 
his employer and taking his food there, was 
considered as a member of the master's house
hold. A hotel where a number of unrelated 
persons lived together, was an institUltional 
household. So was a jail, a hospital, a hostel, a 
rest house etc. 

The definition of 'household' as given above 
had been universally accepted and served the 
purpose of determining the size of the smallest 
economic as well as demographic unit of the 
population. But it was a common experience 
that in NEFA, in the areas where polygamy 
was practiced and where all the wives lived to
gether in the same house, sometimes the wives 
were alloted with separate patches of land for 
cultivation and the agricultural products of the'le 
separate patches of land cultivated by each wife 
was stored in separate granary. The wives 
cooked separately in different hearths to feed the 
children born to them and the visiting or depen
dent members of their parental clans. In such 
cases, a strict application of the above definition 
would result in showing as if there were as many 
households as there were number of wives living 
in the house. Though such a picture would not 
vitiate the concept of grouping the popUlation 
into smallest economic units, the concept of 
grouping them into smallest demographic units 
would be adversely affected. Therefore, in 
these cases, inspite of the partaking of meals 
cooked separately in separate hearths, the entire 
family was treated as one household of whom 



the husband was shown as the head of the house
hold. 

The Houselist Schedules were manually tabu
lated in the office of the Direttor of Census 

Operations, NEF A, Shillong 
on full count basis as against 

Tabulation of Houselis/ 20% sampling of filled in 
Houselists of the major 
States of the country follow

ed . by mechanical processing and tabulation of 
the sampled information. Some of the guide
lines provided by the Registrar General. India, 
in this respect, are reproduced as Appendix V. 

The following were the types of common 
errors found at the processing stage of the. 
houselist : 

(i) N ames and code numbers of villages 
and Enumerator's Blocks were some

times omitted or incorrectly record
ed. 

(ii) Entries regarding purpose for whlch 
census house was used was some
times made in ambiguous language. 

(iii) Sometimes no entries were made 
rregarding the serial number of the 
Establishments. 

(iv) Sometimes the entries regarding the 
sub-numbers of the census house
holds were not made. 

It was found possible to correct most of the 
errors, in the Tabulation Office itself with refer

rence made to the entries in 
Errors and their other columns of Houselist, 

c01'reotion, the filled in columns of thi:l 
Establishment Schedule and 

other census schedules like Population Record. 
As all the filled in schedules relating to house
listing and census enumeration of an Enumera
tor's Block were put by the enumeratur inside 
a single polythene paper bag, a cross-reference 
made to correct the doubtful entries found in 
the houselists with the census schedules auel 
vice-versa, was possible and proved to be ex
tremely useful. However, some cases of inc()n~ 
sistency had to be referred to the Charge 
Superintendents. who were able to provide a 
cOlirection or explanation thereof. 

It. is necessary to say a word here about the 
moan areas of NEF A. In the last census, NEF A 

was taken to be entirely 
rural as no population centrG 
conformed with the mini-

Urban areas of NEF4. mum conditions laid down 
by the Registrar General, 
India, to- treat an ~ area as 

urban. The situation remained practicalIy Uil

changed in 1971 also. But in consideration 
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of the urban characteristics developed by the 
district headquaters towns of Bomdila, Along 
and Tezu and the subdivisional headquarters 
town of Pasighat, the Registrar General, India, 
accepted them as urban areas. The urban 
population is only 3·70 per cent. of the total 
population. The urban characteristics that have_ 

. developed in these towns, are more a result of 
the official efforts than of any other tangible 
economic or social factor. That is why, these 
towns tail to show up some of the usual urban 
trends and fall short of some of (he basic urban. 
amenities like hotels, eating places, places of 
entertainment or worship. 

Another word of caution need be uttered. The 
readers of census reports are usually used to 

large numbers. But NEFA 
census does not yield very 
big numbers. Therefore, 

Behaviour of small whatever derivatives are 
lIumbers. worked out of the compara

tively small numbers, are 
prone to fluctuate more vio
lently. than what the readers 

are normally used to. Therefore, the fluctuating 
nature of the de~ivatives may be viewed with 
an eye kept fixed on the whole numbers to 
which they relate. An example will be cited to c 

clarify the point. In the Kameng and Lohit dis
tricts there are only 673 an<i: 757 urban census. 
houses. But we shall produce tables of deriva
tives showing how 1000 urban census houses are 

l distributed with respect to building materials and 
size of households, for the purpose of maintain
ing aU India uniformity of presenting the cemus, 
data. The reader should look towards the actual 
number of houses in these cases for the purpose 
of understanding the situation more realistically. 

We discuss the statistical information thrown 
out by houselisting in the subsequent chapter!.. 
However, a generalised view point is required 

importance of under
Handing the ClIstO' 

mary background 
of the people. of 
NEFA. 

to be introduced at this 
stage. In NEF A, the cus
toms practised by the tribes 
play the most''important part 
to decide who, where, when, 
with what materials wil1 

build a house. Therefore, the statistical infor" 
mation regarding building materials, size ot 
households, number of rooms in a house, owner
ship status etc. may be misleading unless this 
customary background is constantly appraised to 
come to any meaningful conclusion. After all, 
the very site upon which the houses· are built 
may not or cannot belong to the owner of the 
house: The burden of collecting the building 
materIals alio doe~ not fall squarely on the 







owner of the house. More often than not, it 
becomes the responsibility of the community to 
collect the building materials, build the house 
and bless the owning household when the job is 
completed (to live happily ever after). When a 
thickly populated village of the Apatani tribe 
is gutted by accidental fires, which are not too 
infrequent, the entire village is rebuilt within so 
short a period as three days with the men and 
materjals provided to the village by the entire 
tribe ,as one man. A note on the customs regu
lating the ownership of household sites and the 
activity· of house building with regards to some 
tribes of NEF A, is provided at Appendix X 
for those readers who would like to have a peep 
into this interesting subject. 

Under .. such circumstances, the exterior and 
the interior shapes of a house and the materials 
with which the houses are built, usually conform 
with the tradition of a tribe. A deviation from 
the standard traditional pattern is not easy. 
After all, an individual can neither collect all 
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the building materials nor build a house all by 
himself. The community continues to coUect 
such building materials as they are used to collect 
and build such houses as they are used to build, 
all under the iron discipline wielded by the tra
ditionlll authority. Such changes as the owner 
had promised his wife last evening, can at best 
be suggested to the patJriarch supervising the 
building activity in exercise of the awesome 
traditional authority, more often ineffecti vely 
than not, for the din and bustle of the wood 
being chopped, bamboo being sized, leaves being 
taken to places rustling, in accompaniment of 
songs and shouts of the builders, may not permit 
a patient hearing and an alteration of the course 
of the events already in progress. Even When 
the hapless suggestion is heard and alteration is 
deemed possible, the stolid custodian of tradi
tions, though may be drinking out of the best 
jars of rice-wi~ the lady of the house had 
brewed, may not condescend to be so good as ·to 
permit the desired change to be given effect to. 



CHAPTER II 

USES TO WHICH CENSUS HOUSES ARE PUT 

A very high percentage of the census houses 
in NEF A are used as residences. Out of 
81,296 census houses listed during 1971 census, 

72,214 or 88·83% are resi
dences. For the rural ~rea 

Uses of Census this percentage is 89/;37%. 
Houses ill NEFA For the urban areas the 

percentage is 78 ,56%, 
which is to be expected as 

the concentration of offices and shops in the 
towns is obviously greater than in the villages. 
The urban areas differ from the rural areas with 

respect to the vacant houses. About 5·05% of 
the census houses were found vacant in NEF A. 
The incidence of vacant house in the rural area 
was 4·93% ; the same in the urban areas was 
7·32 %. In the business oriented urban areas, 
the percentage of houses (0, 68 %) used as places 
of entertainment, community gathering and 
worship, found to be less than that of the rural 
areas (1, 62 % ) and of NEF A as a whole 
(1,57%). The following table gives in brief the 
uses to which the census houses were put in 
NEFA. 

TABLE 2·1 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

CENSUS HOUSES AND THE USE TO WHICH THEY ARE PUT 

CENSUS HOUSES 
r---- ~-----""---------.., 

NUMBER PERCENTAGE 

r-----.A----~ 
NEFA Rural Urban 

r-------.A.-----., 
NEF A Rural Urban 

1. Number of Census Houses 81,296 77,183 4,113 100'00 100'00 1 (){)I()() 

2. Census houses vacant at the time of 
listing 4,104 3,802 302 :'05 4'93 7'34 

3. Occupied census houses 77,192 73,381 3,811 94'95 95'07 92'66 

(i) Used as reSidence 72,214 68,983 3,231 88'83 89'37 78.56 

(ii) Used as shop cum-residence 764 607 157 0'94 0-79 38'2 

(iii) used as work shop cum-residence in-
cluding household industry 202 163 39 0'25 0'21 0·95 

(iv) Used as Hotel, Sarai, Dharmasala, Tourist 
houses and Inspection houses 278 273 5 0'34 0-35 0·12 

(v) Used as shop excluding eating houses 253 208 45 0'31 0-27 1'09 

(vi} Used as business houses & offices 1,932 1,641 291 2'38 2'13 7'08 

(vii) Used as factories, workshop and 
workshed 90 79 it 0'11 0'10 0'21 

(viii) U~d as restaurants, sweetmeat shop and 
eating places 64 61 3 0'08 0'08 0'07 

(ix) Used as places of entertainment and 
community gathering (Panchayat ghar) 
ex.c1uding places of worship 646 632 14 0'79 0'82 0·34 

(x) Used as places of worship 634 620 14 0'78 0'80 0-34 

(xi) Used for purpose~ other than above 115 114 0'14 0'15 0,()2 
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The Table H.1 of this volume gives the 
breakups of the Table 2.1 we have just intro
duced, by the districts of NEF A. Instead of 
giving the percentages as in Table 2· 1, the 
Table H.Lt gives the distribution of 1000 cen
sus houses by the use which they are put to and 
the districts. The Table H.L2 gives the urban 
and rural breakups for Table H.L1 with the 
difference that the uses to which the 1000 cen
sus houses are put, are confined to four broad 
categories only. 

The five districts of NEF A conform largely 
to the pattern of use of census houses shown by 
NEFA as a whole. Amongst the minor varia

tions revealed at the district 
levels, the Kameng district 

Definition of a shows comparatively more 
.,acanl hOU6e vacant houses (about 8%) 

whereas the Subansiri district 
shows the least incidence 

(:::.bout 3 %) of the same. A cen'sus house was 
treated as vacant when no person was living in 
it at the time of enumeration and it was not 
being used tor any of the purposes like shop 
(a place where articles are bought or sold on 
payment of cash or on credit)-bank, business 
house (where transaction in money or other 
articles took place) ; hospital, dispensary, Health 
Centre, doctor's clinic; school or other educa
tional institution; hotel, sarai, dharmashala, 
tourist house, inspection house; restaurant, 
sweetmeat shop or workshop, eating place; 
place of entertainment; place of worship; insti
tution like orphanage, rescue house, jail, refor
matory, children home, others like cattleshed, 
garage, godown, laundry, petrol bank and 
passenger shelter. When a census house was 
merely found locked it was not treated as vacant 
but the use to which it was put, was recorded. 
When the occupants of a locked house had gone 
on a journey, such as pilgrimage, a remark to 
that effect was recorded. The reasons for 
vacancy were usually the dilapidated condition 
of the census house, repair, incomplete cons
truction and want of tenant 

The comparatively high percentage of the 
vacant houses observed in NEF A, is attributable 
to a few of the peculiarities of NEF A. The 
administrative headquarters and other outlying 
seats of administlration like government farms, 
,staging huts on the foot tracks, forest colonies 
etc. account for a large number of houses in 
NEFA. The government quarters of these loca
tions often remain vacant between two allot~ 
ments. Moreover, they are mostly built with 
bamboo posts, walls, floors, and thatched roofs. 
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The life of such buildings is taken to be three 
years. So, about one third of such buildings 
becom.e unusable every yearr, but they continue 
to stand vacant till such formalities as sun'ey 
report is prepared and accepted by the adminis
tration and the method of disposing the rotting 
bamboos is spelt out. The process may take 
sometimes as much as another three years during 
which the houses continue to stand and melt and 
more houses join their ranks. Considering the 
uneconomic character of such houses, the NEF A 
Administration has taken up the policy of build
ing more substantial structures with wooden 
framework covered by metal sheets on the top, 
and reeds covered by mud plaster on the sides, 
calling them the 'semi-permanent' structures. 
But construction of such semi-permanent struc
tures is a slow process due to the difficulties in 
transportation of the building materials and 
shortage of capable contractors. Thus, the num~ 
ber of houses remaining 'under construction' is 
inflated by these. 

The local customs are sometimes responsible 
for the large incidence of vacant houses in 
NEFA. Some tribes like Monpas of the upper 
parts of the Kameng district, maintain two 
houses: one on the hill-top and other in the 
valley. When the valley is flooded, they live in 
the hill-top house and graze the livestock; when 
the hill-top becomes too cold and gets covered 
with snow they climb down and live in the 
valley. Again, when tribesmen shift the loca
tion of their residential houses not too far away, 
they let the old" houses stand for a while till 
everything usable in them, including the posts, 
rafters, purlins and bamboo mattings for wall 
and floor, are finally removed to the new site. 
As against the powder-spilling bamboos of the 
government quarters, the bamboos used in a 
house of a tribesman are better preserved as the 
result of constantly emerging smoke of the large 
fires lit inside. The smoke keeps away the boring 
insects and envelope the bamboos with a brown
grey glaze which is partially weather proof. 



The following extract from Table H.I.l gil'c) 
the overall picture of NEF A : 

TABLE 2'2 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 HOUSES BY VACANT 
AND OCCUPIED STATUS IN THE 

DISTRICTS OF NEFA 

NEFA 

Kameng 

Subansiri 

Siang 

Lohit 

Tirap 

Census houses 
r---.A.----"l 

Vacant Occupied 

50 950 

81 919 

32 968 

44 956 

58 942 

43 951' 

Amongst the other district characteristics, the 
uniformity of the proportion of residential houses 
is striking except again that the Kameng 

and Subansiri districts show 

Use 0/ census houses 
in the districts 0/ 

NEFA 

slight variations in the oppo
site dirfctions. Similarly, 
the proportions of shops, 
shop-cum-residence, work
shops, workshop-cum- resi-
dence and business houses 

taken together, are strikingly similar in all 
districts. The incidence of eating places and 
hotels is similar and appears to be low in all 
districts as these are largely carried out as side 
business by the shop-cum-residences and other 
business houses. On the whole, except for the 

. places of entertainment, public gathering and 
worship, there is very little difference amongst the 
districts regarding use of census hou<;es. The 
following Table 2.3 will illustrate the point. 
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TA.BLE 2·3 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 HOUSES BY PRINCI~ 
PAL USES IN THE DISTRICTS Ol!"' NEFA 

I 

"" (l) 

"0 
'Vi 
e 
2' .., 

NEF A/ district ~ 
0-

NEFA 
Kameng 

Subansiri 

Siang 

Lohit 

Tirap 

13 
>. 
0"; 
..r:;:;;; 

~ 

900 

877 

933 

902 

901 

896 

40 30 4 16 

39 25 4 13 

37 26 4 5 

42 29 4 21 

42 31 6 5 

38 33 4 24 

The impact of tribal culture and religion is 
reflected in the proportions of places of enter
tainment community gathering, and worship. 

, ., The highest incidence of 
E//ecto/trlba h b·f d' th 

culture in developmen: t .em are. to. e oun In e 
a/houses for common Trrap dIstnct where the 

gathering etc. villages are comparatively 
large and the communities had adequately 
responded to development of commonly-: used 
places. Tirap is closely followed by the 
Siang district inhabited by strongly gregarious 
tribes who have not only organised themselves in 
tight fit traditional intervillage communities 
called 'Bangos' but have also maintained the., 
traditional boy and girl dormitaries in thea in
terior places in one hand and seen to the. moder
I1isation of these and other cultural heritages in 
the comparatively advanced areas, on the other. 
The districts of Subansiri and Lohit, inhabited 
by the most individualistic of the tribes of NEF A 
in rather small villages (sometimes consisting of 
a single long house only), stand out as the ones 
having the least incidence of the houses put to 
common use by the community. The district of 
Kameng falls in between these two categories 
largely because one half, the more populous 
eastern one, is inhabited by the individualistic. 
tribes belonging to the same ethnic group of the 
tribes of the Subansiri district, whereas the 
western half is inhabited by the tribes that are 
gregarious by nature and have developed places 
of community use at a rate which is possibly the 
highest in NEF A. 
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CHAPTER III 

MATERIALS OF WALL AND ROOF 

In any place, suitable materials available locally 
and with the least trouble are predominantly 

used for building houses. In 
the lush tropical forests of 

Effect of climate 
and availability 

of buildings 
material~ 

the heavy rain region of 
NEF A, the quick growing 
bamboo (Bambusa Tulda) , 
thatch (Saccharum Sponta
neum) , grass, cane (Calamu3 

Viminalzs), reeds, leaves and wood provide the 
most commonly used building materials. Be
cause of the heavy rains, it is necessary to make 
steep roofs covering a large area for which the 
light weight local products provide the answer. 
Sometimes, the roofs are made to reach the 
plinth level as a protection against heavy rains 
and high winds, but rarely such a roof is used 
as a wall. A wall is separately built to give a 
rectangular shape to the living space even if the 
roof had reached almost the plinth level outside. 
Both for the roof and the walls, bamboo pro
vides the ideal basic building material, which is 
well preserved by the smoke emerging practi
cally continuously from the open fire places in
side, around which the domesticity of the tribes 
~oncentrate. A roof really looks like the carcass 
of a ' methon ' with bamboo rafters and purlins, 
which are usually covered by thatch, bamboo 
leave, bannana leaves, takou leaves (Palmira 
Palm) and kinds of grass, which are held tightly 
with split bamboo tied- securedly with canes 
sliced lengthwise. The sliced canes are the usual 
tying materials; the iron nails play practically 
rio part in building a traditional house in the 
villages. . 

In the comparatively higher altitudes of the 
western parts of the Kameng District where 
metres of snow gather during the winter, the 
easily available stones find a ready use in build
ing houses. The thick walls made of stones cut 
out the icy wind and protect the residents from 
the extreme cold outside. In the Siang District, 
almost half the houses use wood as the material 
for wall. In the other parts of NEFA, the walls 
are made of split bamboo which are not plaster
ed with mud or other material, firstly because, 
unlike the reeds, the mud does not stick well to 
the bamboo and is easily washed away by the 
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heavy rains coming down at eerie angles, and 
secondly, the split bamboos without plaster 
ensure ventilation inside the houses where big 
fires are lit in open hearths both during day and 
night. 

It is really interesting how even in the same 
environment the difference in customs of the 
tribes led to pronounced differences in the archi
tecture of the traditional houses. It will not be 
possible ·-t9 deal with this interesting subject in 
this publication. However, we provide some 
photographs of houses of different tnbes, and 
also some extracts from various publications and 
work 0[ one of our colleagues as Appendix XI, 
just to provide a glimpse into the subject for the 
benefit of the interested :readers. 

The Table 3 . 1 shows how the locally 
avaUable materials predominate use in building 
residential census houses in NEF A. 

TABLE 3,,1 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF RESIDENTIAL CENSUS 
HOUSES OF NEFA BY MATERIALS OF 

WALL AND ROOF 

Predominant materials of roof 

.... 
7;."'(/)"" '0 "'~ '0 .... 
... _ 

~ 
o~ 0<lJ os (1)(1) (1).0 .c:.c: ",'0 .... ~ "'''' -0 
.~ >-:- os..., 

'" ''0 
.~ 0:1 

d~t: 
...... 

Predominant materials 
0'0 0 (1) en 
;>::10 0(1) ~o Total of wall c;E" wEE E~ 
! g-<!d ~ .... 8 .... 0; ._ (1) 

• ,o~ .... .c: • 0· .... 
.0 ..... 0 -=s ~ E.S! ..... o~ 
eC)£ 00:1 .... os .... :::::6 (j,o,o ~ '" 
Ill. < 

Grass, leaves, reeds, or 
bamboo, mud, unburnt 
bricks & wood 61,904 3,984 nil 65,888 

Burnt bricks, G.I. sheets, 
or other metal sheets, 
stone, cement 2,553 4,739 nil 7,292 

All other materials and 
muterials not stated nil nil nil nil 

To t a I 64,457 8,723 nil 73,18~ 
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Though small in number, the houses built 
with materials and ideas brought from outside 
present an important phenomenon. They ~et a 
pattern to the aspiration of the tribes and in
troduce a new demand on materials not locally 
produced and on transportation af these mate
rials from outside, leading to an aspiration for 
development of new roads and public transpor
tation system; an urge to earn money; an urge 
to demand amenities like schools and hospitals, 
and to possible disappointment for the most, 
as the capital intensive efforts of building a 
modem house is not within their reach. That is 
why the manner in which these small number of 
houses are constructed is of imwrtance. 

The Table H-II gives the distribution of 
census houses by predominant materials of wall 
and predominant materials of roof, both for rural 
as well as urban areas of the districts of NEF A. 
The Appendix to Table H-II gives the district
wise distribution of residential census houses 
by materials of wall cross-classified by materials 
of roof. Table H. 11.1 is a supplementary 
table showing the districtwise distribution of 
1000 census houses by predominant materials of 
wall in rural and urban areas separately. Table 
H. 11.1 (A) gives the distribution of 1000 
census houses by predominant materials of wall 
(regrouped like in Table 3·1 given before), 
for the districts of NEF A and their rural and 
urban divisions. Table H. H.2 is a supplemen
tary table giving the distribution of 1000 cen
sus houses by predominant materials of roof in 
rural and urban areas respectively for the dis
tricts of NEFA. The Table H. II.2(B) gives 
the distribution of 1000 residential houses by 
predominant materials of roof in the rural and 
urban areas separately. 

Regarding the material of the walls, the 
rural/urban differential is quite predominant. 

Rural and urban 
differential in 
lI'ali material 

The urban areas are pri
marily the centres of 
administration where the 
modern housing estates, 
practically belonging entire
ly to the government, have 
come up. Naturally, these 

areas differ from the scattered and sparsely 
populated habitations of the interior parts. 
Further, the non-officials coming from outside 
bring in their own modes and thinking on hous
ing and thereby introduce non-traditional hous
ing patterns in the places where they settle 
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down. The following table illustrates the posi
tion of wall materials in the urban and rural 
areas of NEFA. 

TABLE 3·2 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 CENSUS HOUSES BY 
PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF WALL 

Predominant material of wall Rural 

Grass, leaves, reed, or bamboo 723 

Mud 12 

Un burnt brick 9 

Wood 179 

Burnt bricks 

G. I. Sheets or other metal 
,heets 

Stone 

Cement concrete 

All other materials and mate
rials not stated 

7 

47 

23 

Urban NEFA 

487 711 

47 14 

4 9 

85 174 

8 

nil 

369 

7 

45 

40 

All materials 1,000 1,000 1,000 

In the districts of NEFA, the predominant 
material of wall show considerable similarity in 
the Subansiri and Tirap districts. Practically 

all the houses in these two 

Wall materials 
by the districts 
·ofNEF4. 

districts have grass, leaves, 
reeds or bamboo as wall 
materials with a small num
ber of them having wood 
(in more houses in Suban
SIrl than in Tirap) and 

galvanised iron sheets or other metal sheets (in 
more houses in Tirap than in Subansiri). A 
small but significant number of houses of these 
two districts are made up of cement concrete. 

The other three districts of the Agency differ 
from one another and from Subansiri and Tirap 
districts. Of these, possibly Kameng and Siang 
districts can be taken together for comparision. 
In these two districts the incidence of houses 
having grass, leaves. reeds or bamboo as wall 
material is almost half of the Subansiri and Ti'rap 
districts. But there their similarity practically 
ends. The Kameng district has a high inciderice 
of houses having stones, mud and unbornt bricks 
as waH materials, whereas incidence of the same 



in the Siang district is insignificant. On the 
other hand, in Siang the proportion of houses 
using wood as wall material are quite many 
whereas the same in Kameng is about one 
fourth of the former. Again, the incidence of 
the houses having cement concrete walls is much 
higher in Siang than in Kameng. 

'The Lohit district shows a type by itself so 
far the wall materials are concerned. This 
district comes in between Subansiri-Tirap, and 
Siang-Kameng groups and therefore, close to the 
NEF A average so far use of grass, leaves, reeds 
or bamboo as wall material is concerned. The 
district resembles Kameng in use of mud, un
burnt bricks and wood as wall materials, and 
Siang in use of stone as wall material. Lohit 
stands out from the others with respect to the 
high incidence of cement concrete used as the 
wall materials. This, however, hardly reflects 
anything about the prosperity of the district. 

The Table 3· 3 given below will illustrate the 
position of the districts of NEF A so far as the 
predominant material for wall is concerned. 

TABLE 3·3 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 CENSUS HOUSES 
BY PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF WALL IN 
THE DISTRICTS OF NEFA 

VI ~ ...... 
'0 .~ oll ~ 

~ '-

13 0 8 .rJ 

i:= 
Q) 

<Ii 0 ........ ... ._ o~ u '" NEFAjdistrict 
<I) 0 ... 

~~~ tl c;j >.rJ ;::l 0 
~e .rJ ~ll-;J u ';: 

tl 0 -«: ;::l 101)",_ 
~ ~ 

", • .rJ tl '" -a "0 
Sg~ II) <I) a "' ... 0 c: a ~o ;::l 0 8'N 8 0 

(j ::g ~ en <I) :< u 

NEFA 711 23 174 7 45 40 1000 

Kameng 544 51 121 12 243 29 1000 

Subansiri 939 1 22 5 33 1000 

Siang 510 11 434 4 40 *1000 

Lohit 707 63 140 3 86 1000 

Tirap 948 4 11 12 25 1000 

(* Includes one'house with burnt brick as wall material) 

The rural/urban differential is more promi
nent in case of predominant material for roof 
than in case of predominant material for wall. 
In the rural areas nine out of every ten houses 

Rural alld Urban 
dlfjential in the 

roof material 

use grass, leaves, reeds, 
thatch, wood, mud, unburnt 
bricks or bamboo as the 
roof material whereas in the 
urban areas about half the 
houses use grass, leaves, 
reeds, thatch, wood, mud, 

unburnt bricks or bamboo as the roof materials, 
and practically all the remaining houses use 
corrugated iron, zinc or other metal sheets as 
the cover for the roofs. 

The following Table 3·4 gives the distribu
tion of 1000 houses with regard to roof mate
rials. 

TABLE 3·4 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 HOUSES BY PRE

DOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF IN THE 

RURAL AND URBAN AREAS OF NEFA 

Predominant material of roof Rural Urban NEFA 

Grass, leaves, reeds, thatch, 
wood, mud, un burnt brich 
or bamboo - 921 

Tiles, slate, shingle 

Corrugated iron, zinc or other 
metal sheet~ 

Asbestos, cement sheets 

Brick and lime 

Stone 

13 

61 

2 

15 

510 900 

481 83 

3 

2 

14 



TABLE 3 ·4-contd. 

1971 CENSUS NEllA-contd. 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 HOUSES BY PRE
DOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF IN THE 
RURAL AND URBAN AREAS OF NEFA--c0J11d. 

Predominant material of roof Rural Urban NEFA 

Concrete R.B.C./R.C.C. 6 

All other materials and mate-
rials not stated 

All materials 1000 1000 1000 

There is hardly any pronounced difference in 
the material of roof amongst the districts of 
NEF A except that in the Kameng distdct a 

handful of houses use stone 
Roof materials by 

the districts of 
NEFA 

and in the Subansiri district 
a still fewer number use 

bricks and lime as the roofing materials. Use of 
metal sheets for roof depends upon administra~ 
tive decision than any other economic factor. 
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The Table 3· 5, given below will give the 
position. 

TABLE 3·5 
1971 CENSUS NHFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 HOUSES BY PRE
DOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF IN THE 

DISTRICTS OF NEF A 

NEF A/district 

NEFA 
Kameng 
Subansiri 
Siang 
Lohit 
Tirap 

841 
934 

918 
857 
927 

78 
55 

80 
142 

73 

79 1000 
11 1000 
2 lOOO 
1 1000 

1000 















CHAPTER. IV 

HOUSEHOLDS AND NUMBER. OF ROOMS OCCUPIED 

We bad mentioned that the difference in the 
pattern of houses is largely derived from the 
difference in the customs of the tribes living 

under the same environ-
Definition 0/ a ment. The size of the 

rOom households and number of 
rooms occupied are more 

dependent upon the customs of the tribes than 
the shape and material of the h01Ises. The 
background of custom need be understood 
clearly before any conclusion is drawn from the 
statistical information provided on the subject. 
The definition of household and the modifications 
that was to be introduced thereto for the purpose 
of fitting in the same with ·the conditions pre
vailing in NEFA, had been given earlier. A 
room was defined to be having four. walls with 
a doorway with a roof overhead, wide md long 
enough for a person to sleep in i.e., it should 
have a length not less than 2 metres, breadth of 
about 1 t metres, and a height of about 2 metres. 
An enclosed room which was used in common 
for sleeping, sitting, dining, storing and cooking 
etc., was regarded as room. An enclosed 
verandah, kitchen, store, garage, cattle-shed and 
latrine and rooms in which a household industry 
such as a handloom was located and which were 
not normally usuable for living or sleeping etc., 

were excluded from the definition of a room. 
Where a room was occupied by more than one 
household or where more than one household 
shared more than one room the number· of 
rooms were shown together ~s common tt> such 
households. 

In a long house where joint families of the 
NEF A tribes lived, sometimes the households 
put up partitions leaving out a corridoor as 
common passage. These cubicles had doorways 
and therefore taken as rooms, although the four 
walls surrounding them fell far short of the 
height of the roof. In case of certain tribes 
where the people usually slept around the fire 
places, the couples maintained their privacy in 
small enclosures which would fit the definition, 
of a room except for their smallness. All these 
were treated as rooms for the purpose of house
listing. 

Thus, when we present the statistical Table 
H-III which gives the household. classified by 
the number of members and by the number of 
the' rooms occupied, we suggest that the reader 
remembers the above. 

The word 'census house' will mean residen~ 
tial census house in this chapter unless the 
context requires otherwise. The following 
Table 4· 1 gives the summary of the information : 

TABLE 4·1 

A. 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS, MEMBERS OF CENS US HOUSEHOLDS AND ROOMS OCCUPIED 
BY CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS 

Number Percentage 

r-----A.-.---~ r 
Rural Urban NEF A Rural Urban 

-. 
NEFA 

All households 

(0 Number of census households 89,Q91 3,807 92,898 100.00 100.00 100.00 

(ii) Members of census households 4,39,249 13,488 4,52,737 100.00 100.00 100.00 

(iii) Size of census households 4.93 3.54 4.87 

(iv) Number of rooms 1,30,146 6,398 1,36,544· 

(v) Number of persons per room 3.37 2.11 3.32 
(contd.) 
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TABLE 4'l-contd, 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS, MEMBERS OF CENS US HOUSEHOLDS AND ROOMS OCCUPIED 
BY CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS 

RUral 

B. Households with one room 

(i) Number of census households 62,871 

(ii) Members of census households 2,92,222 

(iii) Size of Census hOuseholds 4.64 

C. Households with two rooms 

(i) Nlimber of census households 16,725 

(ii) Members of census households 83,321 

{iii) Size of census households 4.98 

D. HOq.seholds with three rooms 

(i) Number of census households 6,536 

(ii) Members of census households 37,839 

(iii) Size of census households 5.79 

E. Households with four rooms 

(i) Number of census households 2,082 

(ii) Members of census households 15,582 

(iii) Size of census households 7.48 

F. Households with five or more rooms 

0) Number of census households 877 

(iO Members of census households 10,285 

(iii) Size of census households 11.13 

It will be seen from the above that the NEF A 
households do not have a very different size 
than most other parts of the country. It· is 

interesting to note that 
Household Size though most people in 

NEFA live in large houseS' 
with many generations living together under the 
same roof, the people actually take meals 
jointly with only those who are connected 
directly for dependency. This phenomenon 
throws out the. social character of independence 
of the people of NEF A. . 

~u.mber Percentage 

-. ~------A _____ ~ 
Urban NEFA Rural Urban NEFA 

··16 

1,156 64,627 70,57 46.13 69.57 

4,180 2,96.402 66.53 30.99 65.47 

2,38 4.58 

1,328 18,053 18,77 34.88 19.43 

5,033 88,354 18,97 37.32 19.52 

3.79 4.89 

428 6,964 7.34 11.24 7.49 

2,003 39,842 8.61 14.85 8.80 

4.68 5.72 

116 2,198 2.34 3.05 2.37 

919 16,501 3.55 6.81 3.64 

7.92 7.51 

179 1,056 0.98 4.70 1.14 
1,353 11,638 2.34 10.03 2.57 

~ 

1.56 11.02 

On the whole, the size of the census 
households in the urban areas (3.54) 
is smaller than that of the rural areas 
( 4.93) . This IS a universal pheno-
menon ; and in fact, the difference is 
found to be more pronounced in some other 
areas. There is hardly any difference in the 
districts of NEF A with respect to the sizes of 
census households except that the Tirap District 
shows a slightly bigger size and the 
Kameng district shows a slightly smaller 
size. 



The Table 4·2 given below shows the position. 

TABLE 4·2 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRICTWISE DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS 
OF AVERAGE CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS 

NEFA 
Rural • 
Urban 

KAMENG 
Rural 
Urban 

SUBANSIRI 
Rural 
Urban 

SIANG 
Rural 
Urban 

LOHIT 
Rural 
Urban 

·TIRAP 
Rural 
Urban 

Members of an average census 
household 

,..----"'-----. 
Male Female Total 

2'56 2'31 4'87 
2'57 2'36 4'93 
2'24 1'30 3'54 

2-49 2'13 4'62 
2-49 2'15 4'64 
2-69 1'32 4'01 

2"48 2-35 4'83 
2'48 2-35 4'83 

2-52 2'32 4-84 
2'56 2'43 4'99 
2'18 1'27 3-45 

2'61 2'29 4:90 
2-65 2'36 5'01 
2'03 1'38 3-41 

2'73 2'46 5·19 
2'73 2'46 5'19 

~J 
' , 

,MALS 
F'DlALIr t;;;s;m , 

0. ... ~ '" -
:< Z; z ae 

% -~ -< .... CIt - 0 - X Z ... _, en < "( 
~ 

~ 

" Districtwise distribution of members of average 
census household 
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On the whole there are 3.32 persons per 
room in NEFA as a whole and 3,37 persons in 
the rural areas of NEF A. Assuming that 2 

persons per room is a satis-
Persons per room factory norm for housing, the 

above may not appear to be 
a very good situation, But the facts of NEFA 
are that the people live in single roomed long 
houses by custom and accommodation of two or 
more households in such long houses is a 
common phenomenon, In fact, treating the 
partitions inside the long houses as walls is 
more or less an arbitrary decision, If these 
partitions were not treated as walls, the result
ing picture would have been that of many more 
persons living in a single room. But whichever 
way we may construct the statistical informa
tion, the facts remain that the tribes live in 
houses which are entirely satisfactory from their 
point of view, and since the concept of housing 
adequacy or otherwise is mme subjective than 
anything else, it may be said that the extent of 
housing of the tribes is more or less satisfactory, 

In the urban areas of NEF A there are 2.11 
persons per room. Thus, it may be said that 
problem of housing is not very acute in NEF A 
both in the rural as well as urban areas, 

Amongst the districts of NEF A, the Kameng 
district comes close to the NEF A average so far 
as number of persons per room is concerned, 
The two districts of Subansiri and Siang show a 
norm of housing more persons per room than of 
the NEF A average; whereas the districts of 
Lohit and Tirap show the norm of having fewer 
persons per room. The Table 4.3 given below, 
illustrates the situation, 

TABLE 4'3 

1971 CENSUS NEF A 

DISTRICTWISE PICTURE OF NUMBER OF 
PERSONS PER ROOM 

Number of persons per room 
r------.A..----~ 
Rural Urban Total 

NEFA 3'37 2-11 3'32 

3-35 -
Kameng 2'17 3'29 

Subansiri 4'26 4-26 

Siang 4-50 2'14 4'18 

Lohit 2-71 1'96 2'66 

Tirap 2'50 2'50 



About nine out of ten census households of 
NEF A, live in census houses with one or two 
rooms, These households contain about 85 

per cent of the NEFA's 
Householdli by residential pOpulation, The 
numb!!r 0/ rooms rural areas, with 89 per cent 

of the census households 
and 85 per cent of the members of . the 
census households belonging to this group, 
comes very close to the NEFA averages, The 
urban situation differs from the over all NEF A 
picture. About 81 per cent of the NEF A urban 
census households and 68 per cent of the urban 
residential population, live in census houses 
having one or two rooms. 

Most of the remaining censu§ households 
and their members live in census houses having 
three rooms, both in the rural and urban areas. 
The percentage of census households· and their 
,members living in census houses having more 
than three rooms is very low both for rural as 
well as urban areas. 

TABLE 4·4 

1971 CENSUS NEFA 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS 
HOUSEHOLDS AND THEIR MEMBERS BY 

NUMBER OF OCCUPIED ROOMS 

Census houses with 
Households/ _._). > 

members One or Three More than 
two three 

rooms rooms rooms 

NEFA Households 89'0 7'5 3'5 

Members 85.0 8'8 6'2 

Kameilg Households 92'9 5-1 2.0 

Members 91'S 5'8 2"6 

Subansiri Households 97'0 2'2 0'8 

Members 96'2 2'5 1'4 

Siang Households 96'7 2'2 1·0 

Members 95-1 2'7 2'1 

Lohit Households 79'4 13'7 6'9 

Members 69-7 16'2 14'1 

Tirap Households 72'3 18'7 9·0 

Members 64'6 20'8 14'6 
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From the above table it will be seen that in 
the Subansiri and Siang districts, closely ~ollowed 
by the Kameng district, practically all the census. 
households and their . members live in census 
houses having 1 or 2 rooms. The Tirap and 
Lohit districts sharply differ drom these districts 
with as little as only about three fourth of the 
~otal census households and about two third of· 
their members living in census houses with one 
or two rooms. In these districts, the proportion 
of households and their members living in 
census houses with three rooms or more is much 
higher than the NEF A averages. The reason 
for these lies mainly in the customary difference 
of the tribes and comparatively high incidence 
of persons not belonging· to the tribes ill these 
districts. Moreover, the populous tribes like the 
Khamptis of Lohit and Tangsas of Tirap who live 
in more or less plain areas, build houses with 
many rooms. The Nocte tribes of Tirap also 
build houses with distinct functional divisions 
inside. 

The Table H. I1L1 gives the distribution of 
1000 houses by number of rooms occupied. 
This table also reveals what had been discussed 
in the above paragraph. . 

The Table H. III. 2 gives the interesting in
formation on the number of persons, males and 

females per room and persons per household. 

It will be seen that the number of persons per 

room decreases uniformly (except for the last 

category. where all houses having 5 rooms or 

more are lumped together) with the increase in 

the number of rooms of the census houses; 

whereas the size of the census households< in-· 

creases with the increase in the number of rooms 
of the census houses. The phenomenon is self-
. explanatory and consistent in all the districts, 

of NEFA. 











CHAPTER V 

TENURE STATUS 

Traditionally the people of NEF A would not 
think of renting out of a house. Somebody 
owned a house and the others used it. The first 

Renting out of 
houses 

rented out houses of NEF A 
were possibly those built by 
the government and allotted 

to the public servants for accommodation. The 
tribesmen do rent out some of their houses now, 
specially those constructed in the bazar areas, 
whenever they. can get a tenant. But the inci
dence of such renting out is not very great. The 
bulk: of the buildings rented out in NEF A are 
still the government buildings. The local 
populace do not have resources to build many 

houses fit for renting out. The rented houses 
owned by the private owners are often struc
turally inferior and hired only by such people 
who have no other means to find a roof over 
their heads. 

The public servants and others experience 
shortage of accommodation to bring their 
families to the places of ,their posting. They 
very often mess together and constitute house
holds of unrelated persons. That is the reason 
why many of the households that stay in rented 
houses are found to be large, containing six or 
more persons. The following table gives the 
position: 

TABLE 5·1 
1971 CENSUS NEFA 

DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS BY SIZE! AND' TENURE STATUS 

Tenure Status ,-------------"----------------, 
Size of households 

Number Percentage 
,--------~-------. ,--------~------~ 
Owned Rented Total Owned Rented To tal 

One person 5,782 2,277 

Two persons 8,666 2,001 

Three persons 11,010 2,015 

Four persons 12,666 1.554 

FIve persons 1l,435 1,932 

Six or more persons 29,771 3,789 

Total 79,330 13,568 

There is a marked difference between the 
urban and rural areas regarding stanis of the 
households by tenure. Whereas in the rural 

Rural and urban 
differential in 
tenure status 

2 Census (PB)/72 

sector about nine out of ten 
households live in houses 
owned by themselves, in the 
urban areas about three 
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8,059 6-2 :&5 8'7 

10,667 9-3 2-2 11-5 

13,025 U'S 2'2 14'0 

14,220 13'5 1'7 15·3 

13,367 12'3 2-1 14-4 

33,560 32'0 4'1 36'1 

92.898 85'2 14'8 100,0 

fourth of the hou~eholds stay in rented 
houses, This is explained easily by the con
centration of government quarters and business 
houses in the towns. The following table illus
trates the rather sharp urban-rural differentials. 

8 



1971 CENSUS NEFA 
TABLE 5·2 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS BY SIZE, TENURE AND 
URBAN/RURAL STATUS 

Rural Urban Total 
Size of households r------.A.----- ,-----.. ~ -----~ ,------------, 

Owned Rented Total Owned Rented Total Owned Rented Total 

One person 6'3 2'0 8'3 

Two persons 9-5 1'7 11'2 

Three persons 12'3 1-8 14'1 

Four persons 14·1 1'3 15·4 

Five persons 12-7 1'8 14·5 

Six or more persons 33.0 3·5 36·5 

Total: 87'9 12·1 100'0 

Of the districts of NEF A, the Kameng district 
shows that· almost an equal number of urban 
households live in owned as well as in rented 

Tenure status z'n 
the districts 0/ 

NEFA 

houses. This is due to the 
fact that in the Bomdila 
township of this district, lots 
of people have settled down 
permanently and are pursu-

ing gainful economic activities of their own, 
thereby stabilising the town popUlation to 
an extent. The Siang district shows a different 

,trend. Here, as many as about four fifth of the 
urban households live in rented houses. In the 
Lohit district also, about two third of the urban 
households live in rented houses. 

3'5 14·1 17'6 6'2 2'5 8·7 

5'0 11'6 16'6 9'3 2'2 11·5 

2'4 11·6 14.0 11-8 2-2 14-0 

2-5 10·3 12-8 13-6 1'7 15-3 

4'0 9'0 13'0 12'3 2'1 14-4 

9'0 17.0 26'0 32'0 4,1 36.1 

26'4 73,6 1000 85'2 14'8 100'0 

In the rural sector the difference between the 
districts regarding the tenure status is not 
pronounced. The Lohit district deviates slightly 
from the general picture with its higher percent
age of the households living in rented houses 
and the districts of Subansiri and Tirap show a 
higher proportion of households living ih 
, owned' houses than the rest of the Agency. 

The Table H-IV and its subsidiary table 
H. IV. 1 give the details of the districts of NEFA 
as a whole, with respect to the status of tenure 
and households size, by rural-urban divisions. 
The following table provides a summary 
picture: 

TABLE 5·3 
1971 CENSUS NEFA 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS BY DISTRICTS, TENURE 
STATUS AND RURAL-URBAN DIVISION 

Total Rural Urban 
,----""- r------.A..-----'l ,------"------ ~ 

Owned Rented Total Owned Rented Total Owned Rented Total 

~EFA 85-4 14'6 100'0 84·3 11-6 95'9 1'1 3'0 4'1 

Kameng 8515 I4-5 10OtO 83'6 12'6 96'2 1·9 1'9 3·g 

Subansiri 93.0 7'0 100·0 93'0 7'0 100'0 

Siang 81'6 18'4 100·0 79'S 10'5 90'3 1-7 8'0 9'7 

Lohit 77'1 2H 100'0 75'0 18'5 93·5 2'0 4·5 6'5 

Tirap 87-2 12'8 100'0 87'2 12'8 100'0 
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ARUNACHAL PRADESH 
PROPORTION OF HOUSEHOLDS BY TENURE SUTUS 1911 
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The chapter is concluded with the Table 5.4 
that gives the percentage distribution of census 
households by districts, tenure status and size 
of households.. It will be seen from this table 
that the inter--district differences ( except the 
urban parts) are mainly attributable to the large 

sized households. The phenomenon cannot 
straightaway be explained. It appears that the 
inter-tribe differences in customs together with 
the disparity in development,. specially in the 
housing sector, had something to dQ with it. 

TABLE 5'4 
1971 CENSUS NEFA 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS BY DISTRICTS, TENURE 
STATUS AND SIZE OF HOUSEHOLDS 

NEFA 

Kameng 

Subansiri 

Siang 

L6hit 

Tirap 

Tenure 
status 

Total 

Owned 

Rented 

Total 

Owned 

Rented 

Total 

Owned 

Rented 

Total 

Owned 

Rented 

Total 

Owned 

Rented 

Total 

Owned 

Rented 

Size of census households 
_______ ..A.. ___ ......:.--

One person Two persons 

8.7 

6.2 

2.5 

n.8 
8.3 

3.S 

8.3 

6.9 

1.4 

7.8 

5.0 

2.8 

10.0 

6.5 

3.5 

6.5 

5.1 

1.4 

11.5 

9.3 

2.2 

14.0 

10.6 

3.4 

11.4 

10.3 

1.1 

10.9 

8.8 

2.1 

12.2 

9.1 

3.1 

9.4 

7.8 

1.6 

Three 
persons 

14.0 

U.8 

2.2 

15.5 

13.1 

2.4 

14.9-

13.5 

1.4 

14.0 

11.3 

2.7 

13.9 

10.8 

3.1 

11.8 

10.2 

1.6 
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Four 
persons 

15.3 

13.6 

1.7 

IS.5 

13.5 

2.0 

18.5 

17.6 

0.9 

14.9 

12.7 

2.2 

13.6 

ILl 

2.5 

13.3 

12.2 

1.1 

Five 
persons 

14.4 

12.3 

2.1 

IS.1 

13.5 

1.6 

14.7 

13.3 

1.4 

14.7 

12.1 

2.6 

12.8 

9.4 

3'4 

13.9 

12.1 

1.8 

Six or 
more 

persons 

36.1 

32.0 

4.1 

28.1 

26.5 

1.6 

32.2 

31.4 

0.8 

37.7 

31.7 

6.0 

37.5 

30.2 

7.3 

45.1 

39.8 

5.3 

Total 

100.0 

85.2 

14.8 

100.0 

85.5 

14.5 

100.0 

93.0 

7.0 

100.0 

8I.6 

18.4 

100.0 

77.1 

22.9 

100.0 

87.2 

12.8 





HOUSING SUBSIDIARY TABLES 
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Table number 

H. I. 1 

H.1. 2 

H.Il.1 

H. II. I (A) 

H. II. 2 

H.Il. 2 (B) 

H.IlI. I 

H. III. 2 

H. IV. 1 

HOUSING SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

Description 

Distribution of 1000 census houses by vacant and different 
types of occupied census houses. 

Distribution of 1000 census houses for selected types of use 
among rural and urban areas. 

Distribution of 1000 census houses by predominant material of 
wall in rural and urban areas separately. 

Distribution of 1000 residential census houses by predominant 
material of wall in rural and urban areas separately. 

Distribution of 1000 census houses by predominant material of 
roof in rural and urban areas separately. 

Distribution of 1000 residential census houses by predominant 
material of roof in rural and urban areas separately. 

Distribution of 1000 census households by number of rooms 
occupied. 

Number of persons, males and females per room and persons per_ 

Pages 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

household. 34~36 

Distribution of 1000 census households living in census houses 
according to size of the household in Rural and Urban areas 
separately. 37-38 

25 





H.-I.t DISTRIBUTION OF tOOO CENSUS HOUSES BY VACANT AND DIFFERENt TYPES OF 
OCCUPIED CENSUS HOUSES· 

Agency/District 

N. E. F. A. 

KAMENG 

SUBANSIRI. 

SIANG 

LOmT 

TIRAP 

Agency/District 

N. E. F. A. 

KAM:ENG 

SUBANSIRI 

SIANG 

LOHIT 

TIRAP 

r-

Census 
Houses 
vacant 

at the 
time of 
House
listing 

2 

$0 

. 81 

32 

44 

58 

43 

Hotels, 
~ Sar.lies, 
Dharam-

shalas, 
Tourist 

homes & 
Inspection 

houses. 

8 

3 

4 

4 

3 

5 

:2 

Note: Total Cols. 2+3=1,000 
Col. 3 =Cois. 5 to 15 

-Cois. 4+Cols. 8 to IS 

Occupied Census Houses 
r----------------- -"---- ---- ---. 

Total 
occupied 

Census 
Houses 

3 

950 

919 

968 

956 

942 

957 

Shops Business 
excluding houses 

eating and 
houses offices 

9 10 

3 24 

1 22 

5 18 

4 23 

3 22 

1 31 

Residence, shop cum residence, Workshop cum residence including 
Household Industry 

Total 
(wholly 

or 
partly 

residential 
houses) 

4 

900 

877 

933 

902 

901 

896 

Occupied 

Factories, 
Workshops 

and 
worksheds 

11 

2 

2 

N 

-----_....-~ 

Residence 

5 

888 

863 

921 

888 

885 

890 

Shop 
cum 

residence 

6 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

3 

Census Houses 

Places of Places of 
entertain- worship 
ments & (e.g. 

Restaura.nts:, commuruty Temple, 
Sweetmeat gathering ChurCh, 
shops and (Panchayat- Mosque, 

Eating ghar etc.) Gurud-
places excluding wara, 

places of etc.) 
worship 

12 13 14 

8 8 

S 8 

4 

14 7 

2 3 

2 11 13 

Workshop 
cum 

residence 
(including 

Household 
Jndustr,{) 

7 

3 

4 

2 

3 

3 

Others 

15 

2 

N 

5 

N-Negligible. 
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H.-U DIS'I'RIBUTION OF 1000 CENSUS HOUSES FOR SELECI'ED TYPFS OF USE AMONG 
RURAL AND URBAN AREAS 

Agency jDistrict 

N. E. F. A .. 

KAMENG 

SUBANSIRI • 

SIANG 

LOHIT 

TlRAP 

Note: Cots. 2+3 = 1,000 
Cots. 4+5 = 1,000 
Cots. 6+7 = 1,000 

Cots. 8+9 = 1,000 

Vacant at the time of 
Houselisting 

r------~~------.." 
Rural Urban 

2, 3 

926 74 

990 10 

1,000 

822 178 

840 160 

1,000 

Census Houses used as 

WhollY Residential Shop cum residence 

r---.-A.----,,.- ------, 
Rural Urban Rural Urban 

4 5 6 7 

'55 45 795 205 

968 32 768 232 

1,000 1,000 

899 101 354 

931 166 134 

1,000 1,000 

28 

-, 
Workshop cum residence 
including Household 

Industry 
,...---A--_" 

Rural Urban 

8 '9 

807 

933 67 

1,000 

405 595 

643 357 

1,000 



&-II.1 DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 CENSUS HOUSES BY PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF WALL 
IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS SEPARATELY 

Predominant Material of Wall 
------"-- ., 

G.I. A 
Grass, sheets other 

Agency/District leaves, Unburnt Burnt or Cement materials 
Total reeds Mud bricks Wood bricks other S,one concrete and 
Rural or metal materials 
Urban bamboo sheets not 

stated 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1l 

N. E. F. A •• T 711 14 9 174 N 7 4S 40 

R 723 12 9 17') N 7 47 23 

U 487 47 4 85 8 369 

KAMENG T 544 43 8 121 N 12 243 29 

R S54 40 8 125 N 12 252 9 

U 255 130 30 585 

SUBANSIRI • T 939 1 22 5 33 

R 939 1 22 5 33 

U 

SIANG T 510 6 5 434 I 4 40 

R 503 6 479 2 3 7 

U 553 46 90 13 298 

LOHIT T 707 25 18 140 N 3 I 86 

R 731 ').7 42 141 N 3 1 55 

U 418 122 "60 

TIRAP T 948 3 1 11 12 25 

R 948 3 11 12 25 

U 

Note: Colli. 3 to 11 .. 1,000 T-Total., R-RuraJ U-Urban, 
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H.-D.1 (A) DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 RESIDENTIAL CENSUS IiOUSES BY PREDOMINANT 
MATERIAL OF WALL IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS SEPARATELY 

Predominant material of ",all 
Totll r ___..... 

Agency/District kural Grass, leaves, reeds burnt bricks, G. I. All other materials 
Urban or bamboo, mud, slleets or otller a nd materials 

unburnt bricks, wood metal sheets, stones, not stated 
cement 

2 3 4 S 

N.E.F.A. T 900 100 

R 918 82 

U 547 453 

KAMENG T 675 325 

1\ 688 312 

U 316 684 

SUBANSIRl • T 959 41 

1\ 959 41 

U 

SIANG T 951 49 

R 989 11 

U 626 374 

LOHIT T 917 83 

R 953 47 

U 442 558 

TlRAP T 959 41 

R 959 41 

U 

T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban. 
Note; Cols. 3+4+5 "" 1.000. 
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H.-n.2 DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 CENSUS· HOllSES BY PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF 
IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS SEPARATELY 

Predominant material of roof .. ____, 
Grass, 
leaves, Corrugated All 

Total reeds, iron f other 
Agency/District Rural thatch, Tiles, zinc Asbestos Bricks Concrete materials 

Urban wood, slate. or cement and Stone R.B.C./ and 
mud, shingle other sheets lime R.C.C. rnateria\s 

unburnt metal not 
bricks sheets stated 

or 
bamboo 

2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 -_---_. .. -----.--.~ 

N.E.F.A. T 90() 83 1 2 14 N 

R 921 61 2 15 N 

U ·510 481 3 6 

KAMENG T 84i 18 2 79 

R 856 60 3 81 

U 421 579 

SUBANSIRI T 934 55 1 10 

R 934 55 10 

U 

SIANG T 918 80 1 1 

R 959 41 

U 603 383 4 10 

LOHIT T 857 142 1 N 

R 906 93 1 N • 
U 26& 732 

TIRAP . T 927 73 N 

R 927 73 N 

U 

Note: Col. 2=Col,. 3, to 10= 1,000 N-Negligible T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urb'n 
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H.-II.2 (B) DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 RESIDENTIAL CENSUS HOUSFS BY PREDOMINANT MATE
RIAL OF ROOF IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS SEPARATELY 

Agency IDistrict 

N. E. F. A •. 

KAMENG 

SUBANSIRI. 

SIANG 

LOHIT a 

TIRAP 

Note: Cols. 3+4+5'" 1.000 T-Total. 

'fotal 
Rural 
Urban 

2 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

32 

Predominant material of roof 
------------- ~--------------------

Grass. leaves. 
reeds, bamboo, 
thatch. mud. 

unburnt bricks 
or wood 

3 

881 

91)4 

411 

819 

831 

316 

929 

929 

911 

951 

523 

813 

866 

114 

897 

897 

a-RUlli). 

Tiles, slate, shingle 
corrugated iron. 
zinc or other 

metal sheets, asbes. 
tOS, cement 

sheets, brick, 
lime, stone, and 
R. B. C./R. C. C. 

4 

119 

96 

589 

181 

163 

684 

71 

71 

89 

43 

477 

187 

134 

886 

103 

103 

Ail otber materials 
and materials nOt 

sta~d 

S 

lJ-tJrban. 



H.-III.1 DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS BY NUMBER OF ROOMS OCCUPIED 

Agency /District One room TWD rooms 

2 3 

N. E. F. A •. 696 194 

KAMENG 729 200 

SUBANSIRI. 915 55 

SIANG 880 88 

LOHIT 481 313 

TIRAP 316 406 

Note: Cols. 2 to 7 = 1,000 

------------------------~--------------.-~.~ 
Three rooms Four rooms 

4 5 

75 

51 14 

22 s 

22 4 

137 40 

187 69 

33 

Five rooms 
and above 

6 

11 

6 

3 

6 

29 

22 

Unspecified 
number of rooms 

7 



H.-IIU NUMBER OF PERSONS MALES AND FEMALES PER ROOM AND PERSONS PER 
HOUSEHOLD 

Total One rOOm Two rOOms 
r----A. __ --, ,-- r - ., 

No, of No, of Average Average 
Agency/District Total persons persons Porsons Males Females no. of per· Persons Males Females no. of 

Rural per room per sOns per persons 
Urban house- house- per house 

hold hold hold 
_-..,..._._---

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

N_E,F.A, T 3-32 4.87 4'58 2-34 2·24 4'58 H5 1'34 I'll 4'89 

R 3-37 4'93 4.65 2.38 2'27 4'64 2'49 1"35 1'14 4-98 

U 2'11 3'54 2'38 1'19 1'19 2-38 ]-89 1'23 1-66 3-79 

KAMENG T 3'29 4'62 4'59 2'44 2'15 4'59 2-19 1'19 1'00 4-38 

R 3'35 4'64 4'57 2-42 2-15 4'57 2'26 1'21 I-OS 4'53 

U 2'17 4'01 5'59 3'54 205 5-59 1.16 -83 -33 2'32 

SUBANSIRI T 4'26 4'83 4'76 2'37 2-39 4'76 2'57 1'61 '96 5'14 

R 4'26 4'83 4'76 2'37 2,39 4'76 2'57 1-61 -96 5'14 

U 

SIANG T 4'18 4'84 4'77 2'37 2'40 4'77 2-36 I-50 '86 4-73 

R 4-50 4'99 4'96 2-43 2-48 4'96 2-48 I-55 '98 4-96 

U 2'14 3-45 1'54 '54 1-00 I-54 2-17 1.42 ,75 4,34 

LOHIT T 2'66 4'90 3-93 2'09 1'84 3'93 2'44 2'29 1'15 4'88 

R 2'71 5'01 3-99 2'12 1-87 3-99 2-50 1'31 1-19 5-00 

U 1-96 3-41 2'76 1'62 1-14 2'76 1-73 1-03 '70 2'46 

1'1RAP T 2'50 5'19 3'97 2'18 1'79 3'97 2,58 1'35 ]'23 5'16 

R 2'50 5'19 3-97 2-18 1-79 3-97 2'58 1.35 1'23 5'16 

U 

T--TotaJ. R·-Rull1l, U-Urban. (CoDtinued) 
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,H.-ULl NUMBER OJ.<' PERSONS MALES AND FEMALES PER ROOM AND PERSONS PER 
HOUSEHOLD 

Three rooms Four rooms 
r- -. r---------. k ------. 

Average No, Average No, 

Agoncy/District 
of persons of persons 

TOtal Persons Males Females per Persons Males Females per 
Rural house- house-
Urban hold hold 

2 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 

N.E,P,A, T 1'91 1'(Ki '85 S'72 1.88 1'02 '116 7'51 

R 1'93 1'07 '86 5'79 1'87 '98 '89 7'38 

U 1'56 1'00 .56 'US .'98 1'59 '4 7'92 

KAMENG T 1'76 1'00 '76 S'28 1'41 '89 '52 5'63 

R 1'83 1'02 '81 5"49 1'47 .91 '56 5:90 

U 1'19 '80 '39 3'56 '84 ,65 ,19 H. 

SUBANSIRI T J'lJj I'JJ '54 .1'55 l't11 '89 '52 5-6' 

R 1'85 1'31 '54 5'SS 1'41 'S9 '52 5.65 

U 

SIANG T /'97 ]'J2 '65 5'92 2'28 1-76 '52 9'11 

R 2'06 1'38 -68 6-18 1-49 t ,01 '48 5-95 

U 1-84 1'23 ·61 5'51 3-13 2'56 '57 12'52 

LOHIT T 1'94 1'05 '89 5-82 2'07 1'07 1-00 8'JII 

R 1'86 1'01 '85 5-96 2'15 1'10 l'O~ 11,60 

U 1'38 '74 '64 4'15 1'23 '80 '43 4-92 

TIRAP T l'9J ]'01 '92 5'78 1'90 '96 '51" 7'60 

R HI3 t·OI '92 5-78 1-90 '96 '94 7-60 

u 

T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, (continued) 
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H. -111.2 NUMBER OF PERSONS MALES AND FEMALES PER ROOM AND PERSONS PER 
HOUSEHOLD-contd. 

Five rooms and above Unspecified No. of rOO_ 

Agency/District 
, ,...----------'--------.._ 

No. of No. of 
To!al 
Rural 
Urban Persons Males Females persons Persons Malea Fcmalea pcrson~ 

per per 
household hOUlichol1l 

-------------------------- -----------_----_------- ---

NEFA 

KAMENG 

SUBANSIRI 

SIANG 

LOHIT 

TIRAP 

2 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

21 

1"90 

1'75 

0'22 

]'27 

1'25 

1'38 

2'06 

1'78 

1'84 

1'89 

2,93 

2'12 

2'03 

1'08 

22 

1'12 

0'96 

0'19 

0'97 

0'93 

1'22 

1"59 

1'37 

1'11 

l'OS 

0'75 

-------~-----<--.----

T-Total, R-Rural, 

23 

0'78 

0'79 

0'03 

0'30 

0'32 

0'16 

0'47 

0'41 

0'22 

0'29 

0'30 

1'01 

0'98 

0'33 

0'97 

0'84 

24 

/I'J9 

&,35 

4-68 

10'68 

12,66 

9,97 

12-29 

13:61 

3'67 

10'89 

10'89 

25 26 

-----_ --~-------
U-Urban, 

36 
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R-IV.1 DISTRIBUTION OF 1_ CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS LIVING IN CENSUS HOUSES AC. 
CORDING TO SIZE OF THE HOUSEHOLD IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS SEPARATELY. 

HOUSEHOLDS HAvING NUMBER Of PERSONS 
r- -J.. ._----------""' 

Tot .. 1 Total One person TwO persons Three persons 
Agency/District Rural ,- -. ,-----"-------, ,-_____..__-----, ,- ., 

Urban Owned Rented Owned Rented Owned ,Rented Owned Rented 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

N.E. F.A. T 854 146 62 25 93 22 tt 22 

R 879 121 63 19 9S 18 123 18 

U lCi~ '1:'>1 15 \4\ 49 1\6 24 \\6 

KAMENG T &55 145 13 35 106 34 131 24 

R 869 131 85 32 108 32 135 22 

U SOS 495 37 110 53 12 28 12 

SUBANSIRI T 930 70 69 14 103 11 135 13 

R 930 70 69 /4 103 11 135 13 

U 

SIANG T 816 184 50 28 88 21 J/3 27 

R 884 116 52 14 93 10 124 IS 

U 179 821 28 1S8 43 126 g 141 

LOHIT T 771 229 65 35 91 31 1O. 31 

it 802 198 65 30 93 25 110 28 

U 313 fiB7 54 118 67 115 71 77 

TIRAP T 872 128 50 15 78 16 102 16 

R 872 ' 128 50 15 78 16 102 16 

U 

,-----T-Totai, R-Rural, U-Urban, (continued) 

Non; Col •. 3+4_1()()()_Col, 510 18. 
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H.-IV. 1 DISTRIBUTION 0)1' 1000 (""ENSUS HOIJ SEHOLDS LIVING IN CENSUS HOUSF,s AC-
CORDING TO SIZE OF THE HOUSEHOLD IN RURAL AND URBAN AREAS SEPARATELY --conto. 

HOUSEHOLDS HAVING NUMBER OF PERSONS 
Total .---------r _,.__ 

No. of persons UnsPecified' Agency/DiStrict Rur .. l Four persons Five persons Six aud mo~ p\,rsons 
Urban r---'-----, r------"-----, r---..... ----, r-

owned Rented Owned Rented Owned Rented Owned Rented 

2 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

N.EF.A. T 136 17 123 21 320 41 

R 141 13 127 18 330 35 

U 2S 103 40 91 90 17Q 

KAMBNG T 135 20 13) 16 26S /6 

R 139 17 134 IS 268 13 

U 48 82 158 55 181 94 

SUBANSIRl T 176 9 133 14 314 9 

R 176 9 133 14 314 9 .. 
U 

SIANO T 127 21 121 26 317 61 

R 141 li 133 17 341 49 

U 3 121 7 103 90 170 

LOHIT T 111 26 9-~ ~ 302 73 

R 113 23 98 31 322. 62 

U 7S 6:1 36 78 9 235 

TiRAP T 122 JJ 121 18 398 53 

R 122 II 121 18 398 53 

u 

T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, (concld.) 

No~.: eois. 3+4_1000=Col., 5 to 18. 
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PART IV-B 
Housing Tables 
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HOUSING TABLES 

Tabl. number Description 

H.I Census houses and the uses to which they are put 43-44 

H.n Distribution of census houses by predominant material of wall and predominant material oj roof 45-46 

I 
lUI Appendix Distribution of residential census houses by material of wall cross-classified by material of roof 47-48 

H.Ill Household classified by number of members and by number of rooms occupied 49-51 

H.IV HOIlHbold classified by size and tenur. Itntus 52··-53 

41 





11.-1 CENSUS HOUSES ANI> tHE USES To WmCll THEY ARE Pur 

OCCUPIED CENSUS HOUSD USED AS 

Census r 
Hotels. Total houses WOlkshop 

Total number of vacant at cum-resi .. Sar"ies. Shops 
ApJK:y/Dislriet Rural Census the time of R~jdence Shop-cum dence Dharam- c.xCludill8 

Urban houses house- residence inc:ludill8 shalas, . eating 

listing household Tourist houses 
industry homes and 

Inspection 
houses 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 

N . .E.F.A. T 81,296 - 4,104 72,214 764 202 278 253 

R 77.183 3.802 68,983 607 163 273 208 

U 4.113 302 3.231 157 39 5 45 

KAMENG~ T 14,889 1.203 12.841 142 60 61 2J 

R 14.359 1,191 12,425 109 S6 58 19 

U 530 12 416 33 4 3 2 

SUBANSIRl T 12,256 989 11,282 129 16 5J 66 

R 12.256 389 11,282 129 16 51 66 

U 

SlANG T 23,803 J,046 2J,135 297 42 77 100 

R 21,082 860 19.003 192 17 75 63 

U 2.721 186 2.132 lOS 25 2 37 

LOHIT T 11,243 6511 9,946 142 28 55 is 

R 10.381 546 9,263 123 18 55 32 

U 862 104 683 19 10 6 

TIRAP T 19.105 816 17,010 54 56 34 28 

R 19.105 816 17.010 54 56 34 28 

U 

'l'-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, (continued) 



H.-I CENSUS HOUSES AND UIE USES TO WHICH THEY ARE PUT -contd. 

OCCUPIED CENSUS HOUSES USED AS 

""' .---
Places of Places of 
entertain- worship 

Total Business Factories. Restaurants. menls and (e.g., Temple, 
Allcncy/District Rural houses and workshops Sweetmeat community Church, Others 

Urban officea and work- Shops and gathering Mosque, 
sheds eatinll places (Panchayat Gurudwara. 

ghar) exclud- etc.) 
iug places of 

worship 

2 10 11 12 13 14 IS 

N.E.F.A. T [,,32 '0 64 646 634 U5 

R 1.641 79 61 632 6111 114 

U 291 11 3 14 14 1 

IU.MENG T 330 33 67 125 6 

R 279 30 64 122 6 

U 51 3 3 3 

SUBANSIRI T 225 20 1& 48 12 

R 22.5 20 18 411 lZ 

U 

SIANG T 540 17 14 317 110 28 

R 335 12 11 318 169 27 

U 20S 5 3 9 11 

LOHIT T 251 11 9 1Q 33 59 

R 217 8 9 18 33 S9 

U JS 3 2. 

TIRAP T 58; 9 41 214 248 10 

R 585 9 41 214 248 10 

U 

T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, (concluded) 
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H.-II DISTRIBUTION OF CENSVS HOUSES BY PREDOMINANT MATERIAL 01<' WAU AND 
PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF 

Predominant Material of Wall 
r- --, 

10tal Grass, G.I. All 
Agency/District Total number leaves, sheets other 

Rural of reeds Mud Unburnt Wood Burnt or other Slone Cement materials 
Urban Census or bricks bricks metal concrete and 

Houses bamboo sheets materials 
not 

stated 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

N. E. F.A. T 81,296 57,791 ],128 692 14,180 35 583 3,633 3,254 

R 77,183 55,790 933 676 13,831 35 549 3,633 1.736 

U 4,113 2,001 t?S 16 349 34 ],518 

KAMENG T 14,889 8,095 637 123 1,800 175 3,622 436 

R 14,359 7,960 568 107 1,800 175 3,622 126 

U 530 135 69 16 310 

SUBANSIRI T 12,256 ./1,504 12 2 26b 65 407 

R 12,256 11,5/)4 12 2 266 65 407 

U 

SIANG T 23,8[)3 12,128 135 .125 10,333 32 91 959 

R 21,082 10,622 9 125 10,089 32 57 148 

U ' 2,721 1,506 126 244 34 811 

LOHIT T 11.243 7.951 277 430 1,573 J 29 11 971 

R 10,381 1,591 277 430 1,468 29 11 574 

U &62 360 lOS 397 

TIRAP T 19.105 18.113 67 12 208 223 481 

R 19,JO~ 18,113 67 12 208 223 481 

U 
• _ __.,...., _____ *,.- ... -.-•. _.~,.. ________ r_~ -_----

T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, (continued) 
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It-U DtsTIUBunoN OF CENSUS aOUSES BY PREDOMiNANT MATERIAL OF WALL AND 
PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF-contd. 

Predominant material of roof 
.-

Total 
Grass, 
leaves, Corru-

Agency/District Rural reeds, gated All 
Urban thatch, Tiles, iron, Asbestos, Bricks Concrete other RaIrfARKS 

wood, slate, zinc or c.IIlent and Stone R.B.C., materials 
mud, shingle, other sheets lime RoC,C. and 

unburnt metal nlaterial> 
bricks or sheets not stated 
bamboo 

2 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 

N. E. F. A. T 73,170 6,733 70 124 1,172 27 

R 71,074 4,753 S9 tl4 1,172 

U 2,096 1,980 11 26 

KAMBNG T 12,'16 1.167 36 1,170 

R 12,293 860 36 1,170 

U 223 307 

SUBANSIRI T 11,450 677 5 124 

R 11,450 677 5 124 

U 

SIANG T 21,859 1,903 15 26 

R 20,217 861 4 

U 1,642 1,042 11 26 

LORIT T 9,633 1,595 14 

R 9,402 964 14 

U 231 631 

TIRAP T 17,712 1,391 2 ';, 
R 17,712 1,391 2 

U .. 
--.--.--~-.~..._ . , .. _----

T-Total. R-Rural, / U-Urban, (concluded) 
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H.-II DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS HOUSES BY PREDOMINANT 
PREDOMINANT MATERIAL OF ROOF 

MATERIAL 01" WALL AND 

APPENDIX 

Distribution of residential Census Houses by material of wall cross.classified by material of roof 

Alltocy/District 

N. E .F. A. 

KAMENG 

SUBANSIRI 

Total 
Rural 

Urban 

2 

Total 

Rural 

Urban 

Total 

Rural 

Urban 

Total 

Rural 

Total 
number 

of 
census 
houses 

3 

73,IS!) 

Predominant material of wall 

4 

(i) Grass. leaves or bamboo, mud, 
unburnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(i ii) All other materials and materials 
not stated 

69,753 (i) Grass. leans, reeds or baDlboo, 
mud, unbornt bricks, wood. 

Oi) Burnt Bricks. G.I, Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials aod materials 
not stated. 

3,427 (i) Grass, leaves, reeds .. r b3Jllboo, 
mud. unbllrnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Bornt bricks. G,I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets. Stone, 
cement. 

(iii) All other materials and mater. 
not stat~d, 

13,043 (i) Grass,leaves,reeds or bamboo, 
mud, un burnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

12,.590 

453 

11.427 

11,427 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

(i) Grass, leaves. reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt bricks, wood. 

W) Burnt bricks, G,I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

(i) Grass, leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt bricks and 
wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.1. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

(i) Grass, leaves,reeds or bamboo, 
mud. unbumt bricks and 
wood. 

(ii) Burnt Bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets. Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

(i) Grass. leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unbrunt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone. 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

47 

Predominant material of roof 
r-----------------~.--------------~ 

Grass, 
leaves, 
reeds, 

thatch, mud, 
unburnt 
bricks 

or wood 

5 

61.904 

2.553 

60.501 

2.549 

1.403 

4 

8,247 

2,437 

8,107 

2,434 

140 

10,621 

10,621 

Tiles, slate, 
shingle, 

corrugated 
iron, zinc 
or other 

metal sheets, 
asbestos 

cement sheets. 
brick, lime, 

stone and 
R.B.C.I 
RoC.C. 

6 

3,984 

4,739 

3,513 

3.190 

471 

1.549 

562 

1,797 

S59 

1,490 

3 

307 

335 

471 

335 

471 

All other 
materials 

and materials 
not stated 

7 

Remark. 

8 

(continued) 



H.-II DISTRIBUTION OF CENSUS HOUSES BY PREDOMINANT MA TERIAL OF 
PREDOMINANT MATERIAL O}<- ROOF 

WALL AND 

APPENDIX-·contel. 
DistributiOIl of residential Census Houses by material of wall cross·c1assified by material of rooC-contd. 

Aaency/District 
Total 
Rural 
Urban 

Total 
number 

of 
census 
hou'es 

predominant material of wall 

---------------------------------------
2 

SIANG Total 

Rural 

Urbao 

LOHIT Total 

Rural 

Urban 

TlItAP Total 

Rt"al 

Urban 

21,474 (j) Gra.qs, leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unburot bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sbeeta or 
otber metal 5heeta, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All otber materials and 
materials not stated. 

19,212 (i) Grass. leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud. unburnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials anu 
materials not stated. 

2,262 (i) Grass, leaves, teeds or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) BUrnt bricks, G.I. Sheets, or 
other metal sheet" Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other material:; and 
materials not stated. 

10,116 (i) Grass, I.-.s, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other nletal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

9,404 (i) Grass, leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt blicks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G,I, Sheets, or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other .. matt·rials and 
materials noj stated, 

712 (i) Grass, leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unbrunt blicks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.l. Sheets or 
uther metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
matenalS not stateo. 

17,120 (iJ Grass. leaves. reed:; or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 

Cement. 
(iii) All other materials and 

materials not stated. 

17,120 (i) Grass, leaves, reeds Or bamboo, 
mud, unburnt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.r. Sheets or 
other metal sheets, Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other materials and 
materials not stated. 

(i) Grass, leaves, reeds or bamboo, 
mud, unbrutlt bricks, wood. 

(ii) Burnt bricks, G.I. Sheets or 
other metal sheeu. Stone, 
Cement. 

(iii) All other material, and 
materials not stated. 

48 

Predominant material of roof 

Tiles, slate, 

Grass, 
leaves, 
reeds, 

thatch, mud, 
unburnt 
bricks 

or wood 

19,56[ 

3 

18,379 

2 

1,182 

8,120 

107 

8,039 

107 

8i 

15,355 

6 

15,355 

6 

shingle, 
corrugated 
iron, zinc 
or other 

metal sheets, 
asbestos 

cement sheets, 
brick, lime. 
stone and 
R.B.C.I 
R.C.C. 

6 

863 

1,047 

629 

202 

234 

845 

1,161 

728 

927 

331 

234 

397 

1.063 

696 

1.063 

696 

All other Remarks 
materials 

and materials 
not stated 

7 & 

(concluded) 



H.-UI HOUSEHOLDS (''LASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF MEMBERS AND BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 
OCCUPIED. 

Total Households with one room 
Total No. of Total No. of members Total r- ---, 

"Iency/District Rural Census r----.A. 
"""' 

No. of No. of members 
Urban Households M F Rooms No. of r-

households M F 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

N. E.F. A •• T 92,a~1I 237,751 214,986 1~,S44 64,62.7 151,478 144.914 

II. 119.091 229,221 210.021 130.146 62,a71 1411,389 142,833 

U 3,107 8,530 4,958 6,398 1.756 2.089 2,091 

KAMENG T 17,900 44,656 38,016 25,131 ]3,051 31,923 28,051 

R 17,227 42,840 37,130 23,889 12,769 30,923 27,472 

U 673 1,816 886 1,242 282 1,000 579 

SUBANSUU T 20,311 50,265 47,756 23,007 18.581 43,~4 44,486 

R 20,311 50.265 47,756 23,007 1S,581 43,994 44,486 

U 

SlAMG T 24,428 61,634 56,722 28,322 21,488 50,932 51,547 

R 22,051 56,454 53,698 24,486 20,281 50,277 $0,339 

U 2,377 5,180 3,024 3,836 1,207 655 1,208 

LOHlT T 1l.705 30,530 26,851 21,548 5,636 11,804 10,351 

R 10,948 28,996 25.803 20.228 5,369 11,370 10,047 

U 757 1,534 1,048 1,320 267 434 304 

TIRAP. T 18.554 50,666 45.641 38,536 5,871 12.825 10,489 

R 18,554 50,666 45,641 38,536 5,871 12,825 10,489 

U 

----
T-Total, R-RuraI, U-Urbln, M-Male, F-Female, (continued) 
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H-m HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFED BY NUMBER OF MEMBERS ANI) BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 
OCCUPIED-contd. 

Households with two rooms Household, with three rooms Households with four room 
Total 

..A. __ --, 
r-~--"---. 

AgencY/Di<trict Rural No. of No. of member' No. of No. of members No. of No. of members 
Urban house-~ house- r-------A-----,. house- ,-----'----..... 

holds M F holds M F holds M F 

2 10 11 12 13 14 15 1'() 17 18 

N.E.F.A. T 18,053 48,347 40,007 6.964 22,170 17,672 2,198 8,9131 7.saS 

R 16,725 45,079 38,242 6,536 20,890 16.949 2,082 8,198 7,384 

U 1,328 3,268 1,765 428 1,280 723 116 715 204 

KAMENG T 3,S87 8,530 7,190 912 2,737 2,082 243 861 S07 

R 3,349 8,135 7,033 813 2,500 1,967 217 793 487 

U 238 395 157 99 237 115 26 68 20 

SUBANSIRI T 1,123 3,606 2,166 437 1,716 709 109 388 228 

R 1,123 3,606 2.166 437 1,716 709 109 388 228 

U 

SIANO T 2,]41 6,421 3,701 549 2,183 1,068 106 744 -222, 

R 1,338 4,142 2.492 339 1,406 688 SS 222 105 

U 803 2,279 1,209 21O 777 380 51 522 117 

LOHIT T 3,661 9,460 8,388 1,600 5,063 4,252 468 2,011 1;372, 

R 3,374 8,866 7,989 1,481 4,797 4,024 429 1,886 1,805 

U 287 594 399 119 266 228 39 125 67 

TIRAP. T 7,541 20.330 18,562 3.466 10,471 9,561 1,272 4,909 4.759 

R 7,541 20,330 18,562 3,466 10,471 9,561 1,272 4,909 4,759 

U 
,---

T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, M-Male, F-Female, 

l~) 
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H.-Ill HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF MEMBER AND BY NUMBER OF ROOMS 
OCCUPIED-eontd. 

Agency/District 

N.E.F.A •. 

KAMENG • 

SUBANSIRI. 

SIANG 

LOHIT .. 

TlRAP 

T-Total, 

Total 
Rural 

Urban 

2 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

U 

T 

R 

u 

R-Rural, 

Household with five rooms and above 
,-------"-

No. of members No. of 
house

holds 

r--__ - . .A---~ 

M F 

19 20 21 

1,056 6,843 4,7~5 

877 5,665 4,620 

179 ll.178 175 

107 605 186 

79 1.489 171 

28 116 15 

61 561 167 

61 561 167 

144 1.354 184 

38 407 74 

106 947 110 

340 2,192 1,988 

295 2,077 1,938 

45 115 50 

404 2,131 2,27\) 

404 2,131 2,270 

U-Urban, M-Male, 

Not~ :-{i) Columns 22--24 include figures of households which have no regular rooms. 
lii) Column 3 excludes figures for institutional houst'holds. 

2 Census (PB)/72 

Households with unspecified No.of rooms No. of 
r- ' ---"---- ----'" households 
No, of No. of members with 

house- r----"- details 
holds M F unspecified 

22 23 24 25 

F-Female, (c~llcid:) 

to 



B.-IV HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIEO BY SIZE AND TENURE STATUS 

Total Households having number of persons 
Total Tenure No. of r- .A. -. No. of 

Agency/District Rural Status Census Six and perso~s 
Urban House. One Two Three Four Five more unspCC1-

holds Person Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons fled 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

N.E. F.A •. Total Total 92,898 8,059 10,667 13,025 14,220 13,367 33,560 

Owned 79,330 5.782 8,666 11,010 12,666 11,435 29,771 .. 
Rented 13,568 2,277 2,001 2,015 1,554 1,932 3,7M 

Rural Total 89,091 7,387 10,037 12,492 13,733 12,871 32,571 

Owned 78,327 5.649 8,477 " 10,919 12,570 11,284 29,428 

Rellted 10.764 1,738 1,560 1,573 1,163 1.587 3.143 

Urban Tntal 3,807 672 630 533 487 496 989 

Owned 1,003 133 189 91 96 lSI 343 

Rented 2,804 539 441 442 391 345 646 

KAMBNG Tobl Total 17,900 2.]10 2,501 2.777 2,772 / 2,711 5.029 

Owned 15"313 1,48] ].901 2,353 42,22 2,4]6 4,740 

Rented 2,587 629 600 424 350 295 289 

Rural Total 17,227 2,011 2.410 2,709 2.685 2,568 4,844 

Owned 14,973 1.456 1,865 2,334 2,390 2,310 4,618 

Rented 2,254 555 545 375 295 258 226 

Urban Total 673 99 91 68 87 143 185 .. 
Owned 34Q 25 36 19 32 106 122 

Rented 333 74 55 49 55 37 63 

SUBANSIRI TOlal Total 20,3] 1 1.676 ?316 .1.025 3'753 2.992 6,549 

Owned /8.893 1.398 2.089 2.751 ),569 2.711 6.375 

Rented 1,418 278 227 274 184 281 174 

Rural Tota 120,311 1,676 2,316 3. 025 3,753 2,992 6,549 

Owned 18,893 1,398 2,089 2,751 3,569 2,711 6,375 

Rented 1,418 278 227 274 184 281 174 

Urban Total 

Owned 

Rented 

---
T-Total, R-Rural, U-Urban, (continued) 
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H.-IV HOUSEHOLDS CLASSIFIED BY SIZE AND TENURE STATUS-contd. 

To~al Households having number of persons 
Total Tenure No. of ,.... 

~ No. of 
Agency/District Rural Status Census S1l1 and perso.n$ 

Urban House One Two Three Four Five more unspc(a-
holds Person Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons tied 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

SIANG Total Total 24.428 1.897 2,681 3,416 3,637 3,586 9.211 

Owned 19.928 1.212 2,156 2,752 3,113 2.962 7.733 

Rented 4,500 685 525 664 524 624 1,478 

Raral Total 22,051 1,454 2,280 3,063 3,343 3,319 8,592 

Owned 19,502 1,145 2,054 2,734 3,106 2,944 7.519 

Rented 2,549 309 226 329 237 375 1,073 

Urban Total 2,377 443 401 353 294 267 619 

Owned 426 67 102 18 7 18 214 

Rented 1,951 376 299 335 287 249 405 

LOHIT • Total Total 11,705 1,168 J,433 1,622 1.597 1,494 4,39.1 

Owned 9,019 756 1,071 1,260 1,297 1,102 3,533 

Rented 2,686 412 362 362 300 392 858 

Rural Total 10,948 1.038 1,295 1.510 1,491 1,408 4.206 

Owned 8.782 7t5 1,020 1,206 1.240 1~075 3,$26 

Rented 2,166 323 275 304 251 :133 (i80 

Urban Total 757 130 138 112 106 86 185 

Owned 237 41 51 54 57 27 7 

Rented 520 89 87 58 49 S9 178 

TlRAP Total Total 18,554 1.208 1,736 2,185 2,461 2,584 8,380 

Owned 16,177 935 1,449 1,894 2,265 2,244 7,390 

Rented 2,377 273 287 291 196 340 990 

Rural Total 18,554 1,208 1,736 2,185 2,461 2,584 8.380 

Owned 16,177 935 1,449 1,894 2,265 2,244 7,390 

Rented 2,377 273 287 291 196 340 990 .. 
Urban Total 

Owned .. 
Refited 

Note: Column 4 excluded figW'es for institutional households. 

(concld.) 
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APPENDIX I 
CENSUS OF INDIA 1971 

HOUSELIST 

Name of Distrtt IllltlHltlllHlliHI IIIIII""IIIIfIlIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIIII. II .. " ... Code NO", ......... hfljj"It', 

Nam~ 01 Taluk~~hlil~hana!Anchamlland "'"'''' '" ","" """"""."" "" Code No" '"'''' """ " " '" 

Predominant construction materl~ Of Purposl (or IotiCb ~nsUl Is it used whoily or Census House HOUlCII used,t,g,rcsidenee, fta1ily 81 an estab, 
sbo" Shop·CWII·re~dence, ~hment 1 Yes or 
busme~. (actory, workshop, No, If yes. enter 

NameofViUage or ToW!! """"'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''1''''''''' 

Name or number of Waro!Mohalla!Enumeralor's Block ,,,,,,,,,,,,1 .. ,,.,,, 

If used wholly or partly as a relidcn~ t 

~o. of Does till liviDI hOUleho:d No, 01 penon normall) 
rOllms Building No, ~1ISU1 live in owned in Census Ho lCbo~ on 

(Municipal or Housct!o, 
workshop· Cum, rtsidence, further details ill Household No, NIIl1I of Ihe Head of If S,C, or S,T" Wlile inlhe orrenled v~it 0( I e CRUmm 

Line No, school, bank, commercial the Eslablishmenl Local Aulhority Malerlalof Roo( Househol4 ~1IIlC of Cisielfribe OOU' house? MMerl!IofWall hOUle, office, hO!pitl~ hOkl, Schedule and indi, palionof oiCensusNo,) ele.orvlCIDI caletheserial No" Ceosus (i) Ow~ed (0) 
of ilial enlry here House· (iI) Renlcd (R) Males F ales 

hold 
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iNSTRUCTIONS TO ENUMERATORS FOR FILLING UP THE HOUSELIST AND ESTARI iSH· 
MENT SCHEDULE 

INSTRUCTIONS-PAR1' 1 

HOUSELIST 

General 

Census is a national undertaking of great import
ance, indispensable to intelligent and efficient public 
administration apart from the other multifarious ways 
it serves the scholar, the businessman, industrialist. 
the country's planners. the electoral authorities etc. 
Census has become a regular feature in every progres
sive country, whatever be its size and political set-up 
and they are conducted at regular intervals to fulfil 
well-defined objectives. 

2. Tbe job entrusted to you, viz., the housenum· 
bering and houselisting is an essential preliminary 
step to the population census. Apart from mere 
listing of houses, you will be collecting some essen
tial data on housing, as also separately on manufac
turing, trading and service establishments which will 
be useful to the country's planners. You have. there· 
fore, an important role of play. The quality and quan
tity of vour contribution depends on bow well you 
apply yourself to this task, understand the instructions 
thoroughly and carry out your responsibilities with the 
care that it demands. 

3. You will be required to prepare lay-out sketches 
showing the location of houses within the area allot
ted to you and number all the houses, residential or 
otherwise and list them and fill up some essential 
particulars in the schedules given to you. The house
numbering sketches prepared by you may form the 
basis for a permanent system of house-numbering that 
may be introduced and maintained by the local bodies 
concerned in future. 

Housenumbering and preparation of rtolional map! 

4. Rural areas : The first operation wiU be allotment 
of distinguishing numbers to each building, house and 
household. 

S. Before the actual affixing of house numbers on 
doors an essential step to be taken is to prepare a 
rough notional mao of the entire village and decide 
on whether the village should be sub-divided into 
blocks and if so, how" Normally a small villa)te of 
less than 125 houses need not be sub-divided into 
blocks. But if a village has one or more hamlets, 
inespective of the size. it is desirable to divide the 
area of the village into blocks so that each hamlet 
with the adjoining area is recognised as a separate 
house-numbering block of the village. It is important 
tllat the dividinll lines between one block and another 
should be clearly demarcated. Such dividin~ lines. 
besides following ;ome natural boundaries wherever 
possible should also be indicated by the Survey num-
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ber that fall on either side of the dividing line ill 
cadastrally surveyed villages. In villages which ~re 
not cadastrally surveyed, the line can be indicated by 
the name of the owners of the fields on either side of 
the line or by the name of the field, if any. A 
notional map showing the general topographical de" 
tails of a whole revenue village particularly if a survey 
map is already available with the village revenue 
officials, will greatly help. This notional map should 
indicate the prominent features and land marks such 
as the village site, roads, cart tracks, hills, rivers, 
nallahs, etc. Clear demarcation lines of blocks are 
important so that any to define at the foot of the 
map the boundaries of a particular block is covered 
by a specific block without giving scope for any 
doubt. It may be desirable to define at the foot of 
the map the boundaries of each block clearly. 

6. Having thus prepared the village map, each 
block of the village as demarcated on the villag$' map 
shouid be taken up for a detailed sketching of the 
lay-out. In this detailed sketch the emphasis is main· 
lyon the lay-out of the houses on the village site. 
The sketch should show all the 'roads, streets and cart 
tracks. The names of the streets, if any. should be 
shown on these sketches. All topographical details. 
important features and public buildings should be pro
minently shown. Then every single building or hOllse 
should be located on this sketch. It will be of advant
age if the Pucca and Kachha houses are shown by 

some conventional signs like a square 0 for a 
Pucca house and a triangle t::. for a Kachho house. 
further depicting them as residential or non-residential 
as follows:·_ 

I1ID Pucca residential house; for Pucca non
residential house shade the square. 
Kachha residential house; for Kachha 

A non-residential house shade the triangle. 

It is difficult to evolve a -comprehensive definition 
of the terms • Pucca' and • Kachha' houses to cover 
different patterns of structures aU over. the country. 
The categorisation of the houses as Pucca or Kachha 
for the purpose of depicting them on the lay-out 
sketches is purely to facilitate identification. Also. as 
Kachha houses are not likely to be long-lasting, anv 
one referring to the lay-out sketches' a few years later 
can easily distinJ!Uish settlement areas which are likely 
to have undergone a change. For tbe purpose of tbe 
preparation of lay-out sketches. a Pucca house may 
be treated as one which has its walls and roof made 
of the following materials: 

Wall Material: Burnt Bricks, stone (duly packed 



with lime or cem,,'ut.), cement concrete or 
timber, etc. 

Roof Material: Tiles. Gel· sheets, asbestos 
cement sheets. RBC *. RCC'" and timber. Clc. 

Houses, tbe walls and I or roof of which are made 
of materials other than those mentioned above such 
as un burnt bricks. bamboo. mud, grass, reeds, thatch 
etc. or loosely packed stone. burnt bricks etc. may be 
treated as Kachha houses. 

7. When once the location of every building/hou),e 
is fixed on the plan, it wlil be a Simple maner to 
decide on a convenient methoJ of numbering ttl(: 
buildings/houses in one series following certain prin
ciples. No hard and fast rule can be laid as to the 
direction in which the house numbers should run i.e., 
left to right or in a clockwise order or north-east to, 
south-west and so on. Much depends on the lay-out. 
So long as some convenient and intelligible order is 
followed it should be, all right. The numbers allotted 
to each house should be marked on the sketch and' 
with the help of arrow marks at convenient intervals.
the direction in w'hich the house numbers run should 
be indicated. This is particularly important when 
streets cut across one another and the housenumber
ing series along a street, get interrupted. It will be of 
advantage if the numbers are roughly marked in pen
cil on this sketch and later verified with the actuai 
state of things on ground to see .if the order of num
bering indicated on the sketch would be. convenient 
or if any slight changes are needed, for, after all the 
sketch is only a rough one and the actual state of 
buildings on ground may suggest a more intelligible 
order of numbering at some places. 

8 .. Where villages are not, cadastrally surveyed ana 
the village boundaries not fixed by survey, It is essen
tial that the limits of each village are defined by ,,.,me 
permanent features SO! that it may be known that an" 
house falling, in any such areas may'· be reckoned 
along with a particular village. 

9. In the forest areas, aU habitations are not on 
settled pattern. There are forest villages which may 
be just like other revenue villages or mauzus. For 
such villages procedure for preparing normal lay-out 
plan sketches may be followed. But apart from such 
villages, there would be clusters of habitation, spread 
out in the forest. It will be facilitating, if for 'the pur
pose of netting such clusters a lay-out plan is pre
pared of the Forest area comprising the lowest admi
nistrative unit (such as beat of a Forest Guard in 
some States). Then the clusters should be drawn on 
the lay-out sketch. Name of the duster should also 
be written, if there be one. If there be no name, 
then 'it would be necessary to identify it with refer
ence to any known permanent feature such as a hill 
stream, a range of. hills. road and so on. . After 
drawing the boundaries of such clusters on the lay
out, the location of each of the houses should be in
dicated on it and number assigned to ·each house. 
Habitations (clusters) falling within the area of, the 
smallest forest administrative unit should be taken as 
one village for the purpose of house-numbering and 
house1isting. 

* NOTE: G.C.r.-Galvanized Corrugated Iron. 
R.B.C.-Reinforced Brick Concrete and R.C.C.
Reinforced Cement Concrete. 
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Since it is likely that some of the tribal habitations 
may change their locations now and then, it is neces
sary to define the location of a habitation area with 
reference to any known permanent feature as indicat
ed above in regard to the clusters in Forest areas. 

10. Urball Areas: The preparation of notional 
maps and the housenumbering sketches in urban 
areas should essentially follow the same procedure as 
in the rural areas excepting that in most urban units 
the draugiltsman of the Municipal Administration 
might have already prepared town maps perhaps even 
to scale and these may come extremely useful. It ha~ 
been found from experience that the boundar:es of 
towns are often times loosely defined and not properly 
demarcated giving riSe to several doubts regardlpg the 
areas lying on the out-skirts of towns. It is imporant 
that the map should very clearly indicate the bounda
ries by means of definite survey numbers and also 
other permanent features. Sometimes one side of a 
road falls within the town limits and the other side 
excluded as it may be outside the defined boundary 
of the town. All these should be carefully verified on 
ground before the maps are certified to be correct by 
tn.e supervising authorities. Cases of sub-urban 
growth adjoining the limits of a town and such cases 
as one side of a street falling outside the limits of a 
town should be brought to the notice of the superior 
officers who will have to ensure that such built up 
areas are properly accounted for within the administra
tive units in which they fall. 

11. But what is essential is that very detailed plans 
showing the location of every building and census 
house along every road and street in each ward, loca
lity or mohalla of a town should be clearly prepared. 
In view of the very large number and close location 
of houses in·, urban areas it may be necessary to have 
a large number of sketches each covering a limited 
area. Each town would probably have already been 
divided mto some permanent mohallas or localities or 
wards. A large map of the entire town indicating 
the boundaries of each of the sub-units into which the 
town has been divided should be prepared. On this 
map, the main roads and other topographical detailr. 
and important public buildings etc., may be shown for 
clear identification of the boundaries of each mohallas 
locality /ward etc. Next, a skeleton map of each 
locality /ward or block should be prepared in which 
all the roads and streets should be clearly jndicated 
and their names also written. Then each building 
and house should be located on this skeleton map. 
May be that even a locality /ward may be too large 
an area to indicate all houses on a single map. In 
such a case a ward map showing the segments and 
separate lay-out map for each one of the segmenb 
may be prepared and 'on these segments the buildings 
and houses should be clearly located and the house
numbers shown. It may be an advantage if the non
residential houses are distinguished from the residential 
houses as indicated in para 6 of these instructions. 
Here again the important permanent buildings may be 
indicated such as say, town-hall, large office building 
court building, post office, hospital, school, church, 
market building etc. 

12 .. As stated earlier most towns may already be 
having a satisfactory house-numbering system. This 
need not be disturbed and may be adopted for the 
purpose of preparation of the house-numbering map, 
referred to above. The house-numbering can be 
brought up-to-date with the help of these lay-out maps. 
If there be no proper . system of house-numbering 



in the town, then you will have to assign numbers 
to the houses in the lay-ollt sketch(es) of your juris
diction in the manner indicated hereafter. 

Numbering of Buildin&s and Census. Houses in rural 
as well as urban areas: 

13. You have to give numbers to "Buildings" and 
.. Census h(',uses" in all areas. The instructions below 
will guide you to ,determine what a building and a. 
census house are for the purpose of houselisting. rhe 
building is a readily distingUlshable Hructure or group 
of structures waich is taken as the unit for house
number;ng. The entire building may be deemed om: 
census house or sometimes parts of it, as will be ex
plained. The objective is to :lltimately number and 
list out all physical units of constructions which are 
used for different purposes, residential or otherwise. 

14. Building,' A "building" is generally a ~ingle 
structure but sometimes made up of more than one 
component unit, which are used or likely to be used 
as dwellings (residences) or establishments such as 
shops, workshops, factories, etc., or as godowns, 
stores, cattle-sheds etc. or in combination with any of 
these such as, shop-cum-residence, or workshop
cum-residcnce, etc. 

15. Sometimes a series of different buildings may 
be found along a street which are joined with one an
other by common walls on either side looking like a 
continuous structure. These different units are prac
tically independent of one another and likely to haw 
been built at different times and owned by different 
persons. In such cases though the whole structure 
with all the adjoining units apparently appears to be 
one building, each portion should be treated as sepa
rate building and given separate number. 

16. If there are more than one structure within an 
enclosed or open compound (premises) belonging to 
the same person e.g., the main house, the servant's 
quarters, the garage etc" only one building number 
should be given for this group and each of the consti
tuent separate structures assigned a sub-number like 
1(1), 1(2), 1(3) and so on provided these structures 
satisfy the definition of a • Census House' given here
after. 

17. The building should be numbered as follows: 

(i) If the locality consists of a number of streets 
in a village, the buildings in the various 
streets ip a village, should be numbered con
tinuously. Streets should be taken in uniform 
order from North-east to South-west. It has 
been observed that the best way of number
ing the buildings is to continue with one con
secutive serial on one side of the street and 
complete the numbering on that side. be
fore crossing over to the end of the other 
side of the street and continuing with the 
serial, stopping finally opposite to where the 
first number began. 

(ii) In a town/city. enumeration block., the num· 
bering will have to respect the axis I,)f the 
street and not any proconceived geographical 
direction like North-east etc. 

(iii) Arabic numerals e.g. (I, 2, 3 ..................... ) 
should be used for building numbers. 

(iv) A building under construction, the roof of 
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which has been completed shold be given a 
number in the serial. 

(v) If a new building either Pucca or Kachl;; 
is found after the house-numbering has been 
completed Qr in the midst of buildings al
ready numbered, it should be given a ne": 
number which may bear a sub-number vi 
the adjacent building number, e.g. lQI I , .. , 

NOTE: These should not be numbered as 10(l~ .. ,. 
10(2) etc. as such numbering would apply 
to census houses within the same building. 
On the other hand, lOjl would mean a sepa
rate building that has come up after building 
No. 10. 

18. Census House: A .. Census House" is building 
or part of a building having a separate main entrance 
from the road or common court-yard or stair-case ett;_ 
used or recognised as a separate unit. It may be in
habited or vacant. It may be used for a residential 
or non-residential purpose or both. 

19. If a building has a number of flats or blocks 
which are independent of one another having separate 
entrances of their own from the road or a comm,',1 
stair-case or a common court-yard leading to a malO 
gate, they will be considered as separate Census houses. 
If within a large enclosed area there are separate 
huildings, then each such building will be one or l7l.:J!e 
separate census houses. If all the structures wmun 
an enclosed compound are together 'treated as one 
building then each structure with a separate entrance 
should be treated as a separate census house. 

20. Each census house should be numbered. If a 
building by itself is a single census house, then the 
number of the census house is the same as the build
ing number. But if different parts or constituent units 
of a building qualify to be treated as separate census 
houses, each census house should be given a sub
number within brackets to the building number al 
10(.1), 10(2) etc., or 11 (1), 11 (2), 11 (3), etc. 

21. The order in which census houses within a 
building are to be numbered, should be continuous. 
preferably clockwise or in any convenient manner if 
It is difficult to do it clockwise. 

22. The definition of Census house may sometimes 
be difficuft of application in its literal sense in the 
l'ontext of varying patterns of structures and their 
usage. For example, in cities and towns, one does 
come across a situation when a fiat in the occupation 
of one household as residence may be made up of four 
rooms or so and all the rooms may have direct en
trance from a common court-yard, or a stair-case. In 
terms of the definition of a census house each of the~c 
rooms having entrances from the common stair-case 
etc., may qualify to be treated as census houses. But 
it does not realistically reflect the situation of the 
number of houses. In such case, • singleness' of usc 
of these rooms alongwith the main house by the 
household should be taken into account and the entire 
flat comprising four rooms should be treated as one 
census house only and assigned ane number. If on 
the other hand each one of these rooms had been 
separately occupied by independent households and if 
each portion had separate main entrance then each will 
be justified to be treated as a separate census house. 
In a hostel building even if the door of each room in 
which an inmate lives opens on to a common verandah 
or stair-ca~e as it happens almost invariably, the entire 



, 
hostel building may have to be treated as one census 
house only. In some parts of the country in the rural 
areas, the pattern of habitation is such that a single 
household occupies a group of huts within an enclos
ed fence which has one main entrance. Each of the 
apparently separate structures is an integral part of 
the housing unit as such. In such cases it may be 
more realistic to treat the group as one census house. 
Care should be taken to ascertain if only one house
hold occupies such a unit or shared by more than one 
household. Thus the· definition of a census house will 
have to be applied having due regard to the actual 
situation in such exceptional cases. 

. 23. It is usual to find in municipal towns/cities 
that every site whether built upon or not is numbered 
by the municipal authorities on property basis. Such 
open sites even if they are enclosed by a compound 
wall should not be li&ted ~or census purposes. Only 
where a structure witIi' four walls and a roof has come 
up, should it be treated as a census house and listed. 
But in some areas the very nature of construction of 
houses is such that, for example, a conical roof al
most touches the ground and an entrance is also pro
vided and there may not be any wall as such. Such 
structures should of course be treated as buildings alld 
houses and numbered and listed. 

24. Household : A household is a group of persons 
who commonly live together and would take their 
meals from a common kitchen unless the exigenc'es of 
work prevented any of them from doing so. There 
may be • one-member household, two-member house
hold or multi-member household '. For census pur
poses each one of these types is regarded as a 
"Household ". Again, there may be a household of 
pelsons related by blood or household of unrelated 
persons; the latter are Boarding Houses, Hostels. Re
sidential Hotels, Orphanages, Rescue Homes, Ashrams 
etc. These are called .. Institutional Household ". 

E.lch household will be iisted according to the ins
tructions that follow (see paras 44 & 45) and a distin
guishing number allotted to each household. As ~ach 
household will be related to the physical structure of 
a census house, the household number as such need 
not be painted on the door of each census house. 
Only the building and census house number will be 
painted. 

HOUSELISTING 

25. After the preparation .of the notional house
numbering maps and the numbering of the houses. the 
next step is to list them in the prescribed form (House
list). 

26. At the 1971 Census, a houselist schedule and 
an establishment schedule will be canvassed on univer-
6al basi!. Specimen forms of the schedules to be so 
canvassed are given at the end of this book. 

The following instru~tions will guide you in filling 
the houselist: 

27. On the top of tha houselist form, provision is 
made tfJ note the name of District with Code No., 
name ot TalukfTehsilf1bana/Anchal/lsland/Code. No. 
name of Village/Town/Code No. name or No. of 
Ward, Mahalla, Enumerator's Block Code No. The 
entries here are to be filled in by you very carefully. 
The Location Code is the method by which every 
vj1lage of town in any tehsil or police station in every 
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district of a State is identified by a combination of 
numbers. For this purpose every district, tehsil 01 
police station, village or town/ward/mohalla/enumera
tor's block in your State would have been allotted 
code numbers. Y.our cbarge Superintendent or the 
Supervisor would have indicated to you the district, 
tehsiI or police station and the village or town/ward/ 
mohalIa/enumerator's block code numbers pertaining 
to you. You shall have to enter them in the relevant 
spaces against the names of the various jurisdictional 
units. Please note that the town number is to be 
given in Roman figures to distinguish it from the VII· 
lage number which will be indicated by ,Arabic 
numerals . 

Nurn: Please do not write anything in spaces en" 
closed bv dotted lines in column Nos. 4, 5, 6, 10 and 
12. These are meant for writing code numbers in the 
tabulation offices, 

Col. 1: Line Number. 

28. Every line in the HouseIist is to be numbered 
scrially. The line numbers should be continuous for 
your block. Arabic numerals should be used for this 
purpose, e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4 etc. 

Col. 2: Building No. (Municipal or local authority 
or Census No.) . 

29. Before you start houselisting, every building 
will bear a number. Some Municipal towns may have 
satisfactory system of numbering the building and 
after preparation of the lay-out sketch of your area, 
you would have given the same number to the build
ing located on the sketch. 

30. There would be cases where the Municipal 
numbers or local authority numbers are not found 
satisfactory and therefore you would have given num
bers to various buildings by way of updating the 
numbering or revising it. In any case you would have 
assigned a number to every building in the lay-out 
sketch. The third contingency is that numbering did 
not exist earlier and you have numbered the buildings 
and assigned them the number on the lay-out sketch 
and marked them on the building itself. 

31. The number which has been assigned in the 
lay-out sketch in any of the three modes described 
above and marked or put on the building should be 
written in this column. 

32. If the building has a well-known name then the 
name of the buiIding should also be recorded in this 
column in addition to the number of the building. 

The purpose of this column is to readily iden tify 
every building by the number found on it and by 
local name if any the building may bear. 

Col. 3: Census House Number. 

33. The attributes of a census house have been des
('ribed earlier and in accordance with those instruc
tions you would have allotted census house number 
to a building or to a part of a building. 

34. If there is only one census house in the buildina. 
then the number of the census house will be the same 
as the building number, which will be repeated in this 
column. 

35. If there be more than one census house in a 



building (as mentioned in paras 19 and iO) e.g.. III 
building No. 10, there are three census houses--then 
against the first census house. you will record " 10(1)". 
for the second "10(2)" and for the third "10(3)" in 
this' column. Column 2, Buildillg number, will be 
entered in the first line only against which census 
house No. 10(1) would have been mentioned in Col. 
3. Column 2 will remain blank against census house 
No. J0(2) and 10(3). 

NOTE: You should nOt indicate them as 1011 or 
10/2 etc. as that ~ould be foll()wed in the allotment 
of a number to a new building not previously num
hered that has come up after bLliLding No. 10. 

Columns 4-5: Predominant c()llstruction material of 
census house. 

36. In these columns you' will have to note the 
materials of wall and roof. 

Col. 4: Material of Wall 

37. Under this column, the material out of which 
the major portion of the walls ()f the house are made, 
as for example, grass, leaves, reeds, bamboo, unburnt 
bricks, mud, burnt bricks, stolle. cement concrete, 
timber etc., should be written. Where a house con
sists of separate structures each having walls made out 
of different matenals, the rnateriai out of which the 
walls of the main portion of the house mostly used 
for living or sleeping are made, are to be recorded. 

Col. 5: Material of Roof 

38. The material out of which most of the outer 
roofs, exposed to the weather and not the ceiling is 
made i.e .. tiles, thatch, corrugated iron, zinc or asbestos 
cement sheets or concrete, slate, tiles, etc., should be 
written. In the case of a multi-storeyed building the 
intermediate floor or floors will be the roof of the 
lower floor. If the roof is mainly made of bricks. 
stone etc., and has a mud plaster, cement plaster or 
lime plaster exposed to the sky, the material of roof 
in such cases will not be .. rnud ", "cement", or 
"lime" respectively but it will be .. bricks ", .. stone .. 
etc., which constitute the fabric of the roof. 

Col. 6: Purpose for which Census -House is used e.g. 
residence, shop, shop-cum-residence, business. fac
tory, workshop. workshop-cum-residence. school. 
bank, commercial house, offlct!, hospital, hotel, etc., 
or Vacant 

39. The actual use to w:hich a census house is put 
is to be recorded here keeping in mind the broad cate
Ilorisation sucb as: (these are purely illustrative); 

(1) Residence, shop-cum're~idence, workshop-
cum-residence. 

(2) Factory Iworkshop and workshed etc, Factory 
should be written if it is registered under 
Indian Factories Act. A 'workshop' is a 
place where any kind of production, repair or 
servicing goes on or where \goods and arti
cles are made and sold. but is not largc 
enough to be a factory. It is not necessary 
that some machinery should exist. Even a 
place where some household industry (as 
defined in Para 78) such as say, handloom 
weaving, biri rolling, panad making, toy 
making etc., is carried on, it should be noted 
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as a workshop here. if it is also used as d 
residence it should be noted as workshop
cum-residence. Make searching enquiry if 
a house is used for the purpose of produc
tion of any goods or engaged in some pro
cessing or repairing even on a Household 
Industry basis as these are not likely to be 
apparent to a casual observer. 

Shop: 

(3) Shop: A shop is a place where articles are 
brought and/or' sold or cash or for credit. 

(4) Office, business house, bank, etc. Business 
house is that where' transactions in money 
()r other articles take place. 

(5) Hospital, dispensary, Health centre, Doctor:; 
clinic, etc. 

(6) School and other educational institution. 

(7) Hotel, sarai, dharmshala. tourist 
inspection house, etc. 

house, 

(8) Restaurant, sweetmeat shop and eating place. 
(A sweetmeat shop where sweetmeat is 
being made and sold should be recorded ac 
a Workshop). 

(9) Place of entertainment such as cinema 
house, theatre, community-gatherinl (Pan
cbayatghar) etc. 

(to) Place of worship e.g., temple, - church, 
mosque, gurudwara, etc. 

(ll) Institution such as orphanage, rescue hom.:, 
jail, reformatory, children home, etc. 

(12) Others e.g., cattle-shed, garage, godown, 
laundry, petrol bunk, passenger shelter, etc., 
the exact use to be fully described. 

f 13) If the census house is found vacant, J.e. if 
no person is living in it at the time of enume
ration and it is not being used for any of the 
purposes listed above, write • vacant' in thIS 
Col. If the census house is locked because 
the occupants have gone on journey or pil
grimage, then it may not be treated as 
.. vacant", but the use to which it is put 
recorded here and the fact that the occupants 
have gone on a journey/pilgrimage, noted 
in the 'Remarks' column as "House locked 
occupants on -journey/pilgrimage etc." 

NOTE: The reason for vacancy such as • dilapidat
ed, • under repair', • incomplete construction', • want 
of tenant', etc., may be recorded in the .. Remarks .. 
column. 

Col. 7: Is it used wholly or partly as an Establish
ment? 

Yes or No. If yes, enter furlher details in tfle Estab
lishment Schedule and indicate the Serial No. Q/ 
that entry here 

Definition of an Establishment_ 

40. An "Establishment" is a place where goods are 
produced or manufactured not solely for domestic 
consumption or where servicing and/or repairing is 
done such as factory, workshop or household industry 



or servicing and (or repair workshop or a place where 
.retail or wholesale business is carried on or commer
cial services are rendered or an office, public or pri
vate or, a place of entertainment or where educational. 
religious, social or entertainment services are render
ed. It· is necessary that in all these places one or more 
persons should be actually working. Thus an estab
lishment will cover manufacturing, trade and other 
establishments where. people work. 

/:.xamp/es: 

A factory .or a workshop or workshop-cum-re~i
dence .or a trading or other establishment, i.e., where 
some kind of production, processing, repaIr or servic· 

. ing. is undertaken or where goods or articles are made' 
and sold, or some business is being carried on such as 
a grocery shop, a pan shop, restaurant, bank, hotel, 
or an office is functioning such as Government office, 
commercial office, or an institution is being tun such 
as school, college, hospital, dispensary, etc., and where 
one or more persons are working. 

An Establishment may occupy a census house or a 
,sroup of census houses or a part of a census house. 

41. This column applies only in cases where the 
j:ensus house is used as an Establishment as defined 
above. Sometimes the act of production, processing 
or servicing may not be apparent especially if carried 
on as a household industry e.g., when a handloom is 
located inside a house and is not in operation at the 
time of enumerator's visit or if some other type ot 
hOusehold . industry . such as papad making or toy 
manufaCturtng or bidi rolling etc., is done, say in som\': 
interior portion of the house. Y Oll should make 
searching enquiries to see if any production. proces
sing or servicing is done or any business is cdfried on 
or any institution is being run in any part of the 
house not readily Seen from outside. 

If 'Yes' i1; recorded here, go to the Establishmeru 
Schedule. and fill up further particulars in that Sche
dule. Please fill in the Serial No. of the entry as 
given in the Establishment Schedule in this column 
·after 'Yes '. 

42. It is possible that some kind of production or 
processing is undertaken in the house by the members 
of the household for purely domestic consumption. 
For example, hand pounding of rice. preparation of 
spices' like. . holdi (turmeric), chillies. etc., or say. 
.knitting of woollen garments, embroidery work, loin
loom weaving and so on, meant for household us,~ 
only and not for sale. In such cases, the house should 
not be treated as an • establishment '. 

COLUMNS 8 to 16 

43. These columns will relate to census houses 
which are used wholly or partly as a residence. If. 
therefore, a particular census house is not being used 
for residential purposes at all even partly, as will be 
evident from entry in Col. 6, put 'X' in each of the 
columns 8 to 16. 

Col. 8.' Household No. 

44. A • household' is a group of persons who com
monly live together and would take their means· from a 
common kitchen unless the exigencies of work pre
vented any of them from doin!! so. It may be made 
up of related or un-related persons. A cook or a 5er
vant living in the house of his employer and taking 
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his food there is part of that household. A hostel 
where a number of un-related persons live together is 
an institutional bousehold. So also a jail. 

45. There may be more than one household in a 
census house. Each household should be gIVen a 
separate number. This can be done by usmg the 
alphabets as (a), (b), (c), etc., as affixes to the census 
house No. For example, if buildihg No. 2 is also a 
census house and has three househOlds, tne household 
numbers will be 2(a), 2(b) and 2(e). If build;ng num
bered 4 has two census houses. the houses will be 
numbered as 4(1) and 4(2). If within these Muses 
there are respectively 3 and 2 households then tbey 
will be numbered as 4(1) (a), 4(1) (b), 4(1) (c) ana 
4(2) (a) and 4(2) (b) respectiVely. If, however, bllllq.
ing No. 3 is also a census house and has only one 
household, the household No. to be entered in this 
column will be No. 3 only. 

46. In the above cases of households Nos. 2(b), 
2(c), 4(1) (b), 4(1) (c) and 4(2) (b), there will be no 
entries against them in Cols. 3 to 7. Cols. 3 to 7 will 
be filled for the entire census houses, 2, 4(1) or 4(2) 
as the case may be, once. There is no need to repeat 
Cols. 3 to 7 in each line for which entries are made 
for more than one household against that censlls 
house in Cols. 8 to 16. 

Col. 9.' Name of Ihe head of household 

47. The name of the Head of each household should 
be ·written. The Head of the household for census 
purposes is a person who is recognised as such in the 
household. He is generally the person who bears the 
chief responsibility for the maintenance of the house
hold and takes decisions on behalf of the household. 
The head of the household need not necessarily be 
the eldest male member, but may even be a female or 
a younger member of either sex. You need not 
enter into any long argument about it but record the 
flame of the person who is recognised by the House
hold as its Head. In the case of institutions like 
boarding houses, messes, chummeries which should be 
regarded as households of un-related persons living to
gether and which may be called Institutional House
holds, the manager or superintendent or the person 
who has administrative responsibility or who by com
mon consent is regarded as the Head should be re
corded as the Head of the household. In the case of 
an absentee dejure 'Head', the person on whom the 
responsibility of managing the affairs of the house
hold falls at· the time of enumeration, should be re
~::.rded as the Head. 

Coi. 10.' If S.C. or S.T.. write name of coste/trine 

48. You will have been furnished with a list of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tnoes notified for 
your area. Ascertain if the head of the household 
belongs to a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe 
and check whether Caste (Tribe is scheduled as per 
your Jist. If so, 

for Scheduled Caste write uS.C. " and record 
name of caste, 

for Scheduled Tribe write "S.T. -, and record 
name of tribe. 

for others write "X" 

For a household belonging to Scheduled Caste. check 
religion of the head of the household. He or she 
should be either a Hindu or a Sikh. There cannot be 



a S.c. in any other religion. Scheduled Tribes may 
belong to any religion. 

49. In a case where the head of the household be
longs to Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe even if any 
other member of the household (except institutional 
bouseholds) does not belong to SC/ST then write SCI 
ST as me case may be and mention the Caste/Tribe 
to which he belongs. On the other hand if the head 
does not belong to SCjST but llny other member I)j 
the household does belong to SC/ST; write' X' in 
this column. 

50. In the case of all 'Institutional Household~' 
write 'X' III this column irrespectice of whether the 
head belongs to a S.C./S.T. or not. 

Col. 11: No. of living rooms in the occupatioll of 
Census Household 

51. A room should have four walls with a door way 
with a rcof over head and should be wide and long 
enough for a person to sleep in i.e., it should have OJ 

length of not less than 2 metres and a breadth of at 
least 1 t metres, and 2 metres in height. An enclosed 
room, however, which is used in common for sleeping, 
sitting, dining, storing arid cooking etc., should be 
regarded as a room. An unenclosed veraR-dah, kitchen, 
store, garage, cattle-shed and latrine and rooms in 
which a household indUstry such as a handloom is 
located which are not normally usable for living or 
sleeping etc., are excluded from the definition of a 
room for the purpose.,of this column. 

52. If there is only one household in a census 
house the counting of rooms will not be difficult. 
But if a census house consists of a number of house
holds, the number of rooms occupied by each house
hold has to be entered against the name of each 
Head of household. In cases where a room is occu
pied by more than one household or they share more 
than one room, the number of rooms should be given 
together against a bracket as common to such house
holds. 

53. One is likely to come across comcal shaped 
hut or tent in which human-beings reside. In such 
improvised accommodation, there will be no fout 
walls to a room and, therefore, the above definition 
would not strictly apply to such types of accommo
dation. In such cases, the tent or conical hut etc., 
may in itself be construed to be a room. 

Col. 12: Does the household live In owned or ren
ted house: (l)Owned (0), (ii)Rented (R) 

54. If a household is occupying a census hous .. 
owned by itself and is not paying anything to any
body in the form or rent then the household mav be 
considered as living in own house. This should be 
recorded by' 0 '. A household living in a fiat or a 
house taken on • ownership' basis' on payment of 
instalments should be regarded as living in" its own 
house, notwithstanding that all instalments have nOl 
been paid. 

55. If the household lives in rented house write 
• R '. A housing unit is rented jf rent is paid or 
contracted for, by the occupants in cash or in kind. 
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Where an owner permits a household to live in a 
house rent free even then the household should be 
treated as living in a rented hous.e. For example, 
rent free accommodation provided to employees by 
Government, Institutions" Companies etc. In such 
cases, you should treat the house as rented and write 
'R'. 

Cols. 13 to 15: No, of Persons normally residing ill 
!.'CIlSUS hou')'ehold on day oj the ~'isit of the enu
'nerator 

,'16, Enter the number of males normaUy residing tn 
,he household in column 13; females in col. 14 :md 
total number of persons in column 15 (Col. 13 +Col. 
(4). 

57. In these columns normal residents are to be: 
r('Corded even though some of them may be absent on 
the day of enumerator's visit. Casual visitors should 
be excluded as they will be considered at their respec· 
tive places of normal residence. But a person who 
has stayed with the household for a period of 3 months 
or more should, however, be included. Correspond· 
ingly, normal residents absent for over 3 months or 
more should be excluded from the household in which 
they normally reside. 

Total of these columns should be struck at the enJ 
of each page and after completion of houselisting grand 
total of the block should be struck at the bottom of 
the last form. 

Cui. 16.. Does the household cultivate land'! (Yes or 
No) 

58. If the household is cultivating any land then 
you have to record the answer 'Yes' otherwise 'No'. 
For determining whether a household is cultivating 
or not, it should be necessary to ascertain if one or 
more persons in the household are engaged in cultiva· 
tion of land or supervision or direction of cultiva
ti(ln of land owned or held from Government Or from 
private persons or Institutions for payment in money, 
kind or share. Enchroachers who cultivate land en
croached upon will be regarded as cultivating -house
holds for the purposes of this column. If the house
bold has a visitor who cultivates land elsewhere, it 
can not be deemed that the household as such is a 
cultivating household, unless the Headj or other 
members of the household are engaged in cultivation 
of their own, the household should not be reckoned as 
a cultivating household. A household whose members 
merely work on somebody else's land for wages should 
not be treated as a cultivating household. 

Col. 17: Remarks 

59. If there is an entry in Col. 6 as '~Vacant", you' 
have to record the reason such as " dilapidated ", 
0' under repair ", .. incomplete construction", "want 

of tenant" etc. in this column. 

60. After you have completed filling up of the 
houselist for your block, you will prepare a duplicate 
copy of the houseIist, for which you would be given 
adequate number of blank forms. 
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APPENDIX III 

CENSUS OF INDIA 1971 

ESTABLISHMENT SCHEDULB 

NameofD~trjct ""."""".""'" ..... ",, ....... ,, ... Code No ... "...... Name of ViliageotTown ............. , ............................ Code No ............ .. 

Name of Taluk/l'ehsiJfI'hana/AnchaIJIsland. ......... .......... Code No .. ,. ....... Name or No. of W~rd/MohaliafEnumerator's Block ................... Code No ............. . 

Serial 
No. 

Census 
House No. 

If any manufacturing, processing ,or servicing is done If used as a trading establishment If used as any other 
Average number of I--__;-....,..__;.....:._-.-...,_.;----I----_,----Iestablishment, des· 

N r the E bl' h I h bl' hm personl working cribe e.g. Govl. 
ame 0 sta .IS· S I e esta IS ent oaily last week or Is it Description J the Type of fuel or Delcription of Whether Office, S c h 0 0 I, 

ment or of the propnetor (a) Go.vt./Quasi GoYl. in the last working a) Household Industry. products. proCessing power used goods boughY (a) Wholesale or Hospital. Railway 
(b) Pnvate seaso~, IDeludmg b) Re.istered factory or servicing done sold (bl Rei '1 station, Hi! b e r 's 
( ) C t' propnetors and/or ' . . al saloon, C 1 n em a 
c o-~pe~a lve r 'Iy worker' c) Unregistered Work· theatre, Hotel, rea Instttutlon ami , h 

4 

S op shop. etc. 

5 7 i 

. ~.. " . " " ., 

: 

" 

,1 ........ . 

·1 

I" 

NOTE.-Please do not lVlite in the spaces enclosed by dotted lines in 
cols. 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. These are meant for use in the 
Tabulation Offices for coding. 

10 II 

",'1,,,. 

$gnalure of Enumerator .. " .............. " .... , Dale \." ........ '" .• Signature of Supervisor ..... ,,; .... , ... " .... pate . " ....... , " .. 
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Instruction to enumerators for filling. up Establishment Schedule 
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APPENDIX N 

INSTRUCTIONS-PART II 

ESTABLISHMENT SCHEDULE 

61. Instead of loading the main Houselist form it
self with questions pertaining to Establishments, it has 
been decided to have a separate schedule in which 
particulars of each establishment are to be recorded. 
~See the Establishment Schedule given at the end of 
this book). 

62. The term "Establishment" has been defined in 
para 40 of this booklet. You are requested to study 
It carefully, before filling the 'Establishment Sche
dule '. 

63. The respondents should be fully assured that 
the information collected in these schedules will be 
treated as completely confidential and is meant jor 
statistical purposes and will not be used as evidence 
against any individual or establishment tor any pur
pose. The respondents should be encouraged to fur
nish truthful replies without any reservation. 

64. At the top of the schedule provision is made 
for noting the Location Code No. and name of the 
areas concerned. This should be the same as those 
noted on the top of the Houselist which you will be 
<.:anvassing simultaneously. You should fill the Loca
tion Code Nos. etc., correctly. 

65. The columns' of the Establishment S<.:hedule can 
be classified into four broad groups: 

(i) Columns 1 to 5 are of uniform applicability 
and entries have to be made in fespe~t of 
all the establishments; -

(ii) Columns 6 to 8 pertain to manufa.::toring, 
processing, etc.-estabiishmems; 

(iii) Columns 9 to 10 relate to trading establish
ments; and 

(iv) Column 11 refers to " other" Establish· 
ments which are not covered in columns 6 
to 10. 

Thus, it will be seen that the columns falling within 
groups (ii) to (iv) are mutually exclusive, while those 
in group (i) are common to all. 

Col. 1: st. No. 

66. In this column ·the establishments are t", bo 
entered one after another serially. Arabic llumerah 
should be used for this purpose, i.e., 1, 2, 3 etc. 

Col. 2: Census HOllse No. 

67. The Censlls house number to be noted is the 
same as that in column 3 of the Houselist and against 
which 'Yes' is written ill column 7 of the Houselist 
indicating that the Census house is used as an estab· 
lishment. 

2 Census 
7S 

68. A point to be noted here is that It IS likely that 
a single factory or workshop may be spread over more 
than one Census house adjoining one another. There
fore, while in Col. 2 of this scnedule a number of 
Census houses may be noted in respect of that parti
cular unit of production, processing or repairing, trade 
or business etc., the entries in Col. 3 onwards will be 
one only for that group of hou~es cuvered by a s~gle 
unit of production or business etc., establishment. For 
example, if a single tea factory in Assam or business 
establishment in Calcutta should be spread over two 
or three adjacent buildings, each of the buildings 
should not be shown as a separate factory or estab
lishment but the House Nos. of all these buildings 
shown in Col. 2 should be bracketted togethe( and the 
particulars of the single tea factory or establishment 
entered in the subsequent columns against this group 
of houses. If on the other hand the activities of a 
large firm or an office are carried on in buildings 
located far away in different localities, each of tn" 
Census houses in the different localities will have to 
be treated as a separate establishment and the parti
culars of the establishment relating to that particular 
Census house should be listed in this schedule. 

Col. 3: Name of the Establishment or of the pro
prietor 

69. In this column write the name of the estblish. 
ment in the case of factories, large manufacturiI!g con
cerns, a shop or business establishment, banks, office 
etc. which usually bear a distinct name. Where a.n 
establishment has no separate name as in the case of 
small workshops and establishments like confeGtioi1~ 
teries, small tea shops. Dhobi's establishment, hc:!se
held. industries etc. write the name of the ovmer as 
"So and so's Halwai shop ,. etc. Tnis is to help easy 
identification. 

'Col. 4: Is the Establishment-(a)Govt./Quasi Govt. 
(b) Private (c) Co-operative IIl~titatioll 

7{). Enter here whether establishment enumerated 
belongs to public sector i.e., Govt./Quasi Govt. man
aged, including establishments run by local authorities, 
or to private sector, or a co-operative enterprise. 
Please do not write in the column only (a) or (b) 
or (c) but write 

(I) "Govt-Public Sector, or Quasi 
Public Sector, or Local 
AuthoritY--Pubiic Sector 

(2) Private 
01' 

(3) Co-operative. 

Govt.-

There may be many schools or libraries etc., which 
are not owned by any particular individual or group 
of individuals. These may be o\Vned by people in 
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general and managed by Managing Committees. Sw:h 
establishments should be treated as .. private" as dis
tinguished from Govt./Quasi Govt. or run by local 
authorities or co-operative enterprises. 

71. An establishment will be treated as a Govt./ 
Quasi Govt. institution if the Central or State Govt. 
if a Local Authority such as the Zilla Parishad, City 
Corporation or Municipality etc. completely owns or 
has a majority of shares as to control the manag.:
ment of the establishment. 

72. Private establishments are those owned :md 
managed by private individuals or corporate bodies 
not being co-operative insttution or Govt. or QII<I,t 
Govt. Institutions. 

73. Establishments registered under the co-opera
tive Societies Registration Law of the State, alone fail 
in the category of "Co-operative ". 

Col. 5; Average number of persons working daily 
last week or in the last working season, IItc[uding 
proprietors and/or family workers 

74. In this column. the infonnation has to be en
tered relating to the total number of workers includ
ing the apprentices, paid or unpaid and also including 
owner(s) or proprietor(s) of the establishment and 
any of their family members if they also work in thl: 
establishment and also the hired workers, if any. It is 
n..,t necessary that an establishment should necessarily 
have paid workers. A small shop run in the ,ame 
house where the owner lives and the bus:ness is attend
ed to by just one person of the household is also an 
establishment. The average number of persons work
ing per day in the establishment during the week pn:
ceding the day of your visit should be recorded. For 
computing the average number of ·persons working 
per day, if the establishment remained closed owing to 
30liday etc., such day(s) should be ignored and only 
the • days' on which the establishment worked should 
be taken into account. If during the week preceding 
your visit, the establishment remained closed either 
due to strike or lock-out, the week during which lhe 
establishment worked preceding such strike or lock
out should be taken into account for reckoning the 
average number of persons working. The hired wOlk· 
ers should normally be in full fme employment. 

75. Some establishment such as a sugar factorv, 
rice mill etc. may be seasonal in character and may 
not be actually working at the time of the present 
listing. You should then ascertain the oarticulars at 
such establishments with reference to the last work
ing season. 

76. In case more than one product is produced, or 
more than one item of business is conducted or 
several types of services are rendered it is not neces
sary to enquire the number of persons employed in 
the production/business/servicing of each type of pro· 
duct, business or service that is covered against that 
serial number. For examnle. in a large textile mill 
there may be the weaving sec(on, dyeing section, 
laboratory, repairing section, sales section etc. It is not 
necessary to ascertain the employment in each section. 
The total emplovment has to be ascertained. The 
major act:vity of the e,tablishment will be described 
in subsequent columns. 

• Columns 6, 7 and 8 :-If any manll!acfilnng pf()' 
c{'ssillg or serl'icing is done". 
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77. These columns relate only to such establish
ments in which goods are manufactured or some kina 
of process;ng or servicing is done and / or repairs are 
carried on. 

Col. 6: Is it (a) Household Industry (b) Registered 
Factory (c) Unregistered workshop 

78. Household IndUJtry: Definition 

A • Household Industry' is defined as an mdustry 
ccnducted by the Head of the household himself/her
self and/or mainly by the members of the household 
at home or with;n the village in rural areas, and only 
within the premises of the house where the household 
lives in urban areas. The industry should not be rUll 
on the scale of a registered factory. 

79. Thus, there are four ingredients of a household 
industry: ---

0) nature of activity 
(ii) participation 

(iii) location 
(iv) size 

80. (i) Nature Of aCfivily;-A Household industry 
should relate to production, processing, servicing, re
pairing, or making and selling (but not merely seil
ing) of goods. It does not include professions such 
as a pleader or doctor or barber, musician, danc~r, 
washerman (Dhabi), astrologer etc. or merely trade 
or busines5 even if such professions, trade or services 
are conducted at home by members of household. 

81.( ii) Participation :-The Head of the household 
and/or one or more members of the household mus, 
partic:pate in such an industry. 1£ it is run primarily 
by hired labourers , the • participation' ingredient of 
the household members will not be satisfied and it will 
not be a • Household' Industry'. The industry may 
run with the help of hired workers but the head anJ/ 
or members of the household must be mainly partiCI
pating in the industry and not solely dependent Oll 
hired workers. Besides .. actual work", participatIOn 
also includes "supervision and direction n. 

82. (iii) Location :-The industry should be local' 
ed within the premises of the house where the housc
hold lives in urban areas; if it is situated at a plac<. 
other than at home, it will not be termed as house
hold industry in urban areas. In rural areas, however, 
the industry may be either at home or anywhere 
within the village limits. III rural areas, even though, 
the industry is not situated at home, there is a greater 
possibility of the members of the household participal' 
jng in it if it is located within the village limits. 

83. (iv) Size :-The industry should not be on the 
scale of a registered factory. Irrespective of the loca' 
tion and participation by the members of the house
hold, if the industry or workshop is registered under 
the Factories Act, then it will not be a household 
industry. 

R4. Thus it will be clear that any industry whil;h 
can be termed as • Household Industrv' must satisty 
all the fouf ingredients mentioned above. 

85. (b) ReRistered Factory:-A factory which is 
registered under the Indian Factories Act should be 
treated as a .. Registered Factorv". Any other work
shop merely liccnced by the Municipal or any other 



authority or registered for any other purpose should 
not be treated as a registered factory unless it is regJ~
tered under the Indian Factories Act. 

86. (c) Unregistered Workshop :-Workshop is a 
place where some kind of 'production' processing, 
servicing, repairing or making of goods for sale is 
going on. A workshop which is registered under the 
Indian Factories Act should be treated as a registered 
factory and others as unregistered workshops. Work
shops which are run as household industry should be 
treated as household industry and entered as such. 

87. When you come across an establishment where 
some kind of manufacturing, processing or servicing 
etc., is done, you should ascertain whether it is a 
Household Industry or a registered factory or a work
shop not registered under the Factories Act and write 
whatever it actually is in this column. Please note 
that workshops merely licenced or entered in the re
gisters of a local authority are not to be considered as 
registered factor:es unless registered under the Indian 
Factories Act. All workshops other than household 
industries and not registered under the Indian Fact01ics 
Act should be treated as unregistered workshops '!V>!ll 

if they are merely licenced as workshops by the local 
authorities. Please do not write (a) or (b) or (c) 
in the column but write "·Household Industry", or 
"Registered Factory" or "Unregistered Workshop ", 
as the case may be. 

Col. 7: Description of the products, processing 01' 

servicing done 

88. The description of the actual work relating to 
product, processing and servicing which is done in the 
Household Industry, factory or workshop that is being 
listed is to be recorded here, e.g., handloom weaving. 
lace knitting, oil ghani etc., manufacturing of G.I. 
pipes, electroplating, motor or cycle repairing, iron 
foundry, paper making or book binding, printing and 
dyeing, shoe making, sweetmeat making etc. If in any 
establishment more than one article is produced or 
more than one kind of processing or servicing or repair
ing is done, indicate only the major kind of products 
or processing or repairing or servicing etc. 

Col. 8: Type of fuel 01' vower used 
-89. Enter here the description of the power or 

fuel used for the running of the factory, workshop (or 
household industry if it is run on power or fuel). The 
fuels can be kerosene, soft coke, petrol, diesel, ga~, 
coal, wood, etc., Electricity and steam etc. a .... e some 
of the sources of power. Some units may be run by 
animal power such as oil ghani. Some may be rUll by 
merely human energy such as carpet-making, pottery 
making etc. Enter the description of fuel or power 
used for the production, processing, servicing etc. that 
is carried on in the establishment. There may be 
instances where more than one fuel or power is u~cd. 
in such cases, only the fuel or power which is llsed in 
running the primary unit of industry will be noted 
in this column. 

90. Columns 9 and 10 are to he filled in respect of 
trading establishments or establishments which render 
commercial services only. 

91. Trading or business establishments are thuse 
where some trading i.e.. transactions involving sa!~ 
and / or purchase of goods go on. 

Establishments rendering commercial services Ar, 
the banks, money lending firms, Pawn shops. etc. 

CoT. 9.' Description of goods bought! sold 
92. If is a trading establjshment, you should as-
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certain what are the goods bough!: and/or sold and 
write the description in this column. If there aTe 
more than one type of goods bought I sold by th. 
establishment, you should give description of tbe mai. 
item of goods bought/ sold by the establishment. 

93. In the case of establishments rendering com· 
mercial services such as in the case of Banks etc., 
you should write the description of the services ren
dered, as in the case of a bank, you should write 
"banking services". 

Col. 10: Whether (a) wholesalof or (bj retuil 
94. For all trading establishmt:nts, you should :Jr,

certain in respect of the goods mentioned in c:olllmo 
9, whether they are sold/bought in wholesale or in 
retail and write as the case may be. 

9S. You may come across certain establishments 
wherein both types of trade i.e .• wholesale and retail 
go on. In such cases, you should ascertain in which 
category (i.e. whole~at'! or retail) the volume of trade 
is greater and record the category accOl dingly. 

96. In the case of establishments renriering com
mercial services, e.g., bank etc. please d,) not write 
any of the two categories i.e. 'wholesale' or • retail' 
but put an • X' in this column. 

Col. 11: If used as any other establisll111ent, de:;cribe 
e.g., Govt. office, school, Hospital, Railway Station. 
Barber's Saloon, Cinema, Theatre, Hotel, Tea ShC'p, 
etc. 
97. Two specific types of establisllfllents have been 

covered in columns 6 to 10. Column 11 relates to 
the remaining types of establishments not covert!d by 
columns 6 to 10. You have to describe rmch estdb
lishments in this column, e.g., Govt. Office, school. 
hospital, Railway Station, orphanage, Rescue Home, 
Barber's saloon, cinema, theatre, hotel, tea shop, law
yer's office, doctor's clinic, laundry, etc. 

General: 
98. It is possible that in a particular establishjneltt, 

more than one activity is being undertaken within the 
same premises. For example, say in a betel shop, Mdi 
rolling is also being undertaken or in a grocery shop a 
flour mill is also located, or in the doctor's clinic m.!di
cines are sold. In such cases, the establishment should 
be identified having regard to the major activity and 
recorded as such in the relevant columns pertaining 
to the major activity. 

99. But if different activities are undertaken in 
different census houses quite cut off from one another 
though under the same title or ownership, each such 
census house should be treated as a separate establi:.h
ment and recorded as such against that census hons,= 
in this schedule. It may, however, be noted that 
where processng for the production of an article is 
carried on. in separate adJoning census houses, all 
the census houses should be treated as a single ",stab
lishment and recorded as such. If on the other hand 
the activities of a large firm or an office are carried 
on in buildings located far away in different localities, 
each of the census houses in the different localities 
will have to be treated as a separate establishment and 
the .particulars of the establishment relating to tl-Jat 
particular census house should be listed in this sche
dule. 

100. After you have completed filling up of the 
Establishment Schedule for vour block, you will pre
pare a duplicate coPy of the EstabJ!sbrnent Schedule. 
for which you would he {!iven adequate number of 
blank forms. 
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APPENDIX V-A 

Copy of _!.:he D.O. Letter No. 23/1/67-MAP, dated 
4th .April, 1967 from Shri A. Chandra Sekhar, Addl. 
RegIstrar General, India, New Delhi to all Supenlltcn' 
dent of Census Operations, India. 

I enclose herewith a copy of Manual of Instructions 
containing Scheme on permanent House Numbering 
to be adopted on a countrywide basis. At the 1961 
Census although an attempt was made to have a per
manent system of house numbering which was intended 
to be utilibed for all purposes, sllch as, electoral rolls, 
municipal assessment, posti~ address, hOllsing sur.ycys, 
public health surveys etc., yet in some areas the nmm
tenance of the house numbers was badly negiected. 
There has been some fundamental alterations in the 
old building structures and new constructions have 
been assigned proper house numbers to fit into the 
general house numbering. scheme. In a few localities 
even the original house numbering was done in a de
fective manner. I hope the introduction of permanent 

house numbering scheme as early as possible instead 
of rushing through just on the eve of Census taking 
offers considerable advantage of less rush and less 
inconvenience to the State Govts. and local bodies at 
the eleventh hour. Besides, it will also enable the 
State Census Offices to complete this important item 
of preparation for Census taking well in advance and 
thus help them to concentrate on other aspects O( the 
Census Operations which will ultimately be concusive 
to efficient Census taking. 

2. The initiative should obviously come from you 
and the success of good house numbering in your 
State will depend upon the leadership and energy that 
you can show in this matter. You may please pursue 
the matter vigorously with the State Govt. and see to 
the implementation of the scheme as soon as possible 
arid keep this office informed of the progress from 
time to time. 

APPENDIX V-B 

Copy of the letter No. 23f1/67-Map, dated 4th 
April, 1967 from the Add!. Registrar General, India 
to all Chief Secretary to the Govt. of all StatesjUnicm 
Territories, India, and copy to the Superintendent of 
Census Operations, NEFA, Shillong. 

SUB: Scheme on permanent House Numberillg, 

I have the honour to enclose herewith a copy or 
Manual of Instructions to implement a scheme on 
Permanent House Numbering on a countrywide basis. 
The advantages of good house numbering need hardly 
be stressed. The present scheme of systematic and 
permanent house numbering is being suggested not 
merely to serve the purpose of the next population 
Census but to meet the needs of various branches of 
govermental and local administrations and public 
utility services as also of the public themselves. At 
the 1961 Census although an attempt was made to bave 
a permanent system of house numbering which was 
intended to be utilized for all purposes, such as elec
toral rolls, municipal assessment, postal addro,;ss, 

housing surveys, public health surveys, etc., y~t in 
some areas the maintenance of the house numbers was 
badly neglected. There had been some fundamental 
alterations in the old building structures and new con
structions have come up in several areas but all these 
may not have been assigned proper house numbers to 
fit into the general bouse numbering scheme. In a 
few localities even the original house numbering was 
done in a defective manner on account of inadequate 
preparation. I hope the introduction of permanent 
house numbering scheme even now instead of rushing 
through on the eve of Census taking offers consider
able advantage of less rush and less inconvenience to 
the State Govt. and local bodies. 

I shall feel extremely grateful if the State Go"t. 
kindly constitutes a committee as suggested at the 
beginning of Chapter II of the Manual and issued 
necessary instructions to all local bodies and all (,thers 
concerned to bring the existing house numbering sys
tem up-to-date in the light of the instructions contain
ed ill the Manual. 

APPENDIX V-C 

Copy of the D.O. Letter No. 9/32/69-CTU(CEN) 
from Shri A. Chandra Sekhar, Add!. Registrar 
General, India, New Delhi to Shri J. K. Barthakur, 
Director of Census Operations, NEFA, Shillong. 

CENSUS OF INDIA 1971~IRCULAR NO. 10 

SUB: Houselist Abstract. 

As you are aware, the question of prescribillg a 
'Houselist Abstract' to be compiled by the Houselist 
enumerator has been engaging our attention for some 
time. This matter was also discussed at Darjeeling 
Conference and the need of prescribing such an Ab
stract was emphasised with a view to obtaining 'con
trol figures' of the number of Census house and house
holds since the Houselist data would be tabulated (Ill 

a sample basis. It has now been decided that every 
enumerator will prepare a Houselist Abstract for his 
block in duplicate. A specimen form of this Abstract 
is enclosed. (Form 1). 
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2. You may kindly get this form printed locally be 
necessary in the regional language) in the quantity by 
you and supply two copies to each enumerator. 

3. I am sorry that this has been delayed slightly 
but I am sure you would be able to get the copies 
printed by the time you propose to distribute the 
schedules to various centres. 

4. The training of the enumerators and supervisors 
is about to commence in the field. At the time of 
training, the Abstract could be expatiated upon and 
the manner of filling the columns explained to the 
enumerators. 

5. You will find that column 1 of the Abstract re
lutes to 'page nl)mber '. Every enumerator will be 
filling up about 10 to 15 Houselists depending on the 
number of houses in his block. He wJil thus have a 
bunch of Houselists duly filled in for his block. He 
should be asked to assign page number to the Home
lists in a serial (needless to say that each Houselist 



form has two pages-obverse and reverse) for the 
~ntire block. He has to enter • totals' of • each page' 
nt the Houselist in each line of the Abstract and 
strike grand total of each column in the last lme of 
the Abstract. If there are more page~ than the lines 
tn the Abstract, then the entries should be carried to 
the reverse and the grand Ito tal struck at the end. 

6. Special instructions will also have to be' gIven in 
the training classes to the enumerators for filling up 
columns 2 to 6 of the Abstract. In column 2, only 
5u;:h occupied Census houses should be entered which 
are used • wholly' for the pUfll.ose of . residence' ; 
tobat is to say, such of the Census houses which are 
rartly used as residence and partly as shops, work
shops, etc. (like shop-cum"residence, workshop-cum
residence, etc.), will not be entered in Column 2 bllt 
their number will be entered in column 3. Cufumns 
4, 5 and 6 are mutually axclusive. Column 5 is self 
explanatory and needs no comments. In column 6, 
will be entered, the number of Census houses, which 
are not used as residence partly or wholly, nor which 
are vacant but are used as shops, workshops, offices, 
places of entertainment, places of worship, etc., that 
is to say, all the Census houses which are not inclllded 
in columns 2 to 5 of the Abstract. Column 7 will give 
the total number of CenslIs houses. Column 8 relates 
to total number of households including Institutional 
Households. In this column, will be entered, the total 
of the number of heads of the households appearing 
in column 9 of the Hou~elist. 

For filling Column 9 of the Abstract, the enumera" 
tor will face a difficulty. This wouid be resolved if 
you issue additional instructions for filling up coiumn 
9 of the Houselist and ask the enumerators to add 
holdly 'INSTITUTI~N' .or .the, e9uiv~lent in the re
gional language for InstItuton lIke III the case uf 
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Hindi, after the name of the head of the houschokl. 
• INSTITUTION' or its regional equivalent should be 
written within brackets after the name like 'Ramda~' 
(INSTITUTION). If this is provided then, the enu
merator can easily count the 'Institutions' in column 
9 of the Abstract. Since the number of Institutiulls 
that the Houselist enumerator comes across in the area 
allotted to him may not be very many, he may not 
face any great difficulty in posting the Institutional 
Households in the Abstract. 

7. The supervisors should be asked to che~k the 
Abstract with reference to the entries in the HGuselist 
and countersign the Abstract in token of having done 
so. 

8. The Abstract duly filled in will accompany the 
enumeration record (i.e .• filled in Houselists and Estab" 
lishment Schedules) of the block. 

9. Each charge officer may post and consolidate the 
figures furnished by all the enumerators in his charge 
and furnish the grand total under each column for 
his charge. Soon after the houselist;ng operations are 
completed the State Census officers should have these 
figures po~ted for each Tahsil (Rurill and Urban sepa" 
rately) and for each Town and for each District. 
This should be communicated to the Registrar 
General's Office in the form enclosed. (Form II) 

10. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Encls: (i) Form of Enumerator'8 
Houselist Abstract. 

(:i) Consolidated House1isl 
Abstract for the Stat!!. 



FORM t 

CENSUS OF INDIA 1971 

HOUSELIST ABSTRACT 

Name of District, ................................ Codc No ................... Name of Village/Town ....................... . 

Code No ...................... . 

Name of Tahsil/ Thana/ Anchal Name or number of Ward/Mohalla/ Island, ........ .. 

Code No ...................... Enumerator"s Block ...................................... . 

/

1 Number of House-I 
Number of Census Houses hold~ 

)_._----_. -------,--- --:------ ----.----
Page I Occupied residential: : i ~ : ~:i1, I' 
~~. j' __ ._~ensus Houses. ___ ! ; Census \ ~ \0 1] ~ ~ _ ~ 

Tfou<c -; _ j I Vacant I Houses I I:;) I ~,;g ~o 
.r '11'S't' - I .::g_ I .~ 'I 'I Census put to '1 ..... -g 0 .S = 0 ~ 

I - - H h <'<I I' .... -0 -:::: .~ :;;; ~ , ,.?;> c:! c:' T' I ' ouses 'lot er .::: I(') ~ E t:; -6 ::l ::l 
! o.g ,£.g o.a! ,uses I <:IS. <'<100- .-::0 
',.d';;; ;'00. : i o~ o.=~_g ~:c 
1 ~e t r:J..e I ! 1 1 E-<!-- ,.:; 

: ;=!_ 2=1=: 3 _~i= 4 _ 'I:::: 5 --=r:::: 6--1_'--_ 8 , 

1 6' 5 9 1 10 11 2 

Total Population 

Males Females Total 

11 10 ! --1--1----

12 

---r---I----I------------,----'-------------------
f 1 1 

I ------------------1------I 
______ i ___ -_--___ I ___ ----I--------i~-I~------

---- ----1--------

-------.-------1---
1
--------1'--1----1-----

-------1--------1-------------1-1-.---------
Total 

i I I 

Checked and found correct. 

Signature of SupervisoL ................ , ...................... Signature of Enumerator •• ,o.,o •• ,o,o.,o ,o.,o ••••• ,o,o ••••• ........... 

Date .......................... . Date .......................... . 

... 
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APPENDIX V-D 

Copy of the D.O. Letter No. 37/ 1O/68·RG, dated 
3rd January, 1970 from Shri A. Chandra Sckhar, 
Addl. Registrar General India, New Delhi to Shri J. 
K. Barthakur, Director of Census Operations, NEFA, 
Shillong. • 

CENSUS OF INDIA I971---cIRCULAR NO. II 
We have attempted a few points which the Super

visors should bear in mind while supervising house
numbering and houselisting operations and fur check
ing the Houselist and Establishment Scheduk in the 
enclosed note. I hope tiese would come handy and 
be useful to the Supervisors. 

You are at liberty to add or delete any pertion, to 
meet the local circumstances. 

If necessary these instructions may be translrlted 
into the regional language and requisite .'lumber of 
copies got printed by the State Government Press. 

Receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged. 

GUIDELINES FOR THE SUPERVISORS FOR 
CHECKING FILLED IN HOUSELISTS AND 

ESTABLISHMENT SCHEDULES 

Your primary duties are : 

(i) To know enumerators; 

(ii) To ensure that boundaries of the respective 
enumerator's blocks are known (0 the con
cerning enumerators and to you; and that 
there is no overlapping of Block. bound
aries in terms of buildings; 

(iIi) To ensure that the enumerators .lIe well 
trained in the instructions for how,c-lIum
bering and houselisting and that their 
doubts, if any, have been clarified; 

Ov) To ensure that the requisite numbt r of 
schedules have been received by the enume
rators ; 

(v) To supervise the work of the enumerators 
while they are in action and to ensure that 
actual work proceeds according to schedule 
and that enurnerator does day-to-day work 
and does not allow it to be accumulated; 

(vi) To ensure that every house has been num
bered; and 

(vii) To check. cent per cent entries of the House
lists, Establishment Schedules and the 
Houselist A'bstract of each enumerator's 
block. In case of miSSing, erroneous or 
doubtful entries, please visit the house and 
correct the entries. 

The following points should deserve your sp::ciaJ 
attention while checking the Houselist, Estahlishment 
Schedule and the Houselist Abstract: 

(i) Location Code No.-See that Location Code 
num"oer is correctly and legibly written. 

(ii) Col. 1, Line No.-There must be a serial 
Dumber of each line, irrespective of whether a line 
covers Census HOllse or only a HOllsehold and it 
should be continuous for the entire enumerator·s 
block. The entry on a line should not overflow into 
the next line. 

If the entries on any line are struck off either be
cause the entry is wrong or due to some other reaS(Jn, 
such a line will not get a serial number. If one is 
already assigned to such a line, it should be struck off 
and subsequent serial numbers corrected accordingly. 
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(iii) Cols. 2, 3 and 8.-(Building No., Census House 
No. and Household No.) 

These three columns should be scrutinised together 
to see that these correspond to one another as stipula
ted in the instruction (See paras 29 to 35 and 44 to 
46 of the Instructions booklet). 

If a building has only one census house and the 
census house has only one household, the census 
house number (Col. 3) and number of the household 
(Col. 8) will be the sarne as the building number 
(Col. 2). 

If the building has more than one census house, 
then it will be indicated in Col. 3 by putting sub
number in round brackets for each of the census 
house after the building number, for exarnple, if a 
building with No. 23 has three census houses in it, 
then the census house No. in Col. 3 for each of the 
census houses will be : 

23(1), 23(2) and 23(3) 

When a census house has more than one house
holds, these will be distinguished by adding alphabets 
(a), (b), (c), etc. to the nurnber of the census house. 
Example: Census house No. 23(1) above has three 
households, their numbers in Col. 8 will be written 
respectively as: 

23(IXa), 23(1Xb) and 23(1 Xc), the entries pertain
ing 10 each household being made in a separate line, 
of course. 

In case where a new building has come up between 
two buildings already numbered, say between 23 ami 
24, the new building will have an additional No. with 
an oblique mark as • 23/1' which will be carried over 
to Cols. 3 and 8. 

In some towns and cities building nurnbers already 
exist and if these have been accepted (your charge 
officer will advise you in this regard) for census pur
poses, then whatever number exists on the building 
it should be recorded in Col. 2, e.g., • 35A', • 35B ' 
or "2/33" or "2/63" etc. 

Very Important: 

(a) Please ensure that vacant plot and building 
under construction, the ceiling of which is not com
plete are not to be numbered nor recorded in the 
Houselist. Vacant houses, i.e. those with walls and a 
roof will have numbers and will be recorded in the 
Houselist. 

(b) If a building has more than one census house, 
the building No. (Col. 2) will appear only against the 
entry of the first census house. Entries in Col. 2 
pertaining to other census houses in the same build
ing will be • blank '. Similarly, if a census house has 
more than one household, the number of the census 
house will be entered in Col. 3 against the entry of 
the first household. Col. 3 against subsequent house
holds in the same census house will be blank. Please 
refer to the filled in specimen HouseHst given to you 
durini: training. The above will be clear. 



(iii) Cols. 4 and S: Do not accept entries iike 
, kachha ' or • pucca' in these columns. Specific 
material of wall and roof should be recorded in tht!se 
columns respectively. (See para 38 of the lnstruction~ 
booklet). 

If there are more than one household in a cens~!> 
house. entries in Cols. 4 and 5 will appear only 
against the first household, i.e. household who&e num· 
ber (Col. 8) is indicated by alphabet (a); for subse· 
quent households in that census house, Cols. 4 and 5 
will remain blank. 

(iv) ·Cols. 6 and 7: If the entry in column 6 is 
just • residence'. corresponding entry in Coi. 7 should 
be 'No' and Cols. 8 to 16 should be fille4 in a~ 
there is bound to be a household in a residence. 

If the entry in Col 6 is • shop-cum-residence ' m 
'workshop '-cum-residence' etc., the entry in Col. 7 
will be 'yes' and even then Col. 8 to 16 are to be 
tilled in with regard to the household residing there. 

Only in case where col. 6 denotes that the census 
house is not used as a • residence' either wholly or 
partly, cols. 8 to 16 will be blank. 

When entry in col. 6 is • vacant', please check up 
that the • reasons' for • vacancy' are noted in col. 17. 
(See para 39(13) of the. Instruction booklet) .. 

Whenever there is . yes' in col. 7, please check up 
with the Establishment Schedule, that this entry is re

'corded there. 
Verify the correctness of entry iiI col. 6 with re· 

ference to' yes' in col. 7, from the details in .the 
Establishment Schedule. 

Example: entry in col. 6 is • shop' and in col. 7 
is 'yes'. Corresponding detailed entry in Establish
ment Schedules indicates that it is a • workshop '. In 
such a case, the entry in col. 6 of the • Houselist ' 
should be corrected as • workshop '. 

(v) Col. 9.' See para 47 of the instructions booklet. 
In addition please ensure that the enumerator adds 
"INSTITUTION" boldly in this column in respect 
of Institutional Households. This has to be done to 
enable the enumerator to post col. 9 of the Houselist 
abstract correctly. 

(vi) Col. 10 : If the 'head' of the household belongs 
to Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe, then only S.C. & 
S.T .• as the case may be, written and the name of the 
• caste' or • tribe' written. Check UP that the name 
occurs in the list of Scheduled Caste-s /Tribes supplied 
to you. Do not accept entries like 'Achhut', 'Hari
jan '. There should be specific name from the list. 

If the head does not belong to SC/ST, there should 
be 'X' in this column. 

In the case of • Institutional' household such as 
boarding House, Hostel, Jail etc. see that there is 
• X' in this column. (See paras 48-49 of the Instruc
tiQllS booklet). 

(vii) Col. 11: Please ensure that • Bathrooms' or 
• Latrines' are not counted as rooms. (See para 51 or 
the Instructions booklet). 

(viii) Col. 12: (See paras 54-55 of Instructions 
booklet), 

(ix) Cols. 13, 14 & 15: Ensure that figure in col. 15 
is equal to figures in col. 13 pIllS col. 14. 

(x) Cols.16·17: (See paras 58·60 of the Instructions 
booklet). 
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(xi) After scrutinising the column of the Houselist 
as above, please check up that Form I of Hous~list 
Abstract has been filled in properly. It should be 
seen that page by page entries are made m each 
column. 

If the line numbers are gi.,ven properly then the 
total lines of the Houselist for each enumerator's 
block will be equal to the total of the figures in cols 
5, 6 and 8 of the Abstract or total lines in Houselist 
cols. 5 +6 + 8 of the Abstract. 

Apply the above check to ensure that Abstract 
contains all the 'line entries' in the Houselist. 

ESTABLISHMENT SCqEDULE (i) Make sure 
that for 'all' yes' entries in col. 7 of Houselist, there 
is a corresponding entry in this Schedule. Check con
cerning entry in CQl. 6 of Houselist and verify that 
the nature of establishment is correctly entered. 

(ii) Col. 1: There should be a running serial for 
each entry (line) for the entire enumerator's entered. 

If any entry is struck off either by the enumerator 
or by you while checking succeeding serial number 
should be corrected and correspondeneee with col. 7 
of the Houselist should be ensured. 

(iii) Col. 2: See that this is the same number as 
recorded in col. 3 of the Houselist. 

(iv) Col. 3: Do not accept entries in abbreviated 
form like • TISCO '; it should be complete name like 
'Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.' 

(v) Col. 4: See paras 70-73 of the Instructions 
booklet. 

(vi) Col. 5: In addition to the hired workers and 
apprentices paid or unpaid, if any, include, the work
ing proprietors and family workers (see paras 74·76 
of the Instructions booklet). 

(vii) Col. 6: Distinction between Registered factory, 
workshop (unregistered) and Household Industry 
should be clearly understood. These would normally 
be mutually exclusive. (See paras 78-87 of the Ins
tructions booklet). 

(viii) Col. 'l-: See para 88 of the Instructions book
let. 

(ix) Col. 8 : If animal power is used as in the case 
of oil Ghani say 'animal power '. If human power 
is used say • manual power '. 

(x) Cols. 9-]0: For establishments like Bank, In
surance Co., Pawn shop write ' Banking Services " 
'Insurance Services', 'Money lend:ng services' respec
tively in col. 9 and put a • X' in coI. 10 (See paras 
92-96 of the Instructions booklet). 

(xi) Col. 11: Establishments not covered in eols. 
6-10, will appear in this col;Imn. 

(xii) Please note that if there is entry in col. 11, 
there will be no entries in cols. 6-10; if there arc 
entries in cols. 6-8, there will be no entries in cols. 
9-11 and if there are entries in cols. 9 or 9 and 10, 
there will be no entries in cols. 6-8. 

(xiii) Yours is a vital role in this operation. Accu
rate and full coverage of this operation solely depends 
on your close supervision and checking of the filled in 
schedules. 

And, mind you, there is no short cut or alternative 
to intensive study of the instructions and assimilating 
them thoroughly to carry out the tasks entrusted to 
you. 



APPENDIX V-E 

Copy of the letter No. 9j32j69-CTU(Cen), dated 
13th January, 1970 from the Deputy Registrar 
General India to All Directors of Census OperatlOllS. 

This has a reference to circular No. 11 issued by 
the Registrar General, India vide D.O. letter No. 37/ 
lOJ68-RG, dat~d the 3rd January, 1970. 

The following minor amendments may kindly be 
made in the circular referred to above before the 
guidelines for the Supervisors for checking the filled 
in Houselists and Establishment Schedules are circu
lated and or translated into the regional languages for 
circulation. 

1. 'Col. 4' appearing in fifth line in first para of 
page Z should be read as • CoL 3'. 

2. On page '3, item (vi) relating to Col. 10, please 
sUbstitute • yes' in the 2nd line by 'S.C. & 
S.T., as the case may be '. 

3. On page 4, item (iii) under Establishment 
Schedule, please read Col. 3 for Col. 7 in 
the second line. 

Tn~ inconvenience caused to you on this account 
is very much regretted. 

APPENDIX V-F 

Edit Instructions for the scrutiny of the Houselists 
and Establishment Schedules 

1.1 The tabulation of Housing data (contained in 
the Houselist) will be limited to 20 per cent. of the 
censlls houses; it is, therefore. unnecessary to scruti
nise all the lines in the Houselists for all the columns. 
So, the ed;ting work will be divided into two part" 
viz., (i) pre-sampling and (ii) post-sampling. Entries 
relating to locat:on code and entries in columns I, 2, 
3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 will be scrutinised in all lines contain
ed in the Houselist before the sample is drawn and 
scrutiny of entries in columns 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15 and 16 will be done only in respect of the sampled 
census houses and all the households that may be 

• located in such houses. It has been decided that since 
the census house is the unit for sampling, the informa
tion relating to all • households (which may be one 01' 

more) located in a sampled census house wiil be coded 
and punched on cards. 

1.2 The tabulation cf Establishment Schedules is 
on full count and so all entries in the Establishmem 
Schedules have to be scrutinised and edited. 

1.3 Columns 6 and 7 of the Houselist are inter
connected with the entries in the Establishment Sche
dule and, therefore, when the Houselist of a certain 
Block is taken up for scrutiny for pre-sampling scru
tiny, the Establishment Schedules of that Block shouid 
also be handy with the official doing the Houselist 
scrutiny. How the entries in columns 6 and 7 of the 
Houselist will be scrutinised with the help of the 
entries in the Establishment Schedules will be dilated 
upon at the appropriate place in this note. 

1.4 Since the data on housing and Establishments 
will be processed on Electronic nata Processing Sys
tem (E.D.P.) maximum care has to be exercised to 
~nsure that the primary documents (houselist and 
Establishment Schedules) are free from mistakes Ot' 
omission or equivocal entries. The following para-

. graphs deal with the instructions for editing these two 
primary dOl.'l1ments. 

2. Pre-sampling scrutiny of the Housellsts. 

2.1 Take one bunch of the Houselists of a Block. 
check up that every page of the Houselist has a serial 
number and that they are arranged in that order; if 
not arrange them accordingly. If there is no page 
!1Ulnber. ~ive page numbers. If the pages are loose, 

they should be secured together by a twine or strong 
thread passed through all the sheets on top left hand 
corner. 

2.2 Location Code.-Invariably, the enumerator 
should have written the elements of the location at the 
top of the Houselist. See that all elements are correct
ly filled in. In the case of a rural Block, the location 
code will contain number of district, TalukJTehsilJ 
AnchalJPolice Station and Enumerator's Block. In an 
urban block the location code elements are numbers 
representing district, Town, Ward/Mohalla and Enu
merator's Block. If entries are found to be missing, 
supply them from the charge register. The name of 
the enumerator will be found at the bottom of the 
Houseli!>t; the Block should be located in the charge 
register with reference to the name of the enumerator. 

2.3 Column I.-Line numbers should be conti
nuous for the Block as a whole. Look for entries 
struck off and see that no line number is assigned to 
scored or cancelled line. If necessary, correct subse
quent numbers. 

2,4 Columns 2, 3 and 8.-These three columns 
~hould be scrutinised together. Check if the building 
entered in column 2 .has more than one census house 
andi or more than one household. If so, column 2 
wiil be filled for the first entry and for the successive 
census houseCs)/household(s), in that building. there 
will be no entry in column 2. 

Check, if in column 3 building number has been re
peated. If the building has more than one census 
house a sub-number like (1). (2), (3), etc., wiIi .be 
given after the building number depending on whether 
there are 2, 3, 4 etc., census houses in the building. 
If the building has only one census house in it, then 
the number appearing in Column 2 will be repeated in 
column 3. 

If any of such census houses has more than one 
llOusehold living in it, then entry in column 3 wiIJ 
appear in relation to the first household but there win 
be no entry in this column in relation to successive 
Households in the same census house; e.g., census 
house number 2(2) has two households 2(2) (a) and 2(2) 

• (b), there will be entry in column 3 as 2(2) against the 
first household 2(2) (a). Column 3 should be blank 
for the next line which will have entries in eols. 8 
on wards for the next hO\lsehold in the same census 
house. 
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Check if column 8 bears the building and census 
house number i.e., entry in column 3 is repeated. If 
a building or a census house has more than one 
household then the households will have sub-numbers 
like (a), (b), (c), etc. depending on whether the build-

Wrong entry 
,.---------------"---------------. 

Line Building Census HOllse Census 
No. No. No. Household 

No. 
---------------------------

2 3 4 

15 25 25(1) 25(a) 
17 26 26 26(a) 
18 27 27(1) 27(1)(a) 
19 27 27(1) 27(1)(b) 
20 27 27(2) 27)2) 
21 28 28 28 
22 28 28(1) 28(1) 
23 28 28(2) 28(2) 

If the building or census house has no • household' 
in it, and consequently cols. 8-17 are blank, please 
check that in column 6 • Residence' or • Residence in 
combination with -other purposes' is not noted. If 
on the other hand the enumerator had given parti
culars in cols. 8-17 of a household and in col. 6 had 
not noted the census house to be residential, the entry 
in col. 6 should be suitably corrected to show that it 
is wholly or partly residential. 

In some towns the house numbering done by the 
Municipality has been adopted for census purpose 
where they might have numbered the vacant listed and 
entered in spite of instructions, might have been erro
neously listed and entered in the houseEst. Such entry 
should be scored out in the Houselist and subsequent 
line numbers corrected for the entire block. 

The enumerator might have recorded in column 17 
as • vacant place' or the same entry (vacant plot) may 
be found in column 6 or there would be no entry in 
column 4 and 5. This will help you in determining 
that it is a • vacant plot' and not a 'census house;. 

It is also likely that a partiCUlar building has its 
front on one road and its rear on another road and 
it gets a number on both the roads i.e., it gets a dup
licate number, and two entries might appear for the 
same building. The enumerator would have . noted 
this in the remarks column. In that case one of the 
entries should be scored and subsequent line numbers 
corrected. 

2.5 Columns 6 and 7.-These two columns have to 
be checked with reference to the entries in the Estab
lishment Schedules of the Block concerned. If the 
entry in column 6 of the Houselist is 'Residence', 
alone, there will be' No' in column 7 and conse
quently there will be no entry in the Establishment 
Schedule and columns 8-16 of the House1ist should 
have entries in them except when the Household is 
away either on pilgrimage or journey and the enu
merator could not ascertain the details from the neigh
bours in the absence of the household (as noted irr 
column 17 of the houselist). Only when column 6 ok 
the Houselist denotes that the census house is not 
used as residence partly or wholly, columns 8-16 (of 
th~ Houselist) will be blank. 

ing or house has two or more households. 
If the entries in the Houselist are not in accordance 

with the above instructions, they should be corrected 
in the process of editing. 

Correct entry 
r----------""------------------, 

Line Building Census House Census 
No. No. No. Household 

No. 

5 6 7 8 
------------------------____j____ 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

25 
26 

27 

28 

25 
26 
27(1) 

27(2) 
28(1) 
28(2) 

25 
26 
27(1)(a) 
27(ll(b) 
27(2) 
28(1) 
28(2) 

Wher~ver there is • yes' in column' 7 check up if 
there IS a corresponding entry in the Establishment 
Schedule. Also check entry in column 6 (of House
list) when there is 'yes' in column 7 (of Houselist) 
from the details of the Establishment Schedule. For 
example, entry in column 6 (Houselist) is • shop' and 
in column 7 it is • yes'; but corresponding details in 
the Establishment Schedule indicate that it is a 'work
shop " in such a case the entry in column 6 of the 
Houselist should be corrected as 'workshop '. 

There could be another case of a lapse on the part 
of the enumerator. There is • yes' in column 7 of 
Houselist but the corresponding entry is missed in the 
Establishment Schedule. the imputation will have to 
be made in the Establishment Schedule on the basis 
of entry ,n column 6 of the Houselist. If the entry 
in column 6 is 'Govt. office '. 'school', • railway sta
tion', • cinema', etc., (which would legitimately fall 
in column 11 of the Establishment Schedule) the im
putation in the Establishment" Schedule will be a-, 
TOUOW:-; ; 

Column I--Give the sl'rial number next to the 
existing serial. 

Column 2-Give the census house number appear
ing in column 3 of the HOllselist. 

Column 3-teave this blank. 

Column 4-Write • private '. 

Column 5--Write 'unspec:tled'. 

Column II-Reproduce the entry in column 6 of 
the Houselist. 

In case the entry in column 6 of the Houselist is 
• shop or trading establishment like • Bank' or Pawn 
Shop' etc., which would legitimately fall in columns 
9-10 of Establishment Schedule, the imputation win be 
as follows: 

Column I to 5-As above. except in the case (I' 
Bank etc., where entry in column 6 will 
suggest private, qllasi-Govt. oT co-operative, 
write accordingly. 



Column 9~write • unspecified' except in cases 
like Bank etc., where • banking services' 
etc. should be recorded. 

Column IO-write • retail' except. in the case of 
Bank etc. where no entry need be made in 
this column. 

There will be greater difficulty in imputation if 
entry in column 6 of Houselist indicates • Factory', 
• Workshop' or 'Household Industry' and it is missed 
in the Establishment Schedule (Columns 6-8)_-How
ever, the imputation may be made as follows·: 

Columns 1 to 5-Same as in the case of imputa
tion made for an establishment falling in 
columns 11 of Establishment Schedule as 
described above. 

Column 6-Write • Household Industry' or • Re
gistered Factory' or 'Unregistered Work
shop' as reflected in the entry in column 6 
of Houselist. If it is not possible to make 
out from the Houselist as to which cate
gory the manufacturing establishment 
belongs to, treat it as .. Unregistered work
shop "_ 

Columns 7-8-9-Write 'unspecified '. 

The converse of the above situation (i.e., 'No' in 
column 7 of Houselist but an entry made in Establish
ment Schedule) is difficult to conceive. But in case 
there be one, column 7 of the Houselist shoul4 be 
corrected as 'yes '. 

It may be imagined that there is an entry in the 
Establishment Schedule but no corresponding entry at 
all in the Houselist. It is difficult to come across such 
a situation but supposing, there is one, what treatment 
could be meted out to such an entry in the houseHst? 
The following imputation is suggested in the House
list. 

This entry should be made at the cnd of the Block. 

Column I-Give the next number of the line. 

Column 2:3-Write the numher as in column 2 
of the Establishment Schedule. 

Column 4-5-Repeat the entries occurring in the 
Houselist for the preceding house number 
to the one recorded in column 2 of the 
Establishment Schedule. 

Column 6--As per column 6 or 9 or 11 of the 
Establishment Schedule as the case may be. 

Column 7-Yes. 

Columns 8-17-Nil. 

2.6 After inter-connected. scrutiny of columns 6-7 
of Houselist and Establishment Schedule, the bunch 
of Establishment Schedule of that block (duly stitched 
on the right hand top corner) should be released for 
editing of the Establishment Schedules to the official 
entru,sted to do that work with a label pinned on the 
first page of the Establishment Schedule with the fol
lowing written on the label : 

"Location Code No_---- ---~-. 
Scrutinised with reference to entries in columns 6 

and 7 of the concerning Houselist "_ 
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2.7 Column 9_--Check up that total of Institutional 
Households tallies with column 9 of the Houselist 
Abstract. 

2.8 Mter all the lines of the Hou:selist have been 
edited for the entire Block according to the above 
instructions, number the census houses serially, the 
sequence running through the entire Block. Such 
serial number should be recorded in red pencil between 
columns 2 and 3 along the line. On the basis of this 
serial numbering, sampling of houses will be done 
(after a random §tart every fifth, '-census house' will 
be ticked, hence this is very important and the serial 
numbering of the census houses has to be done with 
great care). 

Check whether the serial number of the last census 
house in the block tallies with the total number of 
houses recorded in col. 7 of the Houselist Abstract 
of that block. In case of any discrepancy you should 
reconcile it and incorporated the necessary correctiom 
in either the houselist or the Abstract as appropriate. 

2_9 This completes pre-sampling scrutiny. The 
Houselist of the • Block' should now be passed on to 
the Sampler for drawing the • sample' of census 
houses. 

3. Post-sampling scrutiny of the Houselist. 

3_1 The following scrutiny should be made in res.
pect of the sample census houses and the _ households 
livingin suc'h census houses. 

3_2 Columns 4-5.-Do not acceot entries like 
, Kachha ' or • Pucca' in these columns. Specific 
material of wall and roof ought to be there. If there 
is an entry as • kachha' please impute specific mate
rial which would be commonly found in the relevant 
block like grass, mud, unburnt bricks, etc., simHar 
imputation should be made for 'Pucca' entry, like 
stone, bricks, G_L sheets, R.B-C. etc. i.e., material 
commonly used for 'Pucca' houses in that Block. If 
there is no entry at all in these two columns, imputa
tion may be made on the basis of the entries of the pre
ceding census house when there is only one census 
house in the building or when these details are not 
recorded for the other houses also in the building. 
If the building has more than one census house and 
these details are not recorded for the succeeding 
census houses, the entries made for 'one house, should 
be repeated for the remaining census houses in the 
same building_ 

If there are more than one household in a census 
house entries in column 4 and 5 should appear only 
against the first household i.e. household whose num
ber in column 8 is indicated by sub-number (a) for 
subsequent household in that census house, cols. 4 and 
5 as well as columns 2 and 3 will remain blank_ 

For Institutional Household there should be no 
entry of SC or sr. If there be one, strike· it off_ 

Column ll_-If there is an omission of entry in 
this column the number of room may be imputed 
from the number of persons recorded in column 15 
on the basis of three persons per room (which is the 
• person room' ratio of the 1961 census). 

Column 12.-For Institutional Household the entry 
in this column has to be • R '. If there is no entry 
or there is '0' entry, put • R " 



In the case of non-Institutional Household, if the 
entry is omitted impute • R' for urban areas and • 0 ' 
for rural areas. 

Columns 13. 14, and 15.-Check that the figure in 
column 15 is equal to total of figures in columns 13 
and 14. In case of blank, in either column 13 or 14, 
derive the figure by deducting column 13 or 14, as the 
case may be, from column 15. 

Column 16.-ThiS column is expected to have a 
definite answer • yes' or • no' for each household ac
cording as it cultivates or not. If the enumerator had 
left the column, blank, impute • yes' if the houselist 
relates to rural areas and • no' if it relates to urban 
areas. 

If there be no entry in columns 13 arid '14 but only 
in column 15, d:stribute the figure in the ratio of 
50.50 only in the case of non-institutional households. 
Do not make any imputation for institutional house
holds but write ' unspecified '. If all the three 
columns are inadvertently left blank by the enumera
tor and there is entry in column 11 (NO. of rooms) 
derive figures for column 15 on the basis of • person 
room' ratio indicated above in the instruction for 
column 11, distribute this figure in the ratio of .50.50 
for columns 13 and 14. 

4. Edit Instruciions for Establishment Scheduie,' 

4.1 Location Code,-Same as for houselist instruc
tions above. 

4.2 Column I.-Refer to column 1 of the House
list and make sure that fer all • yes' there is a corre
sponding entry in this scbedule and the serial number 
tallies. 

4.3 Column 2.-ChecJc. with reference to column 3 
of the Houselist. These should tally. 

4.4 Column 4.-~In case of blank, look UP the 

entry in column 3, this may help in mak.ing a suitable 
imputation; otherwise, enter . private '. 

4.5 Column 5.-If there is an omission to make 
an entry. write.' unspecified " 

4.6 Columns 6, 7 and B.-1be columns will be 
filled in if only columns 9-10 and 11 have 'X', If 
in any establishment besides manufacturing/process
ing sales also take place, and by mistake the enume
rator has entered details in columns 6 to 8 and also 
in columns 9 and 10, score entries in columns 9, and 
10. Manufacturing will get precedence over • selling' 
which is a secondary function. 

-If the entry in column 6 is registered factory and 
in column 8 type of power is, other than 'Electricity' 
and if the number is less than • 20' in column 5, tllen 
change the _ entry 'Registered factory' in column 
6 to 'Unregistered workshop". 

4.7 Column 7.-If an entry is omitted by the enu
merator, make an entry from information in column 
3, if it affords any clue. 

4.8 Column 8.-If an eutry is omitted by the enu
merator, entcr • manual' having regard to entr;es in 
columns 3 & 7. 

4.9 Columns 9 and lO.-There 'iohould be entries 
in these columns when columns 6, 7, 8 and ! 1 have 
• X', If entry is not made by the enumerator in 
column 9, impute it with reference to entry in column 
;I, If column lOis blank and column 9 is filled in, 
write ' retain' except in the case of commercial 
serv;ces like Bank, Insurance, Pawn shop, etc. 

4.10 Column ll.-There will be an entrY in this 
column only when there is 'X' in columns 6 -to 
10. If the enumerator has failed to make an: entry 
although the establishment should have been entered 
in this column, try to impute with the help of entry in 
column ~, 

APPENDIX V-G 

Copy of the letter No. 9/101 j70-CTU(CEN), uaLcd 

18th April, 1970 from the Registrar General, India to 
Shri J. K. Barthak~:r, Director of Census Operations, 
NEFA, Shillong. 

SUBJECT: Critical study Of Houselist Abstracts. 

HOllselisting bas been completed in a good number 
of States. I presume that the Directors of Census 
Operations would have received .the Houselist Abs
tracts also properly posted for every local area. I 
had seen the abstract figures compiled in one of the 
States. The abstracts provided a very valuable pic
ture to enable the Directors .of Census Operations to 
get a realistic picture of the growth of population in 
every local area. This will also help the Directors 
to 1000llte areas that may require closer supervision at 
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the final census enumeration. The Director may 
kindly post the abstract figures in a sysiematic way 
for every town, tehsil and district and c()mpare the 
figures with the 1961 CensUs figures. Whatever the 
growth between 1961 and 1970 has been abnormally 
low, or very high, the reasons may be investigated 
even now. This will help in planning for the census 
enumeration better and also provide the necessary 
background to explain the picture that is likely to be 

revealed after the final census enumeration. Soon 
after the abstracts are posted, a copy may please be 
sent to me by name. The reasons for abnormal 
changes- can be explained in due course. The Direc
tors of Census Operations are requested to send me 
the abstracts as and when they are posted fcor each 
district without waiting for a c;onsolidated statement 
for the entire State. 



APPENDIX V--H 

Material of wall and roof (This list is tentative and 
Illustrative but not exhaustive). 

Material of Wall 

O. Thatch, Grass, Khar (Grass) leaves, Casing of 
leaves, Gadjan leaves, Coconut leaves, Tasee 
leaves, Palmyara leaves, reeds, ballies of jawar 
straw, wattle covered with earch ,ekra reeds, 
sarkanda, mallet and cotton stalk, cane, karvi
stick, twigs, bamboo, chips, split bamboo 
Jhatmai (Twigs with earthen plaster) straw, 
bamboo matting, jute stalks, Tarja (Bamboo 
matting). 

1. Mud, Clay, Mortar, Earth, Thick-mud, Mud clods. 

2. Unbumt bricks. 

3. Timber, wood, great boards of wood, crude woo
den planks, hewn planks. 

4. Burnt bricks, unburnt bricks. Firebricks, baked 
bricks, Kakaiya bricks, Brick. 

5. G. I. Sheets & other metal sheets. tin. 

6. Stone, stone slabs, small stones, laterite· stone, red 
sand stone, Coral lime stone. 

7. Cement concrete perforated cement slabs. 

Material of Roof 

O. Grass, @ Jungle-Grass, Sun-9rass, Khadar 
Thatching Grass, Chain Grass, (Sme) or Khapd3 
or Dat or Dedo, leaves of Khas, Twigs, leaves, 
stalks of Bajfa, thatch, paddy hay, dry corns 
of gram, coconut or palmyra leaves, straw, 
Palm leaves * dry stalks of cumbu or cholam, 
Chapper, Bhocipatras, pine needles, jawar straw. 
dry leaves of arecanut, dry sugar cane, weeds 
and reeds tandul patter mut, clay, thick mud. 

1. Unbumt bricks. 

2. Wooden planks, jungle wood, fibre of kailor, 
deodar, thin shafts, rafters, bamboo. 

3. Tiles, Shingle, Mangalore & country tiles, Kalus, 
Crude baked tiles, rough tiles, unbaked tiles. 
flat tiles, kahapda, slate. 

4. Bricks, baked bricks, burnt bricks, lime. 

S. G. I. Sheets, Kerosene Oil tin, Iron sheets. 

6. Flat sheet stone, stones, patti, concrete. 

7. Cement sheets (Asbestos). 

@ Grass (UIu), Khar, Grass. 

* Ca4jan leaves, Screw-pine leaves or sago palm. 

APPENDIX V-I 

USE OF CENSUS HOUSE 

(This list is tentative and illustrative but not 
exhaustive) 

Residence (ll and 12) 

Exclusively dwelling: - Illustration: - Residence. 
Donges, Out houses, Tents, huts, military camp, Sheds, 
Village Guards' Camp, Gangman's hut. 

Shop-cum-residence (13) 

For living and runninlJ._ a shop if the access is the 
same. TIIustration : -Residence-cum-Grocery shop, 
Residence-cum-cloth shop, Fruit shop-cum-dwelling, 
General Store-cum-dwelling, Residence-cum-milk stall, 
Residence-cum-vegetable shop, Residence-cum-pan, 
bidi shop, cigarette, Stationery store-cum-dweJling, etc. 

Work-sho p-cum-residence (14) 

Living and running a workshop if the access is the 
same. The place may be in use for production, pro
cessing, repairing and servicing (on small ';cale) in 
addition to residence :-TIIustration :-Toy manufac
ture at home, pottery making at home, Cycle repair
ing (for others) at home, Residence-cum-chakki, Re
sidence - cum-confectionary, Residence-cum-bakery, 
Done making at home, Chajj making at home, Book 
binding at home, tailoring at horne, Goid & Silver 
smithy at home, Black smithy at home, Residence-
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cum-bhunjewala, cloth weaving at home, making 
wooden articles at home, Kangri manufacture at 
home, making of papermachine at home, Shoe making 
or repairing at home, cloth printj·ng and dying at 
home. 

Residence-cum-other use (15) 

Temple-cum-dwelling, dispensary - cum 
mosque-cum-dwelling, school-cum-dwelling, 
cum-dwelling, Balmundri-cum-dwelling, etc. 

dwelling, 
Lodge-

Hotels, Sarais, Vharmashalas, Tourist Houses, 1nspec
tion Houses (21) 

Census houses, intended for temporary sojourn 
hotels with lodging facilities, travelers' bunglow Chou!
ties etc. Hostels, Dharmashalas, Dak and Inspection 
Bunglows, Circuit Houses, Ashram, Guest Houses, 
Sarais, a uqaf building, Musafirkhana, Vishramarah, 
Chtrawas, Community rest houses, boarding houses. 

Shop excluding eating houses (23) 

Exclusively for purpose of shops excluding eating 
houses where articles are bought/sold for cash credit, 
tuds shop kabadi shop, 
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BII"JIIess Houses and Offices (22) 

Houses used as Banks, Offices of firms Commer-
cial and Business houses, Govt. Offices 'as well as 
Non-Govt. Offices, Chambers of Commerce, Imurance 
Companies, Co-operative Society office, offices of Ad
vocate/Lawyers, Stock Exchange, Transport company 
office, Railway station office, police station, fire station, 
courts, opium office. 

Factories, Workshop~ and Worksheds. (24) 

Houses used solely as places of production. Dro
cessing, repairing, servicing, they may be large scale 
mdustries / small workshops /Worksheds, Tailoring 
making, rice, flour, oil mills, press, dairy, aerated 
water factory, black-smithy workshop etc., Sharoff 
"hop, power houses and loco shed, etc. 

Restauranzs. Sweetmeat Shops and eating places (25) 

Restaurants (without lodging facilities', tea stalls, 
sweetmeat StlOPS, eat'ng places, coffee hOLises Bho;na
laya, Jalpengrah, Canteen bars, tandorahabas Halwai 
shop where ~weetmeat is prepared. 

Places of entertainments and community gatheriil<; 
('xcl. places of worships. (26) 

Cinema halls, clubs, Theatres, Kalamanch, Pancha
vat Ghar, Vyayamchals, Stadium, Zoo, samadhi, 
gymnasium, Museum. 
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Places of worships (27) 

Temple, Church, mosque, gurudwara. mazar, Jdgah, 
Prayer hall. 

Schools, and other educationul institutions including 
training classes, coaching and shop classes, public 
health and medical institutions, Hospitals, Health 
Centres. Doctors Clinic, Dispensaries and others. 
(28.> 

Schools of all grades and teaching institutions, car
pentry, schools, Music, dancing schools, weaving 
training centres, agriculture training centres, night and 
adult literacy centres. Shorthand and type and I Radio 
classes, Public Library etc.. and exclusively I health 
med:cal institutions, Hospitals. doctor's clinic, dispen
sary, Family Planning centre:>, nursing home, dental 
clinics, homoeopathis/unani and Ayurvcdis dispensary, 
v.iCcination centres, X-Ray clinics. Veterinary hospi
tal, 1st Ad Centre, Maternity houses, laper asylums, 
mental hospitals, Home for the handicapped, Rescue 
Houses, etc. 

Cattle shed, garage, godowns, laundry, petrol Buuk 
passenger shelter, latrine, coaching class-cunz-dwelling 
chaupal, Baithak, studyroom, pump room, tUbewell. 
control-room of electricity, poultry farm. kit~~hc\'l, 

Gowsh<lla, Chatri (if no residence). 
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APPENDIX VI 

SCHEME ON PERMANENT HOUSE NUMBERING 
Manual of Instructions J966 (Dralt) 

CIIA.PTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Objectives 

The objective of the house numbering scheme is to 
have a uniform system of house numbering through
out the country and to maintain it effectively and con
tinuously so that it can serve all purposes, official as 
well as non-official, requiring the location of the 
citizen at his household or the location of a house. 
The advantage of having such a permanent scheme of 
house numbering is obvious and it is in the interest 
of persons living in the houses as well as of the local 
authorities and the Government to maintain the house 
numbers. Day after day the need for locating every 
house and households is increasingly felt such as for 
purposes of providing postal and telegraphic services, 
health and family planning programmes, socio-econo
mic surveys, preparation of electoral rolls, housing and 
population censuses and so on. A good house num
bering system will serve the needs of the public, the 
local authorities, all Government departments and all 
other agencies who have to deal' with the loc~ti~n and 
identification of the house or household. This IS one 
of the basic needs of proper administration and it is 
unfortunate that in most areas except on the eve of 
the census taking when some temporary house num
bering is done no permanent system .of .house number
ing prevails. It should be the objective of a good 
hDuse numbering scheme that even an absolute stran
ger on entering a vi~lage ot: t~wn should be ~ble to. 
easily locate a reqmred budding Dr house with the 
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help of an intelligible system of house numbe~g .. It 
is also important that there should be n<? duphc~tlOn 
or multiplication of house ~umber:s as. It sometimes 
happens when different agencies pamt different house 
numbers on houses to suit their needs; only one good 
and permanent system should be able to .serve . the 
purposes of all. It is now proposed to achieve this. 

Purpose of the Manual 

There are considerable variations in re;ard. to 
practices in house numbering prevailing in t':e v4il.n_ous 
states where some system of hO\,se numbe~~g eXists. 
Some variations may be due to local conditIOns and 
the others may be due to the absence o.f a co
ordinating agency. The need is to have as far . as 
possible a uniform system of house numbermg 
throughout the country with complete coverage .and 
feast variations between the States. The manual IS a 
step towards achieving the maximum amount of sta~
dardization essential to meet these needs. If ther~ IS 
a satisfactory system of permanent hou.s~ numbermg 
already in existence such as in large Cities 07 other 
urban units, they need not. be . comp!etely upset bu~ as 
far as possible be brought m hne With the InstructIOns 
in this Manual. The Manual provides an outline and 
brief discussions of most of the details which should 
be considered by the Stat~ Governm.ents ~or imple
menting the house numbenng scheme 10 their States, 



CHAPTER 11 

AGENCY AND UNITS FOR HOUSE 
NUMBERING 

.$tate Level 

It is desirable that the system of house number;ng 
should be given effect to in each State under the 
direction of the State Government at the Secretariat 
level. The General Administration Department of 
the State Government dealing with Elections, Census, 
etc. or the Local Administration and Panchayati Raj 
Department appears to be the most suiLlble ~ecre
tariat department to (';o-ordinate the wort- and get the 
work done by the Distnct Officers. ' 

The State Government may be assisted by a com
mittee of executives made up of the Director of 
Municipalities. Director of Panchayats, Chief Elec
toral Officer, the Superintendent of Census Operations 
and a representative of the Posts & Telegraphs Depart
m~~t. The Superintendent of Census Operations can 
be: the convenor of the committee. 

District Level 

At the district level the District Collector may be 
entrusted with the responsibility of giving effect to the 
system of house numbering. He is considered most 
suitable as he, as the Chief Administrative Officer of 
the district is generally put in charge of imporant 
operations like elections and census and is likely to 
be most interested in introducing a satisfactory system 
of permanent house numbering which are so very 
essential for the above operations, apart from tho! 
various other extremely useful purposes that the house 
numbering will serve. The District Collector will of
("ourse use the agency of the Panchayat Department, 
lhe Municipal authorities, the Revenue authorities and 
others in getting through the work. 

The following authorities may be made responsible 
for house numbering at the town and, village lev.;:l: 

rown and Village Level 

Urban Areas-Th· Commissioners of City Corpora
tions, the Commissioners or Executive Officers of 
Municipalities, the Executive Officers of Cantonment 
Boards, the administrative authorities of project town
ships etc., the Executive Officers of the Urban Pan
chayats, or any other authorities as the State qover'lo 
ment may decide w;ll be responsible for the introduc
tion and maintenance of a permanent system of hou;e 
Jlumberins in their respective areas. 

Rural Areas-The Executive Offic(."l' of the Pan
chayat, if anY, the village headman or Patwafi or 
any other authority as the District Collector may 
decide. 

.. Area units under the house ntlmberiltg schenle 

Urban Areas-The area falling within the defined 

limits of a Municipal Corporation, Municipal Town . 
Cantonment, urban Panchayat or any other U rbali 
unit will be the unit for working out a house numbca 
ing plan for the Urban unit. 

Rural Areas--In. the rural areas, the revenue v!llage 
""hleh has a defimte surveyed boundary or the village 
Panchayat if its jurisdiction is conterminous with a 
fC • cnue village, or a clUSler of houses with d;stric L 

identity beanng a distmct na:TIe as in Tribai habita· 
tions in the midst of forests etc. will form .he umb 
under tile house number;ng scheme. It is, however, 
observed that in some States as in Madras, village 
Panchayat is taken as a unit for house numbering 
even if it is made up of more than one revenue 
village or part of a revenue village but treating the 
portions of the Panchayat covering each revenue vill
age as separate blocks for the purpose of house num
bering. There is no objection to continuing this 
system. As the jurisdictions of Panchayats are likely 
to change often on various considerations suc~ as 
population size, political considerations etc., It is 
desirable to have a more permanent unit viz., the 
Revenue village as a permanent house numbering 
unit. The State Governments may consider the possi
bIlity of constituting the village Panchayats in such a 
way that each Panchayat covers one or more whole 
revenue villages and avoid portions of revenue villages 
falling in different Panchayats. This may be conven
ient from the point of various aspects of administra
tion. 

Units jor house numberillg 

All structures or parts of structures having separate 
access from a road or common courtyard, staircase etc. 
and which' are normally recognised as separate units 
for all pract:cal purposes, whether llsed as dwellings 
or non-dwellings shou!d each bear a distinct houce 
number. When a cluster of structures form one unit 
as for example, a main building, out-houses and gar
age within a compound which has a main entrance, 
then one common number may be given to this cluster 
but with sub-numbers to each separate unit of th;s 
cluster. Similarly in rural areas also where a main 
living hut, a grain $toring shed and a cattle shed are 
separate structures but all tosether form one cluster 
they should be given one main house number wit!'! 
each individual structures bearing SUb-numbers. BUt 
it within a large compound a number of independent 
I.\ll:.ing or other building units exist as for example. 
d dumber of housing units of a railway colony within 
quarters within a compound ctc., each shOUld bellt 
distinct house number. At the compound gate the 
house numbers falling within the compound could pet
haps be exhibited. The mode of numbering the 
houses and how they shOUld be marked etc. will be ex
plained in a subsequent chapter of this tnanual. 

Nom-Particular care should be taken of areas lying adjacent to the demarcated limits of Urban units 
which often fmes look like a part of the Urban unils but actually lie outside their boundary and should he 
p~;:;perly included in the Rural units within whose limits such areas lie. 
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CHAPTER 111 

PREPARATION OF A GOOD PLAN OF 
HOUSE NUMBERING AND HOUSELISTlNG 

Ge!wral-~.lc ideal aimed at is that a stranger on 
entenng a village or town, if he has to locate any 
area or a house should be able to approach the Pan
ch~yat ghar or the Municipal Office and at once be 
gUided by a large plan of the village or town. exhib:t
cd on a wall in which the entire layout of the village 
or town is given with the prominent land marks, 
streets, etc. and the position of each house with its 
number :ndicated. One would need hardly any other 
gUide than this to locate any house in the village or 
town. The house numbering plan should be the pride 
of the Panchayat or the Municipality. On each house 
or building the actual house number corresponding to 
tne one given on the map should have been promi
nently painted or an embossed house numbering plate 
affixed. How we should set about this and the prin
ciples to be followed in house numbering will be ex
plamed presently. 

Naming of streets-It will greatly facilitate location 
of house numbers if every road and stncet in every 
town and village is given a definite name. In several 
towns the streets, though not all, are generally named. 
There are a number not yet named. It will be desir
able as a preliminary step to get all the roads and 
streets in every village and town properly named. 
Often times the roads and streets are named after his
torical personages, national leaders and even local 
personalities. There can be no objection to this. But 
wnere a controversy is Ekely to arise it is desirable to 
name a road or street by some permanent feature of 
the place such as say, Sivam temple street, Railway 
station road, Stadium road, Mosque street, etc. etc. 
The Municipalities and Panchayats should be per
suaded to get all the roads and streets properly named. 

Preparation of notional maps 

Rural A reas-The first step to be taken before 
the actual affixing of house numbers on doors is to 
prepare a rougn notional map of the entire village and 
decide on whether the village should be subdivided 
mto blocks and if so how? Normally a small village 
of less than 125 houses need not be subdivided into 
blocks. But if a village has one or more hamlets, 
irrespective of the size, it is desirable to d:vide the 
area of the village into blocks so that each hamlet 
with the adjoining area is recognised as a separate 
block of a village. It is important that the dividing 
lines between one block and another should be clearly 
aemarcated. SUch dividing lines, besides following 
!lome natural bDUndaries wherever possible shOUld also 
be indicated by the Survey rtumbers that fall ort either 
Side of the dividing line in cadastrally surveyed vill
ages. A notional map showing the general topogra
pnlcat details of a whole revenue village particularly 
It a survey map is already available with the village 
revenue omcials will greatly help. This notional map 
snoutd indicate the promment features and land 
marks such as the village site, roads, cart tracks, hills. 
rivers, naJlalls, etc. A model of a notional map is 
given in ngure 1. Clear demarcation lines of blocks 
are Important so that any structure coming anywhere 
wtthtn me boundaries of a particular block is covered 
by a specific block without giving scope for allY 
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doubt. It may be desirable to definc at the foot of 
the map the boundaries of each block cleariy. 

Having thus prepared the village map, then each 
block of the village as demarcated On the village map 
should be taken up for a detailed sketch:ng of tile 
layout. In this detailed sketch the emphasis is main
lyon the layout of the houses in the village site. Ihe 
sketch should show all the roads, streets and cart 
tracks. The names of the streets should be shown on 
these sketches. All topographical deta:is, importam 
features and public buildings should be prominently 
shown. Then every single building or house should 
be located on this sketch. It will be an advantage if 
the pucca houses are shown say by a square and tile 
thatched 'houses by a triangle. When once the loca
tion of every building and house is fixed on the plan 
it will be a simple matter to decide on a convenient 
method of numbering the houses in one series follow
ing certain principles. No hard and fast rule Can be 
la:d as to the direction in whicH the house numbers 
should run i.e., left to right or in a clock-wise order 
or north-east to south-west and so on. Much depends 
on the layout. So long as some convenient and in
telligible order is followed it should be all right. The 
numbers allotted to each house should be marked on 
the sketch and with the help of arrow marks at In
tervals, the direction in which the house numbers rurr. 
should be indicated. This is particularly important 
when streets cut across one another and the house 
numbering series along a street get interrupted. It 
will be. of a~vantage. if the numbers are roughl" 
marked m penCil on th;s sketch and latcr verified with 
the actual state of things on ground to see if the 
order of numbering indicated on the sketch would be 
convenient or if any slight changes are needed for 
after all the sketch is only a rough one and the actual 
sta~e . of buildings or ground may suggest a more In
telliglble order of numbering at some places. It may 
also help easy identification if the name of the owner 
or occupier or the purpose for which a house is used 
is .also indicated on the layout sketch at some key 
I'0mts and here and there in the middle of a sene~ 
also, particularly when there are clusters of houses. 
Whenever odd houses are found strewn about within 
the area of fields etc., it will be necessary to in die at" 
the Survey Number in which such isolated houses are 
located. A few principles to be observed:n hOusei 
numbering will be explained in subsequent portions or 
tnlS manual. 

. Whet'e village.s are flOt cadastrally surveyed and ine 
Village boundaries not fixed by sUrveY it is esserthal 
tllat the limits of each village are deflrted bv SOme 
permanent. fe~tures sO that it May be known that any 
house falhn~ HI any such areas may be reckoned alon8 
with a. particular village. In the Forest areas it Inay 
~e deSlfabl~ to take each Forest range officers juriS{11c· 
Hon, may It and locate all the clusters of habitanom 
having distinct names, each of which would be treaf.ea 
as a separate village for the purpose of hOllse num
bering. Since it is likely that some of the tribal habi
tation> may change their location now and then. it is 
necessary to define the location or a habita!ion area 



with reference to any known permancr;t feature such 
as a bill stream, a range of hills, road and so on. 

Urban Areas-The preparation of notional maps and 
the bouse numbering sketches in Urban areas should 
essentially follow the same procedure ag in the rural 
areas excepting that in most Urban units the draughts
man of the municipal administration might have 
already prepared town maps perhaps even to scale 
and these may come extremely useful. It has been 
found from experience that tbe boundaries of towns 
are often times loosely defined and not properly de
marcated giving rise to several doubts regarding the 
areas lying on the outskirts of towns. It is important 
that the map should very clearly indicate the bound
aries by means of definite Survey Numbers and also 
other permanent features. Sometime~ olle side of a 
road falls within the town limits and the other side 
exclUd\ld along the outer boundaries of towns. All 
these should be carefully verified on ground before 
the maps are certified. 

The system to be followed in the division of towns 
into convenient locations/wards, blocks or streets for 
the purpl1se of house numbering will be explained 
later. Eilt what is essential is that very detailed plans 
showing the lacation of every building or house along 
every j il!ad and street in each ward, locality or block 
or a town should be clearly prepared. In view of the 
very large number and close location of houses in 
urban areas it may be necessary to have a large num
ber of sketches each covering a limited area. Each 
town would probably have already been divided into 
some permanent mohallas or localities or wards. A 
large map of the entire town indicating the boundaries 
(If each of these units into which the town has been 
divided should be. prepared. On this map the main 
roads and other topographical details and important 
public buildings etc., may be shown for clear identi
fication of the boundaries of each mohalla/locality / 
ward etc. Next a skeleton map of each locality/ward 
or block should be prepared in which all the roads 
and streets should be clearly indicated and their names 
also written. Then each building or house should be 
located on· this skeleton map. May be that even a 
locality {ward may be too large to indicate all houses. 
In such a case a ward map showing the segmerits and 
a separate layout map for each one of the segments 

may be prepared and on these segments the buildings 
and houses should be clearly located and the house 
number shown. It may be an advantage if the non
residential houses are distinguished from the residen
tial houses by showing them in the different colour. 
Here again the important permanent buildings may be 
indicated such as say town hall, post office, hospital, 
school, church, market 1:iuilding etc. 

As already stated most towns may already be having 
a satisfactory house numbering system. This need 
not be disturbed and may be adopted for the purpose 
of preparation of the house numbering maps [referred 
to above. The house numbering can be brought upto 
date with the help of these layout maps. Where a 
rationalised house numbering is proposed to be intro
duced for the first time, these maps will greatly help. 
The house numbering to be adopted can be indicated 
on these sketches following one of the systematic 
methods that will be described in the subsequent 
paragraphs of this manual and after a reverification . 
on the ground the house numbers allotted to each 
building or house. 

Some sample notional house numbering maps are 
given as appendix to this manual. 

Certification Of maps 

The house numbering maps of villages which may 
be initially prepared by the village officers for the 
survey of Panchayat should be closely checked not 
only in office but also on the field by a Revenue 
Inspector or any other superior officer who should 
attest the maps and then ultimately certified by the 
Tahsildar /Mamlatdar. The Tahsildar JMamIatdar 
should conduct a fair percentage of check in the field 
themselves. 

In urban areas, the house numbering plans of 
smaller non-municipal towns should be verified by 
the Tahsildars personally and attested. In Municipal 
Towns the Commissioner of Municipality should per
sonally check the sketches and house numbering and 
attest the sketches. The Deputy or Assistant Collector 
in charge of the revenue, subdivision of the district 
should inspect the house numbering and certify the 
sketches. 

NOTE-It may be stressed again that it is i.rn.o"rtant that the local administration should be persuaded to 
get every road and street named. 
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l/QlIsriiSIS numbering maps, a simple house1ists should be pt~
pared in- the following form: 

On the completion of tile preparation of th· house 

HOUSELIST 

District. ................................... __ .. . Name of town/village ................................................ . 
(n block Ie t ters) 

TahsiL ............. _ ...... _ ..... _,_ ............... . Nan~c of locality/ward No ................... '" ....................... . 

Block No ................................... · .... ·· ......................... . 

Name anti No. of the strcet ......................................... . 

-----~--- .. ---
House Number B:ief c.escript:on of the house Purpose for which the hOllse is 

used 
,.--_ .. ....__---.._-...A-- Name of Head of household 

in respect of dwellings and the 
name of the firm or other 
institution or thc propretor 

Wall Roof Dwelling, shop, shop-cum-
Mud, trick stone, Thatch. n·ud. dwelling. workshop, school, 

Residential Non-resi- cement blocks, reinforced cement, temple, pubhc library, 
ill respect I)f non-dwe\l'gs. 

1 
-------

1(1) 

1(2) 

4 

5(3} 

7 

9 

den- bamboo, wattle, concrete, asbesto", Doliee station, etc. 
tial tn, etc. sheets,L!in, tiles, 

stone, single, etc. 
f\ 

2 3 4 5 

Brick R.C.C. Dwelling 
Brick Tiles Dwell'ngs (Servant's Quarters) 

1(3) Br;ck Tin Garage 
2 Hollow cement Asbestos sheet Workshop 

blocks 

3 Stone Brick Temple 
Mud Thatch Shop-c,,,,,-;:! wcll;ng 

5(1) Brick A.C. shcet Hosp-tal 
(2) Brick A.C. sheet Hosp;tal (Isolation shed) 

Br,-ck A.C. sheet DweU:ng (Doctors' quarters) 
6 Brick Brick (Madras Shop 

terrace). 
Mud Mud Dwell'ng 

8 Mud Thatch Dilapidated 

6 
___ ~u __ •• __ • 

Ram Singh 
(Vacant) 
RamS'ngh 
Apex engineering COy 

Hanuman Temple 
DuJasi 
Z lIa Parishad Hospital 

do. 
Dr. Prasad 
Babu Lal Cloth Stores 

(a) Ram Krishan 
(b) Prakash 
(NOTE-Two households be:n51 

in one house) 

',,"ood 'rin Co-opera tive lIhop-t'llm.dWelling Usman Khan 

NOTE-Where the same structure is partly residential and partly non-residential and each portion had not been sepa· 
rately numbered the common house number should be indicated under residential in £olumn I (e.g. house Nos. 4 and 9, 
in the above specimen form). 

Signature of house lister .................................................. . 

Date .................................................. . 

Signature of verifier ..................................................... . 

Date ............................................... . 
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In the above form some sample entries are also 
made for guidance. The houselist serves a very useful 
purpose to enable the identification of houses and 
also to rebuild the house number even if the house 
numbers were to be missing. Such a houselist will 
also be extremely useful in the conduct of any sur
veys apart from its utility for the Municipal and Pan· 
chayat administration. This houselist should be 
brought up-ta-date annually when the house numbers 
are also checked and brought up-to-date. The house
list can be prepared by any employee of the Municipal 
or Panchayat office in Urban areas and by the village 
officers or by Panchayat Secretary in Rural areas. A 
cent per cent. verification should be done by a higher 
official and ultimately certified by the Municipal Com· 
missioner or Tahsildar as the case m~y be. 

Copies of house numbering plans and houselists to 
be prepared 

When once the house numbering plans are finalised 
and houselists are prepared, six copies should be 
taken and they should be preserved with the following 
authorities :-

Rural-Village KamamjPatwari: one copy; 
Panchayat Office: two copies; Tahsildar: 
one copy; State Census Office: one copy; 
Office of the Director of Panchayats: one 
copy. 

Urban-Municipal or Panchayat Office: three 
copies; Revenue Subdivisional Office: one 
copy; State Census Office: one copy ; 
Office of the Director of Municipal Ad· 
ministration: one copy. 

]02 

Standard size of the maps 

To facilitate the house numbeling sketches to be 
conveniently bound say for a Tahsil or a District, as 
a whole, it will be necessary to prepare these maps on 
a standard size of fairly thick paper-probably 
drawing paper of size 30" x 28" which is generally 
available in the market. 

It is best that the State Government arranges to 
issue the paper needed of standard size to all villages 
and towns through the Collectors of Districts. 

Enlarged maps to be exhibited 

Besides the preparation of the house numbering 
sketches and houselists as indicated above, these 
should be exhibited on the wall of the Panchayat or 
Municipal Office on a large sized map indicating 
the layout of the entire village or town showing the 
topographical details, the division of the area into 
blocks, the layout of streets and the location of every 
house and the number allotted to it. In the Munici
pal towns obviously it will not be possible to exhibit 
the detailed sketches showing the house numbering of 
every locality at the Central Office on a large scale. 
If there are Ward Offices, these can be exhibited in 
those offices, while in the Central Office the general 
map of the town showing the important topographical 
details and the demarcation of the wards should be 
exhibited. 

It will not be possible to lay down the standard 
size of these large scale maps. Much depends on 
the availability of the wall space in the Panchayat 
Ghar or the Municipal Office. A good large map of 
the entire village or town showing boldly the layout 
of the houses in the village/town should do pride to 
the office and should be exhibited prominently in the 
office concerned which can be a good guide for any 
administrator, scholar or visitor. 



CHAPTU IV 

SYSTEMS OF HOUSE NUMBERING 

Soon after the skeleton layout maps are prepared 
and before allotting house numbers it should be 
considered what would be the most convenient system 
of house numbering that can be introduced as a per
manent measure where a systematic house numbering 
does not already exist. The sketches referred to in 
the foregoing paragraphs provide the frame work. If 
a convenient system of house numbering is decided 
upon it is easy to allot the house numbers to each of 
the houses on the sketches and then later get these 
painted on the houses and the houselist prepared. 
The job is then completed. 

The following are the systems of house numbering 
recommended : 

Rural Areas 

Small villages-In rural areas if a village is small 
say, with a maximum of 125 houses or less and it is 
not made up of separate hamlets, all the houses of 
the village can be numbered off in one series in some 
orderly manner such as say, following a clockwise 
order if it is a cluster of houses or continuously along 
a street from one end to other end on one side and 
then cross over and continue the numbering on the 
other side of the street till reaching the point oppo
site to where the numbering started. The house num
bering series can run on to cover the other streets or 
other clusters in one continuous order. 

Large villages-In larger villages or where a village 
has one or more separate hamlets then it is desirable 
to break up the village into convenient blocks each 
block having about 100 houses or slightly more or 
less. Wherever there are separate hamlets, irrespective 
of the number of houses in the hamlet, it is desirable 
to treat each hamlet as a separate block. The blocks 
so formed should be numbered off in a convenient 
order, clockwise or anti-clockwise or from left to 
right or from north to south, depending on the de
marcation of the blocks. It is desirable that the first 
block starts with the main village. Within each 
block all the houses will be numbered in one con
tinuous series. The house numbers to be allotted to 
each house will oear the block number followed by a 
hyphen and then the house number as 1-29 or 2-46 etc. 

It is quite likely that some very large villages may 
have well laid out streets and clearly distinguishable 
localities or wards. In such cases, the locality-street 
-house numbering system as in urban areas can be 
adopted: This system wi'll be explained under urban 
areas. 

Urban Areas 

In urban areas two systems of house numbering 
have been found to be convenient: (1) Block-house 
numbering system and (2) Locality /Ward-street-
house numbering system. 

(1) Block-hou<se numbering lI-ystem-This is the 
same as indicated for large villages in rural areas. 
The town will be divided into convenient blocks each 
block consistiflt of a group of adjoining streets or 
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other compact local area with well-defined boundaries. 
Each block may have about 100 to 125 houses. First 
of all, each block so formed will be allotted a block 
number. Then in each block the houses are number
ed in a logical way, each house number being indi
cated by block number and the house number. Thus 
a number bearing 2-30 would mean that it is a house 
with number 30 in block number 2 of the toWD. 

This system of block-house numbering will be ade
quate in the smaller towns though there is no objec
tion if they followed the system that will be explained 
in the next paragraph. 

(2) Locality /ward-street-house numbering sys-
tem-This system is found to be by far the most 
suitable in all large towns usually divided into well 
established Mohallas or localities or wards bearing 
distinct local names and covered by roads, streets, 
lanes and bye-lanes. Each one of the localities will be 
demarcated and will be allotted a code number. With
in each locality each road and a street will also be 
alloted separate serial numbers. Along each road or 
street the houses are numbered off in one series. 
Thus, a house number under this system will be made 
up of a code indicating the locality number, the street 
number and the house number. Thus a number 
like 2-4-99 would mean house No. 99 in street No.4 
of locality No.2. But in order to obviate the need. 
for painting the entire code of' three numbers on each 
door it is suggested that at the end of each road and 
street a prominent metal plate, cement block or 
wooden board be fixed on which the locality number 
and the street numbers are marked along with the 
name of the street. Much confusion can be saved if 
every road and every street is properly named. Each 
house in that street or lane will be painted with only 
the serial number of the house that falls in that street 
or lane. 

It is likely some times that a large main road such 
as say, Mount Road in Madras, may pass right 
through the city cutting across a number of localities. 
In such contingencies, a large road can by itself be 
treated as one locality bearing a locality number and 
since there will be only one road it can bear number 
1 for street number and the buildings can be number
ed off continuously right along the entire road. But 
it may also be possible that some smaller roads bear
ing a common name may be cutting through more than 
one locality and it may create some confusion if the 
house numbers along this road in each locality are 
given separate series of numbers in which case one 
may find the same number being painted on the 
houses falling in the two different localities on the 
same road though the code numbers of the locality 
and the street might have been indicated on separate 
boards in each locality. In such cases, there is no 
objection if the houses are continuously numbered 
from one end to the other end of the street by one 
continuous series even if it passes through more than 
one locality but at every end of the street falling 
within each locality the locality number and the street 
number and the name of the street should be giyen. 



Wherever possible the town administrations should 
be encouraged to put up the h<;Juse numbering sketches 
mounted on posts as one often comes across in several 
colonies in Delhi. These sketches shoUld ,how the 
layout of the houses and the numbers, all the streets 
and all topographical details such as park.s and other 
public buildings, etc. 

In some cities, instead of a locality the electoral 
ward of the city or town may have been taken as the 
major unit into which the city or town is divided. 
There can be no objection to this so long as these 
are well recognised units with definite boundaries and 
are likely to be fairly permanent. Where a ward
street-house numbering system has been adopted, if 
there were any changes in the ward boundaries at any 
subsequent stage it is important to ensure that any 
new streets added to, or existing streets deleted from 
:,1 ward is properly numbered and th~ corr.!ct ward 
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number also indicated in streets affected by such 
changes. Since the street is the unit for the house 
number scries the actual house numbers on the doors 
of hOllses arc not likely to get affected if all entire 
str: tt or lane is transferred from one ward to another. 
BUI if on the door of each house the entire code of 
ward and street number had been pained, then ob
viously these require to be altered whenever changes 
in the boundaries of wards affect them. 

Where there are no streets but a cluster of houses 
exist as probably in a slum area of a town, such a 
slum area can be allotted a street number series and 
all the houses within that cluster numbered off in, some 
logical order or if such cluster is close to any i other 
road or street the houses in the cluster can be' num
bered in the series along with the houses in that street, 
thus, treating this cluster as belonging to that adjom
ing street. 



CHAPTER V 

MODE OF AFFIXING HOUSE NUMBERS 

A fl hOllses to be numbered 

It is important not to leave out any house (rom 
numbering. All existing buildings whether residential 
~Ir non-residential whether occupied or unoccupied, in
cluding temples, churches, mosques, shops, office 
buildings, etc.. are to he number::d Houses with 
separate main entrances and built for USe as sepa
rate dwellings should be numbered as separate houses 
though they form part of the same building or be 
sItuated in the same compound belonging to the 
same owner and irrespective of the number of fami
lies actually in occupation. Even the huts used or 
likely to be used for residential or non-residential 
purposes should be numbered. Where a new colony 
has sprung up, it should be treated as part of ~n 
existing block or treated· as a new block. A RaJl
way colony should also be numbered in the same 
way as in the case of a new colony. Reserve forest 
areas should be treated as a part of village or Pan
chayat. Areas under the control of military autho
rities may be numbered in consultation with the 
military authorities. In this regard, care should be 
taken to see that the numbers given by the autho
r:ties concerned are not interfered with but it should 
be ensured that there should be no ambiguity in two 
sets of numbers. It is desirable to see that as far as 
possible the local numbers given by authorities such 
as the Railways, P.W.D., etc., in certain colonies of 
their own are made to fit into the general house 
numbering scheme without having to give another 
number. For example, if in a city the buildings in 
a Railway colony had already been numbered in a 
series by the Railway authorities, such colony need 
only be recognised as a separate locality or block of 
the town and the house numbers already given by 
the Ra]way authorities fitted into the general house 
numbering scheme. Supposing they had given a 
single number for a cluster of buildings in a co;m
pound, for the purpose of the house num~e~nl! 
scheme sub-numbers can be allotted to each bUlldll1g 

Tn' the rural areas, it is the responsibility of the 
v:Jlage officers or the Panchayat authorities as the 
Collector may decide to ensure that all the structures 
within the limits of their village have been invari
('hI.'! allotted a house number whereas in urban areas 
tv:: res{lonsibility for house numbering lies on the 
l(Jc~l civic authorities concerned. Affixing of per
manent house numbering plates shOUld be encourag
ed. But the numbering should strictly conform to 
the home numbering plan and should not be left to 
the discretion of some contractors who arc known 
to fix house number plates indiscriminately. It is. 
therefore, essential that a basic detail of the house 
numbering plan should be drawn up in each village 
nnd :own which should be duly 30IJroved bv highel 
au.'horifes on the Jin::s already indicated before th.: 
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actual affixing of the numbers on houses starts. This 
chapter of the manual gives some guidance as to 
how the numbers should be actually marked. 

Place where house number is to be affixed 

The best place to mark the house number is the 
centre of the lintel of the front door of the house 
or the number may be marked on the front. door 
itself or next to it on the wall. Where there IS no 
durable door worth the name, as for instance. in 
some huts a small portion of the wall near the en
trance to 'the house should be white washed, if this 
has not been done by the owner and the number 
marked on the white washed portion. In case of 
huts which have neither doors nor walls for there 
may be constructions where a sloping thatched roof 
itself reaches the ground without walls, the number 
may be marked on any suitably beam, pillar or flat 
part in the hous,; or failing all this on a small metal 
plate (preferably zinc) or wooden board which can 
be hung by a wire or rope from the roof of .the 
dwelling a1 or as near to the entrance as pOSSible 
and acknowledgement of the receipt of the number 
plate or board shoul? be obtained from the p.erson 
residing in the dwell mg. It may not be praclIcable 
with the existing resources to affix house number 
plates in all the houses immediately in the villages. 
Therefore this may be made voluntary on the part 
of Panch~yats. But house numbers shOUld be mark
ed by using some cheap material as gerutar or 
chunam. Since the houses are generally white wash
ed on festival occasions these numbers are likely to 
be obliterated. While the villagers may be educated 
to have these numbers repainted neatly, it should be 
the responsibility of the Panchayat to ensure that 
annually all the house numbers are repait~ted and 
kent intact. Small embossed house numbenng plates 
an: found to be cheao and convenient and even if 
covered by colour-wash during festivals the numbers 
would be distinguishable. In rural areas. where 
durable house numbering plates cannot be affixed on 
aU the houses immediately, house number plates 
should be affixed at least to certain perman~nt struc
tures in the village like pucca houses loratcd at 
strategic points, school buiId:ngs, hospital huiJdings, 
temples, etc. to start with. In such cases the l'anchaY4t 
may take up the supply of embossed hounse numherillg 
plates for the entire vi11a~e in a staggered fashion 
rlnring the course of say, 2 to 3 years. 

In the selection of places on the houses for making 
the numbers, uniformity of location is ideal but where 
deviations can not be avoided. thev should be sub
jected again to some unifor.mity. This would facili
tate location of numbers WIthout any effort. Wher
ever fresh numbering is done. all the old numbers. if 
any, should be completely obliterated. 



Size and form oj the house numbering numerals 
The size of the numerals for house numbering will 

be half an inch in thickness and 2in in height. Only 

"f/.ouse numbering material 

Since the house numbers are to be maintained per
manently, it is desirable to have for every house a 
small metal or zinc plate with a house number em
bossed on it. The plate may be affixed to the lintel 
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international forms of numerals should be used and 
not the local language versions. To give an idea. the 
number below illustrates the size: 

of the door by means of wooden screw or nails. If 
it is not possible to affix metal plates for one reason 
or the other, the numbersmay be painted with (;oolt3r, 
first giving a background of white paint on which ihe 
numbers can be marked in black thus ; 



Correct way oj indicatins 'block number and !louse 
number in rural areas 

2 Census (PB)/72 
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In situations where the village is split up into blocks 
for house numbering purposes; and the houses in 
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each block numbered in a separate series, the actllal 
number to be painted on each hOllse will indicatc the 
block number as well as house number. The correct 
way of giving the house number is that the block 
number may come first, then the house number afkr 
a hyphen. Thus the number 1-15 mean house num
ber is 15 in block No. I. 

Division into wards and streets and 
naming of each street 

numbering and 

similar concentrations of hOllses not served by definite 
streets, sueh a block can be assigned a number in the 
street number series. In the alternative the cluster can 
be att<lchcd to the ne<lrest street and the houses can 
be numbered in the same series as tnose of the street 
to which the cluster is attached. In situations where 
the streets had not been named before, it is desirable 
that each street should be given a name which should 
come into common usage as the peopl!;! are more like
ly to remember the name of a street than Its number. 
In order to achieve identification at any time without 

Urban Areas-In urb<ln areas, where the locality- any difficulty, it is generally preferable to name the 
street-house numbering it> proposed to be introduced, roads, streets, etc. in terms of permanent features 
the town or city may be divided into wards or moha- rather than names of personalities. It is very essen-
llas which have well recognised and permanent physi- tial for unambiguous identification not to utilise the 
cal boundaries and local people are well acquainted same name for more than one street or locality. At 
with them. The localities may be numbered serially the beginning and end of each street, metal, w09den 
from North-East to South-West or frolt). North-West .... or cement boards may be affixed to the wall of the 
to South-East or in a clockwise direction or in which' ." last building indicating the number and name of the 
ever manner that is most convenient. All the main street and the ward number. In the case of a slum 
streets within each locality in which the town is divid- or similar colony a board may be put at the entry to 
cd are to be numbered serially and each street to be be shown at prominent place. These boards may be 
ntsigned a definite number. If there are slums or in the following form : 

Street No.1. 

Ward No.4 

Temple 

Street 

Streets cro.'lSing each oliter: names of streefs (0 be 
;"dicated for each bit 

If two streets cross each other within the same ward 
or locality and the house number along the entire 

WAR.O J 

TE M ptE-

W~RD 4 

'\ Street 9 or 
Ward 4 

Tanners 

Colony 
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length of the street had been done by a single series; 
it is very important to indicate the number and name 
of the street at the beginning and end of each bit of 
the street as given below : 

WAtl'O 2 

STRE.f T 



The number and name o,f the Temple Street and 
Ward or locality number may be put on cement or 
wooden tablets at the points marked Xl, X'. X' & X' 
and A" A 2, A 3 & A 4 , Similarly the number and the 
name of the Market ~Street and Ward or locality 
number may be marked -Y'. Y', Y' & Y' and 
B', B', B' & B', This is essential for it may be noted 
that portions of the streets as also either side of the 
streets fall in different wards though the house num
bers along the entire road may have one commun 
series, 

....... 

I 
t.n 
0 

L ~NE. NO. 1/5 ~ 
,..: 
Cf) 

V 

.... 

"" ILJ 
Of: .... 
I/') 

Lf\.N£ NO. Z/~ ~ 
.:.: 
<: 
Q. 

t 

I 

I 

Numbering of small lanes leadiPlg off f"JIII maill 
streets 

If there are small lanes branching off from the main 
roads 01' streets, it is desirable to, relate each lane to 
one particular main street and each lane allotted a 
sub-number to the main street 8I indicated below. 
The houses along each lane will be numbered by an 
independent series, 

l "N~ NO. ~/5 

lA.N Eo NO. 4/5 
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LANE NO. 5/1 z 
LANE NO • 5/a . 
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oo 

LANE NO. 5/2 ~ 
0: 
~ 
Q.. 
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If it is not possible to relate lanes to particular 
streets, it is best that all the streets and lanes are num
bered off in one continuous series for the entire ward 

-
A ... \\.W"V 

or locality and lanes numbered by independent seri.-:s 
as below: 

I 
ftO A. 0 ~ 

"'0. s) 
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Numbering of houses along street and lalles 

The numb~ring of houses along eal;h street or lane 
.houJd run 10 one continuous series on one side of 

,. 11 J3 J4 J5 

the foad and then cross over and then the: series co.,' 
tinued on the other side of the road till it ends up 
opposite to where it was started as below : 

16 J7 18 
" 

20 

,:- - .. - - - - - -- .... - -- - - - - ... - i 

• L - ..,.- - - - -
10 , 8 7 6 

Th:s system is preferable to the one where enn 
numbers are given on om: side and odd numbers on 
the other side of the road. But where the house~ are 
fairly regularly constructed in well planned cities, as 
for example, New Delhi, where the odd numbers a.re 
given on one side and even numbers on the other, it 

lS ideal and should be adhered to. 

Change of locality or hlocks 

If some portion has been added to the existing Pan· 
chayat or Municipality, the following procedure may 
be adopted. The portion added may be treated as a 
new locality or block ~nd the houses and streets may 
be numbered accordingly. The rough plans and the 
key list of the Pancbayat or Municipality may be 
amended correspondingly. It is necessary that the 
painting of numbers on the doors of the buildings arc 
checked by a supervisor of the status of a Revenue 
Inspector. The remaining hOuses in the block or 
blocks affected in the village sll<>uld be renumbered. 
The specific order of the Government may be taken 

... -- -- ... - --
5 .,. :3 l J 

in all such cases. 

Change of house num[Jers 
In a newly constituted Panchayat, if different hou~e 

numbering systems have been adopted in the main 
village and in the component villages, the numbering 
may be changed with the approval of Government. 
When the numbering is altered it is necessary that the 
painting of the revised numbers on the doors of build
ings are checked by supervisor of the status of a Re
venue Inspector. When tbe numbering of houses is 
changed, it is necessary to correct suitably or prepare 
afresh the rough plan·s and key to the plan also. 
The .corrections made on the fresh maps drawn should 
be checked by an authority of the status of a Revenlle 
Inspector. The alph~betical number may be given to 
the new houses coming up in between two numbered 
houses. If the house has been demolished, the num
ber may be retained and given to the construction 
that may be bU11t on it later. Such demolitions usually 
come to the notice of the Municipality when tax de 

mand is made. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MAINTENANCE OF HOUSE NUMBERS 

It is important that house numbers should be well 
maintained on a permanent basis both in rural and 
urban areas. The responsibility for maintenance rests 
with the Panchayat in the rural and executive authori
ties in the urban areas. It is the responsibility of 
these authorities to see that every building or hut 
has been numbered in accordance with the instructions 
whether situated in a Municipality, township, Pancha
yat, estate or settlement in the forest. New construc
tions should be assigned house-number immediatdy 
after they have come into being. The numbers to be 
allotted should fit into the general system of house 
numbering. Whenever new constructions come up in 
between two houses already bearing house numbers, 
[he new houses should be· allotted sub-numbers by 
adding an alphabet to the lower of the two existing 
house numbers between which the new constructions 
have come up. Supposing two new houses are con
structed between two buildings bearing any how,.: 
numbers 4 and 5, the new constructions will be 
numbered as 4-A and 4-B. If another new house 
comes up between house No. 4-A and 4-B, it can be 
numbered 4-A-1. If a new house should come up 
between house No. 4 and 4-A it can be numbered as 
4-1. If on the other hand the new constructions come 
up at the very end of a street where the last number 
of the existing series of house numbers terminate, 
tben the new houses will be allotted numbers in con-
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tinuation of the series. Thus th~ house numbering 
can be brought up-to-date periodically. If a larg~ 
number of constructions come up a new as when a 
new colony springs up then it will be desirable tl) 
treat it as a separate street, block or locality and the 
houses in that new colony given a separate series of 
numbers. The new locality, block or street numbers. 
as the case may be, can be allotted an alphabetical 
appendage to the adjoining locality block or street. 
After a few years if the entire face of an area is changed 
by a series of new constructions demanding a com
plete revision of the old house numbering system. 
then it will be advantageous to completely revise and 
introduce a fresh system of house numbering obli
terating all old numbers. 

Whenever new constructions come up and fresh 
house numbers are allotted care should be taken to 
ensure that the house numbering sketch and the 
houselist are also brought up-to-date. 

ANNUAL VERiFiCATION OF HOUSE 
NUMBERS 

Certificate 

The house numbering shall be verified anually. It 
will be brought up-to-date and a certificate will be 
furnished in the prescribed proforma given below. 



CItAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

A good system of pennanent house numbering is a 
direly fclt need both from the point of view of the 
citizen as well as that of administration. Spasmodic 
efforts had been made in the past in some areas which 
have yielded various measures of success. The coun
try has entered a phase of planned and scientific deve
lopment. In all plans, in all surveys, in elections and 
in all schemes of social and economic uplift it is 
necessary to locate the household and the individual 
for whose welfare alone the country is striving. Onc 
feels frustrated by the lack of system which makes it 
difficult even to identify a house correctly. Often 
times the authorities in charge of each surveyor 
scheme keep on affixing their own identification num
bers on the doors thus completely disfiguring the walls 
or doors of houses apart from the utter confusi:on this 
leads to. Hence the necd for a good, sound and per
manent scheme of house numbering. In the ultimate 
analysis the introduction and maintenance of house 
numbering may not involve much cost. 
What is needed is a little effort, the determination 
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and willingness to work out a good scheme of house 
numbering. Can anybody deny that a good large 
plan of a village or town in the office of the Pancha
yat or Municipality is an absolute necessity for g®d 
administration as it will help to present an overall 
picture of the entire unit in all its aspects? It is 
hoped this manual will give some guide lines to all 
those charged with the responsibility to work 
out and introduce immediately a satisfactory system 
of house numbering. 

The instructions in this manual are by no means 
comprehensive and can not possibly be expected to 
meet the varying situations in different parts of the 
country. It is hoped that the State Governments with 
the help of the advisory committee will be able to 
resolve several local difficulties in consonance with the 
general scheme of things spelt out in this manual. If 
any matters of major policy are involved they may 
kindly be referred to the Registrar General's Office 
which win try to render whatever service that it can. 
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APPENDIX VIII 

Census Circular No. 10. 

(Copy of letter ~o. Cen-I971/8/69/27, dated 13th 
;16-4-70 from Shn J. K. Barthakur, Director of 
Census. Operations and Ex-officio. Supdt. o.f Census 
Operat~o~s, NEFA, Shillo.ng addressed to all Deputy 
CommISSIOners and AddI. Deputy Commissioners, 
NEFA, and copy endorsed to the Adviser to the 
Governor of Assam, Shillong,all Secretaries and Heads 
of Deptts., NEFA etc. etc.) 

SUIlJECT-1971 Cen~us House-Numbering Canvassing 
of Housebst and Establishment Schedule and 
Preparation of House-List Abstract. 

. I have the ho~our to say that in the last circular 
we had commullicated the definitions 9f buildings, 
census houses and households. We are now in a posi
tion to examine the exact procedure to be followed by 
the enumerators for numbering the houses in an 
Enumerator's .Block and canvassing of the 
schedules. It IS emphasised that house-numbering 
is not a superfluous exercise for the purpose 

Why house
- numbering 

of conducting the decennial 
census only. It serves several 
purposes besides being useful 
for census work. House-num-
bering provides the intelligence 

of locating the houses which is of considerable im
portance for day to day administration and extending 
welfare measures for the benefit of the people. The 
house-numbering also helps in conducting socio-eco
nomic surveys, introduction of rationing, seiling up 
of fair-price shops, distribution of subsidised foodstuff, 
preparation of electoral rolls and various other allied 
administrative activities. In consideration of these, we 
suggest that in some places such as the administrative 
centres and big villages you may like to avail the 
opportunity for numbering the houses permanently and 
keeping a local house register. The pre-requisite of a 
good house-numbering scheme is that any stranger on 
entering a village or a town should be able to locate 
a required building or house easily with the help of 
an intelligible system of house-numbering. For census 
operations, the house-numbering will form the very 
basis o.f enumeration and help elimination of omission 
or duplication of households during the population 
count. It is important that no house is left out from 
numbering. 

2. In the Circular No. 8 detailed discussions on 
building, census-houses and ceusus-households had 
been given. The process of house-numbering has 
been described in detail in the instruction booklet for 
enumerators for filling up the houselist and establish
ment schedules (enclosed). Only deviation for NEFA 
will be that the notional maps have already been pre-

How to number 
house, in NEF4 

pared by Circle Officers. and a 
copy of this will be provided to 
the enumerators. The enumera
tor should understand clearly 
the extent of the Enumerator's 

Block to be covered by him. The Enumerator's Block 
to him by the Charge Superintendent concerned. The 
enumerator should identify the location of the house 
will bc indicated in the viIlage layout map supplied 
on the map from where the house numbering can con· 
veniently be started. Starting from that house, the 
enumerators should compare the village lay-out map 
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supplied to him with the houses actually standing and 
no.te if any new house has been constructed after the 
village lay-out map was prepared and also find out if 
any house appearing in the village lay-out plan has 
~ince been dismantled. When a new house is found 
to have been constructed, the location of the same 
should be marked on the village lay-out map. If a 
house has been found dismimtled the correspondinl' 
symbol of the house on the village lay-out map shoul() 
be put inside a circle with the remark 'Dismantled '. 
Simultaneously, a written note on the in-migration or 
out-migration of the previous inhabitants should be 
prepared giving as much details as possible. After he 
has satisfied himself that all the existing hOllses of the 
Enumerator's Block have been marked on the village 
lay-out map, he should start numbering the houses in 
a systematic manner in a left to right or a clockwise 
order, or from No.rth-East to South-East, and so on. 
The houses marked on the village lay-out may ~hould 
also be given identical number (same as one put actu
ally on the entrance to the house) following the detail 
instructions given in the instruction booklet. 

3. House numbtring should be done with ~ome 
Coal-tar as cheap m~terial. For NEFA 

numbering material c?al-tar WIll be the Ideal mate
rIal to be used for the purpose.' 

4. Each building and census house will be number
ed. It will not be necessary to put the household 
House number to relate number on the door of each 

to census house and censlls house as it will be poss
not to census house ible to locate all the household~ 

holds. with the help of the census 
house number. 

5. It has alreadv been stated that the enumerators 
will identify the house from where the house number
ing starts on the village lay-out map by making such 
entries as "Mr. A's residence" or Vacant house of 
"Mr. B", "Pan sho.p of Mr. C ", "Temple" etc. 

Marking of the 
corner houses on 
lay-out maps 

Starting from this hOllse the 
enumerator will follow a parti
cular direction to put numbers 
systematically along a lane or 
road. It may be necessary tG 

after the direction at a particular point. The identi
ficatio.n of the comer house· where the direction i, 
changed should be marked on the village Jay-out map. 
Isolated houses also should be identified on the map. 
The enclosed map at Appendix 'A' will c1arifv th(~ 
procedure. . 

6. After the preparation of notional house number
ing maps and the numbering of the houses. the nell.: 

thing for the enumerator to d0 
Listing of houses is to list the houses in the pres-

in HOllselist schedule cribed form called ' Houselist '. 
The enclosed instructions to th" 
enumerators deals in detail the 

problems of filling up this schedule. Houselist i .. 

* In many places use of coal tar was not eventually 
possible. In the very cold places it was not possibk 
to keep coal tar in a liquified condition for rt ien"th 
of time. In slIch places paint (mo'itly oxide of le~~ 
was lI<;cd for hou<;e-lllnnbering, 
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a simple schedule with self-explanatory questions. We 
are enclosing the schedule with a specimen entry form 
md explanation L1ereon, which should clarity the 
;osition. 

7. While listing the houses, if a census house is 
Listing of estabiish- found to have been used as an 
ments in Establish- • establishment " then the entri.::, 

with respect to the census house, 
ment schedule should be made also in the 

Establishment Schedule. 

8. It may be noted that both houselisting and estab
H()use/ist & Establish- lishmcl!t sch~dules are to ?t! 

filled III duplIcate and both tne 
copies will be sent t<;J the Direc
tor of Census Operations, NEFA. 

ment Schedules to be 
filled in duplicate. 

9. I am enclosing a compilation of the clarification 
issued by Registrar General, India, subsequently, re
garding the housenumbering and canvassing of home 

list and establishment schedules which may be incor
porated in the instruction booklets enclosed_ 
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10. After completing the work of houselisting and 
filling in the Establishment Schedule, the enumerators 
will have to prepare a 'Houselist Abstract' in Form 
No. I which is enclosed. The form is simple and 
self-explanatory. The Charge Superintendents will have 
to fill in another Form No. III for the charge which 
is called the 'Houselist Abstract for charges'_ The 
instructions to fill in Form I and III are enclosed. 
Forms No. I and III will be filled in triplicate. One 
copy will be retained by the Charge Superintendents. 
one copy will be kept by the District/divisional 
Census Officers and the third copy will be sent to the 
Director of Census Operat19lls, NEFA. 

NOTE: The appi!ndices to this circular are not pub
lished in this volume. 



APPENDIX IX 

1971 CENSUS 

.4 guide tor Census enumeraWn' 

As a census enumeator, you are performing a 
duty which is of great national importance. The data 
you provide through the census, will form the basis 
ot national planning. Census data are also depended 
upon heavily by the public and Government organisa
tions. You are privileged to be a census enumerator. 
At the same time your responsibilities are also heavy. 
You have to fulfil them with a sense of pride and 
<1evotion to duty. 

Before you proceed 10 the village: 
You are to equip yourself with ne.cessary training 

and mater~als. Prior to proceeding to the village you 
may ask yourself the following cleven questions:-

0) Had you been trained? 

Your training will consist of explanation of the 
basic ideas underlying the census operations, instruc
tion to understand the forms, and schedules and also 
practical training in the field. If you have not been 
trained, please ask the Charge Superintendent when 
tIle naming course would be held and make it a point 
to attend the same. If you have missed the training 
course already conducted by the Charge Sup_erinten
dent, then request h:m to hold another training course. 

(ii) Have you thoroughly understood the meaning of 
each item of the forms and schedules you are re
quired to fill in and each sentence of the instruction 
booklets issued to you? 

If you have any doubt left, please ask the Charge 
Superintendent to clarify them. Do not harbour any 
doubt. Accuracy of census depends upon your fully 
understanding the forms and the instructions. 

,iii) Have you received fhe following stationery 
articles? 

Pencil ordinary 2 Nos. Envelopes, Small 6 Nos. 

pin 2 Pkts. Paper, Brown 6 sheets. 

Tag 1 Bundle Candle 6 Nos. 

Eraser 2 Nos. Match Box 1 No. 

Ball, twine 1 No. Paper, writing 6 Sheets 

Envelopes, Big 6 Nos. Paper, drawing 2 Sheets 
for each 
village. 

If not, please ask the Charge Superintendent to 
supoly you with the full quota of the stationery. If. 
however, any item of stationery had been issued to 
you in excess through overs;ght, please return the 
liame to the Charge Superintendent. 

(Jv) Have you received the list at the village you are 
required to cover during the census operations and 
learnt about the shortest routes to be followed to 
reach them? Have you, also, noted down the 
location code with respl'ct to each of the villages 
you are required to enumerate '} 

If not, please collect the necessary information 
immediately from the Charge Superintendent. 
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(v) Have you received the ferro printed copy of the 
village layoHt map of all the villages! enumerator'; 
blocks you are required 10 enumerate 1 

The ferro-printed copy will contain the. name, loca
tion code, streets and other important landmarks of 
the inhabited areas of the village and the layout of 
the houses. The map will also contain the approxi
mate population of the village at the time the layout 
plan Was drawn. 

In case you are to enumerate a part of the whol. 
village, then the Charge Superintendent will clearl! 
demarcate the extent of each Enumerator's Block OJ 
the village layout map and indicate which part you 
are to enumerate. Please examine if such demarcatior. 
exists on the maps supplied to you. If there is none,. 
then please ask the Charge Superintendent to do the 
11cedfu\ and explain the details to you. In all cases, 
ascertam whether you are to enumerate the whole 
village or a part of it marked on your map as an 
Enumerator's Block. If you are to enumerate only a 
part of the village, then find out who will be enu
merating the other part. In most of the cases you 
w!Il be the person to enumerate the other part or parts 
ot. the VIllage too. Have you anyway, understood the 
difference between a village alld an enumerator's 
b{ock? The enUnlerator's Block is a part of the 
VIllage -or a whole village. An Enumerator's Block 
will never comprise of two villages. 

(vi) Have you received sufficient quantity of individual 
slips, hOliseli,t forms, establishment schedulr:s alld 
the instruction booklets? 

. All these will be contained in a polythene bag bear
lllg the name and the code of the village you are to 
enumerate, on an identity card. Please check up the 
n.umber of houses and the person indicated in the 
vI!lag~ layout maps with the quantity of forms etc. 
supplIed to you. In the Houselist form one line will 
be. used for. one household. Therefore, you will re
quue more hnes than the number of houses indicated 
in the map. You will require one Individual Slip for 
one pe!son. You. are to carry a quantity of indivi
dual. slIps, househst form and establishment schedules 
etc. m excess in order to meeting unforseen circum
stances. 

\Vii) Have you received suffiCient quantity of ancillary 
forms? 

';'\fter filling. in the individual ~Iips, you will be re
quued to fill III the Population Record and the Enu
merator's Daily Posting Statements (separately for 
males and females) and the Enumerator's Abstract 
After filling in the Houselist form and the Establi'sh: 
ment Sch:dule, you are to. prepare a Houselist 
Abstract (l'oflll:-I) III four cop:es. Please be sure that 
you have recelved sufficient copies of the following 
forms ;-

(1) Individual Slip 
(2) Degree holders and techuical personnel card 
(3) Population Record 
(4) Enumerator's Daily Posting Statement (Male-, 



(5) Enumerator's Daily Posting Statement (Fcn1alcs) 
(6) Enumerator's Abstract 
(7) Houselist Form 
(8) Establishment Schedule 
(9) Houselist Abstract (Form-.J) 

NOTE: The individual slips will be supplied in pads 
of 100 and 25. One or more WHOLE pads are to be 
used for one Enumerator's Block and a single pad 
must not be used for two Blocks even if lots of blank 
slips remain unused in the last pad. If you are en
trusted with the work of enumeration in more than 
one Block of the same village, please check up if you 
have received separate lots of pads for EACH Enu
merator's Block. Similarly, Houselist and Establish
ment Schedules are to be filled in separately for each 
Enumerator's Block. Please check up if you have 
received sufficient number of these and the ancillary 
forms. 

(viii) Have you receired or procured the material for 
numbering the houses? You are to use coal-tar 
10 number the houses. 

(ix) Have YOII reeeil'ed lite list of Ihe scheduled emIl'S 
and scheduled tribes of NEF A 'f 

(X) Have you received large paper sheets to draw tltt! 
map of the village? 

(xi) Hm'e Y0lt submitted your 1I100'emelll prvgral1l1l1e 
to the supervisor and (he charge s{(perintendelll 'l 

Do you know them? 

In the village: 

On arriving at the village and after meeting the viII· 
age Chiefs and the ciders and explaining to them the 
purpose of your visit, please take the following steps.: 

Houseiisting 

(i) Ascertain the identity of the village. If the 
name of the village is incorrectly written then write 
down the correct spelling on the village layout map 
(in bracket after the ferro printed name of the village)_ 

Oi) Go round the village or the Enumerator's Block 
wit:1 the ferro-printed copy of the village layout map 
and check up if all the houses a re correctly marked 
on the map. If you find that a house shown in the 
map has since been dismantled then put a circle 
around the symbol of the house appearing in the 
map and write down .. Dismantled" on the side, If 
you find that a new house has come up in the inter· 
vening period, mark the portion of the new house 
on the map with the appropriate symbol 

(non-residential pucca [II] residential pllcca 0 

non~residential kutch a IA residential kutcha) 6, 

(iii) Pick up your housenumbering materials 'InrI 
start numbering the houses from a convenient place, 
You are to mark the Building and the CCIlS!I,I HOlISe 

~umbers on or near the entrance of the houses after 
notifying the householders about your intention, It 
will be convenient if you make the village Chief or 
ciders accompany with you during this operation. 
After a house is numbered, write down the numbel' 
,Jr, the Village Layout Map against the symbol of the 
I'louse so numbered. By reading entries on the map. 
(Jne should be able to say how YOll had numbered the 
houses_ The granaries are not to be numbered. 

(iv) After numbering the last house of the villJ.gc, 
you are to fill in the HOl/selist Form and a simul· 
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taneously, the E~labllslllnent Schedule, ~tatting from 
the first hou~e you have Just numbered. 

(v) After filling in the HOllselist Forms and the Estab
lishment SchedUle, please ful in the How,el!:it Abs-. 
tract (Form-I). This completes the first phase of 
your work. 

Ellumermion 

(vi) Visit again the first hou~c and record the parti
culars WIth respect to each member of lile iwuseholas 
ill'illg in the Iwuse in Ihe Illdiviilll(1/ Slips. If you 
find a member of tJ:le household to be a graduate :01 

a technical diploma or certificate holder then you 
are to hand over a blank, 'Degree holt/en' £Ind tee/l
/lieal personnel cards' to him and get the form tilled 
III by him. As soon as the particulars of all the mem
bers of the household had been taken down in the 
Individual Slips, copy out the relevant information· 
regarding the household in the Population Record 
Form. Mter you nave filled in the Population Record 
Form, start collccting the particulars about each mem
ber of the next household living in the house, If the 
house is inhabited by only one household then move 
on to the next house, 

In t.his manner carry on collection of the particulars 
about all the persons of the village in the Individual 
Slips and about all the households in the Population 
Record Forms. When you stop your work for the 
day, please see that you have collected the particulars 
about all the individuals and the households of the 
last house you have visited so that you may start your 
work in a new house next morning, It is needless to 
stress that you must ascertain that the persons you 
have enumerated in the village had not already been 
enumerated in another village. 

(vii) Mter the day's work of collecting the parti
culars about the individuals and the households is 
over, you are required to fill in Enumerator's daily 
posting statement (jor male) and enumerator's daily 
postillg statement (for female) in your ' Camp '. 
Please ensure that you do not keep this work pen
ding and fill the fonus before you retire. 

("iii) Continue the above operations every day till 
you have collected the particulars regardini each indi
vidual in the village/Enumerator's Block. 

{ix) Having satisfied yourself that particulars regard
ing everybody in the village have been collected, go 
round the village/Enumerator's Block once more 3.nu 
check up with the householders that all the persons 
of the household have been enumerated, It will be 
good if you can persuade the village Chief and the 
elders to accompany with you on this round. During 
this visit, ask every householder if any member of the 
household had been camping somewhere outside (say 
in the field-huts or hunting platforms) or any me~ber 
had gone temporarily out to another village for .IllY 
purpose, For the purpose of this census, such tem
porary absence will not disqualify a person to be enu
merated in the household where he lIorrnaIly resides. 
But if anybody is living in the field hutB or any other 
isolated house more or less permanently and as a 
result you have not enumerated the penon in the 
village, then you will have to walk dOWIl to the field 
hut or house and collect the particulars of the person 
after numbering and listing the house he usuallv 
resides in, and treating the person as the member of 
a separate household. 



(x) Afler you have satisfied yourself that the parti
culars regarding all the individuals belonging to the 
village/Enumerator's Block had been collected, please 
fill in the ENUMERATORS ABSTRACT. The entries 
in this abstract are to be called out of the Enumera
tor's Daily Posting Statement(for male) and the Enu
merator's Daily Posting Statement (for female), and 
for two additional columns pertaining to " institu
tional" and" houseless" population. Ollt of the 
Population Record. 

(xi) Finally, please check up if the entries you have 
made in different forms are consistent with what you 
have recorded in the Individual Slips. the Houselist 
Forms and the Establishment Schedules. This part ot 
your work is very important as otherwise you may 
have to answer awkward questions put by your Super
visor and Charge Superintendent. This completes the 
second phase of your work. 

Census Frame: 

(xii) Before you leave the village, please ascertain 
the boundaries of the village in consultation with the 
Chief and the village elders. You should realise that 
the village sketch map supplied to you related to only 
the inhabited areas of the village. The definition of 
the village that we have adopted relates to the tradi
tional boundaries of the village and therefore, to be sure 
that geographical coverage of the village and conse
quently, of the entire Agency is complete under the 
census operations, it is necessary to collect the bound
ary particulars of the village. Each village in NEF A 
has a definite boundary. Collect the names of the 
natural objects such as streams, hill-peaks ('te.. that 
form the northern, eastern. soufhern and western 
boundaries of the village. On the blank sheet pro
vided to you. draw the rowlh sketch of the villaf!e 
and write down the names of the natural objects that 
fall on the boundary of (he village. Mark the loca
tion on the inhabited areas you hm,'e just enumerated 

all this map. If there is any other hamlet (camp. 
single hut, group of houses) at a distance, whether or 
not enumerated by you, mark the position of the same 
on the map. Write down the names of the village 
that fall beyond the boundaries of the village, Wn,.k 
out the rough area of the village in terms oj fqllare 
miles. Mark the important landmarks, such as, roadi 
and tracks passing through the village area and also 
indicate the locatioll of the cultivated areas inside the 
village land and work out the acreage under cultiva
tion roughly. If there is any permanent cultivation 
like terraced field, orchards etc. indicate the same on 
the map giving the acreage as accurately as possible. 
Ascertain that you have included the homestead land, 
jhum land, water-areas, hunting ground. grazing ground 
and all other types of land m-er which tlte l'Illagt'ls 
!ul\'e traditional- right and which form the compact 
identity of the village. The in/ormation is to be 
collected frOIl! the Chiefs alld l'illage elders m ~-tatea 
hy them. Do not forget to put the North, South, 
East and West directions on the maps so that it may 
be linked up with the map drawn by the enumerater 
in the next village. This map is to be prepared with 
respect to the village as a whole even if you have 
enumerated just a part oj if. 

(xiii) After you have drawn the village map, you 
have completed the last phase of your work. Please 
stitch the filled in H ouselist Forms, Establishment 
Schedules and the Houselist Abstract (Form-I) to
gether. Make a bundle of these and all other form~ 
you have filled in checking up if you have put your 
signature on all the forms and statements. Put the 
bundle inside the polythene bag supplied to you and 
close the mouth of the bag securely so that the con· 
tents are not spoiled by rains. Hand over the bunule 
to the Supervisor if he happen'; to be present in the 
village or in the Circle Headquarters as per pre
arranged programme, otherwise, hand it over person
ally to the Charge Superintendent in the Crcle H.-:ad
quarter. 

THANK YOU 
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APPENDIX X 

A NOTE ON HOUSEHOLD 
WITH RESPECT TO 

SITES AND CEREMONIES CONNECTED WITH HOUSE-BUILDING 
SOME TRIBES OF THE NORTH EAST FRONTIER AGENCY 

SOURCE : -The Circle Officers of the North East Frontier Agency. 

KAMENG DISTRICT 

(1) 

Tribe-MONPA 

Household site.---The house-sites and the area sur
rounding them of a Monpa village, are well demar
cated by natural objects and belong to the village as a 
whole. A Monpa constructs a house on a new site 
in consultation with the village-chief or the Lamas, 
However, once a house is constructed in this manner, 
the rights of ownership automatically devolves upon 
the head of the family and the property becomes heri
table. 

Ceremonies-Before the work of actual construction 
of a house is taken up, the Lama performs a cere
monial puja to see whether the site selected for con
struction of the house is auspicious. If the signs are 
found favourable, more puja is performed for the 
purpose of propitiating God and asking for His bless
ings for the well-being of the family members. Oftcn, 
at this stage, all the villagers are entertained in a 
mass reception with local drinks. This ceremony has 
various names. The Panchen Monpa of Zemethang 
caUs it 'Sherking '. When the puja is completed and 
the co-villagers are entertained, the actual construc
tion of the house is started. 

After completion of the house, the owner throws a 
feast to all those who helped him to construct tho 
house. Food and drink are served. This ceremony 
also has many names. The Panchen Monpas 01 
Zamethang call it ' Laphsang '. The Monpas ut 
LumIa call this ceremony .. Timri". The Monpas 
inhabiting much of the other areas call it • Rarnnah '. 

(2) 

Tribe--Mlll 

Household site.-The household sites belong to the 
clan and the approval of the elders of the clan is 
necessary to occupy them. The site initially beloDa 
to the clan, but subsequently, the owners of the sites 
acquire the rights of ownership which run coIaterally 
with the right of the clan. 

Ceremonies : -Amongst the Mijis no specific cere
monies are observed either before construction of a 
house or on completion of it. 

SUBANSIRI DISTRICT 

(1) 

Tribe-NISliANG OR NISHI 

Household site.-The household site is always 
selected within the village commonland with the ap
proval of village elders. The site initially be!ong:; to 
the village commonland. Subsequently, the nght ot 
ownership on such site devolves upon the head of the 
family so long as he occupies the site and resides ill 
the house built upon it. If he abandon~ the site, the 
same automatically reverts back to the village com· 
monland. 

Ceremonies.-Aftel' election of a site by the 
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owner, the village priest, sometimes called a 'Dondai', 
brings a handful of soil from the site and uttering 
some mantras kills a chiken. Sometimes, the omen 
is studied by breaking an egg. If the omen is found 
favourable, then house construction work is taken up. 

While erecting the first post of a new house, ;; 
customary song known as "Gogre" is sunk with 
ceremony. 

(2) 

Tribe-BONGRUS 

Tribe.~-The Bongrus and the Bangnis living in 
close proximity with the Bongrus. 

Household site : -The household site IS always 
selected within the village commonland. However, 
the head of the family has absolute right of owner· 
ship over it which is heritable through the male issues. 

Ceremonies.-The village priest known as "Nibu" 
reads the omen as revealed by the beart of chicken 
killed for the purpose. If the omen is found favour
able the housesite is approved. Even if the oimen i~ 
not found favourable, the householder may constI'\lct 
the house on the site but only after performing a 
puja in a big scale by killing a methon (bos frontalis). 

A house-warming ceremony is performed on com· 
pletion of the house. In this ceremony, locally known 
as 'Gogre', all dance with the priest who enchants 
mantras. Rice wine and food are served to all who 
participate in the ceremony. 

(3) 

Tribe-NA OF TAKSIl'{G 

Household site.-The household sites belong to in
dividuals who have absolute and heritable right of 
ownership over them. 

Ceremonies.-A ceremony known as 'Ebu' is per
formed when a new site for building house is selected. 

SIANG DISTRICT 
(1) 

Tribe-GALONG 

Household site.-Site for the construction of a house 
is selected within the village commonland. The indi
v~dual dev~lops only the ri~ht of occupation of the 
sIte. The fIght of commumty over the village com
monland remains absolute and indisoluble. 

Ceremonies.--While selecting site for the construc
tion of a house, rice grains equal to the number of 
the family members is bnried in the site. After three 
days, the rice grains are dug out and counted. If 
not a single rice-grain is found missing, it is con
sidered a good omen and the site is selected for con
struction of the house. If some rice-grains are found 
missing the site is abandoned. Similar tests an 
carried out till a good site is finally discovered. 



Arter seiection of a site, the collection of buildin~ 
materials is started but only after a pUla is perform
ed by the village priest by offering an eggto the dlelY· 
The people who help, are entertained with cooked 
rice and rice or millet wine. When the construction 
is completed and the bouse is occupied by the 
family, a big party is thrown out to the villagers. As 
a final ceremony, a small puja is performed. 

u; 
Tribe---MEMBA 

Household site.-Toe land IS divided clanwise. 
Therefore, an individual's house site has to fall with
in the limits of the land of the clan to which the 
individual belongs. However, once a house is con
structed by an individual, the right of ownen.hip 
automatically devolves upon the owner which is heri
table by his successon:. 

Ceremonies.-Before starting the con~truction 
on completion of construction of a house, a 
performs ceremonial puja according to the 
Budhist rites so that no influence of the evil 
befall the family members occupying the new 

Tribe-~RAA10 

and 
lama 
local 

apirits 
house. 

Household s:te.--The land belongs to clan. ;"i1Y 
individual can construct a house within his clan lan<;l. 
To select a site for construction of a house, the head 
of the house boils some eggs and tnen by break.ing 
them study the omen. The omen is also studied in 
the liver of a chicken which is killed for the purpose. 
If the omen is favourable the house is constructed on 
the proposed site. 

On complet:on of the house, the owner performs 
a puja called 'Namri'. Depending upon the status 
of the owner, pigs, cows or methons are sacrificed 
during this ceremony. The meat is distributed to all 
who assisted in constructing the house. They are 
also entel1ained with food and dlink. 

(4) 

Tribe-BOKAR 

Household site.-An individual can construct house 
anywhere within village commonland with the consent 
of the villagers. Generally, the villagers never obj.':c1 

to select of any site. However, the individual canl101 

exercise the right of ownership on such a site. 

Ceremonies.-All villagers help in the construction 
of a house. The owner entertains them with food 
and drink everyday till the house is completed. On 
completion of the house a ceremony known as "Bote 
Kane" is performed by the owner. 

( '" .-) 

Tribe-SIMONG 

Household site.-The household sites belong te [hI' 

village commonland. The site for construction af a 
house is selected by the village chiefs in a village 
meeting. The individual does not develop right of 
ownership on the plot assigned to him. When an in
dividual abandons a site, the same reverts back to tho 
village commonland. 
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Ceremonies.-The house is constructed on a com· 
mumty baSIS. All villager help to collect the budd 
ing materials and construction of the house. The 
owner kills a pig to ieed those who helped him wit!l 
the construction work. The owner himself, however, 
observes complete 'Gena' or abstainism on this <lay. 

(6) 

Tribe--·-PAILlBO 

Household site.---The hOTJsehold sites belong to the 
village commonland. The owner exerc::ses nght of 
ownersh;p over it only so long as he occupies ii 
When he abandons the site, it reverts back to the 
village commonland. 

Ceremonies. To find a suitable house-site tbe help 
of the . Nibu', or the village priest is commissioned 
His decision on the matter is final and accepted wltn· 
out any challange. 

After completion of the house, a ceremony known 
as . Namin' is observed. In tnis ceremony meat i' 
uffered to the God of the house. The Villagers are 
also invited. They are entertained with meat and 
apong (rice or millet wine). This ceremony is called 
.. Riglu Tanam"o 

LOHIT DISTRICT 

'<' 
\lJ 

Tribe-KHAMTI 

HousehoiJ site.-The site is initially alloted by the 
community to the individual families. But once th" 
site is occupied and house constructed, the individual 
exercises the right of ownership over it. 

Ceremonies.--The custom of constructing a house 
on a community basis does not exist. The individual 
constructs his own house utilising his own resources. 
There is no specific ceremony prescribed for observa· 
tion on the occasion of house building. 

(2) 

Tribe-TARON OR DIGARU MISHMI 

Household site.-There is no village commonland. 
The household sites belong to the individuals who 
exercise full right of ownership over it wh;ch is herri· 
table through the male issues. 

Ceremonies.-~No specific ceremony 15 prescribed 
for house construction. 

(3,) 

Trihe-MIGU OR KAMAN MISHMI 

Household site.-There is no 
The bousehold sites belong to 
individuals exercise full right 
which is heritable. 

village commonland. 
the individuals. The 

of ownership over it 

Ceremon;es.~The village priest helps in selecting 
a new site for construction of a house, but no specific 
ceremony is observed during its construction. 

Household 
belong to the 

TIRAP DISTRICT 

(l) 

lrihe--W ANCllU 

ite. - ·The household 
village commonland. 

site docs 
Whenever a 

not 
n~Vt 



village is established, plots of land are allotted to the 
individuals. The individuals construct his hQuse on a 
suitable site within t he limits of the lane! allotted to 
him by the community. The individual exercis.;;; 
full and heritable right of ownership over the Ian..! 
allotted to h:m. 

Ceremonies.-No ceremony is observed either 
during the selection of site or at the time of construc
tion of a house. 

(2) 

Tribe·--SINGPHO 

Household site.-When a village is established 
each family is alloted with a plot of land. One can 
construct house in a suitable site within the limits of 
the plot of land alloted to him. But he will have 
right over the land only so long as he occupies it. 
If he abandons it to settle in another village. he loses 
the right of ownership. But if he shifts to another 
site within the same village, he retains right over the 
permanent nature of cultivation such as, takou-leaf 
trees, (Palmina Palm) jack-fruit trees, bamboo (Bam· 
busa ThIda) groves etc. planted by him in his previous 
site. 

Ceremonies.-There is no specific ceremony 01:>
served during the selection of site. However, when 
occupying a new house, deities like' Nadku', : Ningl 
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che " 'Pungphoy' etc. are propitiat<.:d by offering 
sacrifice of a fowl, or a pig, or a cow. or a buffalo, 
according to the capacity of the owner. The village 
Dumsawa or Pujaree, decides which of the de:ties arc 
to be propitiated. On being converted to Buddhism 
many S:ngp)Ios do not observe these ceremonies. 

(3) 

Tribe-TANGSA 

Household site.-Most of the villages are situated 
on the slopes of hilk Proximity to the water source 
be the main two factors in selecting the site of a 
and the abundance of suitable land are considered to 
village. The Tangsas give less importance to a syste
matic layout foc their village. In most cases houses 
are very close to each other in the form of clusters. 
There is no easy approach to some of the villages. 

The household site is selected by the individual 
concerned for which usually no permission is requir
ed from anyone_ Once the house is constructed on 
the site, he acquires right of ownership oyer it which 
is heritable through the male issues_ 

Ceremonies. __ ':There is no specific Ceremonv laid 
down for construction of a new house. However, the 
individual concerned consults a village priest to know 
whether the site would be auspicious. The village 
priest performs some ceremonial process of divination 
to select the site. 
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APPENDIX-XI A 

Extract from .. Aspects of, Pfdam Minyong Culture "by Sbri Sachin Roy, published by the NEFA Adllli-
" . ni~tration (pages 49-65) 

PADAM MINYONG 

.. I. THE VILLAGE 

. Locari?n.-The country of the Adis is a land of 
VIllages III a truer sense than the rest of India ......... . 
............... The distribution of the villages along the 
course of . the three main rivers, the Siang, the Yamne, 
and the Slyom and their tributaries is an indication 
of the immigration of the tribe. It' seems from this 
~istri~~tion, th~t they kept close to the river courses 
In thea expansIOn. Bu't they always avoided the low 
lands lying by the river beds. They preferred rather 
the nearest tops of the hills with declivities towards 
t~e river. a~d .steep unnegotiable falls on the opposite 
sIde. ThIS IS IDvariably the case until we come down 
to the s~uthernmost part of the Division adjo:ning 
the plams, where ~e find villages such as Ayeng, 
Mebo and others, sItuated in level land by the side 
of the rivers. This may have been due to the ex

,ample of the plains villages. 
A stu~y of village locations suggests the principles 

. that gUided the Adis in selecting them. The first 
need was to be near a river, ensuing constant and 
dependable supply of drinking water, facilities for 
washing and fishing, 

The se,:ond need was security. In the early period 
0'£ expanSIOn, there was a widespread sense of insecu
nty among the tribes. Every village lived in constant 
danger of being taken. by surprise by new waves of 
adventurers in search of fresh grounds for settlement. 
A vicious pattern of inter· tribal feuds, attacks and 
counter-attacks, over possession of land contributed to 
a sense of uncertainty and mutual suspidon. Under 
such . conditions, the primary consideration for selec
tion of a village-site was to ensure natural protection 
and a good defe~sive position against surreptitious 
attacks; In a hIlly country covered with dense 
forests, the~e two precautions were possible only hill
tops which ove_r-Iooked the neighbouring landscape. 
The features which were considered most suitable in 
suc.h hiIl"tops were a gentle slope leading to the river 
w.hlch would s.olve the problem of water supply to the 
VIllage, and dIfficult approach on other sides. Isolat
ed h~lls with sloping. d~scents to the water points, per
pendIcular and precipItous on the other sides were 
therefore, considered the best. In cases where such 
isolated hills' were not available, extremities' of spurs 
were selected as village sites. Access to the viliages 
was carefully guarded and artificial barriers and im
pediments were erected to strengthen the natural 
difficulties already existing. Steep and difficult climbs 
and mon-made obstacles usually, therefore. confront 
one while going to any Adi village. When all other 
factors were favourable, difficulties of water-supply 
were solved by constructing bamboo pipe-lines for 
carrying water from stream!> or springs, in which re
markable skill is displayed. Sometimes water is 
carried by this means from considerable 'distances. 

The third important factor, which had to be con
sidered, was the availability of suitable land. The 
main source of sustenance of the people is agriculture. 
It is shortage of food caused by over population that 
forces them to find new colonies. They are ever con
SCiOllS . of the difficulties that shortage of food might 
callse. Therefore, sites otherwise suitable were not 
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favoured, if agricultural land was not available . in 
sufficient quantity. Agricultural land, in ideal circum
stances, should be as close to the village as possible, 
with scope for future expansion to meet future de
mands as the village grows in population, 

It is very difficult to say if scenic grandeur was con
sciously taken into consideration. But the fact re
mains that Adi villages are noted for the beauty of 
t~eir location. The grand panorama, which. every 
VIllage commands all ground, with rivers meandering 
far below through wooded hills, their gurgling flow 
gleaming in silver streaks through screens of the dark 
foliage, is such as could not be surpassed by the most 
fastidious of modern plannings. This feature is so 
uniform a characteristic of Adi villages, that it is hard 
to believe it to be purely accidental. The question of 
beauty may ~ot form an item of deliberate planning, 
but that an lllnate aesthetic sense which distinguishes 
this people, plays a great part· in the location of their 
villages, cannot be denied . 

Plan.-That villages were founded not in a hapha
zard manner,. but always followed careful planning in 
accordance WIth a well-defined set of principles, 
evolved by' them after long experience and, perhaps, 
based on ancient traditions, will be apparent from 
the picture Dunbar gives of the founding of a neW 
colony. At first, a selected number of men goes out 
for prospecting. The time selected for this is about 
early in December after the harvest is out. This is 
the time when the springs are at their lowest and the 
question of water on the prospective site can be best 
settled. This is also the time when the sun is in the 
lowest in the horizon and the amount of insolation 
can best be studied at that time. They do not come 
back immediately after this. They settle down there 
on the site that they consider the most suitable for 
the location of the viIIage, start clearing the forest and . 
erect the first huts. Only when they are satisfied with 
the place after their experiences and observations dur
ing the short stay, they move their belongings and 
families to settle there down permanently. Others 
join them at later periods, if the reports are found 
favourable. And in this way, the new settlement 
grows. 

The Adi village, in fact, usually grows from a small 
nucleus. The pioneers naturally occupy the highest 
part of the hill and those who follow them start build
il;lg the~r houses at lower leyels down the slope to the 
rIver sIdes' or round the htll wherever possible. The 
first impression that an outsider forms about an Adi 
village is not likely to be favourable. It may appear 
to him to be just an assemblage of huts without any 
plan or arrangement. This is apt to be so because 
Ad~ ideas of village planning are not the sam~ as ours. 
It IS too hasty, however, to conclude that 'they have 
no fixed plan for a village .2, for, it is but reasonable 
to suppose that a people who take so much pains in 
selec!ing a site fo~ a vil~age woul!l not be absolutely 
deVOId of any notIOn abouf planmng. Of course it is 

'G. Dunbar, op. cit., p. 32_ 
'Nilima Roy, • Habitations of the Adis of the S'ang 

Fronties Division' Vanyajati, Vol. V, (July, 1957) P.12S 
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quite natural that they should have their own ideas 
about it. And it is for us to study the arrangements 
usually followed in the lay-out of their villages, and 
find out the rules that guiqe them in the planning. 
The Adis follow a few principles in the building of 
their villages. However, there is no consorted and 
conscious planning, but as in the case of their legal 
customs, a num.ber of ideas as to Where the houses 
should be built, lie at the back of their mind, which 
tliey all try to conform to. The village moshup for 
instance, is loCated in the middle of the viIJage, over
looking the entire village and the entire stretch of the 
land around it. The houses always face the hill-side 
with the backs away from it. This is because the 
reguro. or the latrine is generally situated at one side 
of the house towards the back and the inclin~ of the 
hill-side facilitates better drainage. The houses are 
arranged more or less in rows ranging round the hill· 
side from the top dOWQwaI:ds. This is because the 
village starts from the top and extends downwards as 
the population increases. The process is just the 
opposite to that followed in the hill stations in other 
parts 'Of the country, where the people concentrate on 
comparatively tIat land and construct houses on the 
higher parts of the hill, only when lower level lands 
are not available. This difference, it will be under
stood, is due to different political COnditions. It has 
been also noticed in the Padam and Minyong areas 
that there is a central road with steps from· the top 
to the bottom of the village with houses on ether side 
facing each other. There are aho path~ between the 
rOws leading away from the central path. This 
arrangement is as of the ribs radiating flWl!llt.~ape back-
bone. . 

Now this is a definite evidence of planning, follow· 
ed by some sections of Adis. as if from compulsion of 
habit. The original reason for the pattern is, how
ever, 1l0w lost to them. What. therefore. may appear 
to be a drawback in their planning, an attempt to 
conform to the contour of the land. was, perhaps, ori
ginally dictated by political exigencies, Camouftage 
rather than architectual symetry seems to have been 
the aim. This presumption finds further support in 
the fact that the Adis surround their village with lJro
fuse plantations of all kinds so as to hide it from 
direct view. It often happens that a visitor is hardly 
aware of a village until he is almost in it. It has also 
been observed that no principle is followed in the 
orientation of the houses. But the houses are con
structed in such a way as always to face the hill-side 
and the paths along it. and to enjoy the maximum of 
sun-light throughout the year. Sun-light is one of the 
most important considerations in the orientation of 
houses, in such regions as these. 

There is another factor which is noticeable only in 
parent Padam and Minyong villages. The clanwise 
arrangement of houses is still found to exist in them. 
This has been possible in those villages where in the 
distant past, the people came and settled in masses, 
comprising of several clans al1 in considerable 
strength. Naturally, each clan liked to settle close 
together and so, a c1anwise arrangement was followed. 
But when these villages founded colonies. it was not 
always possible to arran~e the bouses according to 
elMS. as all the clans might not have been represent
ed in the small bands which formed the first nucleii. 

Type of buildings: By far the largest majority of 
houses In an Adi vilIa~e is for residential purposes. 
The moshup or bange is the bachelors' dormitory. It 
is a long barracl\-Iike construction, more or less in 
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the. centre of the village, wherefrom a clear view of 
the village as also of the village entrance can be ha~. 
The rasheng or the maids' dormitory is not ~ou.nd 111 
the lower regions, bu~' most of the parent Adl villa~es 
in the upper region have rashengs arranged clanwlse. 

Granaries are found almost in every Adi village, a 
little away from the main village, for protection 
against village fire. They are constructed on poles and 
are higher from the ground than the ordinary dwel
ling liouses, and the poles are provided with brolld 
wooden discs below the platform to keep away the 
rats. The thatching is the same as in the case of a 
dwelling house. It is covered on all sides, with a 
single door in the front, and is known as Kumsun,. 
In constructing the platform of a Kumsung, wooden 
planks are placed carefully to cover the Whole plat
form and the walls. Apart from the normal use of 
storing grains, Kumsungs are also used by the Adis 
to store all their valuables. The construction of 
granary being complete. the owner takes extra care 
by pushing up or removing the staircase. 

A part from these, there are other constructions 
which are found in the older villages. These arc the 
security constructions which were essential in the eady 
days of constant raids and warfare. At reasonable 
distances from the village, stone walls were erected. 
sometimes buttressed with tree trunks from within 
and with lJlantain trees placed in front to render gUl!. 
shells ineffective. Big trees Were cut down. and the 
trunks were used to reinforce the stone walls. Stone 
chutes were placed on the hill-sides above the appro
ach to the village. Such constructions are no longer 
made, and those already in existence are neglected as 
the military tradition of the past is gradually dying 
out. But instead, in some villages which happen . to 
be at convenient stages on the Government communi
cation roads, there are rest houses for officers on tour, 
Typical official structures have come up in these areas 
in recent years. These stand out in a marked con
trast with the homesteads of the people, and demon
strate how inferio!'" the former are in imagination and 
comfort and suitability to the ]andscape~ 

II. THE HOUSE 

Adi houses arc bamboo structures, strengthened 
with wood wherever available and secured with cane 
strin{!s. No metal is used. The level for the tIoor 
is obtained by driving stilts, wooden or bamboo, in 
the hill-side varying in length with the fall of the 
slope. The shortest stilts are those nearest to the hill
side and the longest away from it. On these stilts 
are tied wooden beams and battens, leaving smalJ 
square gaps between where they cross one another. 
On this solid framework are placed mats of thick 
bamboo spilts to form the floor. This raised plat
form of the floor is approximately rectangular in 
shape and varies in length with the different sections 
of the Adis. Another rectangle of smaller dimensions, 
extends outwards from the main platform on one 
side in the front. The larger nlatform forms the 
main house. It is wa)]ed on all sides with rough 
hewn wooden planks or matting of split bamboo. 
There is no window. These are only two doors -one 
in the front and another at the back. The front docr 
has a ladder leading from it to the ground. In the 
Padarn. Minyong and Pangro areas there are no parti
tions into rooms or cubicles within the house which 
is simple one lar.Re hall. The most important feature 
within this hall is the fire-place. The fire-places are 
~onstru~t~d by fixing wooden trays in gaps in the 
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matting of tOt! floor and covering them with earth. 
Over ~he hearth hangs a three-tiered bamboo shelf, 
square 10 shape, which is used to dry meat, fish and 
fuel. Every corner of this hall. has its definite use 
and purpose, and every side of the hearth is reserved 
for different categories of persons. On the left hand, 
outside the room, separated by a small platform is 
the regum, latrine. The roof is of the dochala type 
with thatches of leaves or grass or straw supported 
on framework of bamboo or wooden rafters, cross
beams and purlins, held on posts and triangles or 
wood preferably. Inside, it is always pitch dark as 
there i~ no arrangement for letting in light. The 
hearth IS always ablaze emitting smoke circling roulld 
the room, and finally finding escape through the thatch 
of the roof. A thick coating of soot covers the walls 
and the ceiling, thus preserving them from insect pests 
and keeping away mosquitos and dam-dims. The 
smaller adjoining platform is partially covered leaving 
the outer side open. The open portion is used for 
drying grains and sitting out while weaving. The 
covered portion is used for the same purposes when 
there is no sunshine and during rains. The space be· 
tween the floor and the ground is used to keep domes
tic animals; specially the regum is enclosed below 
with logs and used as a pigsty. 

New residential construction have first to be initiat
ed in the form of proposals to be discussed and passed 
by the village community sitting in Kebang. A young 
man has married and has a child. Now the wife has 
to be brought from her native village and settled in 
the husband's to set up a home of his own, or per
haps, a new-cornel' has come from another village and 
wants to settle among them, or a house has become 
dilapidated beyond all repairs, and has to be replaced 
by a new one. It may also happen that some acci
dent has occured, destroying a number of houses or 
the entire village. All these occasions form subject 
matters for communal discussion in Kebangs. 

A proposal being accepted and approved, a suitable 
site has to be selected. The proposed site should not 
only accord to the traditional principles detailed abo.., 
but also should have the blessings of the spirits that 
reside in air, trees, streams and on earth. Their wishes 
have to be consulted through dreams or" omens. 

Next, materials are collected on the site approved 
by men and spirits. The neighbouring jungle and 
forests provide the materials such as bamboo, cane, 
thatch and wood. Wood is used in the form posts-
for which tall, straight trees are cut and the branches 
and bark removed. For planks, logs are planed by 
means of dao. Beams, rafters and purlins also are 
shaped in the same way with the same implement. 
Different varieties of bamboo are used for different 
purposes. Thick large bamboos, make post, thinner 
kinds serve as purlins. Cane is used to tie the pieces 
of bamboo and timber together. Different species of 
grass, straw and leaves such as banana and toko palm 
are used for thatching. These materials have to be 
collected in the jungle, and carried to the construction 
site. Men do the heavier part of the work. They 
cut down trees, straighten them, hew them into logs, 
planks, beams and rafters and finally carry them to 
the construction site. Lighter loads and the easier 
part of the work are aBated to women, who collect 
and carry bamboo and thatching materials. The 
method used in transport is the traditional string
round-the-forehead in case of lighter materials or on 
the shoulders of a number of persons where heavier 
!llti~les such as posts and beams are concerned. 
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This work is done on a community basis, to which 
all the villagers contribute their labour. The days are 
fixed ahead after consultation in Kebang, so that all 
the villagers may keep themselves free from other 
engagements. 

For an average-sized house in Padam and Minyong 
areas pillars are planted in three rows; 30 in the first 
two rows and 25 in the third row is the usual arrange
ment.' 

The base poles being properly driven in three rows, 
the bamboos cleaned properly, are tied to the poles. 
Now a ·second set of bamboos is placed at right angles 
over the first row of bamboo and tied firmly to the 
first set with cane strips. The third step is to spread 
split bamboos over the second set for matting the 
platform. These. too are tied .with cane strips. 

The platform constructed is more or less rectangular 
in shape with one part prolonged to ,form the portico. 

The main entrance to an Adi house is in the front 
through a covered portico. The door is made of a 
heavy single wooden plank and has provision for clos
ing from inside. The right corner of the main hall 
(C) is reserved for the son and his wife, when they 
come on occasional visits. The corner on the left 
side of the front door is reserved for keeping dead 
bodies (D). The place called ashi pertik-(E) is reserv
ed for storing drinking water in bamboo vessels. 
Spaces between • C' and the fire-place, and the fire
place and 'J' are known as dunko-(F). The space is 
mainly used for sitting and for taking meals. 

The fire-place starts from the boundary of 'F' and 
is away from the right side-wall. The space iri be
tween the wall and the fire-place (H) is considered 
very sacred and women are not allowed to sit here 
or to keep their cloth in this space. There is a shelf 
on this side suspended from the wall on which are 
hung the ropes with which the mithun is tied durin~ 
sacrifice. Guests are, however, allowed to sit in this 
place. 

The space aftor (F) and the back wall is known as 
kunge pue 0). This space is reserved for the lady 
of the house with her children to sleep in. On the 
left side of the Kunge pue is another door. at the 
back of the room. The space next to the back door 
on the left side Sunge Kenyung (K) is a very import
ant place, because it is meant for the preparation of 
rice-beer. Nobody is allowed to sleep here as the 
Adis have a belief that the soul of the dead of the 
house passes through this area; and it is also the 
entrance for the evil spirits. 

Kadang (L) is the space left in between sunge ken
yung and ashi pertik. The space is meant for storing 
rice and the mortar and the pestle are placed here for 
husking paddy. Regum (M) is an extension from the 
main platform on the left side to be used as pigsty 
and latrine. 

1 My account of habitations, basketty, and domestic 
utensils is based on articles by Nilima Roy, • Habita
tions of the Adis of Siang Frontier Division·, and 
• Basketry and Domestic Utensils of the Adis', Vanj>ft
jati, Vol. V, (July and October, 1957), p. 125 and p. 
173 respectively. Her iiustrations in these articles 
are reproduced here with gratitU<lc-, 



'fhe staircase to the platform is on the right side 
tlf the house from the gurang (A). The staircase is 
termed by them abang?(N). Jt is placed in a slightly 
inclined position from the ground to the platform. 

Over the platform described above. wooden poles 
are fixed in three rows. The height of the central 
row of wooden poles is the maximum from the plat
form. All these poles are tied with cane-strips. One 
long bamboo pole (lodang) is fixed horizontally on 
the vertical central poles. In the same way other 
bamboo poles are fixed on the rows of vertical 

,.._,_L/=-

~~~

Frame work of platform 

wooden poles on the either sides. Bamboos are then 
tied at right angles over the lodang leaving space in 
between. Over these again, long rows of split bam
boos are tied parallel to the lodang. This completes 
the skeletal structure of the roof. The wall is con
structed with wooden planks. These are secure9 with 
cane-strips and slightly inclined outside towards the 
roof. ' 

The constructiQn of the fire-place in an Adi house 
deserves special mention. It is specially carried out 
by old and experienced men. It is more or less 
square in shape. From the ground, four side-walls 
are constructed by means of wooden planks upto the 
height of the platform and these are tied on four 
sides with cane-strips keeping a vacant square. The 
vacant space is then filled up with earth up to the 
height of tl,le platform, over which the hearth is con
structed. The hearth is very simple and is made of 
three stones which .serve the purpose of a stand for 
the cooking vessels. 

The roof is thatched with dried cane-leaves which 
are tied to the bamboo frame by means of bamboo 
strips. The thatching material varies according to 
availability. The Minyongs use palm-leaves and the 
l;)wer Padams Ui\e cane-leaves. But the upper Padams 
and Minyongs use cane and banana leaves. 

The pitch of {he roof in an Adi hOllse is made 
high in order to help draining of the rainwater. The 
roof slopes down to the platform to protect the walls 
from hi~h wind. The wall, roof and thlltchin~ being 

complete, bamboo poles are tied inside the house 
from one end of the side poles to the other horizont
ally, for giving additional support to the roof. Part 
of this ceiling is covered with split bamboos to be 
used for storing paddy and other articles. Three 
suspended shelves are constructed over the fire-place. 
The shelf farthest from the fire-place is made' of 
wooden planks . and is suspended from the ceiling. 
This shelf is used for drying paddy. The third shelf, 
the one nearest to the fire-place is made of split 
bamboo and is used for smoking and drying fish and 
meat. \ 

From the left side-wall there is a· door leadin~ to 
the pigsty, the construction of which is slightly differ
ent. Wooden planks are tied together' to make the 
wall with a narro;w passage in one corner to serve as 
a door. 'The bamboo platform of the house is ex
tended over this pigsty with holes, which serve the 
purpose of latrines. This system provides effective 
sanitation. 

Mitbuns are generally kept near the staircase 
underneath the covered space on the right side of the 
covered portico. Dogs are allowed to enter the room 
and occlIPY the space near the fire-place. Fowls are 
kept in special bamboo. cages, provided with doors and 
kept hanging from the ceiling of the covered portico. 

• 
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Loft between the roof and the ceiling 

The wall on the front side of the covered portico 
is decorated with trophies of chase. On the wall of 
the left side of the covered portico, skulls cf dcmes- . 
ticated mithuns sacrificed on different occasions are 
hung, . the number giving an estimate of the total 
number of mithuns killed during the lifetime of the 
owner- of the house; half of these accompany the 
dead body of the owner of the house to decorate his 
grave. The wall on the rIght-side of the covered 
portica is adorned with other trophies like skulls of 
deer, the lower jaws of wild boars half of which also 
go to decorate his grave. Over and above these tro
phies, the lower jaws of domesticated pigs, killed 
during the lifetime of the owner, also add to the num
ber of decorations. Occasionally, one or two mon
key-skulls are found suspended from the top of the 



front door of the house. These are kept as a pre
ventive against cholera. 

Thatching 
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The platform-type house of this area i:esembles 
that of the kindred tribes of the North-East Frontier 
Agency and other tribes of Assam. Almost the same 
type of platform houses with .min9r local variations 
is found among the tribes of Upper Burma and the 
Shan States and among some of the China Hills tribes 

Platform houses are typical of the south-eastern 
parts of Asia. Large single-room houses with differ
ent parts reserved for different purposes and persons 
and the anthropo-zoological latrine are two of tht: 
most characteristic features that distinguish the houses 
of the Adis and kindred groups from those of .heir 
neighbours. That this type of platform house~ ir 
rooted deep into the tradition of the people is evidenl 
from the fact that in the extreme north, the wood aud 
stone construction of the Tibetan groups has failed. 
though more comfortable and substantial, to impress 
the Adis. Near about Mechuka and Gelling, the twc 
district types stand in marked contrast with .:ach 
other. This indicates that, from wherever the Adis 
came, they carried the tradition of their house-pattern 
with them." 



APPENDiX xl B 

Extract from "The Tangsas" by Shri Parul Dutta, published by NEFA Administration (Pages 11-15). 

THE TANGSAS 

"I. Tim VILLAGE 

in most cases the villages are situated on the 
slopes of hills ...................................... The selel;tion 
of the $ide of a Tangsa village is guided mainly by 
I;:onsideration of ,proximity to the water source and 
the abundance of suitable land .............................. . 

There has not been any de.fined or syste~atic lay· 
out fvr a Tangsa vil!age. They are just huddled to· 
gether in clusters. In some of the villages, the houses 
are within a stone's throw from each other. It is 
said that previously they laid out their villages in a 
systematic way with guard-houses and defensive struc· 
tures. But today, as there is no fear of attack from 
outside, they have given up their original way of 
laying out a village. Now no village is guarded with 
defensive structures, but it is naturally protected by 
high hills and dense forests. There is no easy ap

proach to some of the villages. 

.................................... There are only a few 
villages with more than twenty houses. 

II. THE HOUSE 

Besides the dwelling houses. 
there are other houses, such, as, granary (sam-taR), 
the farm-house (pik or pit-tap) and the girls' dormitory 
(loop, lik, or likpya). 

Construction. The Tangsa houses are of the usual 
chag type built on stilts, rectangular in shape with 
a double slopped roof of jengupat. Unlike Noctc 
houses, the common room in front or the portico 
(ran) is open and has only side walls. The open 
machan or platform (kha-ra or ranko) characteristic 
of the tribal houses, is not always found in front of 
every house. This is. either built at the back of the 
house or slightly off the main house. 

The house is divided into three main parts. The 
front part is used as a common room, the middle one 
with a number of small compartments is called jumong 
or himong, and the back part, where generally the 
paddy pounder is kept, is called jumchang Of 

himkha. 

The front room has a fire place or hearth (tap) 
about the middle of the room but slightly to one side. 
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Besides being used as a common room, it is also used 
as a guest roOlll. Guests who do not belong to the 
same subtribe should not enter the jumong. The 
walls of this room are hung up with heads of buffa
loes skulls of pigs, and other animals killed on varidus 
festive occasions. One corner of this room is parti
tioned off and used as a' urinal. 

The middle room is divided longitudinally into two 
parts, one of which is used as a long corri~or running 
along the length of the room and the other is divided 
into a number of small compartments with a fire-place 
(tap) in each. The number of compartments varies 
from hO,use to house according to the number of 
members in each family Married couples, unmarried 
young girls and the old parents, if alive, occupy sepa
rate compartments. Unmarried young boys sleep in 
the front room until their marriage. Each compart
ment has an attached latrine. There is no separate 
cook-shed, but one of the compartments is utilised 
for this purpose, where food for the whole family is 
cooked. 

The long corridor serveS many purposes. In one 
corner of it, they keep their bamboo water tubes, and 
in the other, they clean their utensils. In some of 
the houses, the paddy pounder is kept in the middle 
of the corridor. The rear side of the house which is 

called jumchang or himkha, is used mainly for hous
ing the paddy pounder. 

Tangsas also keep their poultry on one side of this 
part. This part also serves as a pal our for the 
women folk. The Tangsas utilised the open space 
beneath the chang as a pigsty, enclosed 011 all sides 
with logs. 

• The size of the dwelling house varies according to 
the number of family members. The larger the num-
ber, the longer is the house. .. ............................. .. 

..... " .................... The girls' dormitory is a recto 
angular -house built on stilts in one· corner of the vill· 

age. The rOOm has walls on all sides, with only a 
small entrance. The fire-place in the centre of this 
hom.e iB surrounded by a number of raised sleeping 
platforms. It is built only when there is a large-num· 
bel' of unmarried young girls in the village. 



Ab the houses are. constructed on a co-operative 
basis. The building materials are collected from the 
adjacent jungle by the owner of the house. Rice
beer, rice and pork are served to the people who help 
in the construction of houses. 

The Tangsas use jengupat (sipjak) for thatching. 
Bamboo. wood and cane are the materials used in the 
construction of their houses. 

There is no indication of any ceremony performed 
at the time of construct!on of a new house, but the 
site is selected by a ceremonial process of divination 
performed by the village priest. 

Entrance to a new house. A newly constructed 
house is ceremonially occupied by the members of the 
family. The first, eleventh and twenty-first days, of 
the month in which the construction work of the 
bouse is completed, are considered to be auspicious 
f.:>r occupation. A ceremony is fixed on anyone of 
the these three days according to the convenience of 
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the famity. it is calIed him-nip or 
Ron-Rangs of the Manmao observe 
in the following way. 

jum-mp. The 
the ceremony 

Before entering a newly constructed house, an old 
person takes a gun, and another a young dog. They 
go round the house three times. On completion of 
the third round, the person with the gun fires a shot 
below the chang. Thereafter the dog is killed with a 
dao, the head being severed and then pierced ·with the 
point of a long bamboo pole and fixed in front of the 
house. After this, the _ belongings and personal effects 
are shifted into the new house. The ceremony is 
followed by a grand feast. All invitees particiPate in 
the feast The object of this ceremony is to drive out 
the evil spirit that might have taken shelter in that 
house. 

Sanitation. The Tangsa villages are not any more 
neat and clean than other tribal villages. specially 
those of their Nocte neighbours. The importance" of 
cleanliness, personal hygiene and sanitation is, how
ever, being gradually realised." 



APPENDIX Xl C 

Extract from" The Hill Mitis of Subansiri" by Shri J. N. Chowdhury, published by the NEFA Adminis
tration, (Pages 23-25), 

THE HILL MIRIS OF SUBANSIRI 

.. VlLLAGE AND HOUSES 

With very few exceptions, the Hill Miri villages are 
located . at altitudes between 3,000 and 4,000 feet. 
Narrow and rough tracks, meandering up-hill and 
down-dale, connect the villages with qaCh other. The 
Hill Miri villages a re usually very sman consisting 
sometim;:, of no more than one or two households, 
but never perhaps exceeding 20 houses. T:1e average 
size of a village may safely be placed at between 8 
or 9 houses. The houses are usually long-houses, 
accommodating several elementary families under one 
roof. A house may be 60 to 70 feet long, standing 
on stilts and thatched with leaves. The houses lie 
very close to each other whenever a village is of any 
8!~f~ 

The Hill Miris usually select the slopes of hills fbI' 
siting their villages as a measure of natural protection. 
Otherwise, the villages are without any extra protec
tive or defensive device such as some other hill tribes 
deliberately raise around their villages. It is the 
chief of a village who has to take upon himself the 
responsibility of looking after its safety as best he 
can. The Hill Miri village does not have a Morung 
or bachelors' dormitory such as a Naga or Adi vill
age has. Among the Nagas, the protection or defence 
of a village is the primary responsibility of the youths 
of the village who are members of a common village 
Morung. The Miris are however very careful not to 
display their property for fear of being pillaged ny 
neighbours. They used at one time to bury (l1dr 
valuables at a place thought safe from prying eyes. 
Their stores of grain are kept in granaries loca.ted a 
little distance away from the village. 

It would be interesting, in this context to cite ex
tracts from the writings of early explorers who had 
left accurate descriptions of the village and house
plans of the Hil1 Miris. The Miris continue to con
struct their houses very muc·h in the same manner as 
they did in the olden time when their country was 
visited by these explorers. Writing in 1845, Dalton 
noted that the houses were long, and raised consider-
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ably on posts of cleft timber, indiscriminately con
structed on the top or side of the hilI. • But thi! level 
of the fiooring is tolerably well preserved by hrying 
the heights of the supporting posts'. He further 
noticed that each house held ail entire family, includ
ing brothers and their wives, and married sons and 
their children> 

In his Descriptive Ethnology OC Bengal published in 
1872, Dalton descrioed the interior of a model Miti 
house in these words: 

• It is 70 feet long; the fiooring is of split bamboo 
on a very substantial framework, of timbers raised 
several feet from the ground; the roof has gable ends, 
and is thatched with leaves; under the ga.ble a cross 
sloping roof covers and open balcony, one at each 
end. The interior consists of one long apartment 60 
feet by 16, from which a passage at one side extend
ing the entire length, is partitioned off in the large 
apartment down the centre; four fires burn on hearths 
of earth'. 

The Preliminary Notes on Miris, printed in 1897, 
recorded an identical description of a Miri village and 
the house-pattern, almost exact in details. We may 
quote from it below as it makes interesting reading in 
the context of Dalton's description above: 

• The villages of all the clans are very small, 18 or 
20 houses being a large number; the average gener
ally being 8 or 9; but sometimes as many as 40 
people live in one house. The houses are 60 to 70 
feet long, built on changs, and thatched with leaves 

The report also mentioned the fact that the villages 
were on the slopes of hills, never on the submit and 
were absolutely without defence, as very seldom there 
was feud between the clans or villages." 
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APPENDix xt 0 

Extract from "The Datlas of the Subansiri Region" by Shri Brahma Kumar Shukla, published by the 
NEFA Administration (Pages 9-14) 

THE DAFLAS 

OF 

THE SUBANSIRI REGION 
"I. THE VILLAGE 

To a visitor gazing from another hill, a Dalla vill
age appears s~rinkingly picturesque in its natural set
tmg. .Set a~ld green surroundings, loog huts and 
granarIes wlth grey and black thatches spread over 
the steep hill-tops. The large clearings lie far and 
near. Flanking the hill forming the background to 
its summit stand thick evergreen forests unscathed by 
slashand-burn agricultural practices. Deep down 
below, invariably flows a river or a stream, its banks 
~ov~red with green vegetation and, occasionally, rich _ 
In fl~~al treasures of the wilder species. The most
exqulSlte, however, are villages like Mengo and 
Pajee which stand against the magnificent background 
of snow-sugared blue hills. Everywhere clouds may 
be seen in masses or patches and thick sheets of mist 
shrouding the valleys and the villages. 

From the point of view of planning, there is no 
tendency to huddle up in the Apa Tani fashion. 
Everyone has ample space and the houses stand 
quite apart. There are no lanes, no assembly plat
forms, no domiitories, and no public places for com
munity worship. Small narrow paths lead from house 
to house and radiate further to merge in the network 
of tracks linking the different villages, clearings, river 
banks, and trails for the chase. 

The 'boundaries of the villages are well defined, 
both geographically and historically. Every stream
let, ravine or mound, has a name remembered by the 
people through generations. Indeed, each locality 
has a place name, although many villages are known 
by the name of the predominant dan. Most village 
sites have been occupied for decades. One or more 
families of individual households may, however move 
to other hills in search of better fortune. The size 
of the villages varies; some, like J oram, Talo, Lingte
lot and pakba, may have as many as 30 houses, with 
more than 500 souls. while others, Layang for ex
ample, may only be new settlements with two or three 
houses and less than 30 people., But, whether hig 
or small, sanitation within the village is always poor. 
Pigs and towls may be seen revelling on heaps of 
rubbish everywhere which the people never care to 
remove. As' a result most of the Dafla villages, 
howsoever charming in setting, remain filthy. 

For anyone of its members, a village is not sO 
much the centre of group activity as his own house in 
which a man's life is lived. No doubt, a Dalla joins 
others in such group enterprises as the construction of 
a neighbour's house, or cutting his jhums when invit
ed with offer of food and beer, but these are recipro
cal arrangements governed by the rule of normal 
courtesty in which one excepts a similar gesture from 
one's neighbours. ,Beyond this, not all the people of 
the village ar<b • his people '. His primary loyalty is 
to his long-house and to its members, and thereafter 
to the members of ti,e lineage and other relatives. 

II. THE HOUSE 

The Dafla house is a long hall erected on poles. 
The width of the house is usually 18 to 20 feet, but 
the length varies-depending upon the number of 
hearths. It is not unusual for a house having more 
than ten families to run to a length of more than 50 
yards. The walls are made of twilled mats, and the 
floor of flattened bamboos. The thatches used are 
either dried plantain or cane leaves and millet or 
paddy straw, or the thatching grasses commonly grow
ing wild in abandoned clearings. At the rear end of 
the house, above the ground. is the tumko, a spadous 
platform of wooden beams, usually half apen and 
half covered with thatch. On this will be found a 
small structure of split bamboo and kra leaves repre
senting Yobu Wiyu, the god of the chase, and one or 
two sharpening stones. A notched ladder placed 
slantingly connects it with the ground below. The 
other end of the house is the batung, a small porch 
with one or two sets of mortars and pestles for the 
pounding of grain. lbis is not much above the 
ground and serves as the main entrance and the exit 
for all. The doors opening on the back platform and 
the front porch are either sliding shutters of matted 
bamboo or crude wooden planks. 
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. A little. away from the house lie the granaries. The 
dIstance IS planned on, purpose as it saves them in 
case a fire bre'aks out. The pigsty is often sited near 
th.e porch and is reached by two logs connecting it 
With the latter. Around the house, at convenient 
places, may be found the yugings or ceremonial struc· 
tures of past sacrifices, often lavishly decorated with 
bamboo shavings and rings of bamboo strips as well 
as the structures where the dead lie buried. 

Within' the house the fire places run in a row, along 
the cel}tre ~nd parallel to the nyodong, each being 
somethmg like a square of two and a half feet with 
the traditional three stoned to support the c~oking 
pots. Over these hang two, and occasionally three, 
wo?clen trays one above the other for drying firewood, 
graIn and meat. Above the trays is the ceiling on 
which are kept the unused baskets, a few large gourds 
and the fermenting millet tied in leaves. The loft is 
reached by notched ladders which, when not in use 
are left lying in a corner. • 

.The main wall of the. hous: called nyodang is pro
mment from the domestIc pomt of view. The mem
bers of th<; household sleep on this side of the house 
and., occasIonally, enc~osures are made to keep the 
varIOUS household articles. The opposite wall koda 
has one or two racks for keeping articles such a~ 
bamboo tubes, gourds and earthen pots. In many 
houses m~y be found a few large rough conical bas
~ets hangmg on the. koda. These are used for brew
mg beer on speCIal .0~casI~ns such as marriage. 
Hearth. to hearth. parbt.lOn I~ not universa, though 
over Wide areas pnvacy IS achieved by partitions, with 



doors closed with mats at night. 'there are a few 
openings in the koda wall but rarely any in the 
nyodang. As a result, the house always remains dark 
and filled with smoke fumes struggling to escape 
through the thatch. 

Construction of the House-~The Dalla themselv;;:f 
construct their houses. There are no professional 
house builders. Every young man of a village 
acquires this skill by part;cipating in the actual con
structions. Some of the elderly men; however are 
more skilled than others. Their technical guidance 
and suggestions, therefore, are invariably taken. If 
such a man is not available in ·a village, he may he 
called from another and requested to supervise the 
WDrk. 

A Dalla house lasts for over three years. Tile 
hQuse materials are wooden beams and posts, cane, 
blUllboo, and cane or banana leaves or other thatching 
materials. These are collected well in advance. 
Usually the collection takes two to three months. The 
long and thick posts are cut and straightened. The 
banana and cane leaves are dried. These materials 
are available in nearby jungles, but the cane and 
bamboos are sometimes brought from distant places t~ 
the site of the building. 

Prior to the constructions of the house omens are 
taken with eggs. It is important to ascertain before
haJ,ld whether the site for construction will be good 
or bad for the members of the houre. If the omens 
are good, a day is selected for the actual construction. 
A request is made to all the grown-up members of 
the village to contribute their labour. The people 
who. help in constructing the house except the same 
<;o-operation in return. 

On the appointed day, in the early morning, they 
'all assemble at the site. There is no formal ceremony 
for the erection of the first post. Holes are dug in 
two rows with daos. A post is first fixed in the hole 
in the centre of one of the rows. The next is fixed 
in the corresponding hole in the other row. After 
that, the remaining posts are erected on both sides of 
these first two fixtures, till the ,desired length is attain
ed. The length, as has been mentioned before, de
pends upon the number of hearths. From time to 
time the width is measured with a bamboo stick and 
lept even. Each POSt is further strengthened with two 
slanting supports which are notched to fit in a tight 
grip to the posts under the floor and ensure taat the 
post is perpendicular. If the land is slopy, care is 
taken to support the posts at an even height at which 
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the floor is to be made. 11lere are lio instruO\enl\ 
Practical experience and simple measurements with 
bamboo sticks result in perfect symmetrical construc
tions. 

Mter all these posts have been set in place, the 
wooden beams to support the floor are tied to them. 
This operation is followed by lying of beams to the 
upper ends of the standing posts. Next comes the 
placina of the battens across the width of the house 
on top of the beams first tied to the posts. Over these 
again second layer of battens are so placed as to leav~s 
the saps between them not exceeding eight or nine 
square inches. This frame-work is covered with a 
layer of Battened bamboos. This completes the floor, 
save for the hearths. Spaces of two and a halt 
square feet for the purpose are left without the bam
boo covering in a row along the length of the house. 
Later on, these are properly filted up with wooden 
boards at the sides, and the bottoms are secured from 
below. These tray-like hollows are' then filled with 
earth to render them fire-proof. 

When the Boor has been put, the next stage is to 
perform the Geglo ceremony. The priest IS present 
He starts the incantations and the head of the house 
produces the leaves of tanyum and kra, rice, the beer
ferment, ginger, and a small potsherd. These articles 
are placed on a large leaf. A hole is dug under the 
front balcony. The head of th~ house holds these 
things in his hand while the priest prays to the gods 
and the ancestral spirits : 

We have constructed this new house at a new 
place. 0 Wiyus and arums, be kind to us. Do Dot 
come to trouble us. Do not make either us or our 
children !Side_ Do not take them to the land of the 
Dead. 0 Wiyus and -orums. we are giving you these 
offerings. Be propitiated and do not come to us. 

The person holding the offerings goes under the 
Boor and puts them inside the hole. A big pole is 
then erected over this and the house is ~ompleted 
finally. It takes two or three days to complete the 
house. 

While the men are busy in the construction work. 
the women in the ltou&c brew beer which is in great 
demand. The quantity consumed per day· is more or 
less 10 large gourds each holding roughly 1 gallon. 
The people who take part in the construction are 
served with rice and vegetables at noon. The beer 
however, is served frequently. A person who fails to 
have enough beer may stop working till sufficient 
quantity has been procured." 
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APPENDIX XI E 

A NOTE ON THE HOUSE TYPE AND HOUSE PLAN OF THE APATANlS. 

By Shri Padi Tana, Assistant Compiler. 

Like the characteristic of the houses of other hills 
people, houses on the raised platform is a common 
feature of the Apatanis. The platform constructed is 
more or less rectangular in shape with. two parts pro· 
longed to form two porticos at the two ends known 
as . Byago Simbya' (front portico, A in the figure) 
and 'Uko Simbya' (rear portica, A" in t~ figure) 
The 'Byago Simbya' is used mai(lly for first entrance 
and keeping fuel etc. The' Uko Simbya' is used for 
weaving etc. At these • Simbya's', stairs ('Abya' B 
and B") of about 3' height are fixed for ascending and 
descending purpose. Generally people enters, into the 
house from 'Byago' i.e., the front side. 

The house excluding the porticos is mainly divided 
into two compartments with a partition wall in be' 
tween. The first compartment CByarang') from the 
front is a small one. The second compartment covers 
the major part of the house. 'Byarang Alye' (C in 
the figure) is the first entrance from the • Byago ' 
Simbya (Front portico). Here a door (' Alye') made 
of thatched bamboo is hanged up for opening and 
shutting up the entrance. Except at night this 'Aly;.!' 
is usually always kept opened when there is man in
inside the house and remains closed when there is no 
man inside. The entrance customarily is kept opened 
until the people inside do not retire to bed at night. 
The entrance is kept closed while a 'Puja' is perform
ed inside the house for quite sometime. Sometimes 
the door is closed for days together to indicate that 
some puja is being performed and the outsiders are 
not expected to enter into the house during that 
period. 

The first compartment (' Byarang '), (D in the figure) 
from entrance is reserved for thrashing and keeping 
fowl etc. E is a hole (' Ugung') just at the centre of 
, Byarang' in which a mortar (' Yapre ') made of wood 
meant for thrashing is fixed on the ground through 
the hole. The mortar together with the hole is known 
as 'Yapre Ugung' F (Punang Ugung) is bigger hole 
made in the extreme corner of 'Byarang' for throw. 
ing down husks below the platform. Adjacent to the 
'Punang Ugung' 'Para Lankha' (G) is a small com
partment within the Byarang. This small I;ompart
ment is used for keeping fowls. 
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'Byago Alye' eH) is an entrance to the next crub
partment or otherwise the main compartment of :t~e 
house. ' Byago Alye' is like ' Byarang AI~e ' m 
shape and size. A door C' Nekang Alye', I III ,the 
figure) very near to 'Byago Alye' (H) leads to ~e
kang CK) Nekang is a long covered balcony w~ch 
continues from the front portico to the rear portico 
and serves the purpose of a latrine. There is provi· 
sion of pigsty below the Nekang. There is another 
door (1 " • Nekang Alye ') to the Nekang at the rear 
part of the house. The front part of the main com
partment is known as 'Ago Empung' (J) which' ,is 
utilised for guests. The corner of : Ago Empu,. ' 
opposite to the, entrance is used for. keeping ~askkts. 
Mithum horns etc. 'Ago Ugu' (L) IS the mam fire 
place for preparing all kinds of food. On the eit\J.er 
sides of this fire place are the spaces Nand M which 
are used for sleeping purpose. But the place M 
(' Nyim Inggya~) is specially used by the owner ,of 
the house and his wife. N is used by the other m~' 
bers of the house and the guest When the space for 
guest (1) is not sufficient for them. 

The space around 0 shown with the dot lines in 
the figure is known as 'Puchang Arang' where uten
sils are kept. There is a secret small compartm~nt 
known as 'Urang (P) adjacent to the main compart
ment for keeping valuable properties such as neckUu:e 
made of Tibetan beads, gongs, other ornaments costly 
dresses like 'ZHang' made of wood, etc. 'Yading 
Arang (Q) is a place near to U'rang (P) where cane 
baskets fitted with lids are kept. Valuable cloths are 
kept in tbese ba.skets. The rear part of the main 
room is called 'Ura Empung' (R). The extreme cor· 
ner of 'Ura Empung' opposite to the rear door, is 
used for performing puja only. Th~s space is known 
as • Dokho Achang' (S). There is a small fire place 
near 'Dokho Achang' (S), the purpose of which is 
nothing but to roast the sacrifices. This fire place is 
known as 'Ura Ugu' (T). The space U· indicated 
with dot lines in the figure is 'SUi Arang , where 
bamboo pipes for preserving water are kept. The 
other side of the house just opposite to 'Nekang' (K) 
is known as 'Nempung (V). This space under the 
roof does not have platform. The rear door is cali(;d 
'Uko Alye' or 'Uko Agya' (.;:2). 
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APPENDIX XII 

Extract frolTI Census of India 1961 Vol. 1. India, Part VI-A (Ill), Report on House types and village settle
ment patterns of India (page 261-268) 

NORTH-EAST FRONTIER AGENCY 

HOUSE TYPES AND VILLAGE SETILEMENT PATIERNS 

1. SUBANSIRI FRONTIER DIVISION 

Apatani House 

The hoqses are raised on high piles on both sides 
of a narrow street in a systematic manner, leaving 
hardly any space between two houses. There are 
assembly platforms, within the village. Small narrow 
bye-lanes diverge from the main street and lead to 
the groves of the jungle. Houses may be constructed 
on both sides of these bye-lanes. No clanwise lane 
or street exists. 

However, from the standpoint of planning, no 
social custom or religious belief is connected. Un
like the Dafla houses, an Apatani house is not long 
enough to accommodate a number of households. 
Houses huddle close to each other, giving the roofs of 
the houses a view of a continuous pyramidal chain 
from a height. Not all houses are fenced into de
marcated are". of the house. 

The houses are raised on wooden piles a few feet 
above the ground. Both sides of the houses are ex
tended to fenced in open verandahs. The front 
verandah is called "Blago' and the back one 'Uko '. 
The house consists of a main hall and two verandahs. 
From the main hall at the front side a small portion 
is separated by bamboo-woven partition which is 
called 'Blachi'. One or two sets of moriar and 
pestle rest in the 'Blachi' which is mainly meant 
for grinding, husking and winnowing the paddy and 
a part of it is also used for keeping poultry. The 
floor of the house is reached by an upright notched 
tree trunk at the verandah from the ground at both 
sides of the house. 

The width of the house varies from 12'-18' and 
the length depends on the number of hearths within 
it. But in a Apatani house the number of hearths is 
limited to a maximum of three. Generally, unlike the 
Daflas, they are not polygenous in general. However, 
after the son's marriage, he may have a separate 
establishment under the same roof of his father's 
house unless, either he or his father can afford to con
struct a new house either for the father or the son. 

The material used are crude gifts of nat\lre growing 
in abundance in the nearby jungles and groves, and 
apparently commonsense is applied to build a strong 
and durable house. Bamboo, crude wooden planks, 
cane, paddy straw, etc., are the common raw mate
rials. 

The roof is made of dry paddy straw, cane leaves 
or thatching grass growing in wasteland. Due to con· 
stant smoke inside the house and lack of ventilation 
the ceiling becomes black in the course of time. 
Below the roof, is a long ceiling made of flattened 
bamboo where articles of occasional use are kept. 
Walls are made of multiple layers of mat made of 
flattened bamboo, where no window exists for ventila· 
tion. The only ventilation is provided by the two 
doors facing each other. The doors are exits to the 
'Blacbi. 

The floor is made of flattened bamboo. The fire 
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place is a rectangle of about 3'-4' in the mi~dle of the 
house, if the number is one. Earth, filled 1U wooden 
tray is supported, on the floor, where portion of fiOOJ 
according to the size of the tray is detached. Stones 
are placed in the middle of the fire-place as tripod to 
be used as oven. The fireplaces run in line, in case 
two or three are there. On the sides of the fireplace 
mats are spread, leaving free passage on one side in 
line with the two doors. The free passage is called 
'Milo Ingyo'. The front side inside the house is 
called • Ago Empung' and the rear is • Ura Empung '. 
The wall opposite to the free passage is called 
• Empung '. Wooden trays are hung on lofts in series 
for drying fire wood, millet, etc. Utensils are mostly 
kept round the hearth, scattered here and there. Cane 
baskets, bamboo chutes, tubes, followed bottle gourd, 
etc. are hung on the wall inside or on the loft over 
the fireplace. The house is never tidy and things an' 
not kept in a systematic manner. 

They construct latrines called • Nekang'. The 
device is functional and serves a variety of purposes. 
It functions as a slop basin, rubbish bucket and at 
the same time latrine. There are two narrow doors 
both at the front and back, and outside the wall runs 
a narrow shelf along the length of the house, below 
which there is a fenced in enclosure where pigs 
eagerly await the droppings from above. Outside the 
house, a shrine is erected during • Mlokko ' festival 
afresh each year. 

The granary, usually lies outside the village for feaJ 
of catching fire. If the household has ample grounds, 
the master may choose to construct his granary be· 
hind his house. 

Bangru house type 
There is not much (')f dissimilarity between the Dalla 

and Bangru house types except for the width of 
Bangru houses, which is comparatively large. The 
houses vary· from 2 to as many as 4/5 kitchens 
(chulas). The construction is of bamboos, logs and 
thatch. A big log sliced would serve as a door. Nor
mally there are no windows. In a few houses, how· 
ever, I have observed small door like windows on the 
one side of the house (as shown in the sketch), in 
addition to the two doors. The average height from 
the earth is about ten feet. The inside flooring is of 
bamboos, in between the roof and floor, II portion 
(about 5 fect high from flooring) is like a 'machang' 
and serves as a store room. In a comer on one side 
of the house there is a small room with a door (which 
normally stores their property, deogonti, etc.). 

Solung house type 
Solung houses are on mountain slopes, are very 

small with one kitchen each, and from the construc
tion it appears, they have more been constructed to 
pass nights and chilly days than for permanent shelter. 
Though the solungs (until recently slaves) do not 
change their settlements frequently, yet as most of 
the time they are out hunting, collecting "tasse" or 
bamboo-shogts, their stay in the house is not long. 
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Unlike Bangru houses, Solung houses are of bam· 
boos and .. tasse" leaves criss-crossed forming the 
side walls. 

Solung houses have no upper or side store rooms 
(they possess nothing worth storing). There are no 
windows. 

Locational pattern 
There is no specific locational pattern, houses being 

constructed as per availability of fiat space. The 
houses in a village vary from as many as 16/18 to 
1/2. The main criterion for a village is availability 
of land for cultivation and "tasse" plantation. 

Brief descriptive note on village layouts 

The village Ramsing falls under Taliha Administra
tive Centre of Daporijo Subdivision of Siang Frontier 
Division. The Divisional and Subdivisional head
quarters are at Daporjo and Along respectively. 

This village is situated on the slope of a hillock on 
Ihe left bank of the river Subansiri ~.nd at an altitude 
of 2,500 ft. approximately above the sea level. The 
village may be approached from Taliha and D::.pori)0 
by porter track only. Distance from Taliha an.d 
Daporijo to the village is 6 and 27 miles respectively. 
The track is mainta.;ned by the Central Public Work, 
Oepartment. The nearest SChOOl ana dispensary are 
at Taliha and the nearest Post Office is at Daporijo. 

The total inhabited area covers an area of 2 acres. 
There are ten houses consisting of 25 families with a 
population of 114 persons. Out of total 25 families 
19 belong to the Mara clan, 3 belong to the Tali clan, 
and the remaining 3 belong to three different clans, 
Nipung, Yogia and Konya. Families belonging to 
different clan may reside under one roof. Each 
household has its separate granary. Granaries :lre 
constructed apart from the main dwelling house. For 
recreation there is one volleyball playground. There 
are 4 water sources. Except one water source which 
is used in winter days, all others are in use through
out the year. None has got a permanent homestead 
area. After 3 or 4 years a house is reconstructed and 
one is at liberty to select suitahle land as all the in
habited area i,s common village land. 

Descriptive note on hOllse comtructioll prevalent m 
Tagin villages of Daporijo Suhdh·isioll uj 511h
ansiri 

Houses are generally bamboo structures. Where 
bamboo is not available in plenty, wooden pests are 
used. For tying twine prepared out of bamboo and 
cane is used. For thatching, leaves of banana and 
screw-pine and local' Tako' are used. No other 
material .i's used for house construction. 

The life of such houses being 3 to 4 years, con
struction of new houses is an important recurring 
feature for which people remain busy during winter 
days. House construction is done on community 
basis. Due to the absence of any means of transp01 t 
all materials are collected from -the jungle and trans
ported by human beings to the village. Lighter loads 
such as leaves and cane strings are carried -by tying a 
band strap around the forehead and heavier loads are 
carried on the shoulders. Females help only in trans
porting lighter ioads. 

Before the construction of the hOllst: starts, the site 
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has to be selecteo. For this they examine a parti
cular place by divination. They sacrifice a lot of eggs 
for this purpose. After the site is selected, construc
tion starts. There are no directional preferences. 
Houses are like barracks as one house accommodates 
more than one family. Each house has two slopes. 

The surface of the land being undulated and on 
slopes of hillock, the level for the floor is obtained by 
driving bamboo stilts. The shortest stilts are on the 
hillside and the longer ones are away from it. On 
these stilts are tied bamboo beams. On this solid 
framework, mats of thick bamboo splits are placed to 
(orm a fioor. The platform is of rectangular shape. 
The size of the platform ,aries from house to house. 
Another rectangle of smaller dimensions extends to 
front and left. Towards the right side runs a small 
corridor. The large platform forms the main house. 
It is walled on all sides. The material used for wall
ing is bamboo. An woven frame of split thin sticks 
of bamboos is made and later banana sheaths are in
serted in it. There is no window. There are more 
than two to four doors on the main platform. The 
front door has a ladder leading down to the ground. 
The ladder is made of a wooden log bearing notches. 
The verandahs are made by placing bamboos to fonn 
a floor. 

After constructing the main platform, (ceiling and 
all side· walls), thatching is undertaken. First of all 
rafts are provided on both sides testing on purlin 
and later the roof is thatched with dried banana 
leaves or Tako leaves which are tied to the bamboo 
frame by twines of bamboo strips. The purlin and 
posts are supported by cross beams. The vertical 
poles are also supported by cross beams. 

The pigsty is constructed at the rear of the main 
platform. The floor of the pigsty is a little lower 
than the floor of the house. -'fhe walls are of bam
boo or wooden planks and no separate roof is laid as 
the main house roof covers this portion also. A 
bamboo mat is spread as a roof over the pigsty with 
holes in it which serve the purpose of latrines. The 
floor of the pigsty is constructed by putting bamboo 
?t rough wooden hewn. planks. The walling of pigsty 
IS constructed by tymg bamboos. Upper Tagins 
generally construct the pigSty on the ground fioor. 

The main feature of the hall is the fireplace. 
Generally the number of fireplaces represents the 
number of families residing in a house. The fire
places are approximately in square shape 2/--4" X2/---
0". After the complete fioor is constructed, the floor 
i~ cut, covered with thin sticks :md earth. The usual 
depth of the fireplace is kept one and a half feet. A 
perimeter of wood is made which prevents the bam
boo floor from catching fire. Three stone slabs of 
9" to 10" height are fixed vertically in the earth to 
mak.e an oven. Over the fireplace there are three 
trays slispended one over the other. The lowest tray 
1S made of three or four sticks tied together with cane 
and this is used for smoking fish and meat. The 

_next tray higher to it is a bigger one with a mat. 
This is med for drying paddy and other grains. The 
third tray, which is a bit higher to the next one is 
also a bamboo mat and used for keeping utenSils. 
The one next to the constantly burning fire gets its 
bottom quite pitched. 

The mail! entrance to a Tagin hOllse is by the front 
right-most corner or through the covered portico. The 
front side verandah, called 'Jerji', is used for keepint: 



paddy husking apparatus, water containers (long 
bamboo tubes), firewood. This place is also used for 
sitting and doing craft work as weaving and making 
bamboo or cane articles. The right side verandah 
called • Neka' has usually a width of 3 feet and is 
used for keeping fowls in bamboo-made cages 
known as • Peter '. The left side verandah called 
'Tungre' has a breadth of g feet. This portion is 
used for sitting and receiving guests. A door is pro
vided in the rear side wall which lead to the pigsty 
called • Gumre '. In the rear side the extended por· 
tion of usual breadth 2t' called • Peray' is used for 
keeping fowls. 

Inside the main house the fireplace called • Merung • 
serves the purpose of a kitchen. The places around 
the fireplace are used for sitting and sleeping. There 
is no fixed rule as to which side one can sleep. Hus· 
band and wife sleep on one side and the children are 
allowed to occupy the other >side. If any guest comes, 
he is allowed to occupy the side facing the front door. 
The front side called • Odung, is generally meant f01 

guests. The portion between two fireplaces caBed 
• Niasu' is also used for sleeping. The portion facing 
the pigsty called • Nioding' is also used for sleeping., 
By the side of wall, a store room called • Ereng' is 
provided. Here the vats used for storing home
brewed beer are kept. Besides, some baskets contain· 
ing edible things are kept. The side wall is decorated 
by keeping skulls of deer, jaws' of domesticated pigs, 
horns of domesticated mithuns killed on occasions 
such as sickness, marriage, etc. Below them. are 
stacked bamboos and flowers made of bamboo shav· 
ings used at the time of sacrifices. This place is also 
used for keeping arms such as bows and arrows, daos, 
etc. This portion is called • Biagu-Ratem'. A look 
at the Biagu will give away the householder's prowess 
and economic status. 

There is no provision for smoke outlets. When an 
the ovens are in use, the inside of the house is filled 
with smoke. It takes considerable time to clear 
through the splits of bamboo wall. The smoke is II 
preservative of bamboo against weevils. 

II. LOHIT FRONTIER DIVISION 

I. Mishmi village layout and location pattern 

Mishmis are individualists by nature and live at a 
distance from each other. This individualist attitude 
resulting in the formation of small villages has its 
origins in blood feuds, but is also due to lack of suffi· 
cient flat ground or favourable hillslopes for construct
ing many houses. The villages have some jhum land 
near about. But in most cases, cultivable land exists 
at a distance of a few miles. This, is found only in 
small patches at each place. 

A village consists of houses which are neither in a 
row nor in a line. The village springs up according 
to availability of space and kinship, Houses do not 
face each other. 

fhe village has no drainage system. It is cleaned 
by rain water. 

Drinking water is procured from nearby rivers 
from mountain streams or springs. The waterpoint is 
sometimes a long way off from the village. 

A reason for keeping their cultivable land far from 
the village is that domestic pigs and mithuns can 
cause damage to growing crops. 

There is no boundary to a village, but on one side 
each village has a bamboo fencing and a gate through 
which persons can enter. 

Though there is no hard and fast rule to construct 
houses clanwise. it has been found that people of one 
clan generally cluster in the same area. 

Due to lack of enough flat land, large village with 
many houses, ,have them constructed on slopes, right 
from the top down to the bottom so that the village 
looks like a pyramIdal beehive. 

There are broad tracks or roads in the village and 
footpaths are used by the people. 

Houses in a viIlage are not in a row although they 
are adiacent to each other. Houses are about 500 
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yards apart from each other. There is no hard and 
fast rule as to where the houses are to be constructed. 
The houses are long ones, made of bamboo, wood. 
cane and with thatch grass roofing. 

Houses are basha type and have partitions. Each 
room is occupied by a married couple or relatives. 
Houses are oblong in shape and have bamboo struc· 
tures standing on wooden or bamboo stilts fixed in 
the ground, The whole house stands on a wooden or 
bamboo structure. It has a portico in front where 
people sit and talk after work. The steps are made of 
bamboo, or wood fixed on one side, slanting below 
the platform. The floor is made of bamboo tied with 
cane or wire. The super-structure is of bamboo with 
plank or bamboo walling. The roof is of thatch 
grass. The forward compartment next to the portico 
is used as a latrine and the first room at the entrance 
is used by guests. Mishmi houses larely have win
dows. The long house has one corridor stretching all 
along the house from the entrance to the extreme 
end. Persons enter the rooms along this corridor. 
In some houses, there are exits in the middle and 
people enter from there. Most of the houses have a 
floor space of 45' X 15' partitioned into the required 
numbe~ of rooms ?epending on the size of the family. 
There IS a hearth m each room where different groups 
cook their food. Pigs are kept under the house and 
serve as scavengers, The granary of each house is 
situated close by and is a separate small out-house 
where the harvest produce is stored. The Mishmis 
like all other tribais often store their valuables buried 
deep in the grain. The poultry are kept in small 
hencoops on either side of the entranceo 1be in
side of each house has its walls decorated with the 
horns of mithuns, buffaloes, pigs, cows, etc. slain at 
feasts and these are evidence of the importanc~ of 
the man. 

No one with any knowledge of Mishmi etiqu;!tte 
would dare to enter from the exit side. 

The entrance door to the house is known as Man
thang (Miju), Haga (Digaru) and the exit door as 
Mangung (Miju) Ngung (Digaru), The houses invari
ably have a gentle incline towards one side. This is 



to keep the house firmly standing against prevailing 
fierce winds and to prevent people sleeping round the 
fires inside at night from rolling into the fire when 
they have had a little too much apong. In each 
house there is an inner overhead loft on which aU 
extra footstuff is kept. It has a ladder leading up tu 

it. Big bamboo containers are placed against the 
walls inside. 

There is a sman cradle-like platform suspended 
above each fire. Meat is kept on it for preservation 
by smoking. Chillies, tea, and salt in hollow bam
boo containers are also kept here. 

Ill. T~OHlT FRONTIER DiVISION DIRANG VALLFY 

II. ldu Mishmi 

Dibang Valley is the land of villages. There is not 
a single township except Raing and Anini which is 
the administrative centre rapidly growing up. The 
villages are located along the course of the main 
rivers, the Dri, Mathun, Talon. Dibang, Ithun, Ahw 
Emra and Sissiri. For obvious reasons of water sup
ply and cultivation they keep close to hillslopes on 
the rivers particularly in the upper ranges in Dibang 
Valley. In recent years, owing to the establishment 
of the administrative centre at Raing, some vi1lag~s 
have cropped up to avail themselve~ of modern faci
lities. 

Idus are very selective in choosing a village site, 
Normally they like the sunny or eastern sides of hilI·, 
slopes. They scrupulously avoid slopes susceptible 
to landslide and those which do not get sunshine due 
t(} overlooking high peaks. 

"The guiding principle of selecting a village site is 
the availability of building materials such as bambv,) 
and sungrass. A supremely important precondition is 
the water source to ensure a constant supply of water. 

The second factor which also influences the selec· 
tion of a village site is the availability of cultivable 
land on which enough food can be grown. This ex
plains why villages sprawl up within short distance of 
each other in Upper Dri valley and also in Ithul1 
valley whereas in other places of Dibang valley one 
would scarcely find such congestion in location. 

Thirdly, a social factor that has great bearing on 
village loeational pattern is the age-old social custom 
of vendetta. Due to this custom of retaliatory kill
ing a village of one clan hostile to another does not 
cultivate in the same zone. 

A family consists of husband and wife and also 
children so long as they do not attain marriageable 
age or ate married off. The son will break away 
from the family unit of his father as soon as he 
marries. He wants to be completely dependent on 
himself which includes his wife. Under the circum
stances the primary consideration for selection of " 
village site is to ensure natural protection and cohe
sion. The number of houses varies considerably from 
village to village. A clan inhabiting a village gradu
ally expands to split up into several villages which 
satifies their individualistic pride. And what is more 
is the fact that fresh cultivable areas are also to be 
"rought into the picture to provide food for the grow
ing population. 

In this process a peculiar village pattern system 
has developed in upper Dibang valley where one 
would find a village comprising of as few as even one 
house and another village comprising of twenty to 
thirty houses. 

Layout of villages 

The villages are laid out rather haphazard. They 
do not follow any discernible plan or principle. This 
may be due' to the hilly terrain and undulating sur
face. The vllage is a medley of huts without any 
plan. 

House types 

All houses of a Idu Mishmi village are for dwel
ling. There is no huilding for any other purpose in 
the village. 

Granaries are found in almost all Mishmi villages, 
close to their houses. They are constructed on poles 
put up higher than the ordinary dwelling houses. 
They are closed from all sides with a single door in 
front. Wooden planks are used for the fioor, the 
walls are made of split bamboo matting. The roof is 
thatched on bamboo framework. Round wooden 
discs are placed to each pier just where the floor 
begins to keep away the nits from spoiling the grain. 
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Apart from these, there is no other construction 
which can be found in the vilbge. 

Tdu Mishmi hOllse i, m~,dc of log~ and bamboo tied 
with bamboo or cane ropes. The fioor and walls are 
made of split bamboo nlatting. The roof is of the 
noehala type with thatches placed on the framework 
of bamboo and beams. The dwellings are constructed 
1)n a raised platform three to four feet above the 
I!round. In the front there is a small verandah. Idu 
Mishmis are a polygamous tribe. The length of the 
house depends on the number of wives a man has 
There will be a small room for each wife inside tlw 
<louse. The entrance door in the front is on the left 
side. The door is made of wooden nlank. There is 
a small narrow apartment near the entrance which is 
used a~ :1 latrine. Then there is a big room in which 
the guest and bachelor memb"r~ of the house general
ly sleen at night. Tn the middl.c of the room there is 
a fireplace on top of which a bamhvo machang is 
hung for drying me"'. etc., a~ld It) keep fud. After 
the big room the small roorn~ begin. There is a ccrri
dar which leads to each small room. Each room has 
a window on its right side, with a hearth ill the 
middle. Outside each window there is a small plat
form provided with wooden pbnks where the hen
coop is kept. The left side wall of the house has no 
openings. There is another door at the rear which 
leads out of the house. Pigs are kept underneath the 
latrine. The pig pen is closed from all sides by 
bamboo walls. 

Building material is available in the jungle. The 
site of the house i'~ selected by the householders 
themselves. Villagers and relatives help in contract
ing the house. The household has to snend on • U ' 
(home-brewed liquor) and pigs to entertain the vill
ages who contributed their labour. 



1. Locationlll pattern of l'i/luges. - -Padam villages 
are located in semi-plain areas of Dmllbuk Md foot
hill areas of Roing. Out of eleven Pa0am villages 
seven are located on the main road between Roing 
and Sadiya. The remaining four villages are situated 
a;} t!1e plains of DabmUK. Originally Padams of 
Dibang Valley belong to Damroe area of Siang Di\L
sian. They have migrated to these areas mostly in 
search of better cultivable land :md after emancipa
tion from slavery. 

The guiding principles of selecting a village site is 
the availability of cultivable land. Padams are good 
at growing paddy and vegetables. They are very keen 
on permanent cultivation. So the flat land of Dam
buk and Roing areas has an added charm as village 
sites. 

The second factor leading· to the. selection of village 
site is communication. As Padams are good at grow
ing paddy and vegetables, they like to dispose of the 
surplus produce in markets. Market and comlTlUnica
tion are considered as determinants of village sites. 
Padam villages are therefore raised around the ad
ministrative centre and line of communication. 

2. Layout of Villages-The residentiai pattern of 
Padam villages in the Dibang Valley is well planned 
and the houses are aligned in a row. Each house 
maintains a distance of thirty to forty feet from the 
other. There is no clan cluster of houses. 

C
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In: striking CQntrast to Idus, Padams enjoy a real 
cQmmunity life and do not like the Idu',s isolation. 
This explains why Padam villages are thickly pnpu
'lated and in recent years modem ideas of building 
houses in alignments suitable for model village have 
gained ground. 

House types 

Almost all houses in a Padam village are for living 
except one or twO'. Each village has a Moshup, a 
bachelQr male dormitory. It is generally situated in 
the centre of the village. It is a long hall open in all 
sides. Most of the villages ha'fe a church, a single 
room building. Some of the villages havc Lower 
Primary SchooL 

Granaries are found in every Padam village. They 
are a little away from the residential buildings for 
protection against village fire. Apart from those there 
is nO' Qther cDnstruction in the village: 

The dwellings of Padams have a bamboo and 
wooden beam structure tied with cane cables. The 
houses are on raised platforms. The floor is of rect
angular shape. The houses are single room dwelli!!gs. 
On the main rectangular platform a room is raised. 
A long rectangular platform is extended in the front 
from the main building. The floor of the house is 
made Qf split bamboo matting or of wooden plank. 
This depends on the resourcefulness of the house
holder. Similarly, side walls are constructed with 
split bamboo matting or wooden plank. There is no 
window in the house. There are two doors one at 
the front and another at the rear where a small plat
form is extended for the younger generation to' sit. 
The fireplace is constructed in the centre of the room. 
A conical structure is raised from the ground up to' 
the level of the floor filled with earth. An iron tripod 
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stand is used for the hearth. Over the hearth hangs 
a square bamboo shelf which is used for drying fish, 
meat and fuel. There is no latrine in the house. 
People are used to going in the jungle to answer 
nature's call. The roof is of dochala type with 
thatches of leaves placed on a framework of bamboo 
and beams. Inside, the room is rather dark and 
smoky which preserves the wood and bamboo work 
from insect pests and keeps away mooquitoes and 
flies. One half Qf the frQnt verandah is covered. 
The open portion of the verandah is used for drying 
grain and also sitting out while weaving. The cover
ed verandah is also used for the same purpose to avoid 
tile sun and ra in. 

Granaries are constructed on PQles higher from the 
ground than ordinary dwelling houses and poles are 
provided with wooden discs below the floor to keep 
away rats. The granary is sealed on all sides with 
only one opening in the front. Wooden planks are 
used to make floors and walls. The roof is the same 
as on other dwelling houses. 

Materials fQr constructiQn of houses are available 
in'the forest. When the question of a new house 
comes the village leaders llelect the house site. Mate
rials are collected by the househQlder. All villagers 
lend a hand in constructing the house. The owner of 
the house does not have to' pay any remuneration for 
the labour of the villagers but he has of course to 
spend on 'apang' (local beer) and pigs for entertain
ing the villager. 

IV. Tibetan House Pattern 

Tibetan houses are situated on flat land between 
hills. Houses are so situated that there are places in 
between two houses where vegetables can be grown. 

Houses in a village are made of wnoden posts, 
roughly-hewn wooden planks with a wooden Boor. 
As plenty of soft pinewood is available in the area, 
people construct their houses entirely Qf wood. They 
sometimes use nails for jQining the planks and posts. 
The house is built on a platform made of planks with 
posts fixed in the ground. The platform structure is 
at a he-ight of 4/5 feet above the ground. The eu
trance is generally from the side of the house where 
a staircase made of WQod is fixed to the platform. 
Wooden PQsts are first made and fixed in the ground. 
The house is protected on one side by a projection 
of the rQof which serves as a sitting out-place. The 
walls of the houses are also made of thick roughly· 
hewn planks joined by nails. Each house has only 
one entrance door and as such the house is very dark. 
'There are some apertures in the walls. which serve the 
purpose of windows. They have sliding shutters for 
There are some apertures in the walls, which serve the 
of the house is used as a cowshed. The house is 
generally divided into compartments depending upon 
the number of the people in the house. The fireplace 
is located on one side of the main room. The roof 
of the house is also made of planks overlapping one 
another in 8uch a manner that there is hardly any 
chance for rain water to leak into the house. The 
donr of the house is alsO' made of planks, is attached 
on one side by a hinge and can be closed at night. 
There is no separate fireplace in the house but the 
cooking place is used for warming oneself. There is 
a horizontal bar fixed near the fire which is used fot 
drying meat on it. In the innermost room the owner 
and his family live while the remaining rooms are 
shared by others. Houses generally face the road. 



Houses have no _bathroom or lavatory of their own. 
When entering the house by the side with the project
ing roof serving liS an awning one enters the guest 
room where visitors stay. This is a very small room 
which cannot accommodate more than two or three 
persons. Each house bas a wooden bunk or fixed 
lJedstead and shelves inside. Pictures and newspaper 
cuttings are hung up. Each house has a fine array 
01 l:t~nsils and bins for storing foodstuff. The house
wife ;s proud of her kitchen utensils and brassware or 
aluminium pots and pans. One, may find empty gre
nade containers, ammunition boxes, etc. There arc 
wooden benches and raised wooden platforms to sii 
on. There is a wooden balcony at the entrance where 
one can sit or sleep. It is covered partiy by the 
projecting roof. 

V. Khampti Village Layout and to~a,tion pattern 

Khampti villages are mostly situated on the plains. 
,Villages have vegetable gardens, where the people 
grow their daily needs. There is no fixed direction 
the village should face. Houses are not constructed 
in a uniform order but according to convenience. 
Each village has a demarcated boundary and. each 
house has its own boundary. 

Drinking water is from the wells or from the near
by river. In almost all the villages there is a Budd
hist monastery (Bapuchang) where the people congr<!
gate daily or on special occasions. Houses have no 
private lavatory or bathroom and people resort to the 
jungle or riverside. 

Generally there is no custom or convention (hat 
the people of the same clan should live in one place 
but they do so whenever possible. 

There are fairly good roads in the village and the 
road from each house is connected with the main 
village road. 

There is a drainage system in most of the villages 
to carry off rain water. 

The people practise wet-rice cultivation and each 
village has a stretch of paddy fields where an enlight
ened form of cultivation is practised. The paddy 
fields are fenced into protect them from trespassing 
cattle. Every house has a granary where they keep 
the harvested paddy and other grain. 

Khampti house pattern 

Their houses are made of bamboo/wood bound by 
creeper vines, wire or cane. No metal is normally used 
in a typical Khampti house. The floor of the house 
is made of bamboo raised at a height of 4/5 fcet 
from the ground. The houses are square ill shape. 

The posts are sometimes of bamboo and sometimes 
of wood depending on the availability of material. 
But in most cases they are of wood. The posts are 
fixed in the ground, with a rectangular plinth at a 
height of 4/5 feet on which the whole structure stands. 
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There is a portico attached to every house which is 
climbed by a staircase made of bamboo or wood. 1 he 
people hang their clothes to dry in the portico. They 
also use it for sitting out and for drying paddy and 
for huskin!!. The main house has four walls made of 
palmyra -leaves or plaited bamboo. The Khampti 
house normally has four pagoda-type roofs one above 
the other generally made of wood and sometimes 
bamboo. 

The house is partitioned into 3/4 rooms according 
to necessity and the number of members in the family. 
Generally the area of the house is 50' X 25'. ' Houses 
have doors made of plain planks, sometimes 'of bam
boo and with provision for securing them from inside. 
Normally there are no windows in the house. Insides 
is usually da~k. 

After the portico there is a room open on the side 
of the portico. This room is generally for receiving 
and entertaining guests, who are also put up in it. 
At times household members also use this room as a 
kitchen. 

The villages are not laid out on a systematic plan 
but houses are made to a specific pattern. There is 
no fixed direction towards which houses should face. 

VI. The Meyor and Zekhring Lema 

Village layout and location pattern 

These people live on the extreme border of the 
Division between Walo;ng and Kibithoo. Villages are 
situated on the flat land of Hills, which is connected 
by a track with the main road or track. All the vill
ages practise wet-rice cultivation and terrace cultiva
tion and the people consequently select village sites 
where suitable cultivable land is available. Houses 
are not in rows or lines but constructed according to 
actual convenience. In some houses there are pictures 
of Lord Buddha, but there is a place called • Sothap • 
in the central place of the village where the ~ people 
light candles or burn pine leaves, and pray on reli
gi ous festivals. 

The people obtain their drinking water from snow
fed streams or springs. 

The fields are all around the village. There is no 
village boundary worth the name, but high hills and 
paddy fields enclose the village. 

There is no separate granary in a Tibetan village 
but a portion of the main house is used as a granary. 

There is no separate lavatory or bathroom in the 
\illage. The jungle and river are used for this pur
pose. 

There is no fixed direction towards which the vill
age should face and this is done according to the 
prevailing wind and depending upon other conditions 
pertaining: to the village. 
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Notional Maps of Enumerator's Block of a Town and a VHlage 
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VII...LAGE 

wnAVd 



Part No. and Subiect 
Covered . 

Part I 
Census General Report 

Partll 
Census Tables on 
population 

Part III 
Establishments 
Reports and Tables 

Part IV 
Housing 
Report & Tables 

PartV 
Spl. Tables and 
Ethnographic Notes 
on Scheduled Castes & 
Scheduled Tribes 

CENSUS OF INDL.\ 1971 

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

Sub-part No. and the 
subject covered 

Part I-A First part of the General Report dis~ussing 
the data yielded from the Primary Census Abstract 
and the broad religion _;md mother tongue distribu
tion. In will cover distribution, growth and density of 
population, sex ratio. rural and urban differentials, 
broad literacy rates, .population of Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes, broad economic categori~s etc. 

Part I-B The second part covering the detailed 
analysis of the demographic, social, cultural and 
migration patterns after the completion of the full 
tabulation programmt!. 

Part I-C Subsidiary Tables. 

Part II-A Union/State/UT-General Population Tables 
('A' Series). 

Part II-B Economic-Tables ('B' Series). 

Part II-C (i) Social & Cultural Tables (Distribu
tion of Population, Mother Tongue and Religion, 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes). 

Part Il--C (ii) Other Social & Cultural Tables and 
Fertility Tables (Tables on Household Comppsition, 
single year age, marital· status, educational' levels, 
Scheduled Castes & Scheduled Tribes, etc., Bilingua
lism). 

Part II (Spl.) All India Census Tables on 1 per cent 
Sample Basis (Technical Note on Samtlling will be 
incorporated) . 

Report and Tables of the 'E' Series. 

Part IV-A Housing Report & Housing Subsidiary 
Tables. . 
Part IV-B Housing 'rabies. 
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Part VI 
Town Directory, Survey 
Reports on Towns & 
Villages 

. Part VII 
Special Report on 
Graduates and Technical 
Personnel 

.,Part ,VIII 
Administration Report 
,for efticial use .oqly) 

. PaJ;t;IX 
Census Atlas 

Part X 
District Census Handbook 

Part VI·-A Town Directory. 

Part VI-B Special Survey Reports on selected towns. 

Part VI-C Survey Repo,f,is of selected villages . 

. Part VIII-A ¥ministration rePort-Enumeration. 

Part VIII-B Administration report-Tabulation . 

Union and State/U.T. Census Atlases. 

Part (A) Town and Village Directory. 

Part (B) Urban block/villagewise Primary Census 
Abstract. 

Part (C) Analytical Report and Administration State
-ments and District Census Tables. 

Preparation· of some special monographs will be entrusted to interested scholars. The programme 
., of ,these, monographs is yet to be finalised. 



:LIST OF AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF GOVERNMENT OF INDIA PUBLICATIONS 

AS ON 31. 3. 1970. 

Station 

AGJ(-\ 

AHMEDABAD 

AHMEDNAGAR 

AlMER 

ALIGARH 

ALLAHABAD 

AMBALA CANTT. 

AMBALA CITY 

AMRITSAR • 

ANAND 

2 Census (PB)/72 

Serial 
No. 

2 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

to. 

11. 

t 2. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Name of the Party 

3 

National Book House, Jeoni Mandi 

V(edhwa & Co., 45 Civil Lines 

Banwari Lal Jain, Publishers, Moti Katra 

Asa Ram Baldev Dass & Sons, Bagh Muzaffarpur 

Balgovind Booksellers, Gandhi Road 

Chandra Kant Chimanlal Vora, Gandhi Rd. 

New Order Book Co., Gandhi Road, Ellis Bridge 

Sastu Kitab Ghar, Near Relief Talkies Patthar Kava Relief Road 

Gujarat Law Hou~e, Near Municipal Swimming Bath 

Mahajan Bros. Opp. Khadia Police Gate 

Himanshu Book Co., 10 Mission Market, Nr. Gujarat Cullege 

V.T. Jorkar, Prop. Rama Gener!ll Stores, Navi Path 

Book Land, 663, Madar Gate 

Rajputana Book House, Station Road 

Friend's Book House, Muslim University Market 

New Kitab Ghar, Mill Market 

Kitabistan, 17-A, Kamla Nehru R('ad 

Law Book Co., Sardar Patel Marg, P. Box. 4 

Ram Narain Lal Beni Madho, 2A, Katra Road 

UI\J...,er~al Book Co., 20 M.G. Road 

University Book Agency (of LahOle) Elgin Road 

Bharat Law Hou~e, 15. Mahatma Gandhi Marg 

Chandralok Prakashan, 73, Darbhengct Colony 

Ram Narian Lal Belli Prasad, 21A, Katla Road 

English Book Depot, Amnala Calltt. 

Sethi Law House, 8719, Rly. Road, Ambala City 

Amar Nath & Sons Near PO Majith Mandi 

Law Book Agency, G.T. Road, Putligarh 

The Booksellers Retreat, Hall Bazar 

Vijaya Stores, Station Ro~d 

Cat. of 
Agents 

4 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest·) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Re&t.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Re't.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

-3 
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Station 

BANGALORE 

BAREfLLY 

BARODA 

BHAGAlPUR 

BHOPAL 

BHUBANESWAR • 

BHAVANAGAR 

BOLAPURA. 

BIJAPUR 

BELGHARIA 

BIKANER 

BOMBAY 

Serial 
No. 

Name of the Party 

3 
) 

31. Bangalore Press, Lake View, Mysore Road, P.O. B. No. 507 

32. International Book House P. Otd., 4F, M.G. Road 

33. Makkala Pustak Press, Balemandira, Gandhinagar 

34. S.S. Book Umporium, 118, Mount Joy Road, Hanumant Nagar 

35. Standard Book Depot, Avenue Roa'" 
I 

36. Vichar~ Sahitya Ltd., Balcpet 

37. Atma Stores, 5th Crose Malleswaram 

38. Agarwal Bros., Bara Bazar 

. , 

39. New Medical Book House, 540 Madenzampa Road . 

40. Sh. Chandrakant Mohan Lal Shah Gaini Shankar Bldg. Diwanji's 

Cat. of 
Agents 

4 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg·l 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg') 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

Wada Dandia Bazar (Rest·) 

41,. Paper Stationery Stores, D.N. Singh Rd. 

42. Lyall Book Depot, Moh. Din Bldg. Sultania Road 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

43. Bhopal Sahitya Sadan, Publishers, Booksellers and Stationers, 37, 
Lalwani Press Road (Rest.) 

44. Prabhat K. Mahapatra, Bhubaneshwar Marg • (Reg.) 

45. Shah Parsotam Dass Gigabhai, M.G. Road (Rest.) 

46. Bolpur Pustakalaya, Rabindra Sarai, P.O. Bolpur, Birbhum (W.B.) (Rest.) 

47. Sh. D.V Deshpane, Recognised Law Booksellers Prop: Vinod Book 
Depot, Near Shiralshetti Chowk (Rest.) 

48. Granthloka, 5/1, Ambica Mukherji Road, 24 Parganas, W.B. 

49. Bhandari Bros. Goga Gate 

[50. Charles Lambert & Co., 101, M.G. Road 

151. Co·operator's Book Depot, 5/32, Ahmed Sailor Bldg. Dadar 

(Rest.) 

(Re~t.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

52. Current Book House, Maruti Lane, Raghunath Dadaji Street (Reg.) 

53. Current Technical Literatllre Co. P. Ltd, India House, 1st Floor (Reg.) 

54. C. Jamnadas & Co., Booksellers, 146-C, Princes St. (Reg.) 

55. Indo Nath & Co. Office No. 81st Floor, 257 Frase Road . (Reg.) 

56. Tnternational Book House Ltd., 9, Ash Lane, M.O. Road (Reg.) 

57. Kothari Book Depot. King Edward Road (Reg.) 

58. Lakhani Book Depot, Girgaun1 (Reg.) 

59. Minerva Book Shop, 10, Kailash Darshan, 3rd. Floor, Naya Chowk. (Reg.) 

60. N.M. Tripathi P. Ltd. Princess Street (Reg.) 

61. New Book Co., 188-190 Dr. Dandabhai Naroji Road (Reg.) 

62. P.D.H. Book Sta!i,)90/B, Khetwadi Main Road (Reg.) 



Station 

1 

BOMBAY-contd .. 

C.O\lCUTIA • 

Serial 
No. 

Name of the Party 

3 

63. World Literature, pyare Singh Chug House, Agra Road 

64. Swastik Sales Co. Scientific & Technical Booksellers 

65. M. & J. Services 2-A, Bahri Building, P.B. 6007 

66. Popular Book Depot, Lamington Road . 

67. Sunderdas Gain Chand 601, Girgaum Road Near Princess Street 

68. Thacker & Co., Rampart Row 

69. All India Supply Co., 342, Kalbedevi Road 

70. Amalgamated Press, 41 Hamam Street 

71. Asian Trading Co., 310, the Miraballe P.M. 1505 

Cat. of 
Agents 

4 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

72. Secretary, Salestax Practioner Association, Room No.8, Palton Road (Re~t) 

73. Usha Book Depot, 585, Chira Bazar (R~g.~ 

74. Chatterjee & Co. 3/1, Becharam Chatterjee Lane (Reg.) 

75. Current Literature Co., 208, M.G. Rd. . 

76. Dass Gupta &. Co. Ltd. 54/3, College Street 

77. Firma K.L. Mukhopadhya, 6/1A, Banchharam Akrur Lane 

78. Hindu Library, 69-A, Bolaram De Street 

79. M.C. Sarkal' & Sons P. Ltd., 14, Bankim Chatterji Lane 

(Re~t.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg. I 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

80. Oxford Book Stationery Co., 17 Park St. (Reg.) 

81. R. Chambrary & Co. Ltd., Kent House, P-33, Migsion Row Extension (Reg.) 

82. S.C. Sarkar & Sons P. Ltd., I.C. College Square 

83. S.K. tahiri & Co. Ltd, College Street 

84. Thacker Spink & Co. (l93)3.P. Ltd., 3, Esplanade East 

85. W. Newman & Co. Ltd., 3, Old Court House St. 

86. Indian Book Dist. Co., C-S2, M.G. Road 

87. K.K. Roy, 55, Gariahat Road, P. Box No. 10210 

88. Manimala, 123, Bow Bazar Street . 

89. Modern Book Depot, 9, Chowringhee Centre 

90. New Script, 172/3, Rash Behari Avenue 

91. Gyan Bharati, I71-A, M.G. Road • 

92. Mukherjee Library, 1, Gopi Mohan Datta Lane 

93. S. Bhattacharya & Co., 49, Dharamtalla Street 

94. Scientific Book Agem.j', 103, Netaji Subhas Road 

95. Smt. P.D. Upadhyay, 16, MUllShi "Sardaruddin Lane 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 
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Statior. 

CALcurrA-contd. 

CHANDIG.5.RH 

CALICUT 

CUTTACK 

DEHRA DliN 

DELHf 

-6 

Serial 
No. 

N~me of the Party 

2 3 

96. Universal Book Di~t., 8/2, Hastings Street 

97. Manisha Granthalaya P. Ltd., 4/3., B, Bankim Chatterji Street. 

98. N.M. Roy Chowdhury Co. P. Ltd., 72 M.G. Rd. 

99. Jain Law ,A.gel1cy Shop No.5, Sector 22 D 

II 00. Mehta Bros., 1933, Sector 22 R 

101. Rama News Agency, Booksellers, Sector No. 22 

102. Universal Book Store, Booth No. 25, Sector No. 22 D 

103. English Book Shop 34, Sector 22D 

104. Touring Book Stall, Comt Road 

105. Cuttack Law Times, Cuttack . 

106. D.P. SaOI' & Sons, Manglabad 

107. New Students Store 

108. Bishan Singh and Mahendra Pal Singh, 318, Chukhuwala . 

109. Jugal Kishore & Co., Rajpur Road 

110. Natioml News Agency, Paltan Bazar 

11 I. Sant Singh & Sons, 2R, Rama Market 

112. Universal Book House, 39A, Rajpur Road 

113. Natraj Publishers, 52 Rajpur Road 

114. Atma Ram & Sons, Kashmere Gate 

115. Bahri Bros., 243', Lajpat Rai Market 
II 

116. Bawa Harkishan Dass Bedi (Vijaya General Agency Delhi Ahata 
Kodara Chamalian Road. 

117. Bookwells,4 Sant Narankari Colony. P.B. 1565, Delhi-9 

118. Dhanwant Medical and Law Rook House, 1522, Lajpatrai Market 

119. Federal Law Depot, Kashmeri Gate 

120. Imperial Publishing Co., 3, Faiz Bazar D. Ganj 

121. Indian Army Book Depot, 3, Ansari Road:D. Gallj 

122. J.M. Jaina & Bros., Mori Gate 

123. Kitab Mahal (Wholesale Division) P. Ltd.,2R, Faiz Bazar. 

Cat. 0 
Agent 

4 

)Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Re'lr.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

124. K_L. Seth, Supplicrs of Law Commercial & Tech. Books, Shantinagar, (Reg.) 
Ga neshpura, 

125. Metropoliton Book Co., 1, Faiz Bazar 

126. Publication Centr~. Subzi Ma!1di Opp. Birla Mills 

;127. Sat Narain & Sons, 3141, Mohd. Ali Bazar, M. Gate 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(R~g.j 



·Statiol1 

DELHI--contd, 

DHANBAD 

DHARWAR 

ERNAKULAM 

FEROZEPUR CANTT. 

GAYA 

GOA 

GURGAON 

GUNTUR 

Serial 
No. 

Name of the Party 

2 3 

'128. Universal Book & Stationery Co., 16, Netaji Subhas Marg 

129. Uniwrsal Book Traders, SO, Gokhle Market 

130. Youngman & Co" Nai Sar<lk 

131. Adrash Publicity Service, SA! 10, Ansari Road, Darva Ganj 

132. Amar Hind Book House, Nai Sarak 

Cat. of 
Agents 

4 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

133. All India Educational Supply Co., Sri Ram Buildings, Jawahar Nagar (Rest.) 

134. B. Nath & Bros., 3S08, Charkawalan (Chowri Bazar) 

135. General Book Depot, 1691, Niti Sarak 

136. HindiSahitya Sansar, 1547, Nai Sarak 

137. ,La\v Literature Hous", 2646, Balimara 

(Rest.) 

(Rest) 

(Rest.) 

tRest.) 

J 3S. Munshi Ram Manohar Lal, Oriental Booksellers and Publi~hers, (Rest.) 
P.B. No. 1165, Nai Sarak. 

139. Premier Book Co, Printers, Publishers and Bookseller, Nai Sarak (Reg.) 

140. Overseas Book Agency, 3810, David Street, Darya Ganj-9 

141. Amir Book Depot, Nai Sarak 

142. Rajpal & Sons, Kashmeri Gate 

143. Saini Law Publishing Co., 1899, Chandni Chowk 

144: Moti Lal Banarsi Dass, Bangalow Road, Jawahar Nagar 

145. Sangam Book Depot, Main Market, Gupta Colony 

146. Summer Bros;, P.O. Birla Lines 

147. University Book Hous~, 15, U.B. Bangalow Road, Jawahar Nagar 

14S. Om Book Stall, Civil Court Compound 

14:). New Sketch Press Post Box 26 

150. Bharat Book Depot and Prakashan, Subhas Road 

151. Akalwadi B~ok Depot, Vijay Road 

152. South India Traders, C/O Constitutional Law Journal 

153. Pai & Co., Broadway 

154. Englbh Book Depot, 78, Jhoke Road 

155. Sahitya Sadan, Gautam Budha Marg 

156. Singhal's Book House, P.O. B. No. 70 Near the Church 

157. Prabhu Book Service, Nai Suaz! Mandi . 

158. Book Lover" 1 . Ltd., Amudelpet, Chowrasta . 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

{Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest) 

(Reg \ 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest,) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 
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Station Serial Name of the Party Cat. of 
No. Agents 

1 2 3 4 

GWALIOR 159. Loyal Book Depot, Patankar Bazar, Lashmar . (Rest.) 

160. Tater Bros., Sarafe (Rest.) 

161 Anand Pustak Bhandar, M.L.B. Marg (Rest.) 

162. M.C. Daftari, Prop. M.B. Jain & Bros., Booksellers, Sarafa, Lashkar (Rest.) 

! 161- Grover Law House, Nr. High Court Gali (Re.,t.) 

164. Kitab Ghar, High Court Road (Reg.) 

GHA~IABAD 165. Jayana Book Agency, Outside S.D. Inter College, G.T. Road (Rest.) 

166. S. Gupta, 342, Ram N~gar (Reg.) 

HYDERABAD 167. The Swaraj Book Depot, Lakdikapul (Reg.) 

168. Bhasha Pradashan 22-5.69 Gharkaman (Rest.) 

169. Booklovers, P. Ltd., Kachiguda Chowrasta (Rest.) 

170. Book Syndicate, Devka Mahal, Opp. Centra! Bank (Reg.) 

171. Labour Law Publications, 873, Sultan Bazar (Reg.) 

172. Book Links Corporation, Narayanagoda (Reg.) 

HARDWAR 173. Seva Kunj, Kanshal Bhawan Bra-hampuri (Rest.) 

HUBLl . 174. Pervaje's Book House, Station Road (Reg.) 

INDORE 175. Wadhwa & Co., 27, Mahatma Gandhi Road (Reg.)_ 

176. Madhya Pradesh Book Centre, 41, Ahilyapura (Rest.) 

177. Modern Book House, Shiv Vilas Palace (Rest.) 

178. Swarup Bors., Khajuri Bazar. (Reg.) 

179. Vinay Pu~tak Bhandar . (Rest.) 

JAIPUR CITY 180. Bharat Law House, Booksellers. and 
Cinema. 

Publishers Op. Prem Pradash (Reg.) 

181. Popular Book Depot, Chaurasta (Reg.) 

182. Vani Mandir Swami Mall$ing Highway (Reg.) 

183. Raj Books & Subs. Agency, 16 Nehru Bazar (Rest.) 

JAMSHEDPUR 184. Ama1' Kitab Ghar, Diagonal Rd. P.B. No. 78 (Reg.) 

185. Gupta Stores, Dhatkidith (Reg') 

186. Sanyal Bros. Booksellers and News Agents, 26 Main Road (Rest.) 

JAM NAGAR 187. Swadeshi Vastu Bhandar, Ratnabai Masid Rd. (Reg.) 

JODHPUR 188. Chopra Bros., Tripolia Bazar (Reg.) 

189. Dwarka Das Rathi, Wholesale Books and News Agents (Reg.) 

190. Kitab Ghar, Sojati Gate (Reg.) 

191. Rajasthan Law House, High Court Road (Rest) 

-8 



Station Serial Name of the Party Cat. of 
No. Agents 

1 2 3 4 

JUBBALPUR 192. Modern Book House, 286, Jawaharganj (Reg.) 

193. Popular Book House, Nr. Omti P.O. (Rest.) 

JULLUNDER CITY 194. Jain General House, Bazar Bansanwala (Reg.) 

195. Hazoorina Bros., Mai Hiran Gate . (Rest.) 
, 

196. University Publishers, Railway Road (Rest., 

JHUNJHUNU (RAJ) 197. Shashi Kumar Sharat Chandra (Rest.) 

KANPUR 198. Advalli & Co., P. Box 100, The Mall (Reg.) 

199. Sahitya Niketan, Sharadhanand Park (Reg.) 

200. Universal Book Stall, The Mall (Reg.) 

KAPSANj 201. Parkashan Parasaran, 1/90, Namdhar Niwas Azad Marg (Reg.) 
, 

KOLAPUR 202. Mahara!<htra Granth Bhandar, Mahadwar Road (Rest.) . 
KUMTA 203. S.V. Kamat, Booksellers & Stationers (S. Kanam) (Reg.) 

LUCKNOW • 204. Balkrishna Book Co. Ltdo Hazaratganj · (Reg.) 

205. British Book Depot, 84. Hazratganj · (Reg.) 

206. Eastern Book Co., 34, Lalbagh Road (Reg.) 

207. Ram Advani Hazratganj, P.B. 154 (Reg.) 

208. Universal Publishers (P) Ltd., Hazratganj (Reg.) 

209. Acquarium Supply Co., 213, Faizabad Road (Rest.) 

210. Civil and Military Educational Stores, 106, B, Sadar Bazar (Rest.) 

LUDHlANA 211. Lyall Book Depot, Chaura Bazar · (Reg.) 

212. Mohindra Bros., Katchori Road (Rest.) 

213. Nanda Stationery Bhandar, Pustak Bazar · (Rest.) 

214. The Pharmacy News, Pindi St. · (Rest.) 

MADURAI 215. Oriental BookHouse, 258, West Masi St. (Reg.) 

216. Vivekananda Press, 48, West Masi Street (Reg.) 

MATHUR A 217. Rath & Co., Tilohi Bldg. Bengali Ghat (Rest.) 

MADRAS :m. Account Test I.::stitute, P.O. 760, Emgora · (Reg;) 

219. C. Subbiah Chetty, 62 Big Street, Triplicance (Reg.) 

220. K. Krishnamurty, Post Box 384 (Reg.) 

221. P. Vardhachary & Co., 8 Linghi Chetty Street. (Reg.) 

222. C. Sitaraman & Co., 33, Royapettach High Road (Reg.) 

223. M. Sachechalam & Co., 14 Bankuram Chetty Street · (Rest.) 

224. Madras Book Agency (Rest.) 

22'5. ~he Rex Trading Co. P.B. 5049.31 & 32 James St. · (Rest.) 
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Station 

1 

MADRAS-contd. 

MANGALORE 

MEERUT 

MUZAFFAR NAGAR . 

MUZAFFERPUR 

MYSORE 

MANDSAUR 

MUSSOURI 

NAGPUR 

NTLGIRIS 

NAINITAL 

NADTAD 

NEW DELHI 

-10 

Serial 
No. 

Name of the Party 

2 3 

226. Nav Bharat Agencies 18, Andiappa St, Sadhana Sadan 

227. Mohan Pathippagan and Book Depot, 3, Pyecrafts, Triplicance . 

228. Nare~h Co., 3, Dr. Rangachari Ro, Mylapore 

229. Reliance Trading Co., 70/10, Shambu Das St. 

230. U.R. Shaneye Sons, Car Street, P. Box 128 

231. iK: Bhoga Rao & Co., Kodial Bail . 

232. Loyal Book Depot, Chhipi Tank 

233. Prakash Educational Stores, Subhash Bazar 

234. B. S. Jain & Co., 71 Abupura 

235. Gargya & Co., 139, G. New Market 

236. Scientific and Educational Supply SYl)dicate 

237. H. Vankatarall1iah & Sons, Krisharagendra Circle 

238. People Book House, Opp. Jagan Mohan Palace 

239. Geeta Book House, New State Circle 

240. Indian Mer~antile Corpn., Ramvilas 

241. Nahta Bros., Booksellers & Stationers 

242. Hind Traders, N.A.A. Centre, Dick Road 

243. Western Book Depot, Residency Road • 

Cat. of 
Agents 

4 

(R.,st.) 

(Rest.) 

(R~St.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

" 
(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rei·) 

(Reg.) 

(Re,t.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

244. The Executive Secretary, Mineral Industry Association, Mineral House, (Re~t.) 
Near All India Radio Square. 

245. Mary Martin Booksellers, Kotagiris Madras States 

246. Consal Book Depot, Bara Balar 

247. R.S. Desai, Station Road 

248. Amrit Book Co., Connaught Cin:us 

249. Aapki Dukan, 5/5777, Dev Nagar • 

250. Bhawani & Sons, 8 F, Connaught Place 

251. Central News Agency, 23/90, Connaught Circu~ 

252. English Book Stores, 7-L, Connaught Circu~, P.B. No. 328 

253. Jain Book Agency, C/9, Prem House, Connaught Place 

254. Jayana Book Depot, P.B. 2505, Karol Bagh 

255. Luxmi Book Store, 72, Janpath P.O. Box 553 

256. Mehra Bros., 50·G, Kalkaji, New h;;lhi-19 

251. Na~~'ug Tradt:rs. Desh Bandhu Gupta Road, Dev Nagar,. 

258. New Book Depot, Latest Books, Periodicals Sty. P.B. 96, Connaught 
Place. 

259. Oxford Book & Stationery Co., Scindia HOllse 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

• (Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 



Station 

1 

NEW DELHI-conta. 

PATIALA 

PATNA. 

POONA 

PONDICHERRY 

.PUDUKKOTT AI 

Serial 
No. 

Name of the Party 

2 3 

260. Peoples Publishing Huose (P) Ltd., Rani Jhansi Road 

261. Ram Krishna & Sons (Of Lahore) 16 /B, Connaught Place 

262. R. K. Publishers, 23, Beadonpura, Karol Bagh. 

263. Sharma Bros, 17, New Market, Moti Nagar 

264. The Secretary, Indian Met. Society, Lodi Road 

265. Suneja Book Centre, 24/90, connaught Circus . 

266. United Book Agency, 31, Municipal Market, Connaught Circus 

267. Hindi Book House, 82, Jallpath 

268. Lakshmi Book Depot, 57, Ragarpura, Karol Bagh 

Cat. of 
Agents 

4 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

269. N. C. Kaunchal & Co., 40, Model Basti, P. O. Karol Bagh, New (Rest.) 
Delhi-5. 

270~: Rlwindra Book Agency, 4D, S0, Double Storey, Lajpat Nagar 

271. Sant Ram Booksellers, 16, ,New Municipal Market, Lodi Colony 

272. Subhas Book Depot, Shop No. 111, Central Market, Srinivaspuri 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

273. The Secy.,Federation of Association of Small Industry of India, 23-B/2, (Rest.) 
Rohtak Road. 

274. Globe Publications, C-33, Nizamudin East 

275. Standard Booksellt;rs, & Stationers, Palam Enclave . 

276. Scientific Instruments Stores, A-355, New Rajeddra Nagar 

277. Shyam Pustak Bhandar, 3819, Arya Samaj Road 

278. Jain & Co., 17 Shah Nashin Bazar. 

279. Luxmi Trading Co., Padri Ki Haveli 

280. J. N. P. Agarwal & Co., Padri Ki Haveli. 

281. Moti Lal Banarsi Dass & Co., Padri Ki Haveli 

282. Today & Tomorrowr Ashok Rajpath 

283. Deccan Book Stall, Deccan Gymkhana 

284. Imperial Book Depot, 266, M. G. Road. 

285. Sarswat 67, Patel Flats, 2 Bombay Poona Road 

286. International Book Service, Deccan Gymkhana 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

287. Raka Book Agency, Opp, Natu·s Chawl, Near Appa Balwant Chowk. (Reg.) 

288. Secy., Bharati ftihasa Samshodhalla Mandir, 1321, Sadashiv Path 

289. Honesty Book House, 9 Rue Duplix 

290. Meenakashi Pattippagam, 4142 East Main Street 

291. Sh. P. Swaminathan Shivam & Co., East Main Road 

(Rest.) 

(Rest·) 

(Rest.~ 

(Rest.) 

-II 



Station 

RAJKOT 

RAIPUR 

RANCHI 

REWARI 

SAUGAR 

SECONDERABAD 

SIVAKASI 

SlMLA 

SURAT 

TUTICORIN 

TRICHTNOPOLLY 

TRIPURA 

TRIVANDRUM 

TEZPUR 

UDAIPUR 

UJJAIN 

VARANASI 

VZEGAPATAM 

VELLORE 

WARDHA 
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Serial 
No. 

2 

Name of the Party 

3 

292. Mohan Lal Dossbhai Shah Booksellers & Subs & Advt. Agent 

293. Pustak Pratisthan, Sati Bazar 

294. Crown Book Depot, Upper Bazar 

295.' Trka Ram Sing Lal v 

296. Yadav Book Stall, Publishers & Booksellers 

297. Hindustan Diary Publishers, Market Street 

298. Ganesh Stores, South Car Street 

299. Minerva Book Shop, The Mall 

300. Shri Gajanan Pustakalaya, Tower Road 

301. Gujarat Subs. Agency, Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg, Athwa Lines 

302. Shri K. Thiagarajan, 51, French Chapa Road. 

303. S. Krishnaswami & Co., 35, Subhash Chandra, Bose Road 

304. G. R. Dutta & Co., Scientific Equipments Suppliers 

305. International Book Depot, Main Road 

306. Reddiar Press & Book Depot, P. B. No.4 

307. Jyoti Prakashan Bhawan, Tezpur, Assam 

Cat. of 
Agents _ 

4 

(~eg.) 
I 

(R.est.) 

. (Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Rest) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest .) 

(Rest.) 

308. Book Centre, Maharana Bhopal College, Consumer Co-Op. Society (Rest.) 
Ltd. 

309. 

310. 

311. 

312. 

313. 

314. 

315. 

316. 

317. 

318. 

319. 

Ashutosh & Co. Station Road Opp. University of Udaipur 

Rami Bros,. 41, Mallipura 

The Manager, Banaras Hindu University Book Depot 

Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, Gopal Mandir Lane, P. B. No. 8 

Kohinoor Stores, University Road, Lanka . 
Viswavidlyalaya Prakashan, K 40{18, Bhairo Nath Marg .. . 
Globe Book Centre, P. O. Hindu University 

Gupta Bros, Vizia Building 

The Secy. Andhra University, General Co-op_ Stores. Ltd. 

A. Venkatasubban, Law Booksellers 

Swarajeya Bhandar, Rathi Market . 

Govt. of India Kitab Mahal, Janpath, Opp. India Coffee House, 1 
New Delhi. Phone No. 44561. I 
Govt. of India Book Depot, 8, Hastings Street, Calcutta-t, Phone I 
No. 23-3813. r 
High Commissioner for India in London, India House, London 
W.C.2. J 

(Rest.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

(Rest.) 

(Reg.) 

(Reg.) 

FOR 
LOCAL 
SALE 



S &. R AGENI'S AS ON 31-3-71 

1. the Asstt. Director, Extension Centre, Bhuli Road, Dhanbad. 

2. The Asstt. Director, Extension Centre, Santnagar, Hyderabad-lS. 

3. The Asstt. Director, Government of India, S. I. S. I Ministry of C & I Extension Centre, Kapileshwar Road, 
Belgaum. 

4. The Asstt. Director, Extension Centre, Krishna Distt. (A.I.) 

5. The Asstt. Director, Footwear, Extension Centre, Polo Ground No.1, Jodhpur. 

6. The Asstt. Director, Industrial Extension Centre, Nadiad (Guj). 

7. The Development Commissioner. Small Scale Industries, Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi. 

8. The Dy. Director, In-charge, S. I. S. I. C/O. Chief Civil Admn., Goa, Panjim. 

9. The Director, Government Press, Hyderabad. 

10. The Director, Indian Bureau of Mines, Govt. of India. Ministry of Steel Mines and Fuel, Nagpur. 

11. The Director, S. I. S. I. Industrial Extension Centre, Udhna-Surat. 

12. The Employment Officer, Employment Exchange, Dhar, Madhya Prade:.h. 

13. The Employment Officer, Employment Exchange, Gopal Bhawan, Morena. 

14. The Employment Officer, Employment Exchange, Jhabue. 

15. The Head Clerk, Govt. Book Depot, Ahmedabad. 

16. The Head Clerk, Photozincographic Press, 5, Finance Road, Poona. 

17. The Officer-in-Charge, Assam, Govt. B. D., Shillong. 

18. The O.l/C., Extension Centre, Club Road, Mazaffarpur. 

19. The O.I/C., Extension Centre, Industrial Estate, Kokar, Ranchi. 

20. The O.I/C., State Information Centre, Hyderabad. 

21. The O.l/C., S.LS.L, Extension Centre, MaIda. 

22. The O.l/C., S.I.S.I., Habra, Taaluria, 24·Parganas. 

23. The O.I/C., University Employment Bureau, Lucknow. 

24. The O.l/C., S.LS.I., Chrontanning Extension Centre, Tallgra, 33,1, North Topsia Road Calcutta-46. 

25. The O.I/C., S.I.S.0., Extension Centre (Footwear), Calcutta-2. 

26. The O.l/C., S.I.S.I., Model Carpentry Workshop, pjyali Nagar, P. O. Buruipur, 24-Parganas. 

27. Publication Division, Sales Depot, North Block, New Delhi. 

28. The Press Officer, Orissa Sectt., Cuttack. 

29. The Registrar of Companies, Andhra Bank Bldg., 6, Linghi Chetty Street. P. B. 1530, Madras. 

30. The Registrar of Companies, Assam, Manipur and Tripura, Shillong. 

31. The Registrar of Companies, Bihar Journal Road, Patna-!. 

32. The Registrar of Companies, 162, Brigade Road, Bangalore. 

33. The Registrar of Companies, Everest, 100 Marine Drive, Bombay. 

34. The Registrar of Companies, Gujarat State Samachar Bldg., Ahmedabad. 

35. The Registrar of Companit;:s, Gwalior (M.P). 

36. The Registrar of Companies, H. No. 3-5-837, Hyder Guda, Hyderabad. 
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3-1. The Registrar of Companie~, Kerala, 70, Feet Road, Ernakulam. 

38. The Registrar of Companies, M. G. Road, West Cotto Bldg., P. B. 334, Kanpur. 

39. The Registrar of Companies, Narayani Bldg. Brabourne Road, Calcutta. 

40. The Regi!;trar of Companies, Orissa, Cuttack Chandi, Cuttack. 

41. The Registrar ,of Companles, Pondicherry. 

42. The Registrar of Companie~, Punjab and Himachal pradesh, Link Road; Jullundur City. 

43. The Registrar of Companies, Rajasthan, and Ajmer, Sh. Kumta Prasad House, 1st Floor, 'C'-Scheme, Ashok 
Marg, Jaipur. 

44. Th~ Registrar of Companies, Sunlight Insurance Building, Ajmed Gate Extension, New Delhi. 

45. The Re~~istrar of Trade Union;" Kanpur. 

46. Soochna Sahita Depot, (State Book be~bt) Lucknow. 

47. Supdt., Bhupendra State Press, Patiala. 

48. Supdt., Govt. Press and Book Depot, Nagpur. 

49. Supat., Govt. Press, Mount Road, Madras. 

50. Supdt., Govt. 9-1,.,t Stores and Pubs. P. O. Gulzenbagh, Patna. 

5!. Supdt., Govt. Printing & Stationery Depot, Rajasthan, Jaipur City. 

52 .. Supdt., Govt. Printing and Stationery, Rajkot. 

53. Supdt., Govt. Printing and Stationery, Punjab, Chandigarh. 

54. Supdt., Govt. State Emporium, V. P. Rewa. 

55. Dy. ControUer, Printing & Stationery Office Himachal Prade~h, Simla. 

56. Supdt., Printing and Stationery, Allahabad, Uttar Prades 

57. Supdt., Printing and Stationery, Madhya Prdesh, Gwalior. 

58. Supdt., Printing and Stationery, Charni Road, Bombay. 

59. Supdt., State GOyt. Press, Bhopal. 

60. The As~tt. Director, Publicity & Information, Vidhan Sabha, Bangalore-1. 

61. Supdt., Govt. Press, Trivandrum. 

62. Asstt. Inforrnation Officer, Pr("ss Information Bureau, Information Centre, Srinagar. 

63. Chief Controller of Imports & Export~, Panjim, GCla. 

64. Employment Officer, Employment Exchange (Near Bus Stop) Sidhi (M.P.) 

65. The Director, Regional Meteorological Centre, Alipur, Calcutta. 

66. The Asstt. Director, State Information Centre, Hubli. 

67. The Director of Supplies and Disposal:, Deptt. of Supply, 10, Mount Road, Madras·2. 

68, Director General of Supplies and Disposah, N. J. C. Bldg., New Delhi. 

69. The Controller of Imports and Exports, Rajkot. 

70. The Inspector, Dock Safety, M/I & E, Madras Harbour, Madras-1. 

71. The Inspecting Asstt. Commissioner ofIncome Tax, Keral a, Ernakulam. 

72. The Under Secretary, Rajya Sabha Sectt., Parliament House, New Delhi. 

73. Controllet· of Imports & Exports, 7, PorIland Park, Visakhapatnam. 
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.74. The Senior Inspector, Dock Safety, Botwwalla Chambers, Sir, P. M. Road, Bombay. 

75. Controller ofImports & Exports, I. B. 14-P, Pondicherry. 
I 

76. Dy. Director, In-charge, S.I.S.L, Sahakar Bhavan, Trikoll Bagich, Rajkot. 

77. The Publiciiy and Liaisioll Officer, Forest Research Institute and Colleges, Near Forest, P. O. Dehra Dun. 

7S. The Asstt. Controller of Imports and Exports, Govt. of India, Ministry of Commerce, New Kandla. 

79. The Dy. Director General (S.D.), 6, Esplanade East, Calcutta. 
\ 

SO. The Director, Govt. of India, S.LS.L, Ministry of I & S Industrial Areas-B, Ludhiana. 

81. The Govt. Epigraphist for India. 

82. The Asstt. Director, In·cha~e, 'S.LS.I., Extension Centre, Varanasi. 

83. The Director of Supplies, Swarup Nagar, Kanpur. 

84. The Asstt. Director (Admn.) Office of the Dte. of Supplies & Dispo~al, Bom.!'ay. 

85. The Chief Controller of Imports & Exports, Ministry of International Trade, Madras. 

86. The Dy. Collector of Custom.s, Custom HOUSI:, Visakhapatnam. 

87. The Principal Officer, Meracntile Marine Department, Calcutta. 

8S. The Director, S.I.S.I., Karan Nagar, Srinagar. 

89. The Director, IIC, S.1.S.I., 107, Industrial Estate, Kanpur. 

90. The Director ofInspection, New Marine Lines, Bombay-I. 

91. The Dy. Chief Controller of Imports & Exports, T. D. Road, Ernakulam. 

92. The Asstt. Director, Govt. Stationery & Book Depot, Aurangabad. 

93. The Asstt. Director IIC, S.l.S.!', Club Road, Hubli. 

94. The Employment Officer, Talcher. 

95. The Director of Inspection, Dte. C & S, Dispo~al, 1, Oanesh Chandra Avenue, Calcutta. 

96. The Collector of Customs, New Custom House, Bombay. 

97. The Controller oflmports & Exports, Bangalore. 

98. The Admn. Officer, Tariff Commissioner, 101, Queen's Road,Bombay. 

99. The Commissioner ofJncome Tax, Patiala. 

100. The Director, Minbtry of I & Supply (Deptt. of Industry), Cuitack. 

101. The Dy. Director of Public ReJation~, State Information Centre, Patna. 

102. The Officer-in-Charge, State Information Centre, Madras. 

103 The Asstt. Director, S.I.S.I. M.L, Road, Jaipur. 

104. The Collector of Customs, Madras. 

105. National Building Org., Nirman Bhavan, New Delhi. 

106. The Controller of Communication, Bombay Region, Bombay. 

107. The Karnatak University, Dharwar. 

108. The Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar. 

109. The Principal Publications Officer sending commis~ion for Scientific and Tech. Terminology. UOc. Building, 
New Delhi. 

110. The Officer-in-Charge, Information G:entre, Swai Ram Singh Road, Jaipur. 
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111. The Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi. 

112. Controller of A~rodrome.;, Delhi. 

113. Controller of Aerodromes, Calcutta. 

114 Controller of Aerodromes, Bombay, 

115. Controller of Aerodromes, Madras. 

116. The Registrar, Punjab Agrl. University, Ludhiana. 

117. The Land & Development Officer, M. of Health,Family Planning, W.H. & U.D., Nirman Bhavan, New Delhi. 

118. Acting Secft)tary, Official Language (Leg.) Commission, Ministry of Law, Bhagwan Dass Road, Nc:w Delhi. 



S & R AGENTS AS,~ 31-3-72 (Ali Directorates of Census Operations) 

1. Registrar General, India, 2/A, ManSIngh ... d, New Delhi-11. 

2. The Director of Census Operations, And" Pradesh, Khusro Manzil, Hyderabad-4. 

3. The Director of Census Operations, As~, Bomfyle Road, Shillong-l. 

4. The Director of Census Operations, Bihar, Boring Canal Road, Patna. 

5. The Director of Census Operations, Gujarat, Ellis Bridge, Ahmedabad-6. 

6. The Director of Census Operations, Harayana, Kothi No.1, Sector to-A, Chandigarh. 

7. The Director of Census Operations, Himachal Pradesh, Boswel, Simla-5. 

8. The Director of Census Operations, Jammu and Kashmir, 19, Karan Nagar, Srinagar. 

9. The Director of Census Operations, Kerala, Kowdiar Avenue Road, Trivandrum-3. 

to. The Director of Cens~ Operations, Madhya Pradesh, Civil Lines, Bhopal-2 (M.P). 

11. The Director of Census Operations, Maharashtra, Sprott Road, Bombay-l (BR). 

] 2. The Director of Census Operations, Manipur, Imphal. 

13. The Director of Census Operations, Meghalaya, Nongrim Hills, Shillong-3. 

14. The Director of Census Operations, Mysore, Basapa Cross Road, Shanti Nagar, Bangalore-1. 

15. The Director of Census Operations, Nagaland, Kohima. 

16. The Director 9fCensus Operations, Orissa, Chandni Chouk, Cuttack-l. 

17. The Director of Census Operations, Punjab, No 72, Sector-5, Chandigarh. 

18. The Director of Census Operations, Rajasthan, Rambag Palace, Jaipur. 

19. The Director of Census Operations, Tamil Nadu, 10, Poes Garden, Madras-86. 

20. The Director of Census Operations, Tripura, Durga Bari West Compound, Agartala. 

21. The Director of Census Operations, Uttar Pradesh, 6-Park Road, Lucknow. 

22. The Director of Census Operations, West Bengal, 20, British Indian Street, Calcutta-). 

23. The Director of Census Operations, Andaman and Nico'bar Island, Port Blair. 

24. The Director of Census Operations, Arunachal Pradesh, Laitumkhrah, Shillong. 

25. The Director of Census Operations. Chandigarh,Kothi No. 1912, Sector, 8-C, Chandigarh. 

26. The Director of Census Operations, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Panaji. 

27. The Director of Census Operations, Delhi, 2, Under Hill Road, Delhi-6. 

28. The Director of Census Operations, Goa, Daman and Diu, Dr. A. Borka Road, Panaji. 

29. The Director of Census Operations, L. M. and A. Islands, Kavaratti. 

30. The Director of Census Operations, Pondicherry, Madras. 
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